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Abstract
This study examined the experiences of twelve Sri Lankan teacher educators as they
developed Internet-based study materials at the University ofWollongong while
undertaking postgraduate professional development. It investigated the approaches
these experienced teacher educators, yet novices to the Internet, took as they
designed and developed Web study guides.
The investigation focused on the design processes adopted by the participants during
planning, designing and development of their Web study guides, and reports the
process as a case study. Simultaneous data collection and analysis were undertaken
mainly using questionnaire survey, in-depth interviews, analysis of Web study
guides and student reflections. Nine key categories: participants, task, planning
methods, design patterns, concerns, influences, issues, support and reflection, were
used to organise data.
Insights gained through this study provided an understanding of the unique
experiences of Sri Lankan teacher educators in a learner-as-designer context. The
new technology together with the constructivist approach to learning placed a high
cognitive load upon the participants. All participants started designing their Web
materials in an approach similar to the conventional text-based approach with which
they were familiar. The main concern of the majority of respondents was on skill
development. In many cases, only the medium of presenting the learning material
was changed and the instructional approach was unchanged.
Initially the effects of limited knowledge and skills about Web-based learning
resulted in a limited focus on instructional strategies and a major focus on product
refmement. As the experience of participants increased, their approaches to design
became more inventive. However, only two participants who had superior prior
skills and exposure to computer-based learning, changed their instructional strategies
from an instructivist to a constructivist approach. to learning. The other participants
stayed with the conventional instructivist approach in which they were comfortable.
However, many indicated a willingness of to change to a more constructivist
approach in the future, indicating a small shift or change in their thinking. The
results are consistent with previous research findings, stressing the need of time,
support and repeated experiences for educators to modifY their conventional
pedagogical beliefs and instructional approaches, when adopting technological
innovation in teaching and learning processes.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Technology, teaching and learning
Rapid advances in educational technology, as well as developments in educational
theory, have always influenced teaching and learning processes. When describing
the tendency of education to embrace evolving new technologies, Stanford (1995)
links this trend with the desire to make teaching and learning more effective and
efficient.

Education always seems attracted to the light by the promise and the potential of
technology. From film in the 20s, to television in the late 50s, computers in the 80s and
now, information technology in the 90s, there have always been great expectations that
new technologies would soon enhance learning and instruction (Green & Gilbert, 1995,
cited in Stanford, 1995, p.70).

However, technology is more than just equipment and materials or tools to enhance
education. It also consists of the ways in which these tools are used in learning
environments. This argument is supported by Gentry (1995) who defined
educational technology as, the combination of instructional, learning,
developmental, managerial and other technologies, as applied to the solution of
educational problems (p. 8).

Thus, educational technology focuses on tools as well as on the processes of
applying these tools. Yet it is the theories of learning that provide guidance in the
application of these tools, or in other words, the instru~tional procedures (Roblyer,
Edwards & Havriluk, 1997).
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Modem computer-based technologies are recognised as having a significant
potential to change conventional approaches to teaching and learning. Whereas
technology has been traditionally used to deliver instruction or teach the students
based on the assumption that people learn.from technology, contemporary views
emphasise that technology can only foster and support learning, and that students
should learn with technology (Jonassen, Peck & Wilson, 1999).

The dramatic changes in the information and communication technologies over the
last few decades have had significant implications for new teaching and learning
approaches. In particular, the Internet, world's largest computer network, is
identified as a very powerful educational resource. The instructional possibilities
through electronic mail, discussion groups and especially the World Wide Web
(WWW or the Web) have contributed in making the Internet a valuable educational
tool.
The Web provides easy access to a wide variety of resources available in the Internet
through its hyperlinked environment. Thus, the Web enables instant access to an
extensive amount of information world wide, as well as providing an increased
flexibility and high interactivity in teaching and learning (Brooks, 1997; Khan,
1997).

The linking ability of the Web that allows simple point-and-click access to any type
of information, and its graphical interface that supports the easy integration of text,
graphics, audio and video, are the key features that have contributed to its rapid
expansion. The Web is not only a tool for locating and retrieving information, but it
is also a tool for disseminating information, exchanging information and
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collaboration. Web-based instruction (WBI) is becoming an increasingly popular
medium of education, and is having a profound effect on teaching and learning
approaches (Khan, 1997).
It can be thus argued that the evolution of new technologies cannot be separated

from the development of new instructional approaches. When new technologies
become the focus of instruction in teaching and learning situations, it is expected
that the accompanying new instructional approaches would also be adopted.
However this is not always apparent.

In contrast to the rapid technological innovations, the developments in learning
theory are comparatively slow, with several controversial views. Hence, the
adoption of new approaches to teaching and learning is not so fast, as it is with the
adoption of new technologies to education.
Often educational institutions tend to utilise new technologies to overcome some
logistical problems they encounter when implementing instructional procedures,
rather than focusing upon changes in teaching and learning approaches. Higher
education institutions, for instance, have tended to integrate modem instructional
technologies into their study programmes to meet the challenge of continuous
increases in numbers of students and an ever widening diversity of student needs.

A prime aim of such integrations is to provide flexibility in learning, which Collis
(1998a, p.374) claims is about allowing the learner some critical choices in the
learning situation so that it better meets his or her needs and individual situation .
Although the flexibility permitted by technology in the content and delivery of
course materials can facilitate student learning, this does not necessarily result in a
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change in learning strategies. Course design and learning materials development are
of crucial importance to ensure a successful integration of technology into teaching
and learning.
Instructional design (ID) is an important factor in instructional material
development, irrespective of whether advanced technology is used or not. However,
placing more focus on ID is observed as an emerging trend with the advances in
technology as the creation of technology-based teaching/learning products is based
largely upon instructional design and development principles (Ely, Foley, Freeman
& Scheel, 1995, p.41). Especially, in a novel situation such as Web-based learning,

ID becomes crucially important to gain advantage from the Web s powerful
features.
Hence, effective application of technology to education depends more on how well
they are managed and implemented, rather than on the features of the technology.
Teachers have the most direct influence on the management of technology in
teaching and learning.

Teachers and technology in education
Teachers are considered a crucial element in the successful integration of technology

in education. New educational technologies offer the potential for changes in
teachers roles and an opportunity to improve the quality of teaching and learning.
Thus, encouraging teacher use of modem technologies is identified as an important
issue.
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As Skilbeck (1995, pp. 7-8) stated:

Technologies to assist learning are of course a growing significance in a world increasingly
structured by technology. Rather than displacing teachers, however, information and
learning technologies can, and increasingly do, provide them with a set of instruments and
facilities.

This relationship between teachers and technology can be mutually beneficial. On
the one hand, technology provides the teachers with an opportunity to support and
enhance their instructional approaches and explore different pedagogies provided by
it . On the other hand these improved approaches can increase the effectiveness of
the application of technology.

However, it has been observed that often teachers lack the opportunities to
understand the use of new technologies in their profession (Williams, 1997). Modem
teachers have to cater for students who grow up with emerging technologies and
who are readily adaptable to them, whereas the teachers themselves face difficulties

in this transition (Bigum, 1998). Not only the teachers, but also university educators
were observed to be reluctant in using new technologies (Albright, 1996; Collis,
1998a).

It is realistic to expect a certain resistance to technological innovations by teachers
and other educators. It can be argued that the rapid pace of technological change,
especially in computer technology, provides great challenges for teachers who had
little or no exposure to them. The unfamiliarity of these technologies will naturally
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result in teacher resistance, which can in turn be a barrier to the technology s
application in education.

Kimmel and Deek (1996, p.88) explain that successful utilisation of technology in
education will depend on how the teachers are provided with the necessary training,
tools and technology evaluation skills. Similarly, Cornu (1997, p.319) states that
new 'teachers of tomorrow' must be provided with the 'basic competencies and
knowledge, and prepare them to evolve and adapt' to the new environment.
As these views imply, if the potential of new technology to improve teaching and
learning is to be realised, the teachers should be trained and supported in using it.
Teacher educators are expected to help teachers to become effective 'change agents',
in this situation (Robinson, 1997). However, technology training courses for
teachers were often observed to be providing just-in-case training, instead of justin-time training (Schrum, 1999). The same argument applies for training of teacher
educators.
The recognition of the importance of educating teachers in using new technologies
for their teaching and learning process, has influenced the teacher education
institutions in many countries to focus upon integrating technology-based teaching
and learning into their teacher education programmes. The Internet is increasingly
being utilised as a medium to enhance such programmes.

Studies on teaching and learning using the Web reveal that although this novel
approach has made a significant impact on teachers (Williams, 1997; Woodrow,
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Mayer-Smith & Pedretti, 1997), it was difficult to change their existing conventional
instructional practices (Barrowy & Laserna, 1997; Kennewell, 1997; Bigum, 1998).

This suggests that the success of integrating information and communication
technologies such as the Internet into education will depend not only on teacher
competencies, but also on their perceptions and beliefs on using them. As Dede
(1996, p.34) stressed, it is not the technical development of more powerful devices
that is important, but the professional development of wise designers, educators and
learners in using them.

Teaching and learning practices in the Sri Lankan education system
In the Sri Lankan education system, the teaching and learning approaches are based
upon and largely influenced by the socio-cultural setting and the religious
background of the country.
Traditionally, the teacher is placed in a highly respected position in Sri Lankan
society. He/she is considered to be an expert who will provide knowledge to the
students. The students almost always accept and follow teachers instructions and
guidance, and are generally reluctant to disagree with, argue with or question the
teacher. This teacher-student power relationship has resulted in the traditional
patterns of learning to be rather teacher-centred, wh(lre knowledge is transmitted to
passive learners from the expert teacher.
Despite developments in the education system, and the influence of theories of
learning that encouraged an active and a learner-centred learning, much change was
not observed in the teaching and learning situations. According to The first report
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of the National Education Commission (NBC) (1992) of Sri Lanka, classroom
interactions were observed to be highly stereotyped and monotonous with little
activities dominated by rather dull talk sessions by teachers, and the pupils
behaved as drilled in predictable situations (p.66).
Further, the teachers were observed to be wholly dependent on text books and the
main method of teaching used was face to face approaches. The NBC report (1992)
describes this situation as chalk-talk, without even the chalk (p.97). This implies
the dominance of the text book and the lack of use of other teaching materials in
learning situations, in spite of the recent technologies. While many schools face an
issue of lack of essential materials, in more affluent schools, electronic gadgets were
often purchased for prestige rather than for use (p. 96).
Although recommendations have been made to improve this situation and change
these approaches so that the pupils are able to learn constructively (The first report
ofNEC, 1992), still a significant change was not observed. Proposing the reforms on
general education in 1997, the National Education Commission states that:
The education system itself is heavily weighted in favour of book learning and memorising
facts to pass examinations, rather than acquiring knowledge, skills and attitudes necessary
for successful living (Reforms in General Education, 1997, p. i).

Among others, improving teacher education in Sri Lanka is one important proposal
in these recent educational reforms.

Teacher Education in Sri Lanka
Teacher education programmes in Sri Lanka are currently conducted by National
Colleges of Education (NCOEs), Faculties of Education in the Universities, the
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National Institute of Education (NIB), and teachers colleges. These institutions
provide initial (pre-service) or continuing (in-service) teacher education
programmes, on a full time or part time basis.

The NCOEs offer full time pre-service teacher education courses, whereas the NIE
and the Universities offer full time or part time in-service teacher education courses.
Some programmes conducted by the NIE and all study programmes at the Open
University of Sri Lanka (OUSL) adopt a distance, self-learning approach, and
provide self-learning modules, audio-visual materials, as well as face-to-face contact
sessions to the students.
Under the recent educational reforms, a National Authority for Teacher Education
(NATE) has been established in the Ministry ofEducation and Higher Education
(MERE), to co-ordinate, monitor and integrate all teacher education programmes in
Sri Lanka, under a World Bank sponsored Teacher Education and Teacher
Deployment (TETD) Project (Reforms in General Education, 1997).
The same project permitted a number of teacher educators from different teacher
educati~n

institutions in Sri Lanka to undertake staff development in overseas

Universities, including the University ofWollongong, Australia.

One main purpose of providing overseas training for teacher educators was to
broaden their knowledge and improve skills through the exposure to modem
techniques and application of new technology to teaching. It also focused on
instructional material development and use of different media in self-learning
modules, especially for courses offered using distance education (Sri Lanka Teacher
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Education and Teacher Deployment [SLTETD] Project- Implementation Papers,

1996).

Current trends to integrate IT into higher education in Sri Lanka
Being a developing country, with limitations in infrastructure facilities and resource
allocations throughout the country, Sri Lanka as a whole can be thought of as slow
in adopting the advanced information and communication technology into
education, compared to the developed world.
For instance, lack of electricity and telephone facilities in remote rural areas and
high electricity and telephone rates the consumers have to pay, are some
impediments to the use of such technologies. Similarly, only a very limited number
of individuals can afford to purchase expensive hi-tech equipment such as
computers, although the newest technologies are available for sale.
Despite these restrictions, during recent years, an amazing growth in interest in and
approaches to learning to use the new information and communication technologies
is seen, especially among the youth generation. This trend is evidenced by the
presence of a large number of private institutions that offer courses in computer
technology, including software use and programming as well as Internet use and
Web-design. However, most of these institutions exist and are centralised in
Colombo, the commercial capital of the country .

Government education institutes such as the universities have been providing
students with theoretical knowledge and basic skills in using computer technologies
through some subjects included in their study programmes for some time. Some
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universities (eg. Moratuwa and Colombo) offer specialised degrees in the area of
computer technology. These opportunities are gained by a limited number of
students from the total student population who are selected through very competitive
examinations. However, through recent university education reforms, IT training has
been included as an essential component of all degree programmes, and adequate
funding is expected to be released to provide modem computing facilities to
Universities ( 2001 Year ofiT, 2000).

Other steps have also been taken by the Government recently to enhance IT
education in Sri Lanka through local and foreign funding. For instance, a large IT
resource centre to train teachers, government servants and unemployed graduates
was opened recently by the Western Provincial Council of Sri Lanka ( WCP
Installs , 2000). In addition, Government institutions, together with the private
sector, organise regular exhibitions, conferences and seminars in the area of
information technology, to increase awareness and enhance knowledge of the public.

With the objective of giving priority to develop IT in education, the MEHE has
declared the year 2001 as the year of information technology in the education
sector ( 2001 Year of IT , 2000). Under the World Bank funded TETD project,
many activities such as developing computer centres with Internet facilities in
Universities, NCOEs and NIE, and establishing a National Education Information
Services Centre (NEDISC) with all modem computer facilities at the Ministry are
being implemented. Networking all national teacher education institutions in Sri

Lanka was an initial proposal in TETD Project (Reforms in General Education,
1997).
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Therefore, in the near future teacher education programmes in Sri Lanka can expect
to have IT components integrated into them. For instance, the O U SL has already
established an Information Technology Division (ITD), and a netw ork system within
the University. It has also proposed a post graduate diploma in teacher education,
with Internet-based course components, among other approaches im plem ented to
enhance technology-based education.

As the only recognised university in Sri Lanka to provide students further education
through distant learning techniques, the OUSL has recognised the need and
importance o f utilising the new information and communication technologies to
enhance its courses. An extensive number o f nearly 25, 000 students from all over
the country enrol each year to follow a vast num ber o f subjects in thirty programmes
of studies in diverse disciplines, from certificate to postgraduate level (The Home
page of OUSL, 2000). A number o f regional and study centres provide educational
facilities to students throughout the country. Computer awareness courses and
Internet facilities are also available for students.

Although the main method o f delivery is still through printed lesson m aterials
supported by audio-visual materials and face-to-face sessions, there are concerns
about the possibility o f integrating more technology-based learning into OUSL
courses in the future. Establishment o f the ITD is an initial step towards this. This
situation exemplifies one instance where integration o f Internet-based learning could
be used to enhance higher education in Sri Lanka.
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The Study
Background to the study
Twelve Sri Lankan teacher educators, from the group who came to study for their
Masters Degree in teacher education at Wollongong University, under the TETD
Project o f MEHE, enrolled in an Information Technology subject (EDGI 911/912).
In this subject they had to design and produce a Web Study Guide (WSG), as the
final project.

These instructors from different teacher education institutions in Sri Lanka were
familiar w ith using and designing text-based study materials for many years, yet
were novices in using the Internet and designing materials for the WWW. However,
all o f them went through the process o f developing an Internet-based study material
as novice W eb designers.

The problem / Focus of the study
Researchers have frequently asserted that the effectiveness o f W eb-based
instructional materials depends heavily on their instructional design (ID) (Brooks,
1997; Khan, 1997). There are a number o f theories on and models o f ID, that can be
applied to designing materials for the Web, but the applicability o f these theories
and models depends on several factors such as the skill level and preferences o f the
designer, the target audience, and the context in which the materials might be used.

When designing study materials for the Web, often text-based information is
transformed to develop Web-based materials. The instmctors who become the Web-
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based course material designers face a transition from designing conventional textbased materials to Web-based materials.

According to Johnson (1997), the instructors must be familiar with the Internet and be
aware of its functions before designing for it. As he claims, they must learn how the
Web works, what activities to support and how to structure hyperlinked presentations
before developing such materials (p. 1257).

Jonassen and Reeves (1996) claimed that a situation w here the learners are
empowered to function as designers would be a very powerful learning experience.
Designing Web pages is considered such an activity that learners can constructively
engage in (Jonassen et al., 1999).

Many previous studies that focused on learners as designers situations were with
school students designing multimedia and hypermedia presentations using
computer-based authoring programmes (Harel & Papert, 1990; Lehrer, 1993; Lehrer,
Erickson & Connell, 1994; Liu & Rutledge, 1997). Some were with undergraduate
students (Nicaise & Barnes, 1996; Nicaise & Crane, 1999) and some with both
school children and undergraduate students (Brown, 1996). Few studies have
focused on teachers authoring hypermedia products (Fitzgerald, Hardin &
Hollingsead, 1997), and investigations focused on teachers as designers o f Webbased learning materials are scarce.

The above studies varied in the learner outcomes through designing and developing
multimedia or hypermedia products. For instance, in many studies the focus was on
learning the content or subject matter through the process (Harel & Papert, 1990;
Lehrer, 1993; Lehrer et al., 1994), whereas in some instances the focus was on
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learning the design process through experiencing it (Brown, 1996; Liu & Rutledge,
1997).

Further, whilst there are many studies that focus on development o f Web-based
materials in terms o f their overall design characteristics (Bannan and Milheim, 1997,
Butler, 1997; Jonassen et al., 1997), few explored how individuals experience
change w hen they were designing W eb-based materials.

For educational institutions that adopt Web-based teaching and learning, an
important issue would be to understand not only how individuals design instructions
for the W eb, but also how individuals, specially educators, experience change during
the design and development process.

Purpose of the study
The purpose o f this study was to explore and describe the design processes adopted
by a group o f twelve Sri Lankan teacher educators studying at the University o f
Wollongong, while they designed and developed Internet-based study materials
(Web Study Guides) as novice Web-designers.

In this study, the participants functioned as learners as designers as they developed
an understanding about design processes o f instructional materials in a Web
environment, through experiencing the process o f constructing a WSG.

The design processes are described from two perspectives: the process - the
participants’ experiences while developing theirW SGs such as design methods,
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issues faced and changes in their perceptions and approaches to teaching and
learning; and the product - WSGs developed by the participants.

The investigation used a naturalistic inquiry method and resulted in a case study that
was generated through analysing the design processes o f each o f the twelve
participants o f the study.

Research questions
The following research questions guided data collection in the study.
1. What planning methods were used by the participants in the design and
development o f an Internet-based learning environment?
2. What design processes were adopted by the participants when they were
developing these materials?
3. To what extent are the design processes o f participants similar to instructional design
models in literature, and what were the reasons for any differences observed?
4. What specific problems did the participants have to overcome while developing
their materials?
5. What changes occurred (if any) in the theoretical positions o f the participants
during the process?

Theoretical framework
The theoretical framework that underpinned this study is constructivism.
Constructivism is described as a process where learners construct their own knowledge
or understanding through a personal interpretation o f their experiences (Jonassen,
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1996). This view emphasises that learning is an active process o f constructing rather
than acquiring knowledge , and instruction is a process o f supporting that construction
rather than communicating knowledge (Duffy & Cunningham, 1996, p. 171). Further,
to be effective, this learning must be situated in a rich context, reflective o f real world
contexts (Bednar, Cunningham, Duffy & Perry, 1995, p. 101).

The participants o f this study, as novice designers o f learning materials for the
Internet, experienced a process o f designing and developing Web-based study
materials. This process reflected a constructivist learning experience, as they were
learning through what they were doing.

Participants were placed in an open learning framework where they had to make
their own decisions in the task o f developing a WSG. The learning environment
provided resources and instructor support for them to complete the task. Through
interpreting how they organised and proceeded with this task, an understanding o f
the process was achieved.

According to Simons (1993, cited in Jonassen, 1996, p .l 1), constructive learning is
active, cumulative, integrative, reflective and goal-directed. The WSG development
process o f the participants reflected all these five features as explained below.

During the process, the participants designed and developed their WSGs by
meaningfully processing the information on their topic. Thus, it was an active
process.

The participants had prior experience as teacher educators in developing text-based
study materials in Sri Lanka. At the University o f Wollongong they received the
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exposure, knowledge and skills on using the Internet, which they used to develop
their Web sites. Their new learning built upon the prior learning as they elaborated
on new knowledge and interrelated it with their existing knowledge. This process
was cumulative and integrative.

As the participants constantly reflected on their prior knowledge, and reorganised it,
their process was also reflective. This whole process was focused towards
developing a Web-based teaching-learning material - hence it was goal-directed.

Further, the twelve participants as a group constantly interacted with each other
during this process. Thus, the study took place in a constructivist learning
environment, which Wilson (1996) described as a ’place where learners m ay work
together and support each other, as they use a variety o f tools and information
resources in their guided pursuit o f learning goals and problem-solving activities’
(p. 5).

Limitations
This investigation was confined to analysing experiences o f a group o f twelve Sri
Lankan teacher educators in their process o f designing Internet-based study
materials as novice Web-designers while studying in Australia. The findings cannot
be generalised to all Sri Lankan teacher educators. However, the findings contribute
to a body o f information on instructional design issues faced by educators in
developing Internet-based study materials.
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The time frame o f data collection was necessarily restricted by the duration o f the IT
subject the participants were following. During this thirteen-week time frame, an
intensive collection and prelim inary analysis o f data was employed.

The significance of the study
This research mainly focused on studying the design processes o f teacher educators
while they developed Web Study Guides. This study built upon and extended
beyond previous research done on learners functioning as designers by exploring
how teacher educators experienced this process while developing Web-based study
materials as novice W eb-designers. Thus the findings should add to the current
understandings o f leamers-as-designers approaches.

During this process, each designer went through a unique experience where a
transition from designing traditional text-based materials to Web-based materials
occurred. The insights gained from this study helped to understand this transition
process and the individual issues the participants faced as novice Web-designers.

By studying how these teacher educators developed their W eb sites, this study
uncovered insights into the design processes they adopted, how they transformed
information into Internet-based study materials, as well as the pedagogical,
technological and cultural issues they faced during the developing process.

Further, this investigation was also an opportunity to study specific design issues
associated with Sri Lankan teacher educators designing W eb-based materials for a
Sri Lankan audience.
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The above findings would be a significant contribution, and very useful for the
teacher education institutions o f Sri Lanka, where teacher education programmes
including Internet-based course components are expected to be implemented in the
near future.

Definitions of important terms used in the study
Some key terms used in the study are defined and described in this section.

Web Study Guide (WSG)
A study guide in a conventional teaching and learning situation would be a textbased instructional material that provides guidance for learners to progress through a
course o f study. These will be primarily used in conventional text-based learning
situations.

When the mode o f instmction is the WWW, or when the Web is used to facilitate the
learning experience o f a person, this situation is termed Web-based instruction
(WBI). According to Relan and Gillani (1997, p. 41), WBI is broadly interpreted as
any form o f instructional delivery in which the W W W is included as a to o l. An
instructional material designed to guide the learners in a Web-based learning
situation can be thus termed a Web Study Guide (WSG).

The W orld Wide Web (WWW), the hyperlinked component o f the Internet, allows
linking o f numerous Web sites located throughout the world enabling instant and
inexpensive sharing o f information, on a person-to-person basis, as well as with the
entire world (Barron & Ivers, 1996; Brooks, 1997; Rodrigues, 1997). Hence, as
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Crossman (1997, p.22) describes, ’As an information technology, the Web is unique
in its ability to not only carry a variety o f media, but to do so from virtually
anywhere, creating a global village’.

Similarly, Khan (1997) describes the W eb as a rich learning environment having the
potential to facilitate meaningful learning and to act as a dynamic medium for
sharing information. Together with the other Internet tools such as electronic mail,
Listservers, Newsgroups, and chat spaces, the Web provides a flexible learning
environment.

To understand the function o f a WSG, it w ould be useful to briefly describe the
basic features and functions o f the Web.

The Web combines text, graphics, multim edia and links between numerous Web
pages or Web sites. Web sites are made up o f W eb pages - the basic element o f the
Web. The first Web page that is displayed in a W eb site is termed the Home page.

Hyperlinks are the connections between Web pages. Linking is the most powerful
feature o f the Web that offers easy, point-and-click access to required information.
Linking is enabled through hypertext and hypermedia.

Hypertext is:

non-linear or non-sequential text. That is, the text is

organized so you can easily jump

around from topic to topic. You do not need to read the text in a fixed sequence (Seyer,
1991, cited in Brooks, 1997, p. 104).
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It is also defined as:

the electronic representation o f text that takes advantage o f the random access capabilities
o f computers to overcome the strictly sequential medium o f print on paper (Marchionini,
1988, cited in Moore, 1994, p.4).

Hypermedia is an extension o f hypertext by including sound, graphics, and video.
As Myers and Burton (1994, p. 10) claim, when using hypertext and hypermedia, the
author is absolutely free to make choices .

Web pages are constructed using HTML (Hypertext Markup Language), which is a
simple and easy-to-use system. Developing Web pages is called Web-authoring.
Web authoring tools such as Claris Home Page™ easily allows even a novice to
create Web pages, without having to leam HTML. The developed Web pages can be
viewed using a browser (eg. Netscape Navigator, Internet Explorer).

It is apparent that a WSG is fundamentally different from a conventional text-based
study guide. Whereas as the previous medium would use the non-linear
hypertext/hypermedia-based environment o f the Web, the latter one would use a
linear, sequential approach to learning.

Thus, a W SG can offer an unlimited, flexible, non-sequential learning environment
to the learners by providing many links through hypertext and hypermedia as
multiple avenues for the learners to explore which a conventional study guide is
unable to offer. Further, it can easily use graphics, audio and video to support and
enrich the text. It can also facilitate exchange o f information among people by
linking to e-mail, discussion groups and chat spaces. Hence, a WSG is a powerful
learning material that utilises the Web s features to enhance teaching and learning.
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In this study, the term WSGs refers to the W eb-based learning materials the
participants developed as a subject assignment using the W eb authoring tool, Claris
Home Page™ (Version 3.0).

Instructivist and constructivist learning approaches
The above two terms indicate two extreme ends in a continuum o f instructional
approaches that represent various theoretical positions (Jonassen, 1992; Reeves &
Reeves, 1997).

Instructivist ^
learning approaches

^ Constructivist
learning approaches

The instmctivist perspective at the left end o f the continuum basically indicates a very
structured, predominantly teacher-centred approach to learning. Underneath this
framework is an objectivist epistemology which in turn underlies behavioural as well
as much o f the information-processing-based cognitive learning theory (Bednar et al.,
1995).

In its extreme, objectivism holds the view that the world is completely and correctly
structured in terms o f entities, properties and relations (Lakoff, 1987, cited in Duffy
& Jonassen, 1992, p.2). Based on this assumption, the goal o f instruction is to help
the learner acquire the entities and relations and the attributes o f each to build the
correct propositional structure (Duffy & Jonassen, 1992, p.3).

The right end o f the continuum indicates various theoretical positions that support
constructivism. In contrast to objectivism, constructivism views that there are
different perspectives for any concept, not a single, correct meaning, and each
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learner builds his/her own meaning based on his/her own, individual experiences
(Duffy & Jonassen, 1992; Jonassen, 1996).

Hence, constructivists believe that instruction should not focus on transmitting
plans to the le arn er, but should provide contexts and assistance that will aid the
individual in making sense o f the environment as it is encountered (Duffy &
Jonassen, 1992, pp. 4-5).

For the purposes o f this study, the term instructivist approaches is broadly used to
represent instructional events that reflect mainly teacher-centred, very structured and
knowledge-transmitting approaches. The term constructivist approaches is used to
represent instructional events that reflect less-structured, flexible and leamer-centred
approaches, where learners are encouraged to develop or construct knowledge.
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Outline of the structure of the remainder of the thesis
The thesis consists o f six chapters, and the following diagram illustrates how the
remainder of it is organised and structured.

Fig. 1.1 A n outline o f the structure o f the thesis
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Chapter 2: Review of Literature
Introduction
The previous chapter explained that this study focused upon understanding how a
group of novice Web designers experienced the process of developing IntemetMbased
study materials. The purpose of this chapter is to review some related literature to
discuss the theoretical aspects of teaching and learning with the Web and design of
Web-based materials, and also to discuss about how people experience instructional
design processes.
The growing tendency in recent years to use the Internet in teaching and learning
situations has generated a wide interest among researchers in this area of study. Due
to the novelty of this medium however, still a great deal is not explored. Emphasis
has been mainly on teaching and learning with the Web and design features ofWeb
materials. Much attention was not given to how people experience design and
development processes ofWeb-basedmaterials, which this study is focused upon.

As described in Chapter 1, constructivism is the major underpinning theory of this
study. This review of literature develops an understanding on how constructivist
theory supports Web-based teaching and learning as well as the design ofWeb
materials. It also examines previous studies relevant to the context of this study.

This chapter is presented in three parts. Part I discusses the theoretical bases of
teaching and learning with the Web and the issues associated with Web-based
learning environments. Part II describes how instructional design models are
associated with Web material development and related issues. Part III describes how
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people move through changing paradigms of teaching and learning and how this
relates to design and development procedures of Web-based learning materials. The
concluding summary integrates the ideas discussed in this chapter with the process
studied.

Part 1 - Theoretical underpinnings of teaching and learning
withtheWWW
The role of computer technology in education is currently a widely discussed and a
well-researched topic. A common interpretation is to think of the computer as a tool
that supports teaching and learning. The Internet is identified as an effective tool in
educational processes that supports active learning (Crossman, 1995; Rodrigues,
1997). The impact of integrating the Internet into teaching and learning is described
as follows:
It empowers students to be independent learners, recognize relevant information, use
technology when appropriate and communicate through multiple media (Barron &
Ivers, 1996, p.56).

Thus, as explained in Chapter 1, the powerful features of the Internet, and especially
the Web, provide a unique learning environment that has significant implications for
new teaching and learning approaches
Various theories of learning presented over the years, from behaviourism to
cognitivism and .then constructivism, attempt to explain how learning occurs. They
also provide guidance on how to apply technology to enhance learning.
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The influence of computer technologies, especially the Internet, has stimulated a
renewed interest in teaching and learning with technology. The integration of the
Internet into education has also raised new issues in teaching and learning processes.

The above aspects of teaching and learning with the Web are discussed under the
following sub headings:

•

Teaching and learning with the Web

•

Learning theory supporting Web-based learning

•

Issues in learning with the Web

Teaching and Learning with the Web
The WWW is increasingly being used as a medium for delivering instructions in the
teaching and learning processes. Khan (1997) defmes Web-based instruction as
follows:
Web-based instruction (WBI) is a hypermedia-based instructional program which
utilises the attributes and resources of the World Wide Web to create a meaningful
learning environment where learning is fostered and supported (p.6).

As the above defmition implies, WBI focuses mainly on facilitating learning, rather
than on direct teaching. The strength of the hyperlinked Web environment is that it
provides multiple avenues for learners to search for information from many sources
and its flexible nature can be used to enhance a meaningful learning.
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Meaningful learning with technology
The most appropriate use of computer technologies to facilitate meaningful learning
is viewed as 'kn~wledge construction tools' {onassesn, 1995; Jonassen, 1996).

Technologies should be used as knowledge construction tools that amplify learners'
abilities to construct knowledge for themselves, rather than be "taught" by preprogrammed lessons (Jonassen et al., 1999, p.153).

Contradicting the traditional view that knowledge should be transmitted from expert
teachers to passive learners by embedding them into technology-based lessons,
Jonassen (1996) argues that students cannot learn from teachers or technology, but
that they learn from thinking. All that technology and teachers can do is support and
foster learning, and thus their role in learning is considered indirect - it is the learner
who has to do the learning.
Hence, according to him, computer applications should be used as cognitive tools or
'Mind tools' (Jonassesn, 1996), which enhance the thinking oflearners. As Jonassen
and Reeves (1996) explain, cognitive tools refer to technologies, tangible or
intangible, that enhance the cognitive powers of human beings during thinking,
problem-solving and learning (pp. 693-694).

Different kinds of challenging activities provided by the teachers and technology
will engage learners in thinking. Commenting that 'Mindful thinking is meaningful'
Jonassen explains that through these activities, learners build up knowledge by
themselves, resulting in meaningful learning. Accordingly, the learners will learn
with the computer technology, and not from it (Jonassen, 1995; Jonassen, 1996;
Jonassen et al., 1999).
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The above argument implies that meaningful learning occurs when learners are
able to develop their own understandings, rather than being taught the teachers
understandings. Thus, the current views on learning reject the traditional concept of
teachers as knowledge providers, and instead emphasise the importance of learners
thinking abilities in building up lmowledge. However, the teachers also have to play
a major role in providing the students with suitable learning environments to
enhance meaningful learning. The new technologies, especially the Web, has the
potential to provide such meaningful learning experiences for knowledge
construction by learners.

Knowledge construction through Web-based learning
With its vast pool of resources and the hyperlinked environment that allows instant
access to them, the Web becomes a valuable tool for facilitating knowledge
exploration by learners. By making meaningful discoveries in this information-rich
environment, the learners can build up new knowledge. Thus, the Web functions
very well as a knowledge construction tool or a cognitive tool as previously
described.
Nevertheless, it should also be noted that all explorations on the Web may not lead
to positive knowledgt construction by learners. The openness and the unrestricted
nature of the Web could have possible negative impacts on learners as well. Yet the
learners can be encouraged and guided towards constructing knowledge through the
Web environtnent.

Discussing the similarities and differences between WBI and the traditional
classroom, Relan and Gillani (1997) claim that the students gain a control in their
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own learning when learning with the Web. The dominance of the textbook and the
teacher as the primary source of information changes to more diverse content
sources, and also, the nature of content becomes dynamic. Hence, the learners will
have to meaningfully assess, select, review and integrate this available information.

As Khan (1997) explains, this self control in learning promotes the ownership of
learning and thus facilitates student responsibility in their learning. The presentatton
of content in a hypertext and hypermedia format in the Web environment enables
students to explore and discover resources that suit their individual needs. Hence the
Web encourages, learners to create an effective learning environment by themselves,
that is, 'self-regulated learning' (Brooks, 1997, p.l35).

This view is further supported by the argument that because cognitive tools (or mind
tools) are unintelligent tools , planning, decision-making and self-regulation of
learning become the responsibilities of the learners (Jonassen, 1995; Jonassen et al.,
1999). The Web can easily be used to promote reflection, discussion and problemsolving, in order to catalyse and facilitate the above skills. This results in an
'intellectual partnership' between the learner and the mind tool leading to meaningful
learning (Jonassen, 1995; Jonassen et al., 1999).

However, it can also be argued that learners can form intellectual partnerships with
their teachers as well. This is an important aspect of the teaching-learning process
and should not be ignored. It cannot be assumed that computers or the Web will
form intellectual partnerships with all learners as it may not suit some students. This
should be only considered as another avenue that is open for learners to have a
meaningful learning experience yet with some unique features to support it
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On the other hand, in this process of knowledge construction with the Web the

learners also function as designers, 'analysing phenomena in the world, accessing
information, interpreting and organising their personal knowledge and representing
what they know to others' Q"onassen et al., 1999, p. 153).
The above view implies that Web-based learning is not a simple method of acquiring
knowledge as usually done in a conventional mode of learning, but rather a compl~x
process that requires specific mental abilities, or higher order thinking skills such as
critical thinking, analytical thinking and problem solving. Yet this does not mean
that the Web cannot be used.for simple acquisition of knowledge. It is the unique
features of the Web that facilitate the creation of different learning situations.
As a novel mode of learning, rather different from the conventional learning
environments due to its hypertext/hypermedia-based structure, the Web allows a
more flexible and an open teaching and learning approach which a conventional
learning environment was unable to provide. Thus it generates novel learning
strategies that promote knowledge construction by learners, rather than the
conventional knowledge transmission by teachers to learners. An examination of the
theories of learning that support Web-based learning is presented next.

Learning theory supporting Web-based learning
An examination of the literature on learning theories reveals that there are three
broad, different views on teaching and learning: behaviourist learning theory,
information processing that is based upon theories of cognitive learning, and
constructivist learning which also evolved from cognitive learning theory.
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Behavioural and Information-Processing Theories
Behaviourism views learning as a function of change in behaviour that occurs as a
result of an individual's responses to external stimuli in the environment.
Behaviourists such as Edward Thorndike and B.F. Skinner viewed learning as a
sequence of stimulus and response (S-R) actions in the learners. This theory also
focused on the role of reinforcement in learning.

For instance, Skinner (1968) emphasised that reinforcement is the key element in the
learning process, and when a particular S-R pattern is reinforced it will strengthen or
decrease the responses. He viewed teaching as a process of arranging contingencies
of reinforcement effectively to bring about learning. According to this view,
teachers and the instructional materials are the stimuli, and the skills that students
demonstrate are the responses. Thus, behavioural learning theory concentrated
mainly on observable changes as indicators of learning.

Due to the limitations of the behavioural theory in explaining higher order learning
in humans, cognitive learning theory evolved. It attempts to explain how learning
occurs using the internal mental processes. It is based on the assumption that
knowledge is an abstract symbolic representation formed in the minds of individuals.

Information processing theories that developed :from a branch of cognitive
psychology viewed the process of human learning as being similar to that of a
computer processing information. They are based upon a model of the human
memory system by Atkinson and Shiffrin (1968) which proposed that learning
occurs by information passing through three components of the human memory;
starting :from sensory registers that receive information, and then passing over to
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working memory or short-term memory (STM) through attention, and finally
passing to long-term memory (LTM) by practising and linking to existing
knowledge. This view influenced the teaching processes for using methods to gain
attention, support encoding (or remembering by linking to existing knowledge), and
using various means to enhance transfer of information.

Gagn translated the principles of the behavioural and information processing
learning theories into practical instructional guidelines. He viewed that a 'learning
hierarchy' is needed to develop intellectual skills, and that learning hierarchies
provide a basis for sequencing the instruction (Gagn, 1985). His set of nine events
of instruction : gaining attention, informing the learner of the objectives, stimulating
recall of prerequisite learning, presenting the stimulus material, providing learner
guidance, eliciting the performance, providing feedback about performance
correctness, assessing the performance and enhancing retention and transfer,
provided a step-by-step process for instructional design {Gagn, Briggs and Wager,
1988). This approach and other systematic ID approaches are discussed further in
Part III of this chapter.

The Web qan support instructional learning approaches that are based on the
behavioural and information-processing theories. The hypertext/hypermedia
environment of the Web can be easily arranged to provide a directed, step-by-step
learning, using the learning hierarchies mentioned before. However, these theories
were considered insufficient when dealing with higher order cognitive skills such as
problem sol~ing and critical thinking, and constructivist strategies attempted to
explain and rectify these deficiencies (Roblyer et al., 1997).
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Constructivist Theory

An outline of constructivist theory was presented in Chapter 1. Observing that
learning theory is

~in the

midst of a revolution', Jonassen (1996) claims that 'the new

theory of Constructivism replaces the old'. Constructivism views that knowledge
cannot be transmitted from one person to the other, as seen in behaviourist and
information processing theories that share an objectivist epistemology. Instead, it
argues that knowledge will have to be constructed by each person.
In contrast to the objectivist view that claimed a correct propositional structure of
the world that the learner has-to understand through acquiring knowledge,
constructivism views that there are multiple perspectives of any concept, and that
the learners construct their own understandings based on their experiences (Duffy
and Jonassen, 1992, pp.3-4).
The underlying principle of constructivism is explained as: Instead of presupposing
knowledge is a representation of what exists, knowledge is a mapping, in the light of
human experience, what is feasible (von Glasersfeld, cited in Duffy & Cunningham,
1996, p.172). Thus, according to this view, learning is considered as an active
process in which meaning is developed on the basis of experience (Bednar, et al.,
1995, p.l 03).

Although constructivism appears to be a new approach to learning, a number of
early learning theories such as those of Jean Jacques Rousseau, John Dewey, Jean
Piaget, Jerome Bruner and Lev Vygotsky support a constructivist approach to
learning.
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Rousseau (1953) emphasised the approach of learning by doing by arguing that a
child constructs understanding through interaction with his/her environment.
Similarly, Dewey (1938) supported learning by doing, emphasising on a problemsolving approach. He· viewed that learning occurs through experiences relevant and
meaningful to a student s own experience. These views basically indicated a
constructivist learning approach.

Piaget s basic theoretical concept, that people learn through active exploration of the
environment, also supports constructivist principles (Inhelder & Piaget, 1958).
According to his ideas, learning occurs when learners get to a 'state of
disequilibrium', when they uncover an inconsistency between their current
knowledge and their experiences. Then, through 'assimilation' or fitting new
experiences into the existing patterns ofbehaviour, and 'accommodation' or changing
existing mental schemes to incorporate new experiences, they organise and reorganise meaning and understanding.
The above concepts ofPiaget are similar to two main features specified of
constructive learning: 'cumulative' which means that all new learning builds upon
prior learning, and 'integrative' which signifies that learners elaborate on new
knowledge anp interrelate it with their current knowledge (Simons, 1993, cited in
Jonassen, 1996, p.ll).
Similarly, Bruner's (1986) constructivist theory viewed learning as an active process
in which the learners construct new ideas or concepts based upon their current/past
knowledge. His concept of' discovery learning' allowed learners to explore by
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themselves and discover principles, which is the basis of constructivism. He also
emphasised the importance of negotiating and sharing in a community of learners.

Vygotsky (1978) a4ded a strong argument for social interaction in learning. His
concepts of 'the zone of proximal development', which is the gap between the expert
and the novices in the continuum ofunderstanding, and 'scaffolding', which is
providing assistance by experts to novices, are important in constructivism.
Vygotsky emphasises the notion that learning occurs within a social context, and that
the interaction between learners, peers and teachers is a necessary component in the
learning process.
This is important in current views on constructivist learning too. Constructivism
emphasises a social negotiation of meaning among the individuals who construct
their own understandings (CTGV, 1992; Duffy & Bednar, 1992; Jonassen, 1994).
The constructivist approach to learning, supported by early learning theories as
discussed above, has been later expanded by the work of many others. Constructivist
views emphasise the importance of.two main dimensions of learning: learners
engagement in the intentional pursuit of their own learning goals, and the role of
social interaction in learning.

Thinking of children as active builders of their own intellectual structures Papert
(1980, p.l9) believed that if a right kind of environment and assistance is provided,
they could advance their intellectual abilities. He emphasised the potential role of
technology to provide a meaningful learning environment to support children in
developing their own insights about new concepts.
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These ideas reflected that learners can be facilitated to construct their own
understandings through engagement in activities. This agrees with the concept of
learners as designers (Jonassen & Reeves, 1996) described before. This concept,
with relevance to Web material design, will be discussed more in Part III of this
chapter.
As mentioned earlier, knowledge construction through social interaction is another
significant aspect of constructivist learning. Situated learning (Brown, Collins &
Duguid, 1989) is such a social constructivist view, emphasising the importance of
context in which the learning occurs.

Situated learning and Cognitive apprenticeship
Brown et al. (1989) observed that students failed to transfer their prior knowledge to
later problem-solving situations as a result of skills being taught in an abstract way,

in isolation from any actual authentic application. They called this inert
knowledge . Hence, they stressed the importance of context in learning, claiming
that people learn best when the learnfu.g ·is situated and context dependent. This view
is in contrast to the traditional instructivist approaches that are context independent.
Based on the argument that what students learn should not be separated from how
)

they learn it, Brown et al. (1989) proposed the idea of cognitive apprenticeships,
where students become apprent~ce learners and understand how to transfer
knowledge by trying it out at the same time, by applying it in meaningful ways .
This is similar to the scaffolding suggested by Vygotsk.y and can be best achieved
through colla.Oorative learning facilitated in a Web environment.
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The application of the concept of cognitive apprenticeships in WBI is described as
follows:
Cognitive appr~nticeship is a powerful instructional approach for building student
thinking and teamwork skills. In accordance with this approach the conferencing and
collaboration technologies of the Web bring students into contact with authentic
learning and apprenticing situations (Bonk & Reynolds, 1997, p.l74).

This also implies the responsibility of the teacher in guiding students towards
meaningful learning. As Jonassen (1996, p.262) suggests, teachers should 'model,
coach and scaffold learners to help them articulate their knowledge and reflect on
what they know' when using cognitive tools. Accordingly, teachers also require the
skills, commitment and authority to effectively accomplish that.

Thus, Constructivism views the importance of anchoring instruction , explained by
the Cognitive and Technology Group at Vanderbilt (CTGV) as teaching that is
'situated in engaging, problem-rich environments that allow sustained exploration by
students and teachers' (CTGV, 1993a, p.65). They recommend that students generate
many aspects of a problem by themselves before creating answers to it.

This emphasises engaging students in the learning process itself, rather than merely
fmding a single correct answer to a problem. The hypertext/hypermedia environment
of the Web provides ample resources for learners to explore a problem in multiple
aspects and hence facilitate the cognitive flexibility (Spiro & Jehng, 1990) of
learners.
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Cognitive Flexibility Theory
The concept of cognitive flexibility is explained as, the ability to spontaneously
restructure one ·s knowledge in many ways, in adaptive response to radically
changing situational demands (Spiro & Jehng, 1990, p.l65). Cognitive Flexibility
Theory (CFT) which is based upon the constructivist approach, focuses upon
advanced knowledge acquisition in ill-structured or complex domains (Spiro,
Feltovich, Jacobson & Coulson, 1992).
Arguing that most knowledge domains are not simple and well-structured, but they
are actually complex and ill-structured, Spiro et al. (1992) claim that often students
face serious problems due to failure in transferring knowledge. Presenting the CFT
as a remedy for this deficiency in learning, they suggest that 'multi-dimensional and
non-linear hypertext systems' have the power to promote cognitive flexibility which
the traditional learning environments were unable to provide. CFT uses hypertext to
rearrange instructional sequences for multiple dimensions of knowledge
representations, for multiple interconnections across knowledge components and so
on (Spiro et al., 1992, p.67).
Thus, th~ Web-environment precisely meets the requirements for the metaphor of
CFT, the criss-crossed landscape and its suggestion of a non-linear and multidimensional traversal of a complex subject matter (Spiro et al., 1992, p. 67).
The emphasis placed upon the presentation of information :from multiple
perspectives and the use of many cases to present diverse examples indicate that
CFT is largely concerned with knowledge construction of learners by providing
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them with opportunities to make their own representations of information. How CFT
influences instructional design is discussed in Part II of this chapter.

Attributes of a constructivist approach to learning
A common feature observed in constructivist learning theory is, that it places more
emphasis on the learner rather than on the instructor. Claiming that constructivism
serves as an umbrella term for a wide diversity of views, Duffy and Cunningham
(1996, p.171) summarise two important characteristics in the general view on
constructivism as:

•

learning is an active process of constructing rather than acquiring knowledge

and,
•

instruction is a process of supporting that construction rather than
communicating knowledge.

Thus, the learners construct their own knowledge by actively testing ideas and
experiences, applying these to a new situation and integrating the new knowledge
gained with pre-existing views. The instructor is a facilitator in this learning
approach (Jonassen, 1995; Jonassen, 1996).

Figure 2.1 summarises some attributes that have been identified as features of
constructivist learning.
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Fig. 2.1 Some attributes of constructivist learning
Applying constructivist theory to learning

The supposition of constructivism that there are multiple perspectives and each
learner constructs his/her own reality based on his/her own experience leads to the
argument that learning would result in a partial or a biased interpretation of each
person, and in turn it would be difficult to judge the validity of any construction.
Jonassen (1994) sees this as a misconception,. emphasising that in constructivism
much of reality is shared among individuals through a process of social negotiation.
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Duffy and Cunningham (1996) further explain that, rather than assuming a shared
meaning, which is often difficult to be completely assured of, learning is actually a
search for compatibility and a lack of contradictions between the views that exist
within a constructivist framework. This emphasises the importance of social
interaction among learners in constructivist learning.

Winn (1992) however, is not convinced that all knowledge can be constructed by
learners and argues that some knowledge needs to be explicitly taught to the students
in order to enable them to start construction of knowledge. According to this view, it
cannot be assumed that constructivist learning is the most appropriate to adopt in any
learning situation. It is thus important to consider the context in which the learning
occurs.

On the other hand, Perkins (1992a) argues that constructivist pedagogy often
imposes sharp demands on the learners due to issues such as cognitive complexity of
the situation, task management and the role the learners have to play and buying in
the new theory of learning at the same time as practising it. He further remarks that
because of this complex situation, learners might not welcome a constructivist
learning expetjence.

Expressing a similar view, Jonassen (1992) suggests that, because of the high
demands made on the learners, constructivism may be appropriate only for advanced
knowledge acquisition. Spiro et al. (1992) also suggest that the constructivist
approach is more suitable for complex and ill-structured domains. Because of this
complexity, the learners need scaffolding by teachers as mentioned before.
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However, the complexity of the constructivist learning approach does not lead to the
rejection of it; instead more focus is placed on developing instructional strategies to
support the learners in such a learning environment. Thus, the necessity for carefully
planned ID is stressed to facilitate constructivist learning (Perkins, 1992a; Jonassen,
1994).
Some authors have argued against the necessity of constructivism and have raised
doubts about the breadth and applicability of constructivist theory (Dick, 1992;
Merril, 1992). They question the effectiveness of constructivism in the instructional
design of learning materials.

However, as Perkins (1992b) contends, new information-processing technologies
have allowed the creation of more intimate, supportive learning environments that
are required for in constructivist learning. As described earlier, learning with
cognitive tools supports the constructivist approach to learning. This is explained by
Jonassen and Reeves (1996, p.698) as follows:
Cognitive tools are reflective tools that amplify, extend and even reorganise human
mental powers to help learners construct their own realities and solve challenging task.
However, the enormous potential of cognitive tools can only be realised within a
constructivist framework for learning.

The Web, which functions as a cognitive tool, has special features in relation to this
view.

The potential of the Web as a massive information resource alone does not ensure
constructivist learning. The application of hypertext and hypermedia in the Web
environment contribute immensely to enhance the constructivist approach to
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learning, because it facilitates the construction of learners own understandings from
the vast amount of information available. Further, it meets the other requirements for
constructivist learning, summarised in fig. 2.1.

Features of Web-environment that support constructivist learning
Relan & Gillani (1997, p.43) explain that WBI is situated within a set of
assumptions: first, the learner has access to the WWW at all times and is allowed to
explore it; second, WBI would function best in a constructivist environment; third,
the teacher becomes a facilitator for learning instead of a disseminator of
information; and fourth, learning o.ccurs in an interdisciplinary fashion without
regard to the attainment of learning objectives within a fixed time.
These ideas contrast with the concept of learning hierarchies in the behavioural and
information processing theories. Relan and Gillani (1997, p. 43) further emphasise
the assumption that WBI would function best in a constructivist environment,
explaining that 'the use of the medium in any other way would defeat its purpose in
the instructional process'.
Hence, they define WBI as follows:
The application of a repertoire of cognitively oriented instructional strategies
implemented within a constructivist and collaborative learning environment, utilizing
the attributes and resources of the WWW (Relan & Gillani, 1997, p. 43).
This definition clearly emphasises the constructivist nature of the Web. The
attnbutes of the Web can be effectively used to create constructive learning
environments.
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Khan (1997) discusses a number of features associated with a Web-based learning
environment such as interactivity, flexibility, collaborative learning, learnercontrolled or self-regulated learning, authentic learning and open learning, that make
it a unique medium for facilitating meaningful learning.

High interactivity, permitted by the hyperlinks and Internet tools such as e-mail,
Listservers and chat spaces, is the main feature of the Web that supports interaction
among many people via asynchronous (at different times) or synchronous (at the
same time) communication (Khan, 1997, p.ll).
The Web also provides an unlimited access to a vast range of online resources
including a variety of multimedia. Because it is an open system, the learners have
the freedom to move even outside of their original learning environment (Khan,
1997, p.11). The learners enjoy the flexibility of time and also they have a choice
over the content, resources, feedback and a variety of media (R.elan & Gillani, 1997,

p.45).
The above features encourage learners -to actively discover information from
multiple sources and construct their own understandings on the basis of their current
knowledge. This cognitive flexibility (Spiro et al., 1992) in learning will enhance
the learners own knowledge construction.

On the other hand, these features also facilitate collaborative learning among the
learners, which is an important aspect of constructive learning. Whereas traditional
instruction tends to discourage social interaction, WBI creates a medium of
collaboration and interaction (Relan & Gillani, 1997; Sherry & Wilson, 1997).
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Collaboration among individuals is considered very effective in education.
Computer-Supported Collaborative Learning (CSCL) enhances team performance
through tools for communicating each person's ideas, structuring group dialog and
decision-making, recording the rationales for choices and facilitating collective
activities' Q)ede, 1996, p.13). These learning strategies facilitate knowledge
construction of learners through social interaction.

Further, Relan and Gillani (1997, p. 44) claim that WBI can be employed to promote
experiential learning, or learning on-site so that the process of learning is
integrated with the real world: Thus, the Web can provide authentic learning
situations. As Reeves and Reeves (1997) observe, 'most existing examples ofWBI
employ academic tasks, but WBI can be designed to focus on authentic tasks
relevant to learners' (p. 61).
The ability of learners to have choices about content, time, and a wide range of
media in WBI allows them to control their own learning. This self-regulated
learning involves the active, goal-directed, self control of behaviour, motivation and
cognition for academic tasks by an individual student (Pintrich, 1995, cited in
Brooks, 1997, p. 136). As self-regulated learners actively control the learning
environment in pursuit of their goals, they become responsible for their own
learning.

However, often this is not observed as actually happening in Web-based learning
situations. For instance, an experiment conducted at the Aberdeen University, where
face-to-face teaching was replaced by the Web, revealed that, although it increased
the flexibility in student study it was not evident that the Web was used by the
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students to control their own learning. Mostly, Web-documents were printed out
without reading and only a minority had used other links (Ward & Newlands, 1998).
This suggests that although the potential for self-regulated learning is present in
WBI, changing students learning practices is a challenge.

The flexible nature of the Web enables the teachers and learners to be no longer
'time-bound' or 'place-bound', (Brooks, 1997, p.28), and hence it supports distance
learning. The capabilities of the Web such as reaching remote learners, providing a
range of resources and creating an active learning environment, also promotes the
concept of distance educatioa (Hill, 1997; Willis & Dickinson, 1997). Hence the
teachers become able to facilitate and guide learners towards constructing their
knowledge, even from a distance.
The ideas discussed so far indicate that the Web extends beyond the traditional
classroom boundaries (Relan & Gillani, 1997) and moves towards creating learning
communities (Bonk & Reynolds, 1997; Sherry & Wilson, 1997). In a learning
community, people provide mutual support and scaffolding for each others' learning.

As Sherry and Wilson claim:
The ultimate concept ofWBI is to set up a structure where all members of the learning
community come to share knowledge and skills, to learn how to access necessary
resources, to create new knowledge and to disseminate it through both the local an,d
global learning community (p. 72).

However, realisation of this ultimate goal is far beyond reach, due to various
constraints that arise in Web-based teaching and learning, as discussed next.
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Issues in learning with the Web
As a novel technology, teachers and learners who use WBI will encounter many
unanticipated issues; Mainly, these may be pedagogical issues related to teaching
and learning, or technological issues related to hardware and software (Hill, 1997).

Pedagogical issues
'Information overload' is a major issue observed in learning with the Web (Ryder &
Huges, 1997). The availability of an unlimited amount of information sources and
multimedia can make the learners feel ovetwhelmed (Hill, 1997, p.76), and face
difficulties in coping with it.
The above situation can be explained by the 'Cognitive Load Theory'

~weller,

1999)

which suggests that many commonly used instructional procedures impose a heavy
load on the working memory. When multiple sources of information need to be
mentally integrated it would result in a 'split attention' of the learner, and
consequently impose a cognitive load that could interfere with learning.
Similarly, when there are too many options to explore, the learners could lose focus
and get diverted from the original task (Wilson, 1995). Such getting 'lost in the
hyperspace' is another problem of much concern in a Web-based learning
environment {Khan, 1997).

The question of the 'authenticity' and the 'reliability' of the information available in
the Internet is also a matter of concern (Crossman, 1997, p.22). 'Web-based
misinformati~n' is a much considered issue (Brooks, 1997, p.28). Although the rapid

access to a wide variety of resources increases motivation and encourages learning,
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careful evaluation and filtering of the information and a qualitative judgement of
them is crucial (Barren & Ivers, 1996; Ryder & Hughes, 1997). As Crossman (1997,
p.22) states, ' ...The Web, if anything, cries for critical thinking'.

These pedagogical issues suggest that Web-based learning requires higher-order
thinking such as evaluating, analysing and connecting information, which Jonassen,
(1996) identified as needed when engaged in learning with mind tools. According to
him, learners also engage in creative thinking activities such as synthesising skills,

imaging processes and elaborating on information, and finally in complex thinking
skills such as problem solving, design productions and decision-making.
These points indicate the importance of clear guidance and careful design when
using Web-based instructional materials. As Brooks (1997) claims, 'just clicking
around the Web' or 'purposeless surfmg of the Web' has limited or no impact on
learning. To obtain significant learning gains, he stresses the need of specially
designed hands-on ~xperiences on the Web (Brooks, 1997, p.l6).
Technological issues

Technological issues such as speed problems, for example, high down load time due
to limited bandwidth or large file sizes can reduce the efficiency and effectiveness of
WBI (Khan, 1997). These can also lead to user frustration; Perhaps the biggest
challenge associated with the technological side of the Web, are the frustrations that
often accompany technological difficulties (Hill, 1997, p. 77).
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On the other hand, in situations where technology novices face Web-based
learning, issues such as intimidation by the equipment or lack of knowledge in using
the software would also be matters of concern (Hill, 1997, p. 77).

Technological issues based on either hardware or software can interfere with the
intended learning from WBI. It could lead to decrease the enthusiasm of learners and
may result in less confidence in learning from the Web.

Cultural issues
Cross-cultural differences due to language, teaching and learning styles and cultural
attitudes may also affect the learners in a Web-based learning environment (Collis &
Remmers, 1997).
The dominance of English language in the Internet can pose problems for nonEnglish speakers, as language is the most important factor in determining
information exchange, interaction and communication (Joo, 1999, p.245). Hence, the
non-native speakers will be deprived of fully utilising the facilities of the Internet for
their learning.

On the other hand, difficulty in adjusting to the innovative techniques and changes in
power relationships between teachers and learners are some other cultural problems
that are observed in Web-based teaching and learning (Joo, 1999). Thus, the
acceptance, use of and impact of Web-based learning is definitely influenced by
culture-related aspects (Collis, 1999).
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Summary of Part I
This section discussed how the Web enhances meaningful learning through
knowledge construction. It described how teaching and learning with the Web is
supported by various theories of learning such as behaviourism, information
processing and constructivism, and discussed features of the Web that support
constructivist learning. It also focused upon pedagogical, technological and cultural
issues that arise in learning with the Web.

The hypertext/hypermedia-based structure of the Web environment offers a powerful
learning situation that encourages learners to look at multiple dimensions of a
problem by exploring through multiple links among components of information.
This novel approach enhances the cognitive flexibility of learners and supports a
meaningful learning through constructing knowledge. Although the Web supports
behaviourist learning approaches as well as cognitive-based information-processing
approaches, the potential of the Web to support a constructivist learning is more
significant, as it preciaely meets the -requirements of such a learning environment.

However, the same attributes that make the Web a powerful learning environment
also give rise to several pedagogical, technological and cultural issues for learners.
These issues impede the augmentation of Web-based teaching and learning, despite
the high expectations ofbenefits to be gained by adopting this method. Design
becomes an important task in overcoming such issues, to make Web-based teaching
and learning effective and meaningful. The next section discusses the design aspect
ofWeb-based learning materials.
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Part II - Instructional Design Models and Developing Webbased learning· materials
The influence ofiD in Web-based learning material development is discussed in this
section under the following sub-headings:

•

Theory bases of instructional design models

•

Using instructional design models to design for the Web

•

Challenges in designing Web-based learning materials

•

Instructional design for the Web

Theory Bases of Instructional Design Models
Instructional Design (ID) has been defmed as a discipline as well as a process. As a
discipline, ID is the branch of knowledge concerned with research and theory about
specifications for instruction and the process for developing those specifications' and
as a process, it is a systematic development of instructional specifications using
learning and instructional theory to ensure the quality of instruction' (Seels &
Glasgow, 1990, p.4).

Richey's (1986) definition ofiD as a discipline describes it as,
the science of creating detailed specifications for the development, evaluation and
maintenance of situations which facilitate the learning of both large and small units of

subject matter (p.9).
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This has a wider scope in specifying design, in contrast to Reiguluth s (1983)
definition ofiD, understanding, improving and applying methods of
instruction (p.7). Richey (1986) argues that such an approach ofiD as only a facet of
instruction restricts the development of design specifications and combination of
instructional methods.
On the other hand, she claims that Briggs (1977) definition of ID as the entire
process of analysis of learning needs and goals and the development of a delivery
system to meet the needs and his description that design includes the development
of instructional materials and activities and try out and revision of all instruction and
Ieamer assessment activities are more inclusive of specifications (Briggs, 1997,
cited in Richey, 1986, p.20).
More recent definitions such as, systematically applying a set of principles to
achieve effective, efficient and relevant instruction (Gustafson & Tillman, 1991,
p.4) or, 'the systematic process of translating principles of learning and instruction
into plans for instructional material and activities' (Smith and Ragan, 1993, p.2), are
more specific and emphasise the systematic nature ofiD.
Nevertheless, Reiguluth s (1983) claim that ID results in an architects blueprint
(p.7) or a prescription of how the instruction should be, and that ID aims at
'optimising the process ofinstructing' (p.9), is a basic assumption underlying these
definitions. Thus, ID can be thought of as a systematic way of improving the quality
of instruction in various contexts, and its goal is to enhance student learning.

The conceptual basis ofiD is largely influenced by general systems theory, learning
·theories, communication theory, and models of instruction. Systems theory provides
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an orientation to organising the learning environment and contributes to the
procedures and tools ofiD. Behavioural and cognitive learning theories clarify how
humans learn and directly influence the design procedures. Communications theory,
by describing how messages are transmitted to individuals, provides principles for
constructing messages. Models of instruction influence the approaches to organising
the content, and suggest the conditions in the learning environment that facilitate
learning (Ritchey, 1986; Smith & Ragan, 1993).
Hence, ID is based upon the foundations of a systems design model for managing
the instructional development process, and theories that specify how high-quality
instruction should be (Wilson, Jonassen and Cole, 1993). With the influence of
systems theory and learning theories, ID models attempt to provide guidelines for
developing effective teaching and learning environments.
Influence of Systems Theory
A system is explained._as an integrated set of elements that interact with each other ,
and designing an instructional system is required to integrate objectives, methods
and evaluations as a whole (Gustafson & Tillman, 1991, p.S).
Describing that the four common components of an ID model- analysis, strategy
development (~ynthesis), evaluation and revision - are very similar to the systems
approach, Smith and Ragan (1993) assert that the influence of general systems
theory is seen in many ID models.
Andrew and Goodson's (1980) comparative analysis of forty ID models representing
a systematic approach supports Smith and Ragan assertions as they f9und that 70%
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ofthe models were influenced by systems theory. Observing that many of these
models seem to be duplicated, resulting in a proliferation of ID models, they reveal

that:
Many of the systematic ID models ...represent a series of mechanical or linear steps
rather than the complex and rigorous analytical and cybernetic process required for
effective application to instructional design (Andrew and Goodson, 1980, In Anglin,
1997, p.l78).

Similarly, Gustafson s (1981) review ofiD models has also identified only a few
fundamental differences among them, and often different terminology was used to
describe the same activities (Gustafson & Tillman, 1991, p.9). These observations
indicate that, although a vast number ofiD models have been developed over the
years, they more or less prescribed the same approach towards effective instruction.
These ID models are procedural in nature and provide a list of steps to follow. A
typical ID process would consist of the following steps: identify objectives; assess
students • prior knowledge and skills; specify the content to be taught; identify
instructional strategies; develop instruction; and test, evaluate and revise (Lin et al.,
1996, p.204).
A number ofiD models such as IDI model (1973), Air Force model (1975), Gagn ·
and Briggs model (1979), Dick and Carey model (1985) and Kemp model (1985),
appear to be variations on each other, and have their own strengths and weaknesses
depending on the situations in which they will be employed (Seels & Glasgow,
1990).
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For example, the Gagn and Briggs Model (1979), which is based upon a
hierarchical structure of learning outcomes, follows nine major events of instruction
that are related to nine internal learning processes, as shown by Table 2.1.
These nine events provide guidelines for developing directed instructional
approaches such as drill and practice and tutorials.
Table 2.1 Events of instruction and related learning processes in Gagn -Briggs
Model (From: Gagn, Wager & Rojas, 1981, p.215)
~

Intemalleaming process

External instructional event

1. Alertness

Gaining attention

2. Expectancy

Informing the learner of the objectives

3. Retrieved to working memory

Stimulating recall of prerequisite learning

4. Selective perception

Presenting the stimulus material

5. Semantic encoding

Providing learner guidance

6. Retrieval and responding.

Eliciting the performance

?.Reinforcement

Providing feedback about performance
correctness

8. Cueing retrieval

Assessing the performance

9. Generalising

Enhancing retention and transfer

The Dick and Carey model (1985) breaks the development of instruction into
discrete tasks, starting with identification of goals and writing performance
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objectives and progressing through developing, assessing and evaluating materials
(Seels & Glasgow, 1990). Fig. 2.2 illustrates this model, which is a typical example
of a traditional instructional systems approach.
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Fig. 2.2 Dick and Carey model (From: Seels & Glasgow, 1990, p.49)
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Considering the common features ofiD models, a generic ID model has been
formulated, and according to this, ID is thought of as a systematic process that
involves five general stages: analysis (what is to be learnt is defined); design (how it
is to be learnt is specified); development (the process of authoring and producing the
materials); implementation (the process of installing the project in real world
context); and evaluation (the process of determining the adequacy of the instruction).
(Seels & Glasgow,

1990~

p.S).

These traditional ID models reflect the influence of behaviourism, such as in the
specification ofbehavioural objectives, the focus on behavioural changes in learners
and the emphasis on environmental stimuli (Reiguluth, 1983).
Influence of Behaviourism

Behaviourism is claimed to be the prominent influence over early systems
approaches to the design of instruction (Burton, Moore & Magliaro, 1996, p.5). As
most of the traditional ID models were influenced by the systems theory, inevitably
they were characterised by a behaviourist instructional approach. McManus (1996)
descnoes the common features in ID models that took a behaviourist approach as
follows:
In this paradigm, all instructional objectives are set by the designer. It is assumed that

all learners coming to the instruction are either intrinsically or extrinsically motivated
to learn the behavior set in the instructional goals. Individual learner differences are

either ignored or generalized (McManus, 1996, p.4).

Based mainly on Skinner s theory of learning, these instructional approaches
focused on learning outcomes related to specific objectives, and directed instruction
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was provided via discrete units of information with continuous reinforcement via
feedback.
Thils, as Moallem and Earl (1998) assert, all conventional instructional design
models characterise three key features: a linear planning process, an objectives first
approach to planning, and a generic model for planning instruction, indicating the
behavioural influence on them. These models typically include the following steps:
specifying instructional goals and objectives; developing test items for each
objectives; developing instructional strategies; evaluating effectiveness; and fmally
reviewing based on performance and revising as required (Moallem & Earl, 1998, p.
6). These OQservations are clearly exemplified by the Dick and Carey model (fig.
2.2).

Influence of Cognitivist Information-Processing Theories

Cognitivism placed more emphasis on the learners and focused on how they learn.
As described in part 1 of this chapter~ cognitivist information processing theories
explained learning in terms of mental processes of learners.
As Bednar et al. (1995) claimed, while behaviourist applications focused on the
design of learning environments which optimise knowledge transfer , information
processing cognitive theory stressed efficient processing strategies ( p.l 03).
According to this view, to be meaningful, information must link with existing
knowledge. Thus it supported an instructional approach where instruction should
progress from presenting simple to complex, or known to unknown concepts.
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The influence of cognitivism upon ID is explained by Smith and Ragan (1993) as
follows:

While the systematic approach to ID, which evolved from systems theory and materials
development in the behavioural tradition still influences the steps that we follow in
conducting ID, a great deal of how we conduct each step is influenced by cognitive
psychology. With the shift from behavioural to cognitive theory bases, the attention
given to the analysis of the learner has grown (p.20).
However, Winn and Snyder (1996) argue that, although the underlying learning
theories changed from behavioural to cognitive, a parallel change has not occurred in
the ID procedures through which the theories are implemented.

This is evident in the fact that both behavioural and information processing theories
focused on a directed instructional approach, aiming at transfer of knowledge to
learners. Thus, both views supported an objectivist or instructivist approach in ID.
The Gagn and Briggs model {Table 2.1) provided practical guidance for ID, based
on principles of both behavioural and information-processing theories.

Despite the wide acceptance and use of traditional ID models for developing
instructional materials, they are considered insufficient to accommodate for more
complex learning situations, and especially to the new teaching and learning
situations facilitated by the rapid technological advancements in the field.

For instance, Winn (1992) argues that while the emphasis in instruction and
performance in behavioural approaches has served well for teaching basic
knowledge and skills in well-structured knowledge domains, when mastering
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advanced knowledge in ill-structured domains a different conception of instructional
strategy is required.
Similarly, Wilson et al. (1993) explain that, although the ID methods which tend to
take a linear approach based on pre-defined goals may work satisfactorily in certain
well-defmed environments, they have limitations when working in ill-defined
content domains .
Computers and advances in methodologies have moved ID towards being a more
flexible process as described below.
Originally a primarily linear process, ID is embracing new methods and computer
design tools that allow greater flexibility in the management and order of design
activities. In the present qlimate of change, many practitioners and theorists are unsure
about "what works"; for example, how to apply ID to the design of a hypertext system
or an on-line performance support system (Wilson et al., 1993, p.l ).

Intluence of Constructivism
Constructivist theory has had a significant influence on ID. Duffy and Jonassen,
(1992) explain how constructivists believe instruction to be, as follows:
Instruction should not focus on transmitting plans to the learner, but rather on
developing the skills of the learner to construct (and reconstruct) plans in response to
situational demands and opportunities. Instruction should provide contexts and
assistance that will aid the individual in making sense of the environment as it is
encountered (Duffy & Jonassen, 1992, pp.4-5).

This view suggests a very different instructional approach from the precise,
prescriptive instructional strategies generated by the behavioural and informationprocessing theories. It de-emphasises instructing the learners and evaluating their
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performance and stresses the importance of how learners learn. The instructional
system should focus on supporting learners in their constructions of knowledge.
Jonassen (1994) has proposed three overall principles to design constructivist
learning environments: construct, context and collaboration. He argues that a
constructivist design process should design environments that support knowledge
construction by learners in meaningful, authentic learning contexts, through
experiences gained by collaborative activities (Jonassen, 1994). Thus, rather than
being product-oriented as in the objectivist approaches, these attributes of the
constructivist approach are more process-oriented
While the traditional objectivist approach attempted to identifY content components,
simplify and systemise them and incorporate them into the design process, the
constructivist approach, having no boundaries to the content, encourages learners to
seek for information and construct an understanding. It does not specifY objectives,
yet allows specific objectives to eme~ge as appropriate to individual learners (Bednar
et al., 1995).
On the other hand, the traditional behaviourist ID tended to separate the content
provided by the instructor from the content used by the learner. Yet constructivist
views suggest the need for learning experiences to be 'situated' in real world context
(Brown et al., 1989; CTOV, 1992).
Further, constructivist approaches encourage collaborative activities oflearners,
rather than the isolated learning activities used in traditional approaches. Social
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interaction among learners will lead to arriving at a social negotiation of meaning
from the multiple perspectives constructed by each individual (Jonassen, 1994).

Honebein (1996, p.ll-12) discussed seven goals to design constructivist learning
environments as follows:
1. Provide experience with the knowledge construction process
2. Provide experience in and appreciation for multiple perspectives
3. Embed learning in realistic and relevant contexts
4. Encourage ownership and voice in the learning process

5. Embed learning in social experience
6. Encourage the use o(multiple modes of representation
7. Encourage self-awareness of the knowledge construction process
These design principles are based upon the key conceptions underlying
constructivism, and provide a framework for designing constructivist learning
environments.

Awareness of theoretical approaches in ID
As the literature revealed, different theories oflearning - behaviourism, cognitivist
information processing and constructivism - have influenced ID approaches.
Bednar et al. (1995) argue the need for a theory base in ID as follows:
Instructional design and development must not be based upon some theory of learning
and/or cognition; effective design is possible only if the developer has developed
reflexive awareness of the theoretical basis underlying the design (p.l 01 ).
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Thus, they emphasise the need for instructional designers to be aware of their
theoretical positions about le~g and select instructional strategies that match
their goals an4 those of the learner.
Gros et al. (1997) argue that models ofiD provide a link between the learning
theories and practical constructs of instructional systems. They further explain that,
ID models aim at bridging the gap between (instructional and learning) theory, and the
development of powerful learning environments. As such, ID models are neither purely
theoretical nor purely practical; they are bridges between both extremes (Gros et al.,
1997, p.48).

Jonassen (1992) sees that there is a continuum of theoretical conceptions of learning,
with objectivism and constructivism at its extreme polar ends. Different ID
approaches, such as programmed instruction and discovery learning will fall
somewhere in between the extreme views.
Taking into consideration the diverse ID processes that have been introduced over
the years, Visscher-Voerman, Gustafson and Plomp (1999) describe four
perspectives on how educational design and development processes could be
conducted. They are as follows:

1. Instrumental perspective, which starts with the formulation of specific
objectives to be achieved and planning by them
2. Communication perspective, where social aspects of people involved in the
process are considered and communication is used to reach consensus
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3. Pragmatic perspective, where rapid prototyping, or interactive and repeated
tryout and revision is used for development

4. Artistic perspective, where developers act like artists creating their products in
response to the context need

Visscher-Voerman et al. (1999) further argue that these approaches represent four
different paradigms of development, and hence the quality criteria for developing
processes differ accordingly. In addition, they also believed that all perspectives
contribute to the design of effective educational experiences.

The above argument implies that one cannot reject or embrace any ID approach as
each of them might be useful in a certain context. Hence, as Visscher-Voerman et al.
(1999) suggest, the developers should be aware of the value of all the paradigms and
should use the one (or a combination) that is most appropriate for a specific situation

Willis (1998) expresses a similar view by arguing that although currently different
paradigms are being used for ID, much is uncertain, fuzzy and unclear about ID
theories. He recommends an approach of' open democratic pragmatism', where one
can do ID in his/her own paradigm but remain open to other paradigms too (p. 16).
The designer should also be willing to make changes if necessary.

Thus, it is important for instructional developers to be conscious of the different ID
approaches and use them appropriately when designing teaching and learning
materials in different situations.
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Using ID Models to design for the Web
The Web is considered as a medium having the potential to support well-designed
instructional materials (Khan, 1997). The hypertext/hypermedia environment allows
instructional designers more flexibility and multi-dimensional ways of structuring
instruction. However, designing and delivering instruction on the Web requires
'thoughtful analysis and investigation of how to use the Web's potential in concert
with instructional design principles' (Ritchie & Hoffman, 1997, p.l38).

Brooks (1997) explains that the Web can be a passive learning environment as well
as an active learning environment. When claiming that interactivity has become the
really critical desigtt issue , he stresses the importance of using hypertext links in a
meaningful and interactive way when developing Web-based materials (Brooks,
1997, p.37).
Although current ID models do not specifically deal with designing Web materials,
McManus (1996) suggests they can be extrapolated. These could be either
objectivist models (eg. Dick & Carey model- fig. 2.2) where instructional objectives
expected to be achieved by all learners are set up by the designer, or they could be
constructivist models (eg. Hypermedia Design Model based on Cognitive Flexibility
Theory, by McManus, 1996- fig. 2.3).

Traditional models
The traditional directed learning approach, based on behaviourist learning theory and
the informatio:t). processing theories, gave rise to applications such as drill and
practice and tutorials. The Web can support such instructional materials that are
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based upon Skinner's programmed learning, where information is presented in small
amounts in gradual steps, and the learner is provided immediate feedback as
reinforcement.
The concept of learning hierarchies as proposed by Gagn , Briggs and Wager
(1988), provided a basis for sequencing instruction. For instance, Gagn 's nine
events of instruction (Table 2.1) focused on behaviourist aspects such as presenting
stimuli to gain attention and informing the learners of the objectives, as well as on
cognitive aspects such as stimulating recall of prior learning and enhancing
retention. The Web can easily support such a 'systematic instructional design' that
provides a step-byNstep process for instruction.

Welsh (1997) believed that Web-based instruction should be applicable to traditional
instructional contexts. The Event-oriented model presented by him starts with
specifying goals and objectives and proceeds to develop a series of instructional
events based on the objectives. He also states that, instead of replicating traditional
objectivist educational environments, WBI can be an enhancement to them.
Yet, as Brooks (1997) claimed,

~the

Web's greatest intrinsic power is that it

encourages branched, non-linear instruction' (p.28). Although the Web has the
potential to facilitate any of the above-mentioned directed learning approaches,
Web-based learning becomes challenged when the learning outcomes are considered
(McMahon, 1997). This suggests that the ability of the Web to foster a 'meaningful
learning' through 'knowledge construction' will not be accomplished if it is:mry used
to 'instruct' or 'teach' the learners, as is often observed in objectivist ID models.
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Constructivist models
It has been argued that constructivist models are more appropriate in a Web
environment, than objectivist models (McManus, 1996; Jonassen et al., 1997).
Explaining that, to enhance meaningful learning on the Web better ID models to
structure the user interface are needed, Jonassen et al. (1997) claim that among the
current models based on constructivism, the Cognitive Flexibility Theory (CFT) is
the most adaptable to a Web environment.

As described in part I of this chapter, CFT is 'an integrated theory of learning, mental
representation, and instruction'._ It emphasises designing instruction for 'complex, illstructured, advanced knowledge domains' which are present in reality (Spiro et al.,
1995). Whereas the traditional instructional designers designed for 'well-structured'
situations by simplifying the content and providing a simple and a linear sequence of
events, CFT avoids oversimplification of information and provides multiple
representations of concepts in real world context (Jon~sen et al., 1997).

As explained by Wilson et al., (1993):.
Cognitive flexibility theory provides a number of heuristics for designing instruction
that avoids over-simplifying instruction by providing real world cases, providing
multiple representations of the content in order to enhance transfer, and requiring
knowledge construction by learners, not knowledge regurgitation' (p.7).

Jonassen et al (1997) remark that designing instruction for such advanced
knowledge domains is difficult due to their ill-structuredness. However,
hypertext/hypermedia environments such as the Web allow cognitive flexibility and
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thus enable providing multiple representations of content. Hence, these
environments support CFT.
McManus's (1996) Hypermedia Design Model (HDM) based on the CPT is wellsupported within a Web environment as it provides learner-controlled access with
the use of multiple paths. It differentiates between the design goals - what the
designer hopes that the learner will achieve, and the learner objectives - what the
learner expects to learn.
HDM differs from the traditional ID models by having the following steps: defme
the learning domain; identify cases within the domain; identify themes and
perspectives; map multiple paths linking cases; provide learner controlled access to
cases; encourage learner self reflection (McManus, 1996). Figure 2.3 illustrates the
basic steps ofHDM and how it is organised.

....

Defme your learning
domain

IdentifY cases within
the domain

T

+

~lr

IdentifY Themes &
Perspectives

Provide
learner-controlled
navigation through
cases

~·
Map multiple paths
linking cases

..

Focus learner
self-reflection

~

.....

Fig. 2.3 Hypermedia Design Model (McManus,1996)
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Whereas the traditional models focused on the design goals, HDM considers that
learner objectives are the most important and guidance can be provided to help the
learners to reach their objectives, which might be different from the designer s
suggestions. Moreover, it emphasises case-based instruction and uses multiple cases
to criss cross the landscape (Spiro et al., 1992) as suggested in the CFT.
However, it is important to note that the above argument does not imply that
guidance for learners is entirely unnecessary. In particular, inexperienced learners
are often uncertain of their goals and therefore need closer guidance than the
experienced learners. Thus, modelling, coaching and scaffolding (Jonassen, 1996)
provided by the teachers become very important for learners to have a meaningful
learning experience in such ill-structured learning situations.
It is evident from the discussion so far that the process of ID links the learning

theory and instructional technology. The principles and strategies associated with
conventional ID were observed to contradict with constructivist theory (Bednar et
al., 1995). HDM provided a solution for this by offering a new approach to ID
specially designed for hypertext/hypermedia environments (McManus, 1996).

However, Gros et al. (1997) claim that often there is a mismatch between ID and
authoring multimedia and hypermedia systems, and an understanding of the issues
associated with Web-material development is important if designers are to meet the
challenge of Web material design and development.
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Challenges in designing Web-based learning materials
The Web not only includes hypertext, but also graphics, sound and video. These
features, and the easy-to-use, point and click graphical interface of the Web provide
an expansive environment for instructional designers to develop diverse types of
learning materials.
Khan (1997) states that with an understanding of the capabilities of WBI,
meaningful learning environments could be developed. He further explains that:
A well-designed WBI course with intuitive interfaces can anticipate learners' needs and
satisfY the learners' natural curiosity to explore the unknown. This capability can
greatly reduce students' frustration levels and facilitate a user friendly learning
environment (Khan, 1997, p.15).

Many authors agree that careful consideration and analysis is vecy important when
designing a Web-based learning environment (Brooks, 1997; Khan, 1997; Ritchie &
Hoffman, 1997). Although the Internet can be the delivery medium as well as the
content provider for WBI, it is also important to remember its limitations
(McManus, 1996).
Design Issues
Brooks (1997) described the formal stages in preparing Web-materials as,
Webifying written materials, adding hypertext links, adding multimedia, Online
tutoring and other features. However, this should be preceded by a planning stage
that includes developing goals and objectives according to the learner needs,
deciding on content and developing appropriate activities and fmally organising and
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arranging information. All these activities are based on the design decisions of the
developer.
Hypertext, delivery of multimedia and high interactivity are identified as three key
featureS of a Web environment that are important to the designer (Starr, 1997).
These can be effectively used to enhance conventional teaching and learning
approaches.
For example, Arnold (1997) describes an instance where the Web has been used as a
medium to develop and present a syllabus and its supporting materials. The Web has
been mainly used for syllabus development and presentation, submission and return
of student work, communication and a medium for student work. The conclusions
indicated that the use of Web-based technologies to support traditional teaching and
learning practices provided opportunities for curriculum improvement.

However, the designing of the interface needs careful consideration. As suggested by
Starr (1997, p. 10), the interface should incorporate human-computer interface
design principles and not just transfer paper or previous non-graphical interfaces to
the screen

Similarly. declaring that simply publishing a Web page with links to other pages is
not designing WBI, Ritchie and Hoffinan (1996, p.l) explain that:

Web pages have the potential to be more than a compendium of information. When
properly structured, pages can guide the users through a series of instructional activities
which present information, afford practice and provide feedback to inform users of
their strengths, weaknesses and suggestions for enrichment or remediation.
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Thus, design is a crucial factor in making a Web-material effective or ineffective.

El-Tigi and Branch (1997) claim that the quality of current Internet resources ranges
from. excellent to extremely poor due to the scarcity of design guidelines for the

www. Similarly, Maddux (1998) argues that 'the Web today is dominated by
displays or pages that have been incompetently designed and executed'. He explains
that the very quick emergence of the Web, the relative ease of publishing a Web
page and lack of widely accepted standards for Web designing are some of the
reasons for this situation with poor quality Web pages.
A study done on substituting the Web as the delivery mode in a University course
derived the conclusion that:
Simply placing lecture content on Web pages gives flexible access, but makes no
contributions to active learning Many students complained of too much reading from
the screen and few printed the Web pages Student collaboration was thin The great
variation found in abilities and attitudes indicates the need for a range of media with
redundancy (Bostok, 1997, p.229).

These observations indicated that design of a Web-based material is different from
design of a text-based material. Reading directly from the computer screen posed
problems for learners, rather than reading from printed material. Thus, simple
transfer of content from text to the Web would be ineffective for their learning.

A study on the development of a Web site as a flexible-delivery approach to a
University course described by Stace (1997) supported this view. In this study, the
previous text-based study guide had to be re-structured and rewritten to be accepted
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in the Web environment. Mere 'cut and paste' of the existing text to the Web was
found to be ineffective and valueless ..
Brooks (1997, p.37) comments that, 'Interactivity has become the really critical
design issue' in Web material designing. However, to be effective, it has to be a 'real
interactivity'. Hedberg, Brown and Arrighi (1997, p.49) claim that:
Allowing the user to simply choose between a set of options or turn pages of cute
animations is not interactivity. Nor can it be claimed user control. It is important that
the user is required to think before a response is possible.
Thus, the capacity of hypertext linking should be appropriately used to provide an
interactivity which would be purposeful and meaningful. However, using too many
links may lead to imposing a cognitive load upon the learner (Sweller, 1999). As
Shotsberger (1996) cautions, Web-designers should not 'abuse the power of
hypermedia', when developing instructional material.
Instructional designers face the challenge of creating motivating, interesting as well
as productive Web learning environments (Duchastel, 1997). Ritchie and Hoffman
(1997) argue that:
Since leaving a Web page is as easy as clicking the mouse button, Web page designers
have focused much of ~ir efforts on identifying what attracts and retains the attention
of the casual browser. The use of graphics, colour, animation and sound have been
used as external stimuli to motivate learners and each of these techniques can be
applied to accomplish similar purposes on Web pages (p. 135).
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However, the danger of having too many colours and graphics has been warned by
them as excess is always counterproductive (Ritchie & Hoffinan, 1997, p.135). An
excessive use of colOurs and graphics would split learner attention and create
cognitive load by diverting learner attention away from the main message (Sweller,
1999).
As Collis and Winnips (1997) assert, the design of effective Web environments
involves the integration of technical considerations and skills, user interface design,
instructional design and management and organisational aspects . They further
explain that:
One of the major strengths of WWW-based learning environments is their elasticity: an
environment can be designed as a commwtication centre, a collaboration centre, a
dissemination and publication centre and a presentation centre and a combination of all
these (Collis & Winnips, 1997, p.l).

This describes the ability of the Web to play several roles and support different
functions at the same time. However, it is important to clearly understand such
potentials of the Web, and use them appropriately when designing instructional
materials.

As Butler (1997) stresses, it is important to recognise the limitations of the WWW
and to implement only the' useful features, not all that are available.

Technological Issues
Modem Web authoring tools are very simple to use and require no technical
expertise on the part of the course designer (Goldberg, 1997). These also allow even
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a novice to easily develop Web pages, without having to learn a programming
language. This simplicity of authoring tools bears a negative implication on
designing, as descrihed below:
The use of authoring systems gives a false idea that producing multimedia or
hypermedia is something simple and it is not necessary to have pedagogical or
psychological knowledge - you only have to learn how to use the authoring system and
organize the knowledge in a logical way, learning will then appear without effort (Gros
et al., 1997, p.50).

They further claim that this is one reason to the lack of attention in using ID models

in Web-material development. This has led to the creation of numerous Web sites
with poor design.
On the other hand, Hedberg et al. (1997) explain that constraints on user creativity
through limitations of authoring tools, lack of consistency of linked information sites
and the dominance of text in the English language place limitations on the
development of Web-materials.

These observations imply that although seemingly a simple task, Web material
development, especially instructional materials, is actually rather a complex activity
that needs careful design considerations based on theoretical understandings.
Clearly, instructional designers face a challenge when creating effective Web-based
learning materials.
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Instructional design for tbe Web
Several authors have recommended some important features to take into
consideration when designing Web-based materials. These are mainly in the areas of
organising information, orientation of the learner within the environment,
navigation, interactivity and presentation (Oliver, Herrington & Omari, 1996).

Some common aspects identified include: keeping the simplicity and consistency in
design and navigation, structure text to establish coherence, provision of real
interactivity, and visual presentation without distractions (Oliver et al, 1996;
Shotsberger, 1996; Brooks, 1997; Hedberg et al., 1997; Starr, 1997).
Keeping a simple and a consistent structure in the content is an often desired feature.
However, as Oliver et al. (1996) remark, fragmentation of information should be
controlled as it might reduce the coherence. It is therefore important to have
appropriate linking to indicate the associations.

Structuring the content in discrete, manageable amounts of information or
chunking helps in reducing the cognitive load which is often imposed upon
learners in a Web learning environment. Designers should also be careful not to have
too many links within a Web page (Shotsberger, 1996) as it would increase the
cognitive load of learners through their having to integrate too many information
sources at a time.

On the other hand, as suggested in the cognitive load theory (Sweller, 1999),
learning would ~e enhanced if integration of information occurs physically, rather
than mentally. This implies the importance of including relevant activities or tasks
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for learners to engage in. Especially in the Web environment, hyperlinking can be
easily used to facilitate such activities.

McKnight, Dillon and Richardson (1996, p. 635) stress the importance of utilising a
'user-centred, task-based design grounded in an empirical methodology' when
designing hypertext /hypermedia presentations. Duchastel (1997) expresses a similar
view by stating that task focus is a crucial design element in WBI. He suggests that
advantage should be taken of the Web's features that encourage exploration by
designing active, discovery-oriented instructional strategies. Activities should also
enable learners to collaborate, reflect and articulate (Oliver et al., 1996).
A study by Agostinho, Lefoe and Hedberg (1997), on a post graduate university
course implemented using the WWW, illustrated how collaborative learning and
problem solving can be facilitated by the Web. Based on the results, the authors
recommended the development of a model of a more flexible learning environment,
using features of asynchronous communication.
Jonassen et al. (1997) describe three experimental Web sites developed to explore
the implications of the CFT for structuring Web-based learning environments. They
reveal that these sites exploit the inter-connectivity of hypertext, avoid over
simplification of ill-structured content beliefs . However, they also indicate the need
for conveying this natural complexity by instruction.

This also suggests increasing the interactivity. However, as mentioned earlier, just
clicking on paths and navigating through a sequence is not true interactivity. Oliver
et al. (1996) suggest provision of model answers, e-mail communication, feedback
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forms and discussions via chat spaces as some of the interactive features available in
a Web-environment.

Further, Brooks (1997) comments that WWW tasks should be designed to encourage
self-regulated learning in students, by giving choices and providing challenging
tasks (p.l36).

Dijkstra, Collis and Eseryel (1998) describe the design of a Web-based course
support environment for a course in ID theories at the University ofTwente,
Netherlands. The goal of this site was to stimulate active learning among students
and to increase their self-responsibility in learning. However, the authors found that
the students needed a push or a reward to encourage their participation. The
asynchronous nature of the site allowed the students to take time to construct their
responses in English, as non-native speakers. Based on their experiences and student
evaluations, the authors make the conclusion:
The value of a WWW-based course-support environment depends entirely on how the
environment is designed and how it is integrated into the rest of the teaching-learning
process (Dijkstra et al., 1998, p.5).

Based on a survey of a number of existing Web sites, Shotsberger (1996) suggests
some guidelines for Web designing; not having too many links in a page; limited
length in pages to avoid scrolling; keeping consistency in the pages and use clear
navigation links to enhance navigability; and not placing more emphasis on
sophisticated multimedia techniques rather than on the content, are some 'ingredients
of good designs,' he suggest (Shotsberger, 1996, p.48-49).
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He also recommends having regular checks of external Web links, mention of down
load times to learners and avoiding 'fancy' graphics and colours, that would lead to
student frustrations. Visual presentation is an aspect many authors have commented
upon. Unnecessary graphics which will merely act as distracters are considered as
features to avoid in a Web page.
Duchastel and Spahn (1996) discuss some principal design issues for Web-based
learning materials and propose the outline of a design methodology. According to
them, information specification and representation are the two crucial factors to be
considered.
Many researchers claim that despite the Web being increasingly used in university
instruction, in most cases what happens is 'shoeing old models onto the Web'
(Duchastel, 1997). This results in losing the potential of the Web to improve
teaching and learning.
Bannan and Milheim (1997) have reviewed some Web-based courses-representing a
continuum from simple information presentations to more significant presentations
using a framework consisting of overall design, instructional methods and
instructional activities. The Web sites they reviewed included objectivist
(instructivist) models which acted merely a~ course support materials, as well as
some courses representing constructivist models which used totally student-centred
approaches. The conclusions revealed that, to be effective, Web-based courses
require a systematic approach in designing.
Claiming that the potential of the Web is not fully exploited in most instances where
Web integrations are employed only to support traditional instruction, Duchastel
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(1997) presents an innovative model of Web-based University instruction. This is a
generic model to make 'optimal use of the Web' in University instruction consisting
of six functions: specify goals to pursue; accept diversity of outcomes; request
production of knowledge; evaluate at the task level; build learning teams and
encourage global communities.
The above model suggests a process of knowledge construction by learners, which is
a different approach from the traditional university teaching approach. However, its
functions place emphasis more on information and less on interactivity, structure and
communication. This is a limitation in this model as the latter features are equally
important in constructivist learning.
According to Sherry and Wilson (1997), a Web-based learning environment should
include many resources, support collaboration, implement Web-based activities as
part of the learning framework, and support both novices and experts.
However, Winn and Snyder (1996) remark that a common oversight by instructional
designers is assuming task analysis in a learning situation should exhibit expert
behaviour, ignoring the fact that expertise develops in the stages shown below
(Dryfus & Dryfus, 1986 In Winn & Snyder, 1996).

Novice

Advanced
beginner

Competence

Proficiency

Expertise

Fig. 2.4 Stages in development of expertise

As each stage is a prerequisite for the next, the novice cannot get to the expert stage

'in one jump'.
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This is an important fact to be taken into consideration when designing WBI. As
explained by Jonassen et al. (1997), especially in Web-based learning, most learners
require some support, because when learning from hypertext, learners have to
integrate their discoveries with their prior knowledge to construct a conceptual
schema. Therefore, to support such meaningful learning, better ID models are
needed.
Describing the design, development and maintenance of Web-based resource sites
for a specific target audience, Milheim and Harvey (1998) suggest that they should
be designed to permit effective use of their content in a time-efficient manner by
users with a variety of different skills and expertise .
Further, Gros et al. (1997, p.51) suggest some desired characteristics ofiD models
that are suitable to be used for multimedia and hypermedia development as follows:
They must,
allow a more flexible design and rapid prototyping in several design phases,
be sensitive to the characteristics of hypermedia and multimedia systems,
clearly link knowledge acquisition and skill acquisition,
provide support to the authoring process, and,
provide guidelines for principled and effective use of advanced technologies.

On the other hand, as Bonk and Reynolds (1997, p.168) suggest, the instructional
approaches in WBI should increase co-operative and collaborative learning, while
improving critical thinking and problem solving skills. Their claim that the
asynchronous nature of the Web offers a palette of Online information resources, as
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well as new routes for social interaction , implies that the Web enhances
collaborative learning and this should be made use of in designing instructional
approaches for WBI.
In the design of Web-based learning materials, it is thus important to focus upon the

planning and development of them as well as considering the learners and how the
materials will be implemented.
Reeves and Reeves (1997) presented a model that includes ten dimensions of
interactive learning on the WWW, including I) pedagogical philosophy, 2) learning
theory, 3) goal orientation, 4) task-orientation, 5) source of motivation, 6) teacher
role, 7) metacognitive support, 8) collaborative learning, 9) cultural sensitivity, and
10) structural flexibility. Each of these ten dimensions is presented as a continuum
with contrasting values at either end, as illustrated by Fig. 2.5.
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Fig. 2.5 Reeves and Reeves model of interactive learning on the WWW
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These dimensions demonstrate opposing characteristics of constructivist and
instructivist learning approaches. According to this model, an instructivist learning
approach would have features more to the left side of each continuum, whereas a
constructivist learning approach would have features more to the right side.

However, in reality, it would not be so simple to categorise ID approaches of
instructors, expecting them to strictly fall to one end of the continuum or the other.
They would probably have a mixture of instructional features in different dimensions
given in the model, representing both types of learning approaches.
Yet, the above dimensions illustrate the most important aspects of teaching and
learning processes, and this model clearly indicates that any type of teaching and
learning situation, ranging from a strictly instructivist approach to a purely
constructivist approach, can be designed using the WWW.
Explaining that these dimensio~ represent the instructional design of any specific
Web site, Reeves and Reeves (1997, p.S9) comment that:
what is unique about Web-based teaching and learning is not its rich mix of media
features such as text, graphics, sound, animation, and video nor its linkages to
information resources around the globe, but the pedagogical dimensions that WBI can
be designed to deliver. In short, the World Wide Web is only a vehicle for these
dimensions .. .It is these learning dimensions that will determine its ultimate
effectiveness and worth.
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It is thus implied that, whatever the potential the WWW may have to offer to its
learners, it is the designers who have the responsibility for using these dimensions to
create effective lear.D.ing environments.

Summary of Part ll
This section discussed how ID plays a major role in developing materials to provide
meaningful learning via the Web. It began by exploring the theory bases of ID - the
systems theory, behaviourism, cognitivism and constructivism - and their influence
in the ID models. Some traditional instructivist ID models as well as contemporary
constructivist models were discussed. These models raised issues and challenges in
Web material development. Design and other issues were addressed, and fmally the
features of ID appropriate for designing effective Web materials were discussed.
As a way of improving the quality of instruction, ID is a very important factor to
take into consideration when developing instructional materials to enhance student
learning. Although a vast number of IP models have been developed over the years,
a majority prescribed more or less similar approaches; that is, of a procedural nature
with a series of steps to follow, starting with identifying behavioural objectives. This
indicated a major influence of behaviourism on traditional ID.

Advances in computer technology and methodologies have influenced ID to allow
for more flexibility in design activities. The hyperlinked system of the Web provides
a challenge for instructional designers. Traditional ID models were found to be
insufficient to cater for the capabilities of such systems, whereas constructivist
approaches seem to support them more easily.
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The Web can accommodate instructional materials based on traditional ID models
that are linear and well-structured. However, its potential to support a non-linear,
multi-dimensional instructional approach of a constructivist ID model is more
significant, especially in ill-structured learning situations.

A clear understanding of the Web s features and their limitations, as well as an
awareness of design and other issues in Web-material development, is crucial in
designing WBI. Whatever the potentials the Web may have, the designers are
responsible for effectively utilising the Webs features to create meaningful learning
environments.
The literature indicated that the effectiveness of Web-based learning materials
depends on how they are designed. Consequently, the people who design them face a
challenge in producing meaningful instructional material. The next section discusses
how people experience the design processes, in a changing paradigm of teaching and
learning approaches, and this relates to the focus of this study.
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Part Ill- Changing-paradigms: Describing how people
experience design processes
The previous sections of this chapter discussed the theoretical bases of teaching and
learning with the Web, and instructional approaches to designing materials for the
Web. Although technology might have had a great impact on changing the teaching
and learning strategies, it is the people who would be implementing them. It is thus
important to understand how people face these changes, and the associated issues.
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This section discusses how people move through the paradigm shifts in teaching and
learning and in the process of instructional material design and development,
specially in a Web environment. It is organised under the following sub headings:
•

Changing paradigms in teaching and learning

•

Change in design processes

Changing paradigms in teaching and learning
Teaching and learning are in a process of a paradigm shift from a prescriptive,
didactic approach to more flexible and an individualised learning situation where
active, constructive learning is encouraged (Davis et al., I 997).
The integration of information and communication technologies (ICTs) into
education has provided opportunities for such changes in teaching and learning by
aHowing greater flexibility, interactivity and accessibility (Visser & Jain, 1997).
Collis (1998a) indicates this significant influence of IT in educational change in
arguing that:
New information technologies and particularly the Internet, in dramatically transforming
access to information, are changing the learning and research process, how we search,
discover, teach and leam (Langlois, 1997 cited in Collis, 1998a, pp. 373-374).

Thus, new ICTs can have a significant influence on changing teaching and learning
approaches, mainly because they are not just passive methods of delivering
information, but are interactive strategies that allow learners to manipulate and
control information.
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However, early predictions that IT will radically change the way of classroom
teaching and learning have not been realised to the extent anticipated. In contrast to
the rapid changes in new technologies, the associated changes in actual teaching and
learning situations are occurring rather slowly (Albright, 1996).
Literature reveals that the impact of IT in changing the people, the way they think
and act, is not so significant (Albright, 1996; Underwood, 1997; Collis, 1998a,
Collis, 1998b). Despite the rapidity of technological advancements and their
influences upon teaching and learning, the actual adoption of them by people is not
so rapid.
Changing people s established beliefs and practices takes time, especially in aspects
of education. As Fullan (1993) points out, change is a journey, not a blueprint
(p.24). Thus, teachers and learners gradually move through this journey of changing
paradigms in teaching and learning approaches, and the integration of new
technologies into education.
Collis (1996b) argues that the recent wave of interest in the 'Internet in education' is
seen as a repetition of the first wave on 'Computers in education' that occurred in late
70s and early 80s. However she emphasises that:
Regardless of the focus or scope of the initiative, it appears that one type of result
consistently occurs: a result that acknowledges the teachers as the key figure in the

eventual success or lack ofsuccess ofany computers~in~education initiative (Collis,
1996b, p.21).

This emphasises the importance of teachers as agents of educational change and
societal improvement (Pullan, 1993, p.ll ).
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Changing roles of teachers and learners

As change agents , teachers are expected to transform with the changing needs of
the society.
A good teacher is a continued learner. In order to be effective, the teacher must remain
connected with changing societal frames of references as well as with changing needs
and interests of learners It also involves a willingness to experiment with and adopt
new approaches (Visser & Jain, 1997, p.29).

Over the years a common concerp has grown, that teaching and learning practices
must shift towards a more learner-centred, flexible and individual learning, and that
the teacher s role must change from a sage on the stage to a guide on the side
(Collis, 1998a).

Evolving technologies have expanded the approaches to teaching and learning,
posing challenges for teachers as well as learners. Arguing that IT can be used as a
tool to enhance quality teaching and learning, Davis et al. (1997) explain that the
traditional role of the teachers as presenters of information and organisers of learning
experiences changes towards being enablers of quality learning experiences (p. 15).
Further, the students active learning would be maximised by allowing them to
construct their own learning, and not have it being constructed by the teacher.

As a result of this change in the nature of interaction, the roles of teachers and learners
can become less distinct. Indeed the roles may even reverse at times, as students fmd
themselves having to explain their thinking to teachers, in order to enable teachers to
understand (Davis et al., 1997, p.15).
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This movement from teacher-directed learning to student-centred learning requires a
fundamental change in the existing conceptions of teaching and learning. There is a
shift of metaphor from teachers as 'decision-makers' to teachers as 'sense-makers'
and 'reflective practitioners' (Moallem & Earl, 1998).

Further, teachers conventional role will be most directly changed by the use of
technology. The integration of computers and new ICTs into education demands the.
acquisition of new skills and competencies. The experienced teachers are found to be
less confident in using the technology (Schrum, 1999; Willis, Thompson & Sadera,
1999), in contrast to the students who adapt more easily to it. Hence, training
teachers to integrate new technology into their teaching is increasingly being
considered important.

Two basic levels of computer skills are identified as needed to be acquired by
teachers: the technical level skills of being able to use a machine and software
effectively, and the higher level skills of being able to use a computer as a tool to
support learning (Somekh & Davis, 1997). However, it is also equally important to
focus upon the changes in teachers pedagogical beliefs in using such technologies.

Observing that change efforts often focus on materials overlooking people, Fullan
and Stiegelbauer (1991) argue that educational innovation requires not only a change
of teaching resources, but also of teaching strategies and beliefs. Fullan (1993)
claims that these three dimensions, described below, are at stake in implementing
any innovation:

(1) the possible use of new or revised materials (direct instructional resources such
as curriculum materials or technologies),
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(2) the possible use of new teaching approaches (new teaching strategies or
activities) and,
(3) the possible alteration of beliefs (eg. pedagogical assumptions and theories
underlying particular new policies or programmes) (Fullan, 1993, p.37).

He argues that, if the intended outcomes from an innovation are to be achieved,
changes in actual practices along all these three dimensions are essential. This
multi-dimensional nature of an innovation is an important concept to understand in
the implementation of professional development programmes for teachers in
adopting technological innovations.
Integration of modem computer technologies into education is such an innovation.
These technologies offer the potential and opportunities for teachers to change along
these dimensions and to enhance their profession. Yet they face difficulties in
keeping pace with the rapidity in the development of information technologies and
their applications to education.
Nevertheless, a change is occurring as described below, even ifit may be not so
rapid and conspicuous.
The changes are real; they do not signifY a backward, change-resistant teaching
profession, but they do demonstrate continuity: evolution, not revolution (Skilbeck, 1995,
p.8).

The process of change
Change is a process that takes place over time. Introduction of new innovations to
teaching and learning requires a change in teachers and learners thinking and
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beliefs. Yet how each person moves through this change process is unique to each
individual.
Jennings and Dirksen (1997) discuss two models of change - Diffusion of
Innovations Model by Rogers (1995) and Concerns Based Adoption Model
(CBAM) by Hall and Hord (1987)- that explain the change processes in the
adoption of an innovation.
Diffusion of Innovations Model describes how innovations are adopted by groups of
people. People fall into a continuum of categories based on their use of an innovation
as shown below (from: Jennings & Dirksen, 1997, p. 112).
Table 2.2 Categories of people based on their use of an innovation

Innovators

Early Adopters

Early majority

Late majority

Laggards

2.5%

13.5%

34%

34%

16%

Innovators who are the first to experiment with the new products activate the
diffusion process. At the early adopters stage the innovation will begin to be
utilised, leading to acceptance by the early majority group. The late majority group
often make a decision due to peer pressure, and the laggards take much more time to
accept it, as they are traditionalists . Change agents and opinion leaders facilitate
the adoption process.

Concerns Based Adoption Model (CBAM) includes Stages of Concern (SoC),
Levels of Use (LoU) and an Innovative Configuration Map (ICM). SoC includes
seven stages: awareness, informational, personal, management, consequence,
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collaboration and refocusing, that explain perceptions of individuals. LoU includes
eight levels: non-use, orientation, preparation, mechanical use, routine, refinement,
integration and renewal, that focus on the behaviours exhibited by individuals. ICM
maps out the behaviour patterns and identifies how the innovation is used, ranging
from ideal to non-use.
These models provide useful insights in understanding change processes associated
with an innovation, and in incorporating procedures to facilitate change to promote
acceptance and adoption by teachers. However, as Collis (1998a) claims, there is a
gap between vision and execution due to various barriers confronting change.

Barriers to change
Most teachers are

co~trained

by numerous barriers as they start to implement

technology in their classrooms. These may be first-order barriers such as
technological problems associated with hardware and software, and lack of access,
time and support to use computers, or second-order barriers such as unwillingness to
change from established classroom practices and beliefs about teaching and
computers (Collis, 1996b; Ertmer, 1999).

Whereas the frrst-order barriers may be overcome with provision of necessary
facilities, training and support, overconring second-order barriers is more difficult ·
and will take a much longer time.

Many authors agree that changing the conventional instructional approaches used by
teachers is a difficult task. Experienced teachers enjoy stability and their attitudes
towards changing established practices are not very positive. Hence, a resistance to
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change is observed within the teaching profession (Kennewell, 1997; Robinson,
1997; Underwood, 1997).

It can be argued that unlike other innovations such as audio and video as teaching
materials, computer technologies will be a difficult innovation for teachers to adopt
and accommodate into their practices due to the complexity of these technologies
and lack of teachers exposure to them.

Underwood (1997) observes that teachers practices become more ·stable over
lengthy periods of time and maintaining the statw: quo becomes the norm, resulting
in this resistance. Research indicates that many experienced teachers tend merely to

assimilate ICTs into their existing instructional approaches (Barrowy & Laserna,
1997; Kennewell, 1997; Bigum, 1998).

The need to maintain their professional status with students and colleagues and the
need to demonstrate newly acquired computer skills publicly before they have
sufficient time to consolidate them are two main features that distinguish teachers
from other computer users (Somekh & Davis, 1997, p. 138). These challenges often
cause teachers to transfer their conventional teaching practices into IT use.

This indicates the crucial need for time for teachers to change in all three of the
dimensions described by Fullan (1993) - using new materials, using new approaches
and altering beliefs - for a real change to occur in adoption of these technological
innovations. Yet, in actual situations, often teachers are expected to adopt these
technologies within very short time periods. This would undoubtedly result only in
superficial changes, with substituting conventional approaches into technology use
as noted before.
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pullan (1993) describes this complex situation as follows:
On the one hand, we ,have the constant and ever expanding presence of educational
innovation and reform On the other hand however, we have an educational system
which is fundamentally conservative. The way that teachers are trained, the way that
schools are organised, the way that the educational hierarchy operates, and the way that
education is treated by political decision-makers results in a system that is more likely to
retain the status quo than to change. When change is attempted under such
circumstances, it results in defensiveness, superficiality or at best short-lived pockets of
success {p.3).

Based upon studies on integrating computers into the curriculum, Mevarech (1997)
identifies a U-curve process that involves four stages: survival, exploration and
bridging, adaptation, con9eptual change and invention. Accordingly, first the
teachers have to struggle with the technical problems and survive them to move to
the next stage of exploration with the routine use of software. This would lead to
adaptation through reflective integration. Finally, a conceptual change indicated by
constructivist suggestions will result in inventions.
This model indicates a negative side or a decline in performances of teachers at the
beginning and then a gradual increase of the positive side of overcoming issues and
reconstructing their pedagogicallmowledge. However, Mevarech also states that
often, only a few teachers move on to the last stage and many drop out in between.
This would result in a majority of teachers acquiring the relevant skills in using the
hardware and software, but not moving towards a conceptual change. Thus, often the
change that occurs through IT integration into education would be just using the
computer to support their conventional practices, as observed in most instances.
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Different approaches taken by teachers in using computers in their teaching have
been identified as follows: the computer as a tutor that replaces the teacher, as a
neutral tool that is mainly useful as a presentation tool, and as a cognitive tool
that sets new types oflearning tasks for the pupils (Somekh, 1997, pp. 122-123).
Only the last approach requires a change in pedagogy of teachers. In most instances
the first two approaches were observed to be the commonly used ones. This indicates
a lack of concern in teachers about changing their pedagogy when using IT in
education.
On the other hand, the traditional technology-training courses for teachers are
criticised as not being effective in preparing teachers to use technology in their
classrooms (Robinson, 1997; Somekh, 1997; Schrum, 1999).
The emphasis in IT training courses is on technical matters instead of pedagogical
aspects; they concentrate upon the area of teachers weakness, rather than building
upon their existing knowledge (Some.kh, 1997, p.ll4). This would not result in
changing their teaching practices, though the experience might be perceived by
teachers as useful and enjoyable.
Underwood (1997) argues that, if change is to be brought about through experience,
then that experience must not only be provocative, but it must be meaningful in both
a personal and practical way to the teachers (p.158). Schrum (1999) states a similar
view; teachers need compelling reasons to dramatically change their practices and
further claims that if change is forced the result may be tenuous acceptance,
without real change (p.85).
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similarly, Collis (1998b) argues that University educators with many years
experience in teaching might not be· prepared to change their approaches. She too
emphasises that unless the instructors are convinced through a compelling
motivation a change would not occur in their instructional practices, and if they are
pressured to change, that would result only in a superficial change.
Hence, teachers and other educators face a challenge in changing their conceptions
towards instructional practices in new paradigms of teaching and learning with
technology integrations. As Visser and Jain (1997, p.29) explain:
Technology in and of itself does not change the world. Human beings do. They do so by
using technologies in creative and critical ways, opening up important new opportunities
to respond to existing and emerging problems. The challenge is there to be met.

Strategies to facilitate change
Development of a vision is considered an important step in achieving meaningful
technology use by teachers (Ertmer, 1999). Modelling, reflection and collaboration
are identified as three main strategies for developing such vision.
Teachers need opportunities to observe models of integrated technology use, to reflect on
and discuss their evolving ideas with mentors and peers, and to collaborate with others on
meaningful projects as they tryout their new ideas about teaching and learning (Ertmer,
1999, p.54).

This indicates the need for carefully planned professional development programmes
for teachers to facilitate successful integration ofiT into their teaching practices.
Several studies on such IT integrations are discussed next.
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Woodrow et al. (1997) describe-TESS! (Technology Enhanced Secondary Science
Instruction) project, which developed an instructional model to help teachers in
integrating technology into instruction. Many advantages of this model have been
identified including emphasis on the curriculum rather than on the computer,
thinking of the computer as a partner, not a competitor and treating the computer as
one fundamental tool for learning.
The evaluations of this project have revealed a number of positive outcomes such as
skill development in self-monitoring, management, independent learning, problemsolving, technology and collll1l.unication and also; enhanced collaboration, selfconfidence and positive attitudes towards learning. This project demonstrated
ellhanced professional development of teachers, acquired by 'having to assume
increasing responsibility for their own learning (Woodrow et al. 1997, p.1099).
'

Similarly, Williams (1997) describes professional development programmes in
Queensland University of Technology. Teachers were provided with training and
support to use the Internet. E-mail was used as a strategy to invoke a dialog between
the novice teachers and experienced peers. Further, the teachers were encouraged
towards collaborative learning by building a local network and providing structural
online activities.
The fmdings 'of this study revealed that this approach made a significant impact on
teachers. Connecting the teachers via the Internet has resulted in exposing teachers to
a 'new way of working as a professional and a new way of learning', thus having an
impact on changing their attitudes and ideas about technology in education.
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As the above studies indicated, collaboration among teachers is very important for
teacher development. Teacher networks are considered a very powerful strategy in
improving teacher qualities (Scrimshaw, 1997; Hargreaves & Fullan, 1998).

Barrowy and Lasema (1997) describe a project where the Internet was used for
improving secondary Science teaching by providing a constructivist network of
teachers. The study indicated that a combination of e-mail, WWW and videoteleconferencing offered the best potential for changing classroom practices. The
participant teachers have demonstrated willingness and enjoyment in exploring the
new technology. However, the general patterns of adoption of modelling tools
appeared to be merely substituting the technology for their existing practices,
confirming the previous views on difficulties in changing established practices.

Nevertheless, the Internet communication functions have facilitated collaboration
among teachers. Teacher perspectives showed that contributing to the network has
helped them to exchange and share lesson plans, activities and practices. Thus, the
telecommunications technologies used (video tele-conferencing, e-mail and the

WWW) have revealed 'possibilities for the spreading of innovative practices among
a network of teachers' (Barrowy &Lasema, 1997, p. 6).

Examining the process of networked educational change in Victoria, Rigby (1997)
recommends that networking is important in any professional development
programme for teachers. According to him:
By working with teacher networks and taking advantage of computer-mediated

communication and information sharing techniques, it should be possible to provide
teachers with a suit e of tools appropriate to the contemporary educational challenges
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more quickly and with a greater sense of professional ownership and control than would
be possible using traditional approaches (p.l98).
He further explains that the network model should not replace the traditional
approach, but should strengthen it.

A study that focused on efforts of four US colleges of education that were identified
as providing exemplary approaches in preparing pre-service teachers to use
technology found that the influence of strong committed leadership was a common
major theme. Further, one-in-one approach and just-in-time support were found
to be the most effective in this process (Strudler & Wetzel, 1999).

This study indicated how technology has been used to enhance the prevailing
instructional practice; and not just using it for technology s sake. Three ways of
using technology were identified: (1) as a tool to make the reality of the classroom
more accessible; (2) to facilitate access to and communication with additional human
and text or data resources; and (3) as a means of enhancing traditional approaches to
teacher-developed curriculum materials and instructional practices. Student
outcomes reported not only increases in motivation but also in the will and
confidence to apply technology in classrooms, with greater fearlessness of
technology. This was considered as a potential feature of leadership roles in future
(Strudler & Wetzel, 1999).

The above studies and many other similar studies may be pockets of success as
Fullan (1993) described. Some other studies reveal that although most teachers have
a very positive attitude towards the use of technology in education, the teachers lack
confidence about their ability to actually use it (Schrum, 1999; Willis et al. 1999).
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Thus, as Somekh (1997) describes below, special strategies are needed to develop
teachers confidence in using technology:
For an innovation to be effective, those responsible for implementing it need to feel a
sense of ownership Unless teachers believe in an innovation, it is very unlikely that
they will introduce it effectively In the case of IT, it is particularly important to
convince teachers of its value, because many perceive themselves to be technologically
incompetent and feel de-skilled and demoralised when they first begin to use computers
in the classroom (Somekh, 1997, p.115).

This implies the need of an increased motivation and a decrease in the sense of
cultural alienation (Somekh & Davis, 1997, p.143) for teachers to overcome the
resistance in using IT.
Hargreaves and Pullan (1998) argue that we must learn from resistance instead of
rejecting it.
If we are serious about the moral purposes of empowering and learning from colleagues,
then resistance to technology should be treated with respect, as a source of insight and
not as a sign of awkwardness and deficiency (p. 86).

Accordingly, educators need to build up a personal confidence and a set of routine
exploratory procedures to develop and enable their IT skills (Somekh & Davis,
1997). Selfteaching (Somekh & Davis, 1997), co-learning of experienced teachers
with students (Bell & Biott, 1997), and networking of teachers (Scrimshaw, 1997;
Hargreaves & Pullan, 1998) are some strategies suggested to enhance this.
The development and delivery of an intensive in-service teacher training course in
Hong Kong using an .easing in model found that a strong didactic receptive
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conception of teachers resulted in theit" dissatisfaction and hence the ineffectiveness
of this approach. The course structure was re-designed to provide the participants the
opportunity to experience the learning with an empowering effect and for
reflection at appropriate stages. This revised model aims at structuring the
technical and pedagogical course contents with a strong effort to promote conceptual
change in order to empower teachers in facing the challenge of using IT {Law, Wan,
Lane, Loe & Yuen, 1999).
Extensive practice, comfortable atmosphere, individualised attention and voluntary
participation are identified as essential elements to encourage teachers to adopt
technology (Schrum, 1999). Teacher education programmes need to be organised to
allow such experiences, as described below:
IT skills are likely to be more easily learned in the context of some other pursuit, focused

on more open-ended tasks in which individuals can engage at their own speed; in this
context, learning to use IT tools has an obvious purpose which provides the motivation to
learn. Individuals may be able to participate in the task at different levels but still have a
basis for the interactive dialog which many identify as important in supporting the
learning process (Davis et al., 1997, p.23).
On the other hand, Hargreaves and Pullan (1998) argue that, unless teachers become
experts in designing pedagogy for using technology, computers will do more harm

than good (p.l 0). They further claim that by far the biggest wealrness of technology
is the absence of sophisticated instructional designers required to take advantage of
the available information (p.85). This indicates the importance of a change in design
approaches, concurrently with the changing paradigms in teaching and learning
·approaches.
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Cbange in design processes
The increasing emphasi~ on a constructivist approach in teaching and learning, as
well as in instructional design, affects the people who design instructional materials.
As productive teaching and learning depends on effective instructional materials, the
instructional designers need to change in accordance with the changes in teaching
and learning approaches.
The powerful new technologies such as the Internet and the WWW provide
opportunities to design instructional material in many different ways including
traditional instructivist approaches as well as current constructivist approaches.
However, the designers may find it a challenge to change from their conventional
approaches. Hence, t!J.ey have to undergo a transition when learning to use new
design approaches.
Learners as designers
Based on the conception that the people who learn most from instructional materials
are the designers themselves, rather than the intended students, Jonnasen and Reeves
(1996) has introduced the concepts, designers as learners and learners as

designers.
Ironically, the people who seem to learn the most from systematic instructional design of
instructional materials are the designers themselves Following the old adage that the
surest way to learn about subject matter is to have to teach it, the process of designing
and producing 'instructional materials as performed by designers of educational
communications enables instructional designers to understand content much more deeply
than the students whose thinking will be constrained and controlled by the very materials
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they are developing. It follows th;:l:t empowering learners to design and produce their own
knowledge representations and educational communications is a powerful learning
experience (Jonassen &·Reeves, 1996, p. 695).
The argument here is that, in the process of designing and producing instructional
materials, the designers have to engage in deeper analysis and articulation of the
content, and hence they are forced to reflect upon their lmowledge in a new and
meaningful way. Hence, the designers function as learners. This results in a much
deeper understanding of the content, rather than that of students who would only
read the content. It follows that, when the learners are empowered to design and
produce their own knowledge representations (or act as learner-designers), they have
a very powerful learning experience (Jonnasen & Reeves, 1996).
This view supports learning through constructionism in which learning is
considered as a process of becoming physically engaged with materials to
manipulate objects and build physical artifacts (representations) of understanding
(Harel & Papert, 1990). Building Web pages is considered among the most
constructivist activities that learners can engage in (Jonassen et al., 1999, p.28).

In their argument, Jonassen and Reeves (1996) emphasise learners learning the
content or subject matter through designing and producing an instructional material
about it. However, the conception of learners as designers can be extended to apply
to learning other things such as design processes, especially in a computer-based
learning environment. For instance, designing multimedia and hypermedia
presentations can be used for learners to learn about design processes through
experiencing those processes.
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Hedberg et al. (1997) argue that when the learners are producers of instructional
materials, if the focus is on the development of the product, it is similar to the
context of designers as. learners where the cognitive load would be very high.
However, if the focus is on the learning process, it is then similar to learners as
designers, and the cognitive load would be less because, less emphasis is placed on
the refmement of production skills and more emphasis is placed on student-initiated
design and development with just-in-time skill support (p.49).
Several previous studies describe instances where knowledge-construction learning
environments have been created for students to learn by designing and developing
computer-based learning environments. The purpose of these approaches was to
enhance student learning through the creation of a computer-based learning
enviro~ent.

However, the focus of learning was varied in different situations.

For instance, Harel and Papert (1990) examined school children creating their own
learning environments using the microcomputer language LOGO. This study
focused on students learning about a mathematical concept, fractions , through
designing materials to teach younger children. The study revealed that deep
involvement of students and active participation by them in developing instruction
resulted in positive impacts on their knowledge development.
A similar focus was observed in studies on students using computer-based authoririg
programmes to develop hypermedia presentations in History for other students to use
(Lehrer, 1993; Lehrer et al., 1994). In ~s study, Lehrer (1993) distinguished among
four primary types of cognitive processes - planning, transforming and translating,
evaluating and revising - when students composed hypermedia. He also emphasised
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the advantage of hypermedia in enhancing students learning about how to organise,
link and build up relationships among ideas using multiple forms of media.

In a related study, Lehrer et al. (1994) reported increases in students mental effort,
involvement, personal interest, planning and collaboration and individualisation
required in the design processes, which were considered by them to be more
important than specific production skills. These two studies indicated that designing
hypermedia presentations had helped students to acquire understandings on design
processes, in addition to the development of content knowledge.
Liu and Rutledge (1997) examined learning benefits for high school students when
they designed multimedia projects for a children s museum, using a multimedia
design model with four phases - planning, design, production, evaluation and
revision. They focused on evaluating the influence of multimedia authoring on
student motivation and student learning of design knowledge. The results of this
study revealed a significant growth in students understandings in multimedia design
process and acquisition of critical design skills.
There were only a few studies that focused on teachers authoring hypermedia
materials. Fitzgerald et al. (1997) examined pre-service teachers producing
hypermedia software for children with special needs. The fmdings revealed that the
involvement in this course was effective in significantly reducing the computer
anxiety faced by teachers when integrating technology-into instruction. The course
resulted in increasing the teachers confidence, motivation and interest in future
developments,.
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Nicaise and Barnes (1996) describe how technology was integrated in re-designing
an undergraduate secondary Mathematics education course for student teachers. The
process included a knowledge-building phase with direct instruction on learning
theories, discussions on curriculum guidelines, hands-on training sessions on using
various technologies, and fmally an authentic task of designing their own
curriculum and creating a Web site to display them.
The findings revealed that many were initially uneasy to give up their role as direct
~lecturers.

However, the technology has provided crucial support for collaboration,

and displaying their production via the Web page indicated high satisfaction of
students. This project aimed at supporting teachers in the transition from traditional
didactic instruction to constructivism with the use oftechnology.
Brown (1996) examined the process of multimedia construction by two groups:
primary school students and undergraduate student teachers. With the primary
students, the focus of learning through designing was on content knowledge,
whereas with the student teachers it was design process awareness.
This study revealed that the activity was highly engaging and motivational for both
groups, and promoted their cognitive flexibility and higher-order thinking. However,
the student teachers were found to be more product-oriented due to the high
cognitive load associated with the authoring tool that required programming skills
and also with the assessment focus, whereas the primary students who used a simple
authoring tool, without any focus on assessment, were more process-oriente~ and
used it as a knowledge construction tool.
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The above results indicate that although this type of activity enhanced student
learning through the creation of a multimedia product, it also increased the cognitive
load of learners and influenced them to be more product-oriented than processoriented.
Nicaise and Crane (1999) describe another study in which the WWW was used as a
knowledge construction tool by students in a graduate course, through designing
and creating a WWW-based book on educational theory. The results indicated that
most products were poorly organised and resembled an academic text book, where
pictures divided lengthy prose (p.39) - some did not even use hypertext links for
Internet resources. Satisfaction from developing new technological skills was the
outcome reported by most students, rather than developing pedagogical knowledge.

The authors identify trying to accomplish too much in too little time (learning
about theory, Web page designing and Web page construction in 16 weeks)~ and
devoting too much time towards learning technology rather than on theory as the
main weaknesses of this study. The students faced issues such as limited access to
instructor time and difficulties in self-directed and self-regulated learning. Despite
these, all students have indicated high satisfaction with this activity and were proud
of their work . As the authors suggest, the sheer novelty of the activity and their
genuine excitement led students to overestimate their learning (Nicaise & Crane,
1999).

The above study demonstrated that the main objective of the activity - enhancing
student learning on theory through the construction of a Web-based material - was
not accomplished. Instead, students main emphasis was on developing technological
skills. This supports the view of Hedberg et al. (1997), who claimed that high
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cognitive load results in a lack of understariiling of the topic, and in poorly designed
products.
A common observation in all the studies discussed above was that designing
hypermedia/multimedia learning environments was a highly motivational task for
learners, whether they were school children, undergraduate students or teachers. Yet
the outcomes of these experiences differed, depending on the key focus of learning
through designing, and also on the needs and emphases of learners themselves.
Gros et al. (1997) claim that the focus on realising a product, rather than on
supporting learning results in poor instruction, and this happens as a consequence of
paying too much attention to less important characteristics (p.49). Hence, it is
important to identify the focus in design processes in order to achieve the desired
outcomes.
In a leanier as designer process in a computer-based learning environment, the

learners are expected to use the computers as cognitive tools and to form an
intellectual partnership with them, to deeply engage in the learning process to
result in a meaningful learning (Jonassen & Reeves, 1996). However, this requires a
change in the learners or designers thinking and beliefs.

Changing design processes

In the process of designing instruction and instructional materials, the designers will
be influenced by many factors that in turn will affect their change of concepts and
understandings in design processes. For instance, the effect of prior experiences and
concepts will be a major influence, especially for experienced educators.
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On the other hand, designing instruction for a new technological environment such
as the WWW poses specific problems as it requires a different set of skills and
understandings. The effect of these factors on designers will consequently have an
effect on their products.

Effect ofprevious experience
Explaining that the experience of being instructed, the task of instructing itself, and
the task of designing instruction are closely related, Gros et al. (I 997) claim that
previous experiences influence_people when they are designing instruction. They
further argue that:
Consequently, novices at ID who rely on their classroom experiences, typically choose a
rather static information delivery approach rather than a learning-Sl:lpport one. Presenting
well-structured information in an attractive way gets focused upon, and ID is reduced to
the design of mere surface characteristics (Gros et al., 1997, p.50)

This implies that teachers teach the way they are taught ( Moallem & Earl, I 998,
p.6), and that they do not use procedures specified by ID models.
Gros et al. (1997) explain that although there may be some highly capable and
reflective persons who might overcome this previous influence and design according
to the context, this number is very limited. Thus, claiming that experience with
instruction does not result in the expertise to design it they stress the need of
extensive training for ID (Gros et al., 1997, p.50).
Bain, McNaught, Lueckenhausen and Mills (1997) studied the relationship between
academics' educational beliefs and the ways in which they design and incorporate
computer-facilitated learning into their course units. They identified three major
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categories of teaching and learning situations as designed by the academics: (1)
Students construct their own interpretations of knowledge base within the academicprovided framewor~ which support critical reasoning skills; (2) Students explore
concepts to some extent within the domain structure, through open-ended tasks with
academics guidance; and (3) Academics structure the domain concepts in the way
which they want the students to receive through closed activities, to reproduce
understandings modelled by academics. Category 3 represented a teacher-centred
perspective whereas categories 1 and 2 represented student-centred perspectives.
Based on the results, the authors concluded that, no single continuum, like teachercentred vs student-centred or instructivist

vs constructivist is likely to characterise

the differences between academics beliefs and practices adequately (Bain et al.,
1997, p.24).
However, the above study was only based on archival material and thus has its
limitations, lacking observations of or interviews with the academics. The latter
methods would have provided much detailed information regarding the relationship
between academics beliefs and their instructional practices.
For instance, Moallem (1998) describes a case study which examined an expert
teacher's thinking and teaching with ID models and procedures. The findings
revealed that there was a difference between the teacher's thinking and teaching
processes and ID models. The teacher's instructional decisions were based upon her
practice-centred knowledge , and also on current and previous social conditions.

Similarly, a study conducted by Young, Reiser and Dick (1998), to examine whether
a group of superior teachers employ systematic instructional planning practices,
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found that their planning activities were very different from a systematic approach.
The teachers did not emphasise identifying objectives or making instructional
decisions based on objectives. Instead their planning activities were centred around
six types of decisions: identify topics/content, identify goals, skills and objectives,
decide on instructional materials, decide on instructional activities, decide on tests
and adjust instructional plans on a daily and/or weekly basis.

Findings of the above studies indicate that teachers make their instructional decisions

in the class rooms, based on the contextual needs, rather than following any ID
models or instructional planning.
Further, Moallem and Earl (1998) found that despite the efforts to implement
Instructional Systems Design (ISD) models in schools, teachers did not use
systematic models in their teaching although they had a favourable attitude towards
them. Claiming that there is a shift of metaphor from teachers as decision makers
to sense makers and reflective practitioners , they proposed a conceptual model
which suggest that 'teachers and their teaching and learning processes can only be
studied within their social and cultural contexts'. This model further suggests that
'teachers employ their personal and practical knowledge to help them decide what to
teach and how to teach...They adapt ideas based on their personal and practical
knowledge' (p. 17).
Thus, as Moallem and Earl (1998) claim, ifiD models are to be used by the teachers,
they should be re-conceptualised to consider the social context of teaching and
learning.
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JD models and principles should focus on an approach in which the design objectives and

strategies or solutions evolve as the_ teacher-designer becomes more acquainted with the
social and cultural system and sub systems (Moallem & Earl, 1998, p.18).

Designing for the Web
When Web-based teaching and learning is integrated into educational institutions~
the instructors need to design and structure instructional materials to this novel
environment. Johnson (1997) claims that instructors often face difficulties in the
transition from presenting traditional text-based materials to structuring Web-based
materials. Being content experts yet novices as Web designers~ the instructors face
'the dilemma of selecting material for a medium of which they have little
knowledge (Johnson, 1997, p.1258). As a result of this, the instructors may be slow
in adapting to this new approach.

Describing an experiment conducted at Aberdeen University, in which the Web
replaced face-to-face lectures, Ward m1:d Newlands (1998) observed that preparation
of Web materials for a course was very time consuming. They contend that:
The transition from traditional to a computer-based system will involve a considerable
investment of time by lecturers new to the Web, in the acquisition of new skills and the
preparation of materials (p.l83).

Hence as they claim, although the Web has the potential to enhance teaching and
learning, there are few shortcuts to the realisation of this potential (Ward &
Newlands, 1998, p.182). The educators who design, develop and deliver
instructional courses face a challenge in meeting the requirements of the new Web.based learning environment.
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Facing the challenge
The educational institutions, especially the higher education institutions, increasingly
integrate new ICTs such as the WWW into their existing courses. The conventional
courses may be either pedagogically enriched by inclusion ofiCTs without
changing the course profile, or pedagogically re-engineered by actually changing
the profile of a course by using ICTs (Collis, 1996a).In whichever way, it is the
instructors who are challenged to make use ofiCTs to improve their courses.
Declaring that all universities are not prepared to face the transition from traditional
education to new paradigms of IT, Brown (1999) introduces a hybrid model to
balance the Web and the traditional approaches, claiming that:
Instead of a total shift or no shift to the use of information technology in the class room,
the hybrid model introduces a balanced approach. It combines the traditional and virtual
worlds in making the transition to employing information technology in education
(Brown, 1999, p.809).

This model allows a gradual transition by integrating technological innovations into
the existing programmes and, through assessments, the traditional/online hybrid
balance can be established.
As a solution to this problem, Johnson (1997) describes a project carried out at
Alberta, where a learning tool has been devised to 'flatten the learning curve' and
assist the instructors to bring their courses 'on-line'. This learning tool consists of an
informational bQoldet and provides detailed explanations of preparing a Web-based
course, including a task analysis and building a 'room metaphor' around it. This was
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expected to provide an opportunity for the instructors to structure and link the course
materials as Web-based presentations.

According to Boer and Collis (1998), there are very few examples of efforts to
engage all instructors in a faculty in using telematics. Describing the 'TeleTOP
Project' at the University ofTwente, Netherlands, as one such instance, they explain
how all instructors were involved in the re-design of their courses as Web-based
environments. A special WWW-based design support tool (DST) was used as a part
of a rapid-prototyping process, through which instructor involvement was
maximised in re-designing the cour-se. They conclude that this approach was an
effective way, not only to involve instructors in their course re-designing, but also to
enhance skill development in using Web-based environments. Further, they
recommend the approach, 'building upon the instructional methods already familiar
to the instructor', as a very useful strategy.
Despite the successes, Collis (1998c) discusses some challenges faced in facultywide instructional change. These included difficulties with stereotype instructors
who feared that they would be replaced by the computers, and the deeply rooted
belief that lectures were the best and that the Web-based tools were diminishing the
lectures, and they resulted in some negative reactions from some instructors. Yet,
claiming that po~itive aspects of the project are greater than the negative aspects, she
remarks that the 'change dynamics' have spread rapidly within the faculty.

Changing instructional practices in any institution cannot occur overnight. It requires
time, effort and ctimmitment from all persons involved in the process. This was
clearly indicated in the Apple classroom of tomorrow project- a multi-site, multi-
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layer project that was implemented gyer time, to examine teachers adoption of
computers (Dwyer, 1994).

This research indicated that each educator started with long-standing views and
personal beliefs that persisted for a long time, and that it took much time and energy
to change that belief system. In the first year, the teachers began to be comfortable
with technology, in the second year worked on higher-order activities, and only in
the third year were they completely comfortable and willing to use it. Finally, when
it was an integral part of their lives, they began to develop new learning
environments.
It is evident from the facts discussed in this section that teachers need not only the

technology to enhance their practices, but also the support and the time for them to
adapt to the technology. Then only they would be ready to change their instructional
materials, instructional approaches and most importantly their beliefs, to accept and
use new technology in education.

Summary of Part m
This section discussed how people experience design processes in changing
paradigms of teaching and learning. It first looked at individual issues associated
with the paradigm shift from an instructivist approach to a constructivist approach,
especially in the changing roles of teachers and learners. The barriers faced in this
change process and strategies to facilitate change were also discussed. Next, it
looked at the specific issues of change in design processes, mainly in the Web
environment. This section concluded with identifying some attempts to face the
challenge of changing the instructional practices of educators.
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Technology has had a significant influence in the paradigm changes in teaching and
learning approaches. However, in contrast to the rapid changes in technological
innovations, the associated changes expected in teaching and learning processes are
observed to be rather slow.
Although teachers are considered as change agents , and they are expected to
develop competencies in using new technology in their teaching, it was observed that
experienced educators are often reluctant and less confident in using new
technology. This was mainly due to barriers such as technological problems, time
constraints and difficulty in changipg from established practices.
Often, the change appeared to be in using the technology to support conventional
practices, rather than a conceptual change towards the instructional approaches.
Without a change in their established pedagogical beliefs, it was difficult to change
the instructional strategies of educators.

In particular, designing instructional materials for the Web poses more specific
problems due to its novelty and the special features it offers. Thus, educators face a
challenge in changing their concepts and instructional practices with changing
paradigms in teaching and learning approaches and technological innovations.

Summary of Chapter 2
The review of literature in parts I, II and III of chapter 2 looked at, first, the
theoretical underpinnings of teaching and learning with the Web, second, developing
Web-based learning material and associated instructional design models, and last,
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bow people experience design processes in a changing paradigm. This helped to
explain some issues related to the purpose of the study.

The Web has the potential to enhance meaningful learning, by allowing the learners
to construct their own understandings. In situations where learners are given the
opportunity to function as designers of hypermedia/multimedia-based materials, it is
expected that through the construction of materials, they will also construct
knowledge. D~veloping Web-based materials is such a constructivist learning
activity.
Instructional design becomes very important in developing Web-based teaching and
learning materials. With the changing paradigms in approaches to teaching and
learning from instructivist to constructivist, designers of Web-based materials face a
challenge. Not only the experience with this novel technology, but also the multiple
avenues exposed by it, place the educators in a complex situation when developing
instructional materials for the Web. They face many changes in order to effectively
utilise the Web s features to produce a meaningful learning environment. Studying
such design processes that teachers use should provide insights into strategies that
may facilitate this change.

The next chapter descnbes the methodology adopted in this study to explore the
design processes of a group of novice Sri Lankan Web-designers.
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Chapter 3: Methodology
This research study was an in-depth investigation of a group of Sri Lankan teacher
educators experiencing the process of designing Internet-based teaching and learning
materials (Web Study Guides - WSGs) as novice Web-designers. This chapter
presents how the study was designed and implemented. It describes the research
design adopted and the data collection and data analysis procedures applied.

Developing a WSG was an assignment of an IT subject followed by the participants
in the Master of Education Degree Programme at the University ofWollongong. It
was not a specially designed activity or a special project for the purposes of the
research. The research was conducted in a natural setting where the participants
were involved in various processes associated with an assessment task in their
subject, and hence it was a naturalistic inquiry (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). Case
study method was employed to examine the process in detail and report it.

Case Study Method
Bogdan and Biklen (1982, p.58) defme case study as 'a detailed examination of one
setting, or one single subject, or one single depository of documents, or one
particular event'. Further, the case study is described as a research design in which
the researcher explores a single entity or phenomenon ("the case") bounded by time
and activity (a program, event, process, institution or social group) and collects detailed
information by using a variety of data collection procedures during a sustained period
of time (Creswell, 1994, p.l2).

The design of a case study is represented as a 'funnel' since the study starts at the
wide end by fmding a location and people, proceeds with collecting data, and later
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narrows down through analysis and interpretation of data (Bogdan & Biklen, 1982,
p.59). Since case study is always approached with an 'open mind', it provides a huge
wealth of new ideas for further exploration.
Thick descriptions , experiential understanding and multiple realities are
expected in a case study (Stake, 1995, p.43). The case study method has the
advantage of making a multi-dimensional exploration of the same unit, and
developing the breadth and depth of a research (Robinson, 1995, p.332).
In addition, as case study methodology emphasises situational analysis, it focuses on

understanding the specific context of the case investigated, and also on observing
from multiple perspectives.
Stake (1995, p.8) describes the purpose of a case study as follows:
The real business of case study is particularization, not generalization. We take a
particular case and come to know it well, not primarily as to how it is different from
others, but what it is, what it does. There is emphasis on uniqueness, and that implies
knowledge of others that the case is different from, but the flrst emphasis is on
understanding the case itself.

Accordingly, a case study seeks to explore a case from different perspectives to get a
clear understanding of that particular case, without an intention of generalisation.
Further, Lincoln and Guba (1985, pp.357-360) claim that case study is the choice of
reporting mode for a naturalistic inquiry. They consider that a case study is most
useful in achieving the ultimate purposes of reporting: raising the understanding and
maintaining the continuity.
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The characteristics of the case format such as being a principal means of ernie
inquiry (a reconstruction of respondents' constructions), building upon reader's tacit
knowledge, effectively demonstrating the interplay between inquirer and
respondents, providing thick descriptions and providing grounded assessment of
context, are considered advantageous to the naturalistic inquirer (Lincoln & Guba,
1985, pp. 359-360 ).

In this research study, a group of twelve participants underwent the same process of
developing a WSG in the same context within a fixed time frame. The purpose of the
study was to examine the design processes adopted by them during this procedure.
To achieve this an in-depth investigation using multiple data gathering strategies was
required, and case study method was selected as the most appropriate approach to be
adopted in this study. The WSG design and development process of the twelve
participants was considered as the case. Therefore, the fmal product of this
investigation is a case study reporting the design and development process ofWSGs
by the twelve participants.

Participants
A group of twelve Sri Lankan teacher educators who were following the subject,
Information Technology in Education and Training (EDGI 911/912), while studying
for their Master of Education Degree at the University ofWollongong Australia,
were the participants of this study. (A detailed description of the participants is
presented in Chapter 4.)
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Selection of participants can be explained as a purposive sampling (Bogdan &
Biklen, 1982; Lincoln & Guba, 1985) instead of random sampling, as they were
purposefully identified and selected to obtain the specific information relevant to the
naturalistic inquiry undertaken.

Gaining access and Ethical considerations
Permission was obtained from the Human Ethics Committee of University of
Wollongong, to conduct this research (Ethics committee approval no: HE 99/083,
Appendix 1).
Consent of the subject co-ordinator ofEDGI 9111912 was also obtained to study the
designing and developing process of a WSG by the Sri Lankan students as this task
was a subject assignment. This gaining of access from the gatekeepers (Glesne &
Peshkin, 1992, p.33) was the initial step towards implementing the research.

Before the commencement of data collection, all participants were informed and
explained to verbally as well as by a formillletter (Appendix 2), about the purposes
of the investigation. Their written consent was obtained to participate in it, via a
consent form (Appendix 3). They were assured about the confidentiality of their
responses, and that data would be used only for research purposes.

Obtaining the informed consent of the participants in this manner was an ethical
concern, an important aspect in a qualitative study (Bogdan & Biklen, 1982; Lincoln
& Guba, 1985; Glesne & Peshkin, 1992). Further, the anonymity of the participants
was maintained by using pseudonyms.
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Collection and Analysis of Data
Data were gathered from multiple sources during different stages of the process.
Qualitative methods were' mainly employed for data collection as they expose more
directly the nature of transactions in the process, and also as they are more
adaptable to dealing with multiple realities of the situation (Lincoln & Guba, 1985,
p.40).
The main data sources included a questionnaire survey, in-depth interviews, analysis
ofWSGs and reflective reports. In addition, interviewing the instructors, informal
class observations, informal discussions with participants and instructors,
observation of other artifacts such as the subject Web site (online), subject reflective
forms and participants' design recommendations and the researcher s journal notes
were used as secondary data sources. These strategies are described in detail later in
this chapter.
Analysis of data started with the frrst data collection, and continued throughout the
study. Simultaneous collection and analysis of data enabled focusing and shaping of
the study as it proceeded.

Data collected in the field were analysed inductively or through a process of
making sense of the field data (Lincoln & Guba, 1985, p.40). The analysis of
preliminary data provided the basis for formulating the latter stages of data
collection and analysis. Thus, a constant comparative method (Strauss, 1987) was
used in this process.
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Constant reflection on data and organising them through methods such as writing
memos, developing analytical files, and applying rudimentary coding systems
(Glesne & Peshkin, 1992). helped the attempt to understand and identify the multiple
realities in the data, while managing the vast amount of information accumulated.
Analysis of data was mainly based on coding and categorising. This procedure is
further described later in this chapter.

All the strategies used for data gathering are chronologically listed below. Following
that, how the data were collected by each strategy and how they were analysed are
described.
•

A preliminary questionnaire survey on the participants

•

Studying the subject Web site (Online)

•

Informal class observations

•

Informal discussions with participants and instructors

•

Preliminary interviews with the participants using their WSGs to stimulate
recall

•

Studying the developed WSGs (Both electronic and hard copies)

•

Post interviews with the participants

•

Reflective reports of the participants

•

Interviews with the subject instructors

•

Studying other artifacts such as subject reflective forms and participants' design
recommendations

•

Journal writings of the researcher
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p,reliminary questionnaire survey
Initially, basic information on the twelve participants was obtained via a preHminary
questionnaire (Appendix 4). Part I of the questionnaire focused on identifying the
participants basic information such as, age group, educational background,
professional experience and subject specialisation. Analysis of these data helped to
gain an understanding of each participant s personal and professional background.

The second part of the questionnaire focused on obtaining information on
participants knowledge, skills and attitudes regarding the use of the Internet. This
enabled understanding of how confident each participant felt in using the Internet
and developing Internet-based study materials at the beginning of the process.

Studying the subject Web site (Online)
The subject Web site ofEDGI 911/2 was studied online, with the permission of the
subject co-ordinator to use the password to access it. This Web site provided
information regarding the subject aims, subject structure, associated tasks, and
resources provided. It was mainly used to clearly understand the specific task of
developing a WSG. This was useful to obtain information such as the aim of the task,
supportive mechanisms implemented, time frame and the other tasks that were directly
related to it (Appep.dix 5).

Informal discussions and Informal observations
Informal discussions were held with the subject instructors at the beginning of the
subject as well as during the process. These were used to find out more information
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and make clarifications about the task aims and subject background, including the
specific knowledge and skill development activities associated with the task.

Informal class/laboratory observations were done during the class discussion sessions,
and also while the participants were working on their WSGs in the laboratory. These
observations too helped in gaining a clearer understanding of this process.

Preliminary interviews with the participants
At the beginning stages of the WSG development, preliminary interviews were held
with each participant, for 15-20 minut~s, and notes were taken. These semistructured interviews made use of their initially designed WSGs to stimulate recall of
the planning and designing procedures they implemented at this stage. Some focus
questions were asked with the help of an interview schedule (Appendix 6) to obtain
this information.
For instance, why did you select this topic?, who is your target audience?,
from where did you fmd information? , how did you plan your presentation? ,
why did you take this approach?, and what issues did you face? were some
questions asked of the participants.

These questions helped mainly to identify what concerns the participants had while
planning their WSGs, what influenced their decisions on specific approaches, what
issues they faced at this stage and how they hoped to overcome and proceed with
completing the task.
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The aims of the preJiminary interviews were to understand how the participants
commenced and proceeded with the WSG designing process at the initial stage and
to perceive their reflections of this stage.

Analysing the Web Study Guides
Both electronic and hard copies of the WSGs developed by the participants were
analysed throughout the developing process. The changes made in each WSG at
different stages were noted.
A checklist of features in the WSGs was used for this purpose (Appendix 7). This
checklist mainly focused on areas such as organisation of information, navigation
structure, interactivity and presentation features. It consisted of 25 items including the
following:
•

Homepage

•

Format of arranging information (Structwing)

•

Presentation of information

•

Links

•

Navigation

•

Images

•

Learner engagement

•

Activities

•

Feedback

•

Links to other Web sites

•

Visual Presentation (eg, Fonts, Images, Colours, Animations)

•

Special features
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The items for this checklist were derived by reviewing relevant literature and through
personal experiences of the researcher on reviewing WSGs.

The checklist was not only useful in identifying the design patterns adopted by each
participant, but it also helped to make note of the changes made to each of the WSGs
during different stages of the development process.

The analysis ofWSGs enabled understanding the specific design approaches adopted
by each participant. These were compared and contrasted with the existing ID models
found in the literature.

Initial coding and categorising of data
The information obtained from the preliminary interviews with the participants,
observations, discussions and studying the WSGs was carefully analysed to identify
the main concepts evolving, while keeping a focus on the research questions. These
data were coded and categorised, and examined for identifiable patterns. While some
rudimentary coding was done during the initial data collection, at this stage, where
most of the data was collected, more analytic coding was employed.
This procedure started with open coding (Strauss, 1987; Strauss & Corbin, 1990),
through identifying key concepts, labelling them, and classifying and grouping them to
form categories.

Fig 3.1 shows some key concepts identified at this stage, and how they were grouped
to form categories.
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Selection of topic
Target audience
Finding information
Organising the content
Transferring to electronic media
Setting the boundaries

Main focus
Structuring pattern
Basic components
Specific features

Sequential arrangement
Flexible arrangement

Professional needs
User needs
Assignment needs

Teacher-centred features
Learner-centred features
Influences from - professional experience
pastWSGs
literature
staff
peers
other subjects
Skill limitations
Technical problems
Language problems
Time constraints
Individual work
Frustrations

Support from - staff
peers
others
Collaborative work

Changes during the process
Understandings
Confidence
Satisfaction

Future changes
Skill developments
Motivation
Future expectations

Fig. 3.1 Some key concepts identified and grouped at the initial data analysis

Next, each of these categories was individually analysed to relate categories to each
other by making connections, noting patterns and making links. This procedure is
similar to axial coding (Strauss, 1987; Strauss & Corbin, 1990).
The software, Inspiration™ was used to visually represent concepts and organise
codes and categories while they were evolving through data analysis. This facilitated
further analysis of results.
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Fig. 3.2 Illustrates some preliminary categories of concepts evolved during data
analysis, displayed using Inspiration™.
Some-Preliminary Categories of Concepts

~
~

~
~

e
.

.

Fig. 3.2 Some preliminary categories of concepts
These key surface themes that were identified during the preliminary analysis of data
formed the basis of formulating the final interview schedule.

Post interviews with the participants
At the end of the WSG development process, all participants were again interviewed
individually, each for 20-30 minutes, and tape-recorded. These were semi-structured
interviews, with th~ use of an interview schedule (Appendix 8). The interview
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schedule was used to stay focused in obtaining data on specific issues, yet keeping
the flexibility to incorporate any additional relevant information.

The final versions of the WSGs developed by the participants were used to stimulate
them to recall this information. The marked checklists on each WSG were also used
to verify information on specific characteristics of them.

The interview schedule was organised to obtain information in the following key
areas: (A) arranging information and presentation; (B) design processes; (C) issues;
and (D) attitudes.

Part A included questions about the arrangement of information in the WSGs, the
learning strategies used and specific features observed in each WSG. The
participants explanations and comments on taking these approaches were obtained.

Part B focused on the instructional design processes adopted in developing the
WSGs. The questions were mainly to identify the ID models the participants
followed or were influenced by in developing their WSGs, the changes they had
made in the WSGs during the process and reasons for them, and future changes they
expected to make if develop~g a WSG again.

Part C was aimed at fmding out the problems the participants had :from the
beginning of the process to the end of it, and also how they managed to overcome
them.

Part D attempted to gain an understanding of attitudinal changes in participants. The
questions focused on identifying how they'felt about this experience at the end of the
process in contrast to their feelings at the beginning of the process, their main
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achievement, future intentions and suggestions on developing WSGs, especially for
a Sri Lankan context.
The final interviews were audio-recorded and fully transcribed within two days of
each interview. Some interviews (5) that were conducted in Sinhala (native
language) were translated into English after transcribing.

These twelve sets of interview data were initially coded using the same coding
procedure as used earlier. They were then further critically analysed making
comparisons and connections with previous information. This enabled the
reformulation of the codes and the formation of categories and sub-categories of
concepts based on the observed links and patterns of ideas. This process again
reflected axial coding ( Srauss, 1987; Strauss & Corbin, 1990).
The purpose of these fmal interviews was not only to obtain further information
regarding the WSG development process but also to clarify and confrrm previous
information. This also provided an opportunity to informally member check
(Lincoln & Guba, 1985, p.314) with the participants. By presenting each of them
with a suminary of constructions based on data obtained, it was possible to obtain
their confirmations and amend or extend this information.

Refiective reports of the participants
Each participant was also asked to write a reflective report at the end of their WSG
development process, describing how they went through the process and associated
Issues. A structure to guide them on writing the reflective report was provided
(Appendix 9).It included the following guiding questions:
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•

What is the topic of your Web site?

•

Who are the target audience(s)?

•

Why did you select ·this specific topic?

•

Describe how you went about designing your Web site.

•

Where did you get the information from?

•

How did you try to arrange this information into an Internet-based learning
environment?

•

What were the specific problems you faced in this process?

•

How did you overcome these?

•

To what extent have your understandings and skills developed about
designing Internet-based study materials?

•

Any other comments?

The participants were also informed that they could write their reflections either in
English or in Sinhala. The reflective reports were collected at the end of the process.
The reports were analysed to examine how each participant developed his/her own
understandings in the process of designing Web-based study materials. Three reports
written in Sinhala were translated into English.

The contents of these reports were also coded and carefully studied to identify key
patterns, and to compare and integrate them with previous information.

Interview with the subject instructors
The two subject instructors were interviewed at the end of the process. The purpose
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of this was to clarify the information about the WSG development process that had
been obtained through other strategies.
This was an open-ended interview, and focused on the following themes that were
sent by e-mail to the instructors prior to the interview:
•

Theoretical basis of subject

•

Aims of task

•

Supportive activities

•

Two workshops

•

Influences on students design processes

•

Specific issues faced by the Sri Lankan students

The discussion was audio-recorded, transcribed and then coded using the previous
coding system. These data were useful to triangulate with the previously obtained
data on the WSG development process, and to confirm the emerging patterns.
This was also an opportunity to member check with the instructors regarding the
constructions made, based on the data obtained on the subject, task and related
activities.

Other artifacts
Additional data were gathered via review of other artifacts such as subject reflective
forms that were filled in by the participants at the beginning stages of the process and
participants' design recommendations for WSGs, a requirement of a related assignment
in the same subject.
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The subject reflective forms provided information about participants reflections at the
planning stage. It included questions such as, Why did you select this topic? , What
are your major frustrations? and What support do you need? . These data were used
to triangulate with the information obtained through preliminary interviews and
observations to verify design processes at the planning stage.
Design recommendations provided by each participant at the end of the process were
used to identify their theoretical positions at the end of the process, about teaching and
learning with the Web and instructional approaches suitable for Web-based instruction.
Further, the field notes taken by the researcher during informal class room
observations and discussions with participants and instructors, along with
researcher s journal notes, helped to further understand and analyse data, making

links with the previously obtained data.

Final codes and categories of data
Once all data were collected, word processed and filed separately, each set of data
collected from each method was again carefully examined to identify the different
concepts behind them. Stake (1995, p.74) claims that case study relies on direct
interpretation of individual instances and categorical aggregation of instances.
This was the proce~s applied in the final analysis of data.
While trying to understand the meaning of segments of data in each set of data, some
previous codes were changed and re-named and some new codes were added.
Finally, a list of 46 codes was obtained.
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These were arranged under nme categones· partlctpants, task, planning methods,
design patterns, concerns, mfluences, tssues, support and reflections. Next, all data
were agam systematically coded usmg this final set of codes.
From the rune categones, participants and task were separated as background
roform.atiOn to provide the context, and the other seven categones were mamly used
to explam the actual destgn and development process It should be noted however,

that all these categones were mterrelated and m some mstances overlappmg m data.
Ftg 3 3 illustrates the final arrangement of codes and categones of data.
Categories I Codes

~
~

Ftg 3.3 Fmal Codes and Categones
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Each participant's WSG development process was written as an individual
description, based on the above codes and categories. These twelve descriptions
(Appendix 10) were then ~arefully analysed and summary tables were constructed
for each participant. Table 3.1 displays the plan of a summary table with an example.

Table 3.1 Plan of a summary table of participants design processes
Name

Anura

Bg. Info.

41-50 yrs
Jl-20 yrs

Teacher
5-10 yrs

Teacher
Educator
Novice
computer
user

Planning

Design

Methods

Patterns

Concerns

Influences

Issues

Support

Coping
with
info.

Instructors

At beg.-

Peers

Not
confident

Reflections

T.G.-SL
teachers

Instructional
guide

Intro. new
concept

Topicrelated to
profession

Read info.
from screen

Skill devt.

Personal
interest

Assignment

Course needs

Skill
limit.

Reviewing
WSGs

Tension

(more..)

PastWSGs

(more.)

(more..)

At end-

Planned on
paper first

Linear
guidance

Profession

(more...)

(more...)

Satisfied

(more...)

Motivated
(more...)

1 IT su))j.

Using the summary tables, the twelve descriptions were compared and contrasted to
identify similarities and differences under each category. These data were then
organised in comparison tables as exemplified by Table 3.2.
Frequencies on each observation were also noted. This was useful in identifying
patterns and establishing links between them. As Stake (1995, p.78) claimed, the
search for meaning was a search for patterns .

Table 3.2 Plan of a comparison table
Similarities

Cateeorv
Planning methods

Differences

Target group: SL teachers/ Students

TG:Teachers-9; Studenw-3

Topic: Relevant to profession

Familiar topic- 8; New topic- 4

(more...)

(more...)
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Finally, under each category, specific observations were made on the process, and
interpretations of each observation were made. These were also organised in tabular
form as shown by Table 3.3.

Table 3.3 Plan of an observation I interpretation table

-

Category
Planning methods
(Similarities)

Observation

In!f:!ll_retation

All participants identified either teachers
or students in Sri Lanka as the target
audience of their WSGs.
Selection of a topic was mainly influenced
by the professional and personal interest
in a subject area.
(more.•. )

All attempted to make use of this task as
an opportunity to develop some materials
that would be relevant and useful in their
current profession as teacher educators in
Sri Lanka.

(more...)

Displaying data in the manner described above was very useful in achieving a clear
understanding of the process that was studied.

Triangulation of Data
Lincoln & Guba (1985, p. 315) explain that triangulation is a process carried out

with respect to data - a datum or item of information derived from one
source should be checked against other sources

. They further claim that

triangulation is aimed at obtaining a judgement of the accuracy of specific data
items.

Use of multiple data gathering strategies provided the possibility of triangulating the

data. The information collected from the preliminary questionnaire, observations and
interviews were cross-checked with the data from final interviews with participants
and their reflective reports.
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InterViews with the subject instructors, informal observations and discussions, and
other artifacts also provided information that was used to triangulate the data
obtained from the primary data sources.

Trustworthiness of Data
Triangulation of data as described above contributed to increasing the
trustworthiness of data by increasing its credibility. Credibility is one of the four
criteria (the others being transferability, dependability and confirmability) Lincoln
and Guba (1985) presented as increasing the trustworthiness of data.
In addition to triangulation, activities such as maintaining a field journal, member

checking, building and maintaining trust with the participants of the study, and
prolonged engagement to learn the context are also factors that contributed to
increase credibility and thus the trustworthiness of data (Lincoln & Guba, 1985).

The fact that the researcher herself is an experienced Sri Lankan teacher and a
teacher educator, and having gone through the same experience of developing a

a

WSG as novice Web designer while studying the same subject in the previous year
at the University of Wollongong, further added credibility in the collection of data
because it helped in understanding the context easily. The researchers familiarity
with the subject an_d the task assured a clearer understanding of the process being
studied.

This common background resulted in building a good rapport between the researcher
and the participants; and further enhanced the trustworthiness of data, mainly
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obtained through questionnaire, interviews and reflective reports. Also, the good
rapport built with the instructors enhanced the trustworthiness of data.

Although this factor may suggest a tendency towards a subjectivity on the part of the
researcher, being conscious of and continuously alert to that subjectivity from the
beginning of the-process enabled to minimise its impact (Peshkin, 1988; Glesne &
Pesbkin, 1992).
Provision of thick descriptions increased the transferability by enabling any
interested persons to make possible transferability judgements based on this
information (Lincoln & Guba, 1985}.
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Chapter 4 - Results
This chapter presents the results obtained through the data gathering and analysis
that occurred throughout the study. It is organised in three sections as follows:

•

Part I - The participants and the task

•

Part II -Analysis of design and development processes

•

Part III- Analysis of the WSGs produced by the participants

Part I - The participants and the task
Background of the participants
The participants were twelve instructors from different teacher education institutions
in Sri Lanka who were familiar with using, designing and developing text-based
study materials. At the University of Wollongong, they were enrolled in a one year
study programme leading to the Degree of Master of Education. During this course
of study, they had to design and develop an Internet-based study material, as one of
their subject assignments.
Analysis of the information obtained through the· preliminary questionnaire and the
preliminary interviews provided background information of the twelve participants.
Table 4.1 presents a summary of this information.
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Table 4.1- Background information of the participants

Feature

Classification

Frequency

Male

8

Female

4

30-40

3

41-50

9

5-10

2

11-20

3

>20

7

B.Sc.

7

B.A./B.Ed.

5

PGDipEd

8

M.Ed./M.Phil

6

Science/Mathematics

8

Others

4

Designed/Developed

8

Used for teachi11g

12

Competent in using the Computer

3

Competent in using the Internet

1

Confidence in using the Internet

Not at all

I

(At the beginning of process)

Just a little/Moderately

10

To a great extent

1

Intended

9

No intention

3

Gender

Age group (yrs.)

Experience as teachers and
teacher educators (yrs.)

Educational Qualifications

Subject specialisation
Involvement with text-based study materials
Competency in Computer /Internet use (in
Sri Lanka)

Intention of developing Internet-based study
materials after going back to Sri Lanka

As indicated by the above table, the participants were experienced teacher educators
consisting of four females and eight males, in the age range of 30 - 50 years. Most of
them have had more than ten years of experience, and a majority more than twenty
years in the teaching profession, as teachers and teacher educators. Seven were B.Sc.
graduates and the rest were B.A. or B.Ed. graduates. All were professionally
qualified and six had Masters Degrees.
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A majority of them (8) have been involved in designing and developing text-based
study materials in Sri Lanka, but none of them had designed or developed Webbased study materials before. Only three of the participants were competent in
computer use, and only 'one person was competent in Internet use. The others had
very little or no experience in computer use and Internet use. At the beginning of the ·
course, a majority (1 0) revealed that they had just a little or moderate confidence
in using the Internet. One person had no confidence at all, whereas only one person
was confident to a great extent . Although most of the participants (9) expected to
develop Internet-based study materials once they return to Sri Lanka, three did not
have the intention of doing so.
At the University ofWollongong, before the commencement of their course work on
the Masters programme, all participants followed an intensive computer course
under the guidance of a special computer instructor. This six-week course was
mainly focused on introducing basic skills on computer use and word processing. All
participants were provided with computers which enabled practising skills. They
were encouraged to open and use an e-mail account and access the Internet in
searching for course information. These facilities were freely available in the
Information Technology (IT) laboratory.
Three participants with greater prior computer experience followed multiple IT
subjects, to major in IT for their Masters Degree, while the others opted to follow
only one IT subject, along with subjects from other disciplines. The common IT
subject followed by all participants was Information Technology in Education and
Training, in which they had to develop a Web-based study guide as an assignment.
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An overview of the task
Background to the course of study
Information Technology in Education and Training (EDGI 911/912) is the basic
subject in the IT discipline, which was mainly designed to prepare students to
design, develop and evaluate teaching and learning materials using information
technologies. Spread over a thirteen-week time frame, this subject included both
face-to-face and online sessions, with many hands-on experiences.
As the subject Web site (Appendix 5) indicates, the subject aims were to:
•

prepare students to design, develop and evaluate teaching and learning
materials using a variety of instructional systems, particularly using
information technologies,

•

review the research into learning and instructional design of information
technology-based systems, and

•

review areas for the development of information technology in educationareas such as interactive multimedia and alternative delivery systems.

Students were required to complete several assignments related to the above aims in
this subject, and the development of a Web study guide (WSG) was the final project.

Purpose of the task
According to the subject instructors, the main purpose of this task was, exposure
and awareness . As they explained, it included three key areas: developing skills in
terms of the software, conceptualising in terms of the content, and creativity in terms
of the designing and structuring.
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· The subject Web site explains this assignment as follows:

You are to develop and submit a Web-based Study Guide for review by the class from
week 10. The skills you develop in Web site construction in the initial workshops should
enable you to focus on the information structure within the content you collect, analyse
and organise, rather than worry about the production side ofthings.
Once you have the content to work with, you can then put your learners cap on and
build into your structure some support mechanisms to help other viewers to process the
material (for example some tasks that would require them to apply the content in a
problem-solving manner, or some open-ended questions).

The instructors claimed that the emphasis on this task was mainly on the designing
and understanding of how to structure activities to deeply engage the learners.
Thus, there was a high emphasis placed on pedagogy. Although there was also a

high emphasis on basic skill development at the beginning of the process, in the end
stages skilling was de-emphasised .

Stages in the task
Introduction to the course and the assignments was carried out in week 1. The
submission ofthe WSG was due in week 13. Hence, the participants had a 13 week
time period to complete this task.

An initial workshop held in week 2 introduced the use of Web-authoring software,
Claris Home Page™ (Version 3.0). The basic skills on how to create a Web shell.
were introduced through an activity. Step-by-step guid~lines were provided to
complete this task. It had the following main steps:
•

Looking at some simple structural design ideas in three Web sites

•

Plan a simple site on their selected topic

•

Create the navigation shell of the site
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The above process guided students to plan ideas on paper, identify the Web pages
needed and label them with a file name, create folders, create pages, create a
navigation bar with key topics, and build a navigation system to move around the
site. It also focused on developing other specific skills such as linking pages,
changing backdrop of a Web page, including colours, images and tables, and linking
to external Web sites.

The students were encouraged to display their draft WSGs and obtain feedback from
peers and staff during the developing process. In addition to the class discussions on
common issues, individual assistance and guidance on specific issues was provided
by the instructors when required.

A second workshop, to clarify the problems encountered while developing the
WSGs, was held in week 10. This catered for students specific issues related to their
WSG development.
The students were required to submit their WSGs for peer review from week 10,
although the fmal copy was due in week 13.
A collection ofWSGs developed by previous students were provided as resources to
be studied. Reviewing five WSGs, selecting three from this previous collection and
two from the current WSGs was another related assignment. The subject Web site
described the WSG review task as follows:
This task aims to help you develop design ideas for Web study guides from the learners
perspective. Until you have sat on the receiving end, you don t know how to begin to
build a guide that aims to help others learn. This exercise gives you a chance to put on
your learners cap, reflect, and analyse how you respond to learning materials
presented this way.
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This assignment also required an analysis ofWSGs as a method of flexible delivery,
and design recommendations for WSGs to suit their own learning styles. Thus, the
Web study guide review process supported the students WSG design and
development task.

Assessment criteria
The assessment criteria applied for this task were outlined in the subject Web site as
follows:
•

Quality and depth of content

•

Clarity in structure and ease of navigation

•

Learner engagement

•

Links to resources and outside sites

•

Provides feedback on the learning

As the above criteria indicate, and as emphasised by the instructors, assessment was
mainly focused on design of the WSGs. in terms of learner engagement.
The instructors claimed that this whole process took place in a constructivist
environment, where the learners created their own understanding of the process
through the experience of it. They were learning through what they were doing, as
reflective practitioners, the instructors further explained. Thus, at the beginning of
the process, the instructors did not emphasise design processes, but allowed learners
to develop their understandings through the process. However, at the end of the
process, instruct~rs placed a high emphasis on design processes in a Web
environment.
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Figure 4.1 summarises the emphasis placed by the instructors on pedagogy, skill
development and design processes during the WSG development process. A threepoint scale (low-medium-high) is used to indicate the relative emphasis placed on
each of the above aspects at the beginning and the end of the process. It should be
noted however, that this is not a real scale and is only a visual representation of
emphases, based on instructors comments during interviews and discussions.
Key concerns

Emphasis
Low

Medium

High

Pedagogical content
knowledge
Basic skills in Web authoring

•
••

Design processes in a textbased environment

•

Design processes in a Web
environment
-

Instructor concerns at the beginning

-

Instructor concerns at the end

Fig. 4.1 A summary of changes in instructors concerns during the process
The next section presents the results obtained from the analysis of the participants
design and development of their WSGs.
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Part II -Analysis of design and development processes
The analysis of each participant s WSG design and development process enabled
identification ·of similarities and differences among them. They are summarised in
'

tables 4.2 - 4. 7 and described under the categories: planning methods, concerns,
influences, issues, support and reflections.
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Planning methods
In the planning stage of the task, the participants engaged mainly in defining a target
group, selecting a topic, finding information and arranging information. The
similarities and differences observed in these tasks are summarised in Table 4.2
Table 4.2 Feature

Similarities and differences in Planning methods
Similarities

Differences

Target group

Sri Lankan teachers/students

Teachers (9)
Students (3)

Topic

Relevant to profession

Familiar topic (8)
New topic (4)

Finding
information

Referenced on topic

Books/Curriculum materials only (4)
Books and Web resources(8)

Organising the
Content

First planned/wrote the content
on paper, and then transferred
to the computer

After writing down on paper, first word
processed and then copied to the created
Web pages (8)
Directly typed onto the Web pages (4)
First developed on PC and then
transferred to Mac (8)
Directly developed on Mac (4)

Target group

All participants identified either teacher trainees, teacher educators or students in Sri
Lanka as the target audience of their WSGs. While a majority (9) designed for
teachers or teacher educators, three designed specifically for students in schools.
Topic

Selection of a topic was based on the needs of the target group and it was mainly
influenced by the participants professional and personal interest in a subject area.
For instance, Science and Mathematics qualified people tended to select a topic from
their specialised subject area
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Many participants selected topics that were already familiar to them. Those who
designed for the students selected their topics from the Sri Lankan syllabi (eg.
Cement Production, Flowering Plants ·and Mathematics Progression) while the others
selected topics that they identified as useful for their teacher trainees (eg.
Supervision of teaching practice, Teachers role in learning Science, Writing
instructional objectives, Mathematics as problem solving and Instructional events).
Four of the participants opted to develop their WSGs on some new areas they have
learnt in the subjects they followed in their course of study (eg. Reflective Practice,
Clinical Supervision, Communication tools in distance education and Computer
Mediated Communication).
Finding information

Prior to deciding on the content, everybody referenced on their topics. Their main
sources of information were library text resources and Sri Lankan text materials.
Many (8) claimed that they used Web resources too. Siri claimed that he also did
some referencing on how to design study guides. Wimala said, First I identified the
objectives of my Web site. Based on those I decided on what the content is and how
to present it .
Organising the content

All participants s~ed arranging information by mapping out the content on paper
first. For instance, Nalini arranged all her information sequentially, in a hierarchical
order, and commented that it was the normal way of presenting text-based study
material. Tony even had the page format and presentation of each Web page
sketched on paper.
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Many of them demonstrated a stepwise procedure of progressing from writing down
on paper, word processing, creating Web pages and copying the content into it. A
few (4) directly typed the content into the developed Web pages.
A majority of them (8) completed their WSGs first on their PCs at home, and then
transferred to Macintosh computer in the laboratory, while four developed directly
on Macintosh computers.

Concerns
The participants had concerns on many things such as professional needs, user needs
and course needs, while developing their WSGs. They are presented in Table 4.3.
Table 4.3 - Similarities and differences in Concerns

Similarities

Feature

Differences

Professional
needs

Introduce new/important concept

Fulfil target audience needs (8)

User needs

Facilitate/Motivate/ Attract
learners

Keeping the WSG academic or
professional (6)

Personal needs

Development of personal
knowledge and skills

Practice skills (l)

Assignment
needs

To obtain a good mark {11)

Professional neCds
All participants attempted to develop some material which would be relevant and
meaningful in their current prof~ssion. Anura's remark:
This topic is dnew concept, which is needed to be introduced to Sri Lankan teachers,
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and Siri's remark:
As a teacher educator, I am familiar with this topic. I thought it is highly valuable for

me, and my teacher trainees also,

depict this attitude.
User needs
Many (8) commented that they were mostly concerned about fulfilling their target
audience needs. The following quotes support this:
As a teacher, I know that Mathematics is difficult for students. Then it is good if they

had some extra learning as self-study (Lal).
What I wanted was, to teach (the student teachers) how to write an objective properly
(Nimal).

I designed this mainly to cater for the needs ofmy target group (Nalini).

All participants were also concerned about attracting, motivating and facilitating the
learners. While some used features such as different colours, images and animations
for this purpose, many were concerned about keeping their WSG academic or
professional , because the intended target group were adult learners.
As Nalini explained:
They are not children. I didn't need to include pictures and animations to gain their
attention.

Epa said:
This is for adult learners for their motivation, there is no needfor many animations.

They also claimed that the addition of such features could distract learner attention
'

from the intended learning, and be counter-productive.
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Personal needs

All participants were concerned with developing their own knowledge and skills. For
example, Anura, who. found one animated image by accident, later on inserted quite
a large number of animations in his WSG, to practice them. He stressed that these
and many other features in his WSG such as scanned images and external Web links
were mainly included for practising purposes, because according to him:
I needed to practice This is our assignment as well as this is the first experience I
think this is specially designedfor practice (Anura).

Assignment needs

The fact that this task was an assignment also had an effect on many; they included
some features to obtain a good mark. That was the reason given by some for
including even one or two animations in their WSGs, although they did not quite like
them. The following quotes indicate concern on this aspect:
This is targeted towards an assessment. Therefore, you have to do it properly, even
though it is a very simple one (Lal).
This is an assignment that is evaluated. So I have to display my abilities (Nalini).

Further, six participants linked a common single external Web site at the last
moment without any indication of its relevance to their topics. They accepted that
this was mainly done as an assignment requirement rather than a need of their
WSGs. Only Karu declared that, I don t worry about marks That is my policy.

Influences
Numerous factors have influenced the participants at different stages in this process, .
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mainly on selecting the topic, arranging information and inserting specific features in
their WSGs. Table 4.4 summarises these influencing factors.
Table 4.4 -

Feature

Similarities and differences in Influences

Similarities

Interests

Personal/ Professional interest

Previous
experiences

Professional experience

Developing text-based curriculum
materials (7)
Distance education material (4)
Other curriculum material (3)
Constructivism (2)
Other learning theories (5)
Gagne s theory (4)
Blooms taxonomy (1)
Psychological aspects (8)

Theories and
models

Subject

Differences

Subject needs

Previous WSGs (8)
Print resources- Books (1)
Subject instructors (4)
Peer influences (7)

Peers
Personal
teaching/
learning styles

Personal teaching style

Personal learning style (2)

Culture

Cultural practices/beliefs

Teachers to provide all information to
students (10)
Reluctance to make inquiries from
instructors

Interests
As mentioned earlier, selection of a topic was influenced by professional and
personal interest in all cases. The following quotes support this:
I like this topic very much. I have a good knowledge on it (Yamuna).
I took this material from the Sri Lankan syllabus. I was a key person to develop this
topic; so I am very keen on this topic (Tony).
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1 thought ofselecting what is convenient for me. Because lam familiar with the subject,
and I like the topic (Anoma).

Previous experience
Arrangement and presentation of information was also greatly influenced by the
participants' previous experiences, as evident in following quotes:
I have many experiences as a teacher educator and a curriculum developer. I used
those experiences mostly in developing this (Nimal).
This is the way I design in the distance mode (Nalini).
I was mostly influenced by the experience in writing modules (Anoma).

Theories and Models
Learning theories and instructional models have also had an influence in the WSG
presentations to some extent. Except for Epa and Karu who directly claimed they
followed a constructivist approach, the others responded that they did not follow any
specific model, but were influenced by Gagne's events of instruction, Skinners
theory, motivation theories and Bloom's Taxonomy.
Many (8) indicated that they were influenced by the psychological aspects of
learning as revealed by Siri s remark, I highly thought about psychology and IT
Issues.

Subject
Requirements of the subject influenced everyone in different ways. For instance,
previous WSGs provided to them for reviewing have influenced a majority (8) of
them, as the following quotes indicate:
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I designed mainly by reviewing previous WSGs. I thought its better to follow a Sri
Lankan students WSG rather than the others. This is because ofa contextual need

(Anura).
I followed previous WSGs I think your WSG (is) also like this I was highly interested
in that one (Piyal).

Yamuna, Nimal, Nalini and Karu specified that they did not have any influence from
previous WSGs in designing their own WSGs. Yamuna declared that she did not
even look at the other WSGs until she developed hers. Most people were
influenced by your WSG I didn t look at yours or any others . I designed by
myself, she said. However, they accepted that while reviewing the other WSGs they
too got some ideas to improve their own.

Many were influenced by the subject instructors in deciding on their WSG features.
For instance, Anura declared that discussions with subject instructors influenced him
to reduce the length of information, include activities and reorganise his WSG. Karu
and Epa, who developed WSGs different from the traditional approach, commented
that they were mainly influenced by the di~cussions they had with the instructors.
Epa remarked that he tried to do something different because, at the beginning, the
course instructors indicated that they did not expect something identical to previous
WSGs.

Peers
Additionally, many participants had influences from peers in selecting features such
as images and animations. Several of them used the same animated images as links
in their WSGs, and six linked the same external Web site.
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Person.al styles
Participants personal teaching and learning styles were also influential in the
designing of their WSGs·, as evident by following quotes:

Anything I prepared in the WSG is according to my learning style (Piyal).
I normally teach this way That is I don t present in a single way. I give different kinds
ofactivities (Yamuna).
Normally, in my teaching career also I do that way. I don t tell the students
everything. I guide them to get the information. And I have decided to do that way

(Karu).

Culture
The cultural background of the participants have also had some influences in the
development process. The tendency to provide all or most of the information on a
topic to the students was one such cultural practice. The following quotes imply this:
According to the age group ofthe students who would be using this, the (lengthy)
information had to be provided (Anoma).
!felt if! include many definitions it is more helpful for the learners (Siri).
Because my target group is the distance learners, as course developers we usually think
that we should not direct the learner to another place. For the learner who is learning
in isolation, we should provide all the information in our learning guide - as a complete
learning event (Nalini).

In addition, the reluctance of some participants to have personal consultations with
the instructors to clarify their problems can also be considered a cultural influence.
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Issues
. As novice Web designers, the participants had to overcome many issues during this
process. Table 4.5 presents some major issues they faced.
Table 4.5- Similarities and differences in Issues

Similarities

Feature
Pedagogical

New learning approach

Differences
Confusion on understanding a WSG (3)
Coping with information and setting the

issues

boundaries (4)
Technological

Learning to use the sofivl[are

Using the hardware (computer/scanner) (9)

issues

Skill limitations

Cross-platform problems (8)
Changing the topic (3)

Other issues

Time constraints

Searching for external Web links (more

related to task

Work stress and tension

time spent) (1)

Language (English/Technical
terms)

Pedagogical issues
The constructivist approach was new to everyone and hence they all faced
pedagogical issues. At the beginning, some were faced with confusion in
understanding the task. The following remarks reflect this view:

I didn't quite realise what a WSG is (Epa).
I got confused trying to understand what a study guide is (Anoma).
Since this was the first time I developed a WSG, I had no theoretical understanding on
how to plan the-content (Nalini).
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proceeded with the traditional instructional approaches they were familiar with, and
as Nalini declared there was no new thinking.

Coping with information and setting the boundaries were problematic for some
participants. Many started with having a lot of content information at the beginning.
As Anura revealed, at the beginning I had a lot of information. I thought it in
parallel with the other assignments. However, after discussing with the instructors
and learning more about WSG characteristics, many reduced the amount of
information they originally planned to present.

Technological issues
Limitations in technical skills were found to be another major problem faced by all.
Everyone had to learn how to use the software effectively to produce their WSG.
People who were novices in computer use were the most affected by this, as they had
to cope with hardware as well as software. Anura described that:

Some ofthe pages were damaged during the editing process, due to inexperience in
creating images and backgrounds.

Other than using the laboratory computers, a strategy adopted by a majority (8) was
to buy their own PCs, install software and practise at home. Many of them agreed
that this self-practice, using mostly trial-and-error methods helped them immensely
in building up their WSGs.

However, this strategy resulted in a cross-platform issue. When they tried to open
their developed WSGs in Macintosh computers in the laboratory, the images were
missing and linkS w~e not working. Although later they managed to overcome this
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missing and links were not working. Although later they managed to overcome this
problem with the help of the instructors, a lot of developing time was wasted on relinking and re-structuring. ,Many of them considered this to be the main problem
they faced..
Lack of awareness of the technological issues caused problems for many. Epa
reflected:
I can remember, I committed several mistakes due to less awareness. For example, I
did not prepare a separate image folder.

This problem of missing images due to absence of an images folder was a common

problem for many.
Frustrations at the beginning was reflected by Nalini as follows:
There were instances when I came to work, but couldn •t proceed, and there was no one
to get help from, and I had to stop and go home. Then I was de-motivated.

In some cases, there were frustrations in being unable to implement their ideas on

the WSG due to the lack of skills. For example, Anoma wanted to show the
development process of cement using an animation, but could not do that. Similarly,
Anoma, Karu and Nimal tried to create an online activity space but could not.
During a limited time period, they could only achieve limited skills, and some were
not satisfied with this.
A few had to change their topics. Anoma and Piyal changed their topics because
they could not fmd images relevant to their first topic, and lacked the skills to create
them. Epa almost completed developing his first WSG on Factorisation, but changed
later when he realised that this topic was not appropriate to present as a WSG.
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Other issues related to task
The open nature of the task made some participants feel uncomfortable as they
expected more direct inStructions and guidance from the instructors on developing
the WSG and developing their technical skills . The following quotes depict this
dissatisfaction:

Ifwe were provided with guidelines (such as handouts) on how to manage each step in
the developing process, we could have easily developed the WSG (Nalini).

If we were given technical skills precisely, it would not have taken much time to
prepare WSGs (Anoma).

Other than the above mentioned issues, time limitations, work stress and tension
were common constraints faced by all. Although the initial workshop was held in
week 2, and the task was due only in week 13, most of them started planning and
designing at a late stage, since all of them were occupied with many assignments in
three simultaneous subjects. Karu claimed he had to spend a lot of time searching for
appropriate Web links. The following quotes reveal these issues:
I struggled with collecting other Web sites I have spent more time on that, not on my
WSG(Karu).

I didn t have enough time to do some things that I wanted to (Wimala).
Due to some technical issues, it took more time to complete the WSG This study guide
was not something that I could develop leisurely. This was done within a limited time
frame, under stress and along with following several other subjects ( Anoma).
I needed some mental relaxation to focus on this. There was stress due to the other
subjects, mainly as second language learners (Anura).

The difficulties in understanding the instructors guidelines due to language
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problems (English, as second language speakers, as well as the new technical terms)
was also an issue faced by many participants.

Support
Despite the issues faced by the participants, their desire to accomplish this task
motivated them to seek for support from the instructors, peers or any others to solve
their problems. Different sources of support are summarised in Table 4.6.

Table 4.6- Similarities and differences in support received

Feature

Subject~related

support

Similarities

Subject Workshops
Subject Instructors
Class discussions

Peer support

Differences

Personal consultations with staff
(5)

Help from lab staff (2)

Reviewing WSGs

Help from anyone available in
the lab (I)

Collaborative work with peers

By helping peers (2)

Trial and Error
Self-support

By practising at home (8)

Subject-related support
The two workshops were useful for all. The first workshop was useful to become
familiar with the software, to start developing the WSGs. The second workshop
helped participants to overcome the problems they encountered while developing
their WSGs, and refine them.

All were supported by the instructors. In addition to the class discussions on
common issues, some had personal consultations with the instructors to clarify their
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specific problems. Some obtained help from lab staff while working in the lab.
Nalini remarked:

We did the production by getting help from many. From friends, whoever there was (in
the lab), we used to obtain help when needed Even someone you don t know helps
when we ask. Anybody helps.

Yamuna explained how she overcame some difficult situations she faced by
obtaining support, as follows:
Later I tried to scan the pictures. The lab technicians helped me. Then I realised that
it was not so difficult Then I designed my first page and tried to link all the other
pages to it, but could not do it successfully. Karu helped me. After that I was able to
link all the pages successfUlly.

Peer support
Many obtained support from peers. Some were contented with obtaining support
from their colleagues, rather than personally meeting the staff. The technologically
less-skilled people obtained help from more skilled people. Epa and Karu, who were
the most experienced members of the_ group, accepted that their assistance was often
requested by their colleagues, yet commented that it was beneficial for them too, as
evident in following quotes:

If we are helping people, I am also learning something. I don t think that is wasting
time (K.aru).
When I have to teach someone while I study the same thing, !face a situation where I
start thinking why this happens. Otherwise I get to know only what happens. When I
have to teach someone, I am faced with the question - why this happens? So, I will
learn in-depth about it (Epa).

Collaborative work with peers was a common practice during the process. The
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participants tended to discuss and share ideas on common issues. Other than the
class discussions, small peer groups - for example people who were sharing the same
house, people who were doing multiple IT subjects, or people from the same
institution- tended to group and discuss together.

Self-support
Most of the participants revealed that they learnt many things through practising by
themselves, and using trial-and-error methods . Anura commented, I mostly did by
trial-and-error method and Epa remarked, "I had to learn by mistakes."

Reflections
The participants reflections at the end of the process indicated changes in their
knowledge, skills and attitudes. They also made suggestions and recommendations
for designing and development ofWSGs, specially for a Sri Lankan context. Their
reflections are summarised in Tables 4. 7 and 4.8.

Table 4. 7 -

Feature

Similarities and differences in reflections (1)

Similarities

Differences

Changes in knowledge,
skills and attitudes
At the beginning

No knowledge or skills
on WSG developing

Confused/not confident (1 0)
No intention of producing WSGs
in future (3)

At the end

Development of
knowledge and skills,
Increased confidence,
Satisfied,
Motivated to develop
more WSGs in SL

Not completely satisfied (2)

Main achievement'

Ability to develop a
WSG

Skill development (9)
Knowledge and skill
development (2)
Development of pedagogical
knowledge (1)
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Changes in knowledge, skills and attitudes
At the beginning most of the participants were uncertain and not confident about
developing a Web material, as reflected by comments such as, "I thought I wouldn't
be able to do this satisfactorily", or "I was very much worried and afraid thinking
whether I would be able to manage this. 11 Three of them even indicated at the
beginning that they did not intend to develop WSGs after going back to Sri Lanka.

Yet, at the end of the process, all twelve participants were very satisfied and
confident in developing Web-based-study materials. Comments such as, "Now I
think I can prepare any WSG. 11 and, "I have a confidence that now I can do this,"

confirm this attitude.
The following quotes indicate these changes as expressed by some participants:
At the beginning there was a de-motivation, how are wegoing to do this? There isn t
enough' guidance and we are just developing by ourselves like that.. Because ofour
interest and the determination to do this somehow, we learnt by asking people and
getting help (At the end) I am satisfied and I am happy. The other thing is, when we
see it working on the Web, there is a motivation. We feel a little proud about our skills
(Nalini).

At the beginning I was very worried thinking whether I would be able to develop my
topic Because I needed a lot of images and didn t have the skills to scan the
pictures But later on, after the knowledge and skills developed I was able to
successfully do this (Yamuna).

Further, at the end, they were also very much motivated to use this experience in
their profession, after going backto Sri Lanka, as reflected by Epa.'s comment,
"Now I can contribute a lot to our distance education modules."
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Wimala expressed her motivation as follows:
Because now I can see something that I have developed. There is a satisfaction when a
production is completed Now I can see the drawbacks of it. I see what changes need to
be done. So there is a self-motivation. I have the ability to do something even at the
minimum level.

Even the participants who responded at the beginning that they did not intend to ·
develop Web-based study materials in the future had a completely different attitude
at the end of the process.
The following comment by Lal summarises the views shared by most participants at
the end of the process:
I never thought that I might have an opportunity to move forward with the new
technology, during my working period... But now I have had an experience and I realise
that these things can be done by us too.

However, Epa and Anoma remarked that they were not completely satisfied with
their productions as now they realised the deficiencies in them. Epa explained:
At the beginning I thought it was similar to the study guides we are used to develop providing a lot of information and giving relevant activities I understood later, that
we can use hyper/inking to link the reliable information sources and reduce the
unnecessary increase of information I think I have included some new foatures, but I
am not really satisfied. I think this could be done in more depth Now I know how I
should do it. I think ifl had the time, this would have been much different. I could have
developed one which would be more advantageous for the learner.

Main Achievement
The ability to develop a WSG was stated by all participants as their main
achievement from this process. A majority (9) claimed that skill development was
what they achieyed most while two commented that it was both knowledge and skill
development in producing a WSG. Only Karu remarked that his main achievement
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through this process was development of pedagogical knowledge in producing a

WSG.
Table 4.'8 -

Similarities and differences in reflections (2)

Similarities

Feature

If developing again the WSG
will be improved, with changes.

Expected
changes in
future
productions

Differences
Changes in design (6)
No changes in design (6)
More constructivist learning
environment (4)
Change activities to be more
learner-oriented (6)
Insert more Web links (5)
Expansion/Change oftopic(3)
Cater for different users (3)
More images/animations (3)
Include sound/video) (2)
Give more information (1)

Get feedback and change (2)
Appropriate and useful

Suggestions for
using in Sri
Lanka

Teacher educators and teachers
should be trained

Making simple WSGs (3)
Use more images (2)
A step-by-step approach (3)
Use collaborative work (2)
Develop in mother tongue (1)

Activity-based

Design
recommendati-

Easy navigation

ODS

Objectives stated (6)
Sequencing information (4)
Consistency (2)
Different approaches (3)
Motivate learners (4)
Instant feedback (4)
Less information (2)
Fewer images {3)
More multimedia (2)

'

Collaborative (2)
Web links (5)
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Expected changes in future productions
When asked whether there. would be any changes in their WSGs if they had to do
this process again, all participants claimed that there would. Although most of them
have presented their WSGs following the traditional instructivist approach, several
of them wanted to change their presentations to include more constructivist features,
such as changing the activity types and allowing the learners to explore more by
linking many external Web sites as resources.
The following quotes depict these vi~ws:

IfI had to do this again, there will be many changes. Now here, I have only used
reinforcement andfeedback. But I think I can be more creative and develop in a more
constructivist way, to make the learners more active and constructive (Nalini).
Rather that developing like a module, I hope to use a more constructivist approach I
wouldn t give much information, but could link to many other Web sites I will let them
find through activities. I will reduce the text-based approach (Anoma).

On the other hand, there were some others who claimed that they did not intend to
change their way of presenting the information. For example Yamuna claimed,
I don t intend to make any changes in the design or the presentation, because of the
target group Because I developed this based on my experiences about the learners
levels Even now they can use this.

Some desired only to include more images, animations and sound, as evident in
following quotes:
I could include more interactive multimedia to increase learner interactivity (Anura).
We can include sounds. Also we can scan more pictures. Use some audio-visual
materials (Siri).
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Wimala stated that she wanted to provide more information on her topic as follows:
I think because this is for adult learners, it would have been better if more content was
included

K.aru and Nimal wanted to test their WSGs with a Sri Lankan audience before
making any changes.

Suggestions for using in Sri Lanka
All participants agreed that introducing WSGs for teacher education in Sri Lanka is a
very useful and an effective method of teaching and learning. Many stressed the
need for training teacher educato~s and teachers in using them as indicated below:
First thing, as teacher educators, first we have to change All teacher educators must
change. They have to be trained. Then only we can change the students attitudes and
ideas and also I would like to share my ideas with the other staff, how to use WSGs
and how to create WSGs (Siri).
I think this way is a change. In the information era, I think the learners can understand
this way. That computers and the Internet are useful for new teaching and learning
process I think this helps the learners also I think this takes less time. Flexible too
(Tony).

They all expressed their motivation and desire to implement such activities if they
had the opportunity and the resources.
The participants suggested various things to consider when introducing WSGs in Sri
Lanka. Piyal remarked that it should be initially done at a very simple level. He
explained that:
I think they want to first have animated ones with more images Motivate them first
and then gradually give more advanced ones.
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Nimal claimed that:
Now even in Sri Lanka, we can use this type ofstep by step modules and study guides.
We develop like this. So, even using these, we can develop step by step like that.

Wimala suggested that, at the beginning:
they (the teacher educators and teachers) have to be shown some models I think it
is important to give some guidance for people who are developing these.

Design recommendations
At the end of the process, the participants made design recommendations for WSGs
to suit their own learning styles, as a part of another related assignment in the
subject. All recommended providiJ:!g an activity-based learning and a simple
navigational structure.
Many claimed that stating the objectives at the beginning, adhering to a step-by-step
learning approach through sequencing the information, providing continuous
feedback to the learners and keeping the WSG simple to understand were important
characteristics of a WSG. Having less information in a structured manner and also
having many external Web sites linked as resources were some other
recommendations.

Many participants were concerned about keeping the WSG motivating and attractive
for the learners. While some recommended use of multimedia aspects, some
specified the· need to have less conspicious images and animations. While some
recommended a consistent approach in presentation, some others indicated the need
for having different approaches to suit different learner needs.
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Figure 4.2 summarises overall changes in the participants concerns about pedagogy,
Web authoring skills and design processes, during this experience. As in fig. 4.1 that
indicated changes in instructor concerns, a three-point scale (low-medium-high) is
used to indicate the relative emphasis placed on each of the above aspects, at the
beginning and the end of the process. Here also it should be noted that this is not a
real scale and is only a visual representation of differences, based on the reflections
of the participants.
Key concerns

Emphasis
Low

Pedagogical content
knowledge
Basic skills in Web authoring

Mediwn

High.._

...

II
1111111111111111111111111

1111111111111111111111111

!llllllillilllllllllili

Design processes in a textbased environment

II
IIIIIRIIIIIIIIillili

Design processes in a Web
environment

1111111111111111111111111
llllllllllllillllilllllllli

1111 Learner concerns at the beginning
illlll¥ Leamer concerns at the end

Fig. 4.2 A summary of changes in participants concerns during the process

At the beginning of the process, the participants placed a low emphasis on pedagogy
but a high emphasis on skill development in Web authoring. However, at the end of
the process, an increase in the concerns on pedagogy was observed. The concerns on
skill development were reduced as many were satisfied with their skills at the end.
Similarly, at the beginning, there were minimal concerns about design processes in a
text-based environment, yet high concerns about design processes in a Web-based
environment. At the end, there were concerns expressed about using the knowledge
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gained in this experience, in design processes in a text-based environment after
returning to Sri Lanka. Further, concerns on design processes in a Web-based
environment were reduced at the end, with participants increased confidence in
Web material development and satisfaction with the products.
The above observations are based on the reflections of all participants. These may
vary when each individual is considered. However, the above summary was an
indication of the overall changes of emphases of participants during the WSG design
and development process.
The next section presents the features of the developed WSGs, obtained from the
information gathered under the category, "design patterns".
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Part m -Analysis of the WSGs produced by the
participants
The anal:ysis of the final products or the developed WSGs showed certain

similarities as well as differeoees among them. These characteristics are presented in
Tables 4.9 - 4.12, under the sub topics: ammgement of information, activities,

resources, presentation and communication.

Axrangmnentofunonnatlon
The features observed in the infonnation ammgement in the WSGs are indicated in
Table 4.9.
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Table 4.9- Arrangement of information in tb<WSGs

Classification

Feature

Participants
definiti<m/descripticm of
tbeirWSG

Frequency

. Self-IeanriDg study matoria1

12

An iDstruclional guide

10

An exploration

I

A constructivist learning environment

I

Read information presented on screen and team

5

Read some ioformation. and find more through activities

5

Learn -ugh activities

2

Main components

Overview I Intro., Objectives, Topics, Activities.
Feedback, Roferences

12

1'reaenloiJqn of

Large chllllks and some smallchuoks

7

Struclurcd ilifonnation. small chllllks

3

Very brief, in point form

2

Use oftables, charts, diagnuns

11

Soqueotial, Linear guidance

9

Non ooqueotia1, Linear guidance

I

Non-acqucutial. No linear guidance

2

Forward linking, page by page

10

Flexible navigation panel with links to main sections

11

Site-

I

Anchoriog used (same page/different page)

10

All contcm.ts given in Home page

7

Aims and objectives S18tl>d

12

Guidance for navigation indicated

6

Learning """"gy used

Stlucming

itifonnation

Navigation

Guidance to Ieamer

Description ofWSG

All participants identified their WSGs as self-learning study materials. A majority
(10) defined their WSGs as "ln8tructional guides". Epa described his as an
explomtion while Karu claimed that his WSG was a cons1ructivist learning

environment •
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Leamlng strategy
The learning strategy applied in most of the WSGs was to provide some infonnation,

give some questions as an aetivity, provide answers as feedback, and indicate some
resources at the end to obtain further information. The following quotes exemplifY
the common descriptions given by many of the participants of the leamilig strategy
they used.
This is a self-learning strategy. That is, providing some information first. and after
learning that giving a self-evaluation through an activity and.feedback(Nalini).
As the learning strategy, I have usedproviding information and then these questions-

actlvUles Answers are given for the activities as feedback ( Anoma).

In most of these WSGs, the infonnation was presented as descriptions to be read
from the screen, similar to that from a book However many participants stressed
that this information essentially needed to be included, with relevance to their target

group s needs.
Y arrnma claimed that sbe used the discovery method , and allowed the users to

learn through the many activities provided. I think they are adult learners. I don t

want to tell all the ideas to them. They can think and go through the activities, sbe
explained Yet this WSG too bad some lengthy background infonnation to be read
from screen.
Epa sand Karu s WSGs provided only some brief points on the (Opic, and used

activities to engage learners in finding out information and building up

understandings by themselves.
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Epa descnbed his learning strategy as follows:
This is just providing some brilifUiformatitm tofind out other information
sources... There is a great deal to explore here I war mostly hifluenced by the
constructivist approach. but I was unable to accomplish It completely.
Karu described about his WSG as:
a constructivist learning environment That is. people can construct their lawwledge

through other resources, getting information/rom other resour=~. Then. they have to
create knowledge. This is flexible and constructivist. not instructivist.

Structuring

Main compoiUIIts
All participants bed the following common basic components included io their
WSGs: An Overviewllntrodoction, Objectives, Topics/Sub topics, Activities,
Feedback, Help, References/Resoun:es.
PresellllltiDn oflnformtltion

At the beginning of the process, many of them poioted out that thete will not be
much difference io their presentations from text-based study materials, in some cases
from distsnce eduestion (DE) materials, except for having less content, more

activities, and ioclusion of motivational features available io the Web environment.
Many (J) presented information io their WSGs in many large chunks and some small
chunb of infonnation, whereas a few (3) used structured small chunb. Only two

presented very brief information in point form. However, during the process, many
attempted to modifY their presentations with reduced infonnation using small
chunb, bulleted information, tables, charts and diagrams to make their presentations

to be more suitable in a Web environment.
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A majority (9) arranged information sequentially in their WSGs and provided linear

guidance. They explained that they bad to present the infurmation on their topics
from "simple to complex" or "known to unknown" concepts, except Tony who
claimed that there was no sequential order in his WSG even though forward arrows

were provided to fucilitste learning.
In Bps s and Karu s ·wsGs, the infurmation was not presented in a sequential
manner. They did not use any forward links, but provided a tlextble environment
where all the topics were at a similar level.

Navigation
The WSGs that bad sequential infurmation ammgement, directed the learners page
by page using forward arrows or links, similar to a book. However, these WSGs

included a navigation panel with all the topics in each page to increase the flexibility
in navigation, except for Nalini, who thought that was not needed because her WSG

was "easy to follow and not complicated."
Bps and Karu did not include forward arrows to link page by page.The learners
could navigate to any section they desired to using the navigation panel included in

all psges. Only Karu s WSG had a site map including all the main topics, instead of

having them listed in the Home psge as contents, as a Dll\iority did.
Anchoring w8s used by many (10) to link sections in the same page or in different

pages. For instance, Yamuna listed several sub topics under each ofthe main topics,
and anchored them to link to each sub-topic section that was included within a single

page.
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Simihlrly, many used llllChoring to link from one page to an exact place in a different
page, such as the respective feedback for each of the activities or meaning of a
specific word in the Glossary. These features filcililated Ieamer navigation in WSGs.

Guldonee to learnen
Many (7) stated that indicating all topics in the Home page was importsnt, to let the

learners know what was included in the WSG at the very beginning. They stated that
they considered the Home page as the Contents page . However, Tony had a
different view and commented that he did not want the learners to get discouraged
hy seeing many topics at the beginning, and henee he presented the sub topics later,

in a separate level. Anoms, Nimal, Epa and .Karu had only the main topic in the
Home page, which they considered as an opening page , and indicated the contents
in the second page.
Figures 4.3- 4.6 present screen captures from some WSGs to illusttate some of the
abcve mentioned features.
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•

All contents in Home page, linked

Fig. 4.3 Home page of Siri s WSG
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LtmitatfOn CMC as m i n<fto<>l

•

Site map with links to all topics and sub topics

•

Flexible navigation panel with links to all main sections

•

No forward/backward links
Fig. 4.4 Site map page ofKaru s WSG
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l.eamer- centered strategies in
~

Tbe teacher roles jo science

References

Objectives
lt is expected .that after succes,sfully studying this gt.Jide, yau would be ab e to,
• J1al'lle the processes of scientific inquiry ·s kills and steps of ·s cientific meth d.
• identify the relationship between scientific method ·and scientific inquiry kills.
• describe teaching strategies in learning science
• explain the teacher's role in learning sCience.
• focus science activities to seek solutions for every day problerm.

•

Behavioural objectives stated

•

Forward and backward linking

•

Flexible navigation panel with links to all sections --+-------'

•

Animated images (horizontal bars, arrows)
Fig. 4.5 Objectives page of Piyal s WSG
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Video Teleconference

Dia gram shows how Vldeo Teles:smfgence wo!Xs.
•wuw:dou am tt3iCM4 ut ple)Ut'll e~filly. Ia
cm'p IIAd n:fiu4 lbe sallject _ner_ Media s)'eCialists

pmcess, Ooey are uanet . - tise115Se4 ia specialists
olecis.i o..,

••naiDiac.., 1IIC4.ia nt...tn:. .Dts .

•lmtmctiou ue UliUiaitte.t from tlle deliftry ellld ala

,.ce, Ymh hu \eea :ncocaind u .lelim'llle.

~eameu lb-. "> tas1ntctiom, Hit'~ iasmlcw~:. •Xlc,
&14 of ezperioce. ~Y c.a ut t.•:rtiou troa tk
q ae:niou.

luaactur can . .

ut odter risul iafoJD&doA IIJIIl Yit.n.Geir
~c:.ts .

1kir :aotiolls uA

as~

opemng sec:11on
Mla!z?le4giMm I~

•

Briefpoints on the topic

•

Diagram to illustrate concepts

•

Link to activity (workshop)

•

Flexible navigation panel with links to all sections

•

No forward/backward links

Fig. 4.6 A study page of Epa s WSG
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Activities and Feedback
Tbe different ways the participants lll!ed the activities and feedback in their WSGs
are presented in Table 4.1 0.
Table 4.10-Activ:ities in tluWSGs

Classification

Feature
Purpose of activities

Pmposc ofFcedbact
Activity type

Number of activitiea

PlaciDg of aotivitics

Frequoocy

Rccallleamt facts

3

Application ofleamt facts

2

RccaU and Find out

4

Findiog out only

3

Prov;4iDg - Providing guidance

10
2

Oftline oaly

9

Oftline and Online

3

Collaborative

I

1-3

4

4-6

6

>6

2

End of a section

8

Beginning ofa section

I

Diveme (llDd/Middlo'Boghming)

3

Within the content

3

S-linked from the content

8

Sopamo from the content

I

Purpo... of aetivldes and feedboek
All participants lll!ed activities and feedback in their WSGs with different intentions.

The most common purposes stated were to, 'recall facts" or "apply the learnt facts".
In these cases, some qpestions were asked related to their topic, and the feedback
provided direct answetB. Here, the activities were considered as self-evaluations to
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'reinforce learning • Nalini stated that she included the activities only to reinforce
because. this is the usual way we write study guides to our distance leamers.
Wimala telDlllked:
I considered the activity as tm evaluation, similar to wlrat we do in normal le.rsona.

So, I placed them at the end ofeach .Jt!Ction. In the feedboclr. the answera were prwided
as a relriforcement.

Some included activities to find out information from other souroos. As Siri
commented, because we want to direct them to learn something Learning by
doing I think we can use our activities for that purpose. These however, did not

facilitate that intention by providing links to any resources. Tbe learners were
expected to find out :lilcts by readil!g books, or through the feedback that provided
direct answers.

Yamuna who developed a WSG on Flowering plants included a number of
practical activities at difli:<cnt stages of her WSG, sometimes even at the beginning
of a lesson, and provided direct answers as feedback. She explained tho purpose for
taking this approach as follows:

Then there is no needfor me to explain the lesson in detail. I need to explain only the
thin&' they couldn tford out through the activities Nuw I have gilmn an activity even
without an inlroduction. So 1 thought that when!provide the direct.......,.. as
feedback, 1 teach the J...on through thoL The answer is the leaaon.lfthe Jearnu goes

wrong in the activity, then s/he./earna from the answer. Then only the lesson is
compleWJ.
Epa s and Karu s WSGs provided IWiivities for tha leamers to engage with and find

more.infurmatinn oo the topic. Epa provided a single common activity for all study
sections, expectiqg tha learners to evaluate and compare each connnunication syatem
that was studied in tha lessons. However, he explained that the activity was not
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oompulsoiy and therefore was not linked from the main oonten1B and only from

within the study seotinns. He explained 1hat:
Actually only those people who really need more iliformation, more emphasis, logical
thinking and tho3e who want to know about the aspects of critical/earning need to go

to the workshop (activity).

Karu's WSG allowed the l.eomers to build up their own learning through many

group activities, both otlline and online, and feedback was given only as same
guidelines. He provided tables to be printed out and filled in after group discussions,
and explained the pmpose of this as:
sometimes, they (teachers) can use this page as an evaluation sheet. 77ley can aaaeJJS

from this page by gelli1lg btformatlmt from the students.
Acllvlty type
Only Karu s WSG allowed group interactivity through linking to an Online
discussion area (University Discus page), supporting collaborativoleaming. A
majority (9) had included only otlline activities. Anoma and Nimal attempted to
provide Online worldng spaces fur activities, although they did not function.

Number of lldivltlos 8lld p1aclDg ufthem
Many included one activity per lesson or a study seetion, usually placed at the end of
a section. Yamuoa and Karu had many activities at different placos in the conteot.
Yamuna, Karu and Tony placed the activities within the eotl1>ml. Yet, a majority (9)
placed them in a separate activity page(s), and linked from the content, except Piyal
who did not 1iDk to the activity pages.
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Resources iucluded
The types of resouiCes that were included in the WSO. and related features are

presentEd in Table 4.11. ·
Table 4.11 -Resources in th.WSGs

F...,.
Types ofresources

Numberofextemal Web links

Clusificatioo
Linked resoun:e page(s) within tho WSG

Placing of external Web links

6

GI"""'Y

,

Textreferonces only

I

Text referonces and Web soun:es

10

Nooo

2

One

Purpose ofoxtemal Web links

Frequency

.

6

2-6

I

>6

3

To support activitiea

I

To find out additional iDfonnation (if needed)

3

Mainly as an assignmcut need

6

At the eod of1he WSG (Separme Rooources

12

page!Roferonces)

3

Within the content

Types of resourees

A number of participants (6) included 8 special Resow:teS page, where additional

informatioo on the topic or external Web links for learners to find more information
were provided Some (5) provided 8 Glossary page with meanings of new 1erms
indicated.

External Web links- numbers, plaelng and purposes
Of the twelve participants, only Karu, Epa and Aooma, who were majoring in IT,
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bad DlllllY (>6) external Web sites liDked to their WSGs, as resoun:es fur learners.
Nimal included four external Web linka. Six others had a single common Web site

linked to their WSGs, without an ilidicat:ion of its relevance to the topic. This was
mainly done as an assignment requiremenl, rather than a need of the WSO. Yamuna

bad not linked any external Web sites to ber WSO.
Karu had linkell many extemsl Web sites within each section, in order to Jilcilitate

learne.rs finding out information to cnmplete the aclivities. Epa, Anoma and Nimal
provided external Web linka to lind out additional infonnation, if the learners wisbed

to.
Anoma, Karu and Nimal placed oxternel Web linka within the content as well as in

the Resoun:es page, while the othm placed them only at the end of the WSG, in the

Resources page or in References.

Commllllieation strategies
The sllategies allowed for communication among the learners, and between the
learners and instructors are presented in Table 4.12

Table 4.12- Communication strategies in thd.VSGs

Fcatore
Communic:ati~ amoog lcarnen

Communication with 1hc iostructor

Classification

Frequency

Not file~1itafed

11

OPiinc diacussion space provided

I

Notfiocilltated

2

AddreoiiPhoDe llUIIIbcr prov;ded

2

Jl.mm1 tink provided

10

Foedbaok fonn provided

I
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Except Karu, who provided an Online discussion space for the learners to discuss (or
chat), none of the othets bad provided for any communication among the learners.
Although a majority (I 0) indicated their e-mail address for users to communicate
with~ only Epa bad linked the

e-mail address. There was only one instance

where the learners were given the opportunity to interact with the instructor via a

feedback form.

Presentation features
Each participant s WSG included special presentation features such as images,
animations, different background colours and different font coloms. These are

summarised in Table4.13.
Table 4.13 -Presentation features ofWSGs

Classification

Feature

Background ooloura ofpages

F-

lmqes
l'wpos8 ofimages

Nwnbor ofd!f!enmt_lmages
1'ype ufimagea us&/

Different coloun for each page

4

Different colours for each section

3

Single colour fur all pages

Many different font colours

s
s

A fewcliffemltfuotcolOUlll

2

Single font colour

s

ToillDsttateCOII<Opls
As lioks, separatioos and bull.., only

8
4

6-10
>10

6
6

S.......,.[p;ctures

6
12
12

Library imagos
Anitnatcd images
Number ofanimated images

FIOQ=cy

1-2
3-S

4

>6

3

s

Baekaround colours and Fonts
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Some of them (4) had many different background colours, ono fur each page, to

motivate the learners. Some had a few different coloured backgrounds to spcciJY

different sections. A nwnber of others had a single background colour, to keep it
academic.
Some have used many different font colours to specify different concepts, highlight
important concep1li, and to motivate learners. Yet, some (5) used a single font colour

throughout the WSG.

Usc of the images by the participmrts was diverse. Many (8) used images only to
indicate links, separate sections using horizontal bars, to highlight points using
coloured bullets, or one or two images in the Home page to make it attractive.
Yamuna, Epa, Anoma and Nimal used images to elaborate concepts given within the
content, as well as fur the above mentioned purposes.

All participants used images and icons obtained from imaga libraries in the software,
while six of them used scaoned pictures in addition to those.

All participants included anim•red images. A few (3) of them had a large number of

animations, whereas some had a few animations and some others had just one or two
animations to display the ability, as Nalini explained. Nalini and Tony did not
bave any animations at' the beginning, yet included them only bcfurc submitiing their
WSGs.

Summary
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This chapter presented the results obtained throughout the process using multiple
data gathering strategies. It first provided the background information on the
participants and an overview of the task in Part 1. Part n presented the results
obtsined through the anal}'llis of the design and development process of the WSGs,
under the sub topics planning methods, concerns, influences. issues, support and
reflections. Finally, an analysis of the design patterns used in the developed WSGs
was presented in Part ill, under the sub topics lllTIIIlgODlODt of information, activities.

resomces, presentation and communication.

Parts II and ill used frequency 1ables to illustrate similarities, differences and treads
observed in oscb category of results obtained. The twelve deseriptions written about
=h participants design process (Appendix 10), were uaeful to identify thoae.
The next chapter presents a discussion of the findings.
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Chapter 5: Discussion
The purpose of this study was to examine the design processes adopted by a group
of Sri Lankan teacher educators while they developed Internet-based learning
materials (Web Study Guides- WSGs) as novice Web designers.

The following research questions guided planning of the study and the collection and
analysis of data:

I. What planning methods were used by the participants in the design and
development of an Internet-based learning environment?
2. What design processes were adopted by the participants when they were
developing these materials?
3. To what extent are the design processes of participants similar to instructional design
models in literature, and what were the reasons for any differences observed?
4. What specific problems did the participants have to overcome while developing
their materials?
5. What changes occurred (if any) in the theoretical positions of the participants
during the process?
The previous chapters explained why and how this study was conducted and what
results were obtained. This chapter presents a discussion of the fmdings of this
study, relating them to the literature review and the research methodology.
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The process started with a planning stage during which the participants identified a
target group and a topic, found information and organised them, and developed skills
on using the software and hardware to produce a WSG.

Next, the participants developed the WSG. The results revealed that, during this
process, they were concerned about many aspects, were influenced by a variety of
factor:s, faced a number of issues and obtained support from different sources.

At the end, they reflected on this whole process and their final products. the
developed WSGs. These main stages of the WSG development process are
diagrammatically represented in Figure 5.1.

p

Planning stage

R
0

c

Developing stage
(PRODUCTS)

E

s
s

,._
+--+--+---

Concerns
Influences
Issues
Support

Reflecting stage

Fig. 5.1 Main stages in the WSG development process

The discussion of results is organised around these three main stages of the process,
under the following sub-topics:
•

Planning and designing strategies of the participants

•

The development processes employed

•

The impact of the process on the participants

The chapter concludes with a summary of the discussed results.
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Part I - Planning and designing strategies of the participants
This section focuses upon research question 1. It discusses the planning methods of
the participant at the beginning ofWSG design process and also their concerns at
this stage and influences upon these actions.

Research Question 1:
What planning methods were used by the participants in the design and development
of an Internet-based learning environment?
At the initial planning stage, many similarities were observed among the participants,
mainly in defining a target group, selecting a topic, finding information and arranging
information.

The results revealed that everyone was mainly concerned about developing an
instructional material relevant to their profession. For instance, the fact that
everyone targeted their WSGs towards Sri Lankan teachers or students indicated that
all participants attempted to make use of this task to develop some material that
would be useful in their current profession as teacher educators in Sri Lanka. On the
other hand, the tendency of a majority to select a familiar topic can also be related to
their concern for developing a personally meaningful learning material.

After identifying the target group, all the other steps in the planning stage such as
topic selection, deciding on the content and information arrangement were mainly
based on their target group needs. A majority s concern for fulfilling target audience
needs indicated a common tendency in their teaching profession. Being teachers and
teacher educators for many years, they would naturally be concerned about their
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intended learners and try to cater for their needs when developing any instructional
material.
· The tendency to work with familiar content may also be related to the unfamiliarity
participants experienced in ·the task. Faced with the completely novel task of
developing a Web-based study material, they would have preferred to use known
content in their materials, to avoid the task being more complex.

The effect of the predominant use of text-based materials in their teaching profession
would have resulted in many of them using the familiar text-based resources as their
main source of information, rather than the Web resources they were unfamiliar with.
Yet some did search for information from the Web too, indicating their motivation to
use the new source of information.
All participants started their design processes with the pen and paper they were
accustomed to, before moving into the electronic media. This also indicates a
procedure of progressing from the "known to unknown" - writing down on paper,
word processing, creating Web pages and copying the content into them.

All the above observations reveal that at the planning stage everyone employed
strategies to reduce the cognitive load that was placed upon them. Sweller (1999)
argued that in a problem-solving situation, novices would experience a heavy
cognitive load due to their lack of relevant schemas.

In this process, the participants were placed in a complex situation. As novice Web
designers, they all had to learn how to manipulate the software to develop a WSG. A
majority was not even competent in computer use and therefore had to develop
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those skills as well. In addition, they had to find and organise some content on a
topic to present in the WSG. Thus, they experienced a high cognitive load at the
very beginning of the process.

In order to cope with this cognitive load and to reduce the impact of it, the
participants tended to start the process by using information, materials and
procedures they were familiar with b~fore moving into the unfamiliar environment of
the new technology.

This may have resulted in all of them initially planning their content in the same way
that they would present a conventional text-based material, intending to transfer that
content to the new delivery mode- the Web. For instance, at the beginning, all
participants identified some common basic components to be included in their
WSGs: Overview/Introduction, Objectives, Topics/Sub topics, Activities, Feedback,
Help, References/Resources.

Further, they all started by stating behavioural objectives, which they expected the
learners to achieve after studying the WSGs. The specification of behavioural
objectives and the focus on behavioural changes in learners characterises the influence
ofbehaviourism on ID (Reiguluth, 1983).

It may be therefore assumed that all participants were under the influence of the
traditional instructivist approach to learning at the beginning of the design process of
their WSGs. Later, however, during different stages of the process, several changes
were made in each participant s presentation. These are discussed in detail, in part ll
of this chapter.
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As experienced educators, all participants were confident about how they were
intending to present the subject content. Thus, at the planning stage, no one
indicated problems with finding and arranging the information, and little time was
spent on that. Their instructional decisions were based upon previous experiences.
This supports the view of Gros et al. (I 997) who claimed that novice designers rely
on their previous experiences when designing instructional materials.

Instead, all were concerned about their technical skill limitations, and many were
worried about the technical issues related to the hardware and software. This
supports previous observations ~here experienced educators were found to be less
confident in using the technology (Somekh, 1997;

Sc~

1999; Willis et al., 1999).

The concern about developing their own knowledge and skills was inevitable as
novice Web designers. Further, because this was an assignment, they naturally
expected good marks, and attempted to improve their WSGs to achieve that.
However, individual differences and personal beliefs of each participant influenced
them having different focuses in their individual design processes. These aspects are
discussed in detail in the next section.

Part II - The development processes employed
Once the plailll:ing stage tasks were completed, the participants moved on to the
WSG development process. It exhibited the stages that Brooks (1997) described as
the formal stages in preparing Web-based materials - Webifying written materials,
adding hypertext links, adding multimedia, online tutoring and other features. Using
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the Web-authoring tool (the software) they developed Web pages, inserted the
content into them, and then added links, multimedia and other features.

The fmal products or the developed WSGs demonstrated a variety of design patterns
adopted by the participants, as presented in Part III of Chapter 4. In the following
section, first, a discussion of these design patterns of the WSGs is presented,
focusing on research questions 2 and 3. Next, a discussion of the specific issues the
participants had to overcome during the developing process is presented, focusing on
research question 4.

Design patterns of WSGs
This discussion is based on the following research questions:

R.Q. 2. What design processes were adopted by the participants when they were
developing these study materials?
R.Q. 3. To what extent are the design processes of participants similar to
instructional design models in literature, and what were the reasons for any
differences observed?
It is organised under the subtopics: arrangement of information; learning strategy,
structuring and navigation; activities, feedback and Web links; and presentation.

Arrangement of information
Whilst it was difficult to categorise the WSGs specifically as instructivist or
constructivist learning environments, the final versions of the WSGs displayed two
distinct approaches in the arrangement and presentation of information. These were
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called, a traditional instructivist approach and a less-traditional moreconstructivist approach , based on the features they exhibited.
Table 5.1 presents some examples of the characteristics observed in these two types
of presentations.
Table 5.1 Features observed in the two types ofWSGs

Features

Learning strategy used

Structuring

Navigation

WSGs having a

WSGs having a less-traditional,

traditional, instruetivlst

more-constructivist approach to

approach to learning

learning

Provid!ng information for

Allowing learners to find out

learners to read from the

information using the resources and

screen and learn.

learn

Lengthy descriptions

Brief descriptions

Sequentialonierin

No sequential order;

presentation of topics

Flexible environment

Directing page by page,

Flexible navigation

fmward linking
Activities and Feedback

To recall or apply facts.

To engage users to build up
learning.
Collaborative learning

External Web links

One as a resource or none

Many linked to support activities

Approach to learning

Directed instruction

Exploration
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Learning strategy, Structuring and Navigation
A majority of participants description of their WSGs as an "Instructional guide
implied that their main purpose was to instruct or teach the learners some
information on a selected topic through the WSG. These WSGs indicated an
approach of directed instruction towards learning.
The learning strategy applied in most of these - providing some information to be
read from the screen, giving some questions as an activity and providing the answers
as feedbac~ and indicating some resources to obtain further information - supports
this assumption.

Lengthy descriptions with large chunks of information, presentation of information

in a hierarchical order, and directing the learners page by page using forward arrows
(links) were some other common features observed in these instructivist WSGs.

These had a very close resemblance to turning page by page in a typical text book.
According to Moallem and Earl (1998), a linear planning process, an objectives-first
approach and a generic model for planning instruction characterise a conventional ID
model. A majority of participants WSGs demonstrated such an approach and they
may therefore be assumed to be influenced by conventional ID models.
The traditional objectivist ID approach consists of identifying content components,
simplifying and systemising the information and incorporating them to the
instructional event (Bednar et al., 1995). Most WSGs demonstrated such a wellstructured l~g environment, where simplified content was provided to the
learners through a simple and a linear sequence of events. This instructional
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approach reflected a top-down approach of the instructor transmitting knowledge
to passive learners that reflected an objectivist or behaviourist learning approach.
On the other hand, all participants were also concerned about the learners iil different
ways when arranging information in their WSGs. For instance, stating the objectives
of the WSG to the learners and indicating all topics in the Home page were examples
of making the learners aware of what is to be learnt, from the beginning. Many other
features such as structuring information from simple to complex and in a step-bystep manner, directing learners :from page to page using forward arrows, and
providing navigation guidance were claimed as strategies to facilitate student learning.
Many revealed that they also considered the psychological aspects of student
learning.
As Smith and Ragan (1993) explained, the attention to learners and concern on how

students learn indicate a cognitive approach to learning. Hence, the influence of both
behavioural and cognitive learning approaches was apparent in the WSGs.
For instance, many WSGs demonstrated features of Gagn and Briggs model, which
is based upon behavioural and information-processing theories, and suggested a

learning hierarchy and a linear approach to learning (Aronson and Briggs, 1983).
Further, many presentations also reflected a drill and practice approach based upon
Skinner s programmed learning, which emphasised learning in gradual steps and
reinforcement These WSGs represented an instrumental perspective of design
which Visscher-Voerman et al. (1999) described as a process that starts with the
formulation of specific objectives to be achieved.
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Brooks (1997) explained that the Web could be used as a passive as well as an active
learning environment yet stressed the importance of meaningful use of the power of
hypertext and hypermedia to encourage branched, non-linear instruction. Despite

this potential, however, a majority of participants have used the Web only as a
passive learning environment, mainly to provide information on a topic to the
learners.

The participants many years of experience in using, and in some cases developing,
text-based study materials can be related to them applying a similar approach in
organising their WSGs. In fact, many of them directly claimed that they used the
same method of organising content as in a text-based material, which they were
familiar with, when organising information in their WSGs too.
This supports the view of shoeing old models onto the Web that Ducbastel (1997)
explained as occurring in most instances of Web-material development. The effect of
previous experiences is observed as a significant factor influencing ID (Gros et al.,
1997; Moallem, 1998; Moallem & Earl, 1998). Results of this study support these
previous observations.

Further, many tended to follow the format of a previous WSG and the example
format given as an exercise by the subject instructors in the first workshop. The
tendency of some to imitate the structuring of a previous WSG of a Sri Lankan
student may be explained as follows: Being novices, many were uncertain of how to
present information in a WSG, and went through the previous WSGs provided as
resources, and some thought that it might be preferable to follow the format of a
WSG developed by a person from the same cultural context, as a model. Yet there
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were also a few who claimed that they did not follow a structure of any other WSG,
but developed their WSGs in the way they preferred.
On the other hand, many foJ)owed the features such as the navigation panel in all
pages with links to all other sections, given in the example Web shell provided in the
subject workshop. This was done mainly because this was an assignment, and
because they assumed that the instructors would expect such features in their WSGs.
However, during the developing process, the participants also tried to include some
features they learnt as preferable in a Web environment, such as reduced content,
small chunks of information, flexible hyperlinking and different activities, to make it
different from a book as they claimed their WSGs to be. The influence of subject
instructors was a major factor in changing these features from their original
presentations.
This indicates that as they gained more knowledge regarding the instructional

approaches preferable in a Web environment, the participants attempted to modify
their WSGs. Yet, despite these attempts, a majority ofWSGs reflected a strong
resemblance to the instructional approaches applied in a conventional text book.
Their claim that the WSGs were not like a book implies that because the medium
was changed in presenting the content, they viewed the presentation as being
different although the instructional approach was more or less the same in most
cases.
The discovery learning approach in Yamuna s WSG was different from many
others as she expeeted the learners to find out information first by doing activities,
rather than reading the content. Some others, for instance, Siri, Wimala, Piyal and
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Anura also attempted to change the learning approach to learning by doing by
allowing learners to find out through activities, some information not given in the
content.
Yet, in all the above cases, as well as in many others WSGs, neither the power of
hypertext to facilitate the learners to take control of their own learning, nor the

ability ofthe Web to link diverse external sources enabling learners to explore for
information, were fully utilised. Hence, instead of using the Web-based instruction to
reduce the dominance of text book and teacher and increase learners self-control in
learning as many authors have recommended (Brooks, 1997; Khan, 1997; Relan &
Gillani, 1997), most of these WSGs demonstrated a learning that was imposed and
controlled by the instructor.
The participants, being in the teaching profession for many years in Sri Lanka,
would be under the influence of the instructivist approach they themselves
experienced as students as well as teachers. The high teacher-centred nature of
teaching and learning generally practised_ in Sri Lanka (The first report ofNEC,
1992), would have influenced this.
Only two members of the group, Epa and K.aru, significantly attempted to deviate
from this traditional approach to teaching and learning. Their WSGs provided only
some brief po_ints on the topic and used activities to engage learners in finding out
information and building up understandings by themselves, rather than transmitting
information to the students.
Further, in these two WSGs, the information was not provided in a sequential
manner using forward links to direct the learners as in all other WSGs. All topics
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were at a similar level and the learners had the flexibility to navigate to any section
they desired by using the navigation panel included in all pages. Karu also provided a
site map with all topics for learners to select from and navigate.
Hence, these participants deviated from presenting the information in a conventional,
sequential and a step-by-step manner, where the instructor controls the learning.
Instead, by allowing the learners to decide on what to learn and in what order to
lea.rn, they have enhanced self-regulated learning of the students as Brooks (1997)
explained. These two then, have attempted to design their WSGs to function as
knowledge construction tools to facilitate a meaningful learning, (Jonassen, 1995;
Jonassen, 1996).
Epa and Karu were the two people in the group who were most familiar with using
computers and thus had less confusion with the technology. Competency in using
the computer was an advantage to them as it reduced their cognitive load. Hence,
they were prepared to take a different instructional approach from what they were
accustomed to. They understood the characteristics of constructivist learning that
was introduced in the course, and tried to develop their WSGs so that they included
some of those features.
However, both of them also started planning their WSGs in the familiar instructivist
way. Karu ch.a.D:ged his approach in the planning stage itself. In contrast, Epa almost

completed developing one inshuctivist WSG, and at a very late stage started on
another when he realised what was expected from a WSG, after discussing with the
instructors. Hence,. he completed his second WSG attempting to provide a
constructivist learning approach.
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Epa s WSG demonstrated that he was still uader the influe:nces of his vast
experience as a distance education module writer, although he tried to insert
characteristics of a constructivist learning environment. He also faced severe time
limitations because he started on the new WSG at a very late stage. Hence, as he
claimed, the intention of developing a constructivist learning environment was not
completely achieved. Karu was oriented towards developing a constructivist learning
environment from the, beginning stages of the process. Discussions with the
instructors and readings on constructivism influenced him to change his initial
instructivist plans.

According to Gros et al. (1997), only a very few persons would overcome the
previous influences and design according to the context This was evident in the fact
that only Karu out of the twelve participants of the group was able to change his
instructional approach at the beginning stages, overcoming his previous experiences.
He had less experience in developing traditional materials and, being in the younger
age group, was less influenced by previous experiences. He used his time to think
about activities and plan carefully, and tried to use the best possible methods he was
capable to provide a constructvist learning environment within his skill level.

Activities, feedback and Web links
A majority of participants tendency to use the activities and feedback as selfevaluations to reinforce learning , by allowing learners to just recall or apply learnt
facts, displayed a feature common to conventional approaches in teaching such as
drill and practice and tutorials. Some of them did attempt to change the form of
activities, as mentioned earlier, to enhance learning by doing . These indicated a
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tendency towards an activity-based or a discovery learning, along the views of
Dewey, Piaget and Bruner. However, these WSGs did not include any Web links for
the learners to explore and search for the required information and hence they did not
facilitate the learners building up their own knowledge. Further, the provision of the
direct answers to the questions asked in the activities by the instructor reflected an
instructivist nature.,

Many authors considered task focus to be an important design issue, and
recommended taking advantage of the Web s features that encourage learner
exploration and collaboration (McKnight et al., 1996; Oliver et al., 1996; Duchastel,
1997). Yet it was apparent that a majority of the participants had not taken this
aspect into consideration when designing the activities. The lack of attention to
utilising the available resources in the Web environment, to facilitate the learners
building up knowledge through activities, can be related to the participants
limitations in understanding and skills in utilising the Web s features.

Interactivity has been provided to some extent in most instances by placing the
activities and feedback in separate pages and linking from the content, first to the
relevant activity, next to its feedback and then, only in some cases, back to the
content. In some instances, the links confused the learner. As Hedberg et al. (1997)
claimed, choosing between a set of options or turning pages of cute animations
does not provide a real interactivity unless the users were required to think before a
response. This did not occur in most instances.

In the more constructivist environments the activities were used in a different
manner. For instance, Epa s WSG provided actiVities for the learners to find more
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information on the topic with the help of external Web links. However, the Web
resources were not linked related to the activities, but were placed in a separate page.
Thus learners were not adequately led to build up their knowledge. Also, the learners
were not guided towards finding information.
As Jonassen et al. (199'7) claimed, in Web-based learning most learners require some

support towards building up their knowledge. Hence providing the learners with
clear guidelines and ample relevant resources is important to provide a meaningful
learning via the Web.
Karu s WSG used activities in such an approach, and was quite different from all the
others. The activities were given the main emphasis in this WSG. A number of
specific external Web links were provided relevant to each activity, and the learners
were required to explore and fmd the information, working as a group. The feedback
provided only some guidelines to be considered in each instance. Hence, this WSG
demonstrated taking advantage of the hypertext/hypermedia environment to create a
task-based learning environment, as recommended by McKnight et al. (1996), Oliver
et al. (1996) and Duchastel (1997).
This WSG used activities not only to facilitate knowledge construction by learners,
but also to enhance learning collaborative learning through social interaction. Thes~
features indicated a constructivist learning approach, as described by Jonassen
(1995), Jonassen (1996) and Jonassen et al. (1999), and as illustrated in fig. 2.1 in
Part I, Chapter 2.
By providing multiple links to resources, this WSG also allowed learners to make
their own interpretations of information. It can therefore be argued that in this
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instance, the power of the multi--dimensional and non-linear system of the Web has
been utilised to promote the cognitive flexibility of the learners, as Spiro et al.
(1992) explained
Provision of many external Web links as resources was only made by the three
participants who majored in IT. They were following multiple IT subjects and were
thus immersed in a Web-based learning environment. Hence, they became more
familiar with the Web, and acquired the skills and understandings on searching the
Internet to find relevant Web sites. Nimal, who did not major in IT also attempted to
link a few external Web sites. relevant to his topic, which were provided in another
subject he followed. These observations suggest that the people who became more
familiar with the Internet in their subjects were more confident in searching for
relevant Web sites and linking them.
A majority of the others had linked just one general Web site before submitting the
WSG as-an assignment, and two had none. Time constraint was the main reason
given for this by many. Although time limitation was indeed a major constraint faced
by all, the reluctance to search for even a few external Web sites may be the result of
insufficient exposure and confidence in using the Internet. Information overload is a
major issue in Web-based learning, as suggested by Hill (1997) and Ryder and
Hughes (1997). These participants might have faced a fear of wasting time by
getting lost in hyperspace (Khan, 1997) in searching for relevant Web sites as they
were already pressed for time in coping with developing the WSG.
Oliver et al. (1996) described provision of model answers, e-mail communication,
feedback forms and discussions via chat spaces as some interactive features of a Web
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site. Although all participants provided model answers (many were direct answers),
and many indicated their e':'mail address, there was only one instance of linked e-mail
(Epa), one linked chat spac(f (Karu) and one attempt to provide an online feedback
form (Nimal). The lack of provision of these opportunities for the learners to
communicate with the instructor or with each other reduced the interactivity as well
as collaboration. This could also be related to the participants limitations in
knowledge and skills in inserting such features in their WSGs.
Presentation

Use of different background coloUrs, font colours, images and animations was
diverse, and the participants justifications for using such features were also diverse.
While many used these features to motivate the learners , some others were more
concerned about keeping the WSG academic , and were reluctant to use them.
Some of the participants used these features for specific purposes. Using different
background colours to differentiate the sections, different font colours to specify
concepts, specific images to indicate concepts are some examples. These people
understood the benefit of such features in making their WSGs more effective and
used whatever needed in an appropriate way. They tended to utilise only the useful
features of the Web, not all those available, as recommended by Butler (1997), and
also were concerned not to abuse the power ofhypermedia (Shotsberger, 1996).
On the other hand, some participants used these features extensively. For instance,
some used different coloured backdrops for each page, many different font colours
and many animated images. This may have occurred because they themselves were
motivated by these novel features, and wanted to insert them in their WSGs to make
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them attractive and motivational. Some just overdid it, without realising that having
excess colours and graphics in Web-based materials is counterproductive, as Ritchie
and Hoffman (1997) cl~ed. This supports the previous fmdings that novice
designers pay more attention to surface characteristics in a presentation, rather
than the actual design of it (El-Tigi &

Branc~

1997; Gros et al., 1997; Maddux,

1998).

In contrast, the people who were not much concerned about using such features
shared the opinion that those were better only for children, and were unnecessary for
adult learners. This implied that they held a narrow view that adult learners do not
need motivational features such as colours, images and animations for their learning.
This may be due to their cultural and professional background and their traditional
beliefs about how adults learn. The extensive use of traditional black and white only
text books in adult learning may be another factor that influenced them to have this
opinion.

Some comments also indicated a desire by several participants to keep their status
as- academics or leaders in education, which also may have affected in presenting their

WSGs in a generally accepted format of an academic or a professional production.
The need to maintain the professional status is a main feature distinguishing
teachers from other computer users (Somekh & Davis, 1997).

On the other hand, there was also concern that the learners might get distracted from

the intended learning if such features were used extensively. This indicates an
intention to reduce the split attention of learners, which Sweller (1999) saw as
leading to a higher cognitive load.
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Interestingly, Anura s explanation for including many animations in his WSG was
to practise them. This suggests his concern on this task was just as an exercise and
an assignment, rather than developing a meaningful learning environment
Assessment issues and the concern on gaining a good mark was observed to be a
major effect on many participants as they inserted some features just to display the
ability.
According to Starr (1997), three key features of a Web environment are hypertext,
delivery of multimedia and high interactivity.ln most of the WSGs developed, these
features were not found to be effectively used to enhance teaching and learning.
The features observed in these WSGs supported the model presented by Reeves and
Reeves (1997) that indicates ten dimensions of characteristics placed in a two-ended
continuum, from an instructivist approach to a constructivist approach (see fig. 2.3).
A majority (10) of the WSGs indicated features more to the left, reflecting an
instructivist approach. The other two showed features more to the right side,
reflecting a constructivist approach. Karu s WSG was further towards the right side
of the model than Epa s WSG.
However, many WSGs showed both instructivist and constructivist characteristics.
For instance, Epa s and Karu s WSGs that displayed many constructivist features,
also stated behavioural objectives. On the other hand, the instructivist WSGs
contained features such as a flexible navigation panel. This categorisation ofWSGs
therefore, was mainly done based on the relative number of instructivist and
constructivist features each WSG demonstrated.
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Somekh (1997) identified that teachers use computers mainly in three ways: as a
tutor, a presentation tool, or a cognitive tool, and that the first two approacht?s are
the most commonly used.

~he

analysis of these WSGs produced a similar result.

While only Karu s WSG demonstrated a cognitive tool approach, and Epa s WSG
tended towards it, all the others functioned mainly as a tutor or a presentation
tool . This implied that a change of pedagogy had not occurred in most cases. This
could be related to the participants lack of understandings and skills in taking
adequate advantage of the Web s features to develop a meaningful learning
environment.

Issues and Support
This section discusses the problems faced by the participants during the process and
support obtained to overcome them, based on the following research question:
R.Q. 4. What specific problems did the participants have to overcome while
developing their materials?
During the WSG development process, the participants were faced with two novel
situations. On the one hand, the theoretical approach to Web-based learning - the
constructivist learning approach - was new to them. On the other hand, using the
technology to develop the WSG was also a new experience. Hence, they had to cope
with two new things at the same time.
According to Sweller (1999), when there are two or more new things to be
understood at the same time, split attention occurs and results in increasing the
cognitive load. Thus, the participants experienced ahigh cognitive load in having to
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cope with both these new things at the same time~ and faced many issues in both

areas.
The technological issues due to limitations in skills in manipulating the software as
well as hardware were common problems to all participants. This resulted in a
majority of them spending more time on overcoming the technological problems
instead of focusing on the learning strategies in their WSGs.

Hill (1997) claimed that frustrations accompanying technological difficulties is a
major challenge with the Web, and technology novices will be the most affecte~
due to issues such as intimidation by the equipment (hardware) and limitations in
understandings on how to use the software. This was clearly evident in this study,
especially in the early stages ofWSG development.
Anoma and Piyal changed their topics in order to avoid technological problems and
skill limitations. In contrast, Epa changed his topic to change the pedagogical
approach of his WSG. After almost completing an information-providing WSG on a
Mathematics topic, Epa started developing a new WSG on a new topic at a very late
stage of the process. His increased awareness of how a WSG should be presented
made him change his topic and select another one which he thought as more
appropriate to develop as a Web material~ taking a different instructional approach.

Being novice Web-designers, at the beginning no one was able to understand what a
WSG was. Many thought it was similar to a conventional text-based study guide.
Hence, they planned and proceeded in developing their WSGs in the same way,
providing lots of information on their topics. Yet, during the process when they
understood more about WSG features, many attempted to change their original
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approach. During this process, many faced difficulties in coping with their
information and setting the boundaries. Based on their previous experiences with
text-based materials, the participants believed that the leru:ners needed to be provided
with all or most of the information.
Further, most participants were more concerned about improving the appearance of
their WSGs and spent more time on trying to understand how to utilise the software
to achieve that, using mostly trial-and-error methods. These observations support
the view of Gros et al. (1997) that novices at ID often get more focused on
presenting information in an attr,active way, and ID is reduced to the design of mere
surface characteristics. The study done by Nicaise and Crane (1999) yielded similar
results, where the designers paid more attention to presentation features and
technology, rather than to pedagogy, while designing Web-based materials.
Constraints such as time limitation, stress and tension were common to all
participants as full-time Masters students, occupied in three subjects
simultaneously. However, the three participants who majored in IT were immersed
in an IT environment and apparently had more opportunities to cope with their
technological problems than the others who only undertook this single IT subject
along with subjects from different disciplines.
For instance, while many others were unable to search and link external Web sites
due to time limitations, the three IT majors were able to link many external Web
sites. In fact Karu faced time constraints as he spent more time on searching for
relevant Web sites, and relatively little time on actually constructing the WSG. This
was because he was more confident in using the technology, and also understood the
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underlying pedagogy, and was therefore able to use the time to enhance the learning
strategy in his WSG.
As second language speakers of English, and also as a group who came from a
different cultural context, the participants also faced language and cultural issues
during this process. Joo (1999) explains that communication problems due to English
language understanding limitations, difficulties in adjusting to the innovative
techniques and changes in power relationships between teacher and learner are some
cultural issues occurring in a Web-based learning situation. These were evident in this
study.
The participants problems were not only with the English language itself: but also
with the new technical terms associated with Web-based teaching and learning. For
instance, the extensive time some had to spend on overcoming the technological
problems, especially the cross-platform problems, was mainly due to their
communication and understanding problems.
In addition, the difference in power relations between the teachers and learners could

also have been one reason for the reluctance of some participants to seek personal
assistance :from the instructors to solve their problems other than during classroom
time, instead preferring to obtain support from peers. Some, who were more
forward , obtained support through having personal consultations with the
instructors; whereas the others were contented with gaining peer support. Lack of
confidence with the language and the technology may also have been related to this
reluctance.
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However, as evidenced by the results, the subject instructors played a significant
role as facilitators. They provided guidance and assistance to the participants in
coping with their issues during class time, at the two workshops and also during
personal consultations. Yet, the high total number (48) of students in the class might
have limited the individual attention and support available from instructors for all
students.
The subject-related other activities were also found to be helpful for the participants.
For instance, reviewing past WSGs, which was another subject assignment, was a
good exercise that enabled them.to identify features that were effective and
ineffective in a WSG. Many participants claim that they were influenced by past
WSGs indicated the impact this activity had had upon them in deciding on their own
WSG features.
Further, the request to display WSGs to the class provided another opportunity for
the students to obtain constructive criticism from their peers. However, the
reluctance shown by the participants in this study to display publicly before
completion of their WSGs may have been due to their lack of confidence.
To Epa, who was prepared to display his first WSG, this became the changing point.
While he observed some WSGs being displayed and listened to discussions with
instructors, he realised that his WSG had less Web features and decided not to
display it, but instead to develop a new WSG taking a different approach. This
indicates how this activity made an impact on Epa towards changing his thinking and
consequently, the pedagogical approach in his WSG.
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Thus, the instructors provided modelling, coaching and scaffolding as Jonassen
(1996) suggested, in order to guide the participants towards meaningful learning on
how to develop a WSG, reflecting a feature of a constructivist learning event.
Further, collaboration also played a major role in this process. A close peer
relationship was observed among the group of twelve participants as well as among
the small sub-groups within the main group. This too characterised a constructivist
learning environment
Despite the issues faced, all participants managed to complete developing a WSG,
and submit it on due time. The next section discusses the impact of this experience
upon the participants.

Part m - The impact of the process on the participants
At the end of the development process and after the submission of the WSGs, the
participants reflected on their products, as well as on the design and developing
process they experienced. This section discusses the impact on the participants of
this experience, based on their reflections. It focuses on research question 5.
R.Q. 5. What changes occurred (if any) in the theoretical positions of the
participants during the process?
The novel experience of designing and developing a Web-based learning material had
a significant impact upon the participants, as evidenced by their reflections at the
end of the process.
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Their su.bject was structured as a constructivist learning environment (as described in
Chapter 4), and the participants were placed in a situation where they were expected
to function as learners as designers (Jonassen & Reeves, 1996).
However, in this study, the participants were not mainly learning the content or
subject matter througl} designing it as Jonassen and Reeves (1996) emphasised. As
experienced teacher educators, they may be assumed to be content experts in their
specific areas of study, who knew design processes in a text-based environment, but
were novices in a Web environment. Thus, they were learning about design processes
in a Web environment through the experience of designing a Web-based learning
material. Although they may still learn more about the content while structuring it to
teach someone, the main focus in this instance was on them learning the design
processes.
In this process, the participants became apprentice learners who attempted to

apply what they were learning at the same time, and thus their learning was
situated (Brown et al., 1989). They were placed in an environment where they had
to explore a problem (developing a WSG) by themselves. It therefore, enhanced the
cognitive flexibility of learners (Spiro et al., 1992). The instructors scaffolded the
participants in this process and they thereby provided anchored instruction
(CTGV, 1993b).
During this process, the participants experienced a new instructional approach based
on a new pedagogy. They all claimed that a change in their knowledge, skills and
attitudes occurred during this process, and at the end expressed their future
expectations to develop WSGs after returning to Sri Lanka.
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Changes in knowledge, skills and attitudes
As novice Web designers, all participants had no prior knowledge or skills in

developing a Web-based learning material. A majority of them had not used the
Internet before and some not even a computer. This situation resulted in most of the
participants feeling confused , de-motivated , uncertain and not confident at the
beginning.

As the subject progressed, they gained knowledge and skills on how to complete this

task, and their confidence levels rose and motivation increased. At the end, once they
had completed their WSGs, all were very satisfied. Gaining hands-on experiences in
using the new technology, and the satisfaction of developing their own Web material,
made a great impact on them, as evident from their remarks at the end. High
satisfaction and increased motivation were commonly observed in many other
studies where learners functioned as designers of hypermedia /multimedia (Harel &
Papert, 1990; Lehrer, 1993; Lehrer et al., 1994; Brown, 1996; Nicaise & Barnes,
1996; Fitzgerald et al., 1997; Liu & Rutledge, 1997; Nicaise & Crane, 1999).

In reality, the participants developed limited skills and used one software tool, but
the impact of this process was such that their confidence levels were lifted
considerably. This indicated a decrease in their computer anxiety similar to the
results obtained by Fitzgerald et al. (1997).

Many expressed high satisfaction with their Web authoring skills, and increased
motivation and the confidence to develop more WSGs in the future. However, a
single experience of developing a Web-material would not result in the ability to
develop any Web study guide as some claimed at the end These findings were
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similar to those ofNicaise and Crane (1999) study which claimed that the sheer
novelty of the Web-material developing activity led to the students overestimating
their learning.
These observations reflected another issue that has been raised by Gros et al. (1997).
According to them, the ease of using Web-authoring tools, even by a novice, gives a
false idea that producing multimedia or hypermedia is something simple . This
would lead to a lack of concern with pedagogy, and instead, to more motivation and
interest in experimenting with the new technology.

A majority claimed that acquiring the technological skills to develop a WSG was
their main achievement This indicated that their main emphasis was on the
technology rather than on the pedagogy. This was also apparent in the features of
many of the WSGs.

As discussed earlier, what a majority had done was to develop their technical skills
and use them to produce a WSG that reflected the conventional instructional
approach they were familiar with. As such, they have not actually transformed the
text-based content into the Web, but instead, have transposed it on to the Web. This
indicates that they were not fundamentally changing the nature of the structure of
the content.

This observation supports the findings of previous studies on the integration of
computer technologies into teaching and learning situations. It was found that
experienced teachers were resistant to change from their conventional practices and
assiprilated the technology into their existing approaches (Barrowy & Laserna, 1997;
Kennewell, 1997; Underwood, 1997; Bigum, 1998).
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In this study, the participants were motivated towards developing a

Web~based

study material, as it provided them with an opportunity to learn how to use the new
technology to produce a study material. Yet they were pressured with time, as this
was a course assignment, and they also faced many issues. As a result, in most cases,
there was no real change in their instructional approaches, and only a change in
using technological skills was observed. This supports the views of Underwood
(1997), Collis (1998b) and Schrum (1999) who claimed that, if forced, there would
only be a superficial change in the instructional approach.

Further, the dissatisfaction of some at not being provided with specific instructions
on developing the WSG and development of precise technical skills also indicated
that their main focus was on skill development and rather than pedagogy.

The results suggest that, in this process where the learners became producers of
Web-materials, a majority s attention was more on the development of the product
rather than on the learning process. The assessment focus of the task also
contributed to increase the product-focus of the participants. Similar observations
were obtained in other studies where the designers became more product-oriented
rather than being process-oriented (Brown, 1996; Nicaise & Crane, 1999). As
participants were more focused on skill development and product refmement, they
experienced a high cognitive load.

These observations confirm the views expressed by Hedberg et al. (1997) that, if
more focus was placed upon the product, it would be a situation similar to designers
as learners resulting in a high cognitive load, instead ofbeing learners as designers
as anticipated. These results also confirm the view of Gros et al. (1997) that the
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focus on realising the product rather than on learning results in poor instruction.
However, the future expectations expressed by the participants indicated what
conceptual changes had occurred during this process.

Future expectations
All participants expectations of developing Web-based materials in the future, and
the intentions of making changes in their future presentations, indicated their
motivation towards practising their experiences. They all agreed that WSGs were
effective teaching-learning environments, and also wanted to share their knowledge
and skills on developing them with others after going back to Sri Lanka.

However, the changes they would make when re-developing the WSGs indicated
different views. While half of the group wanted to change their design and the
instructional approach in the future, the other half had no intention of doing so.

Many of the participants whose WSGs followed a traditional instructivist approach
wanted to change their presentations to include more constructivist features, such as
changing the activity types and allowing the learners to explore more by linking
many external Web sites as resources. This indicated that they have started to think
in a new way. Their theoretical understandings may have shifted towards a more
constructivist le_aming approach.

This was their first experience in developing a WSG, and it was a new experience in
both technology and pedagogy. As many possessed limited technical skills, they
were struggling with the technology most of the time during the process, and thus
the concern on pedagogy was a lower priority. However, at the reflecting stage, some
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were able to look back at their design processes and identify what changes they
could make to enhance the new pedagogical approach.

K.aru, Epa, and Anoma, who were immersed in an IT environment, had more
opportunities to deal with the technology, so they had the time to focus on
pedagogy more than the others. Karu successfully did this. Epa attempted to change
at the last moment, in his second attempt. Yet Anoma opted to remain with the
familiar procedure, even though her pedagogical understandings deepened during the
process. This was due to skill and time limitations. However, her dissatisfaction
with the product and concerns_ on changing and improving the WSG in the new
pedagogical approaches implied the shift in her theoretical understandings.
In contrast, the people who did not want to change their instructional approach even

in future productions, believed that their approach was suitable in their own context,
and reflected what their learners expected from them. This implies that despite
themselves having a constructivist learning experience, they were still reluctant to
change :from their conventional approaches. These observations support the views
expressed by Kennewell (1997), Underwood (1997) and Bigum (1998) about the
difficulties in changing practices of experienced teachers.
The participants suggestions for using WSGs in Sri Lanka, and their design
recommendations, also indicated a majority s concern with developing simple,
straight-forward WSGs that are objective-based, and sequencing information in a
step-by-step learning approach, reflecting the conventional instructivist approach.
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However, all were equally concerned about taking an activity-based approach, and
providing external Web resources too. This implies that they were thinking along
more learner-centred lines than teacher-centred.
On the other hand, the desire of some participants to include more graphics and
sounds in their WSGs implied that still they were unable to move beyond from the
technical skill development stage. They still have the same theoretical understandings
and pedagogical beliefs. Their main concern was on developing their technical skills
more, to use the technology even better, and not on pedagogical aspects. They were
reflecting on their design processes mainly from a technological point of view.
The participants expectations of the task would have been different from the
majority of other students in the class, to whom this was a basic subject in their IT
specialisation programme and this task considered to be just another assignment. In
contrast to them, many Sri Lankan participants considered this subject very special,
and valued the experience they gained and also their products.
The professional needs of these participants would have influenced their
expectations of this task. As teacher educators who will be returning to their own
country graduating from a professional development programme, including an IT
component, was a high achievement for them. Through this task they preferred to
develop a personally meaningful product that they can take back to their institutions
and use in future. The expectations their institutions might have of them would have
motivated them, but it may also have restricted many of them in experimenting with
a new instructienal approach.
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Comparison with models of adapting to technological innovations
This study indicated stages similar to the four stages described in the U-curve
process by Mevarech (1997). First, the participants had to struggle with the
technological problems and survive them to move on to exploration of using the
software. Many could not move beyond the preliminary stages and only a few
moved towards adaptation and conceptual change . This also agrees with
Mevarech s observations.

The findings of this study can also be explained using the models of how an
innovation is adopted- the Concerns-Based Adaptation Model (CBAM) by Hall
and Hord, (1987) and the Diffusion of Innovations Model by Rogers (1995)
(Jennings & Dirkson, 1997). The WSGs can be considered as the innovation in this
instance.
According to the CBAM model, there are seven Stages of Concerns (SoC) when
adopting an innovation - awareness, informational, personal, management,
consequence, collaboration and refocusing. These stages were reflected in this study
as described below.

The participants in this study started with little awareness of and concern about
involvement with Web-based study materials. After being more informed on this
. they were interested in learning, first in a seltless manner, and then in relating it to a
personal need although being uncertain about the demands of the innovation. Later,
their attention was focused on the process and making best use of the innovation as a
resource. At the end, their attention focused on the impact of the innovation and also
on co-operating with others to explore wider benefits :from it.
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According to the Diffusion of Innovations model, only 16% of a group would be
innovators and early adopters who are the first to accept an innovation. Only two
out of the twelve participants in the group (16.6%) demonstrated adopting a new
instructional approach ~ their WSGs. Among the others, a majority indicated
attempts to include some new features and intentions to change from the traditional
approach in future productions. They fall into either early majority or late
majority categories. A few who did not want to change from their traditional
approach even in future, represent the laggards or traditionalists in the model.

This process also resembled the stages of developing expertise as described by Winn
and Snyder (1996). According to this model, a novice cannot directly jump to the
expert stage, but has to sequentially move through the other stages: advanced
beginners and competent This implies the need for opportunities for participants to
have multiple experiences to move towards expertise.

Summary
This chapter discussed the results of the study, focusing on the research questions
and relating to the literature review. The discussion was presented in three sections,
in accordance with the three main stages of the process - the planning stage, the
developing stage and the reflecting stage.

The fust section discussed the planning methods used by the participants at the
beginning of the process, and the influences and concerns they had at this stage.
Next, the design processes adopted by the participants while they developed their
WSGs were discussed, relating them to the existing ID models. This section also
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discussed the specific issues the participants had to overcome during the process.
Finally, the impact of the process upon the participants was discussed, based on
their reflections on the process and on their products.

To design and develop a Web-based learning material. the participants required the
development oflmowle~ge and skills in three key areas. They were:

1. Pedagogical content lmowledge -which is descnbed as teacher knowledge on
the integration of subject matter with pedagogy or methods and strategies
ofteaching (Tobin, Tippins & Gallard, 1994);

2. Basic skills in Web authoring; and

3. Design processes in a Web environment.

The participants, who were experienced teacher educators. were confident in their
subject matter content knowledge. They were experienced with using traditional
pedagogical approaches for instruction and familiar with design processes for textbased learning materials. However, they were novices for design processes in a Web
environment, and also lacked the basic skills for Web authoring.

The subject provided an environment to support the learners in the class (including
the participants and other students), in the key areas as follows:
1. Enhancement of pedagogical content lmowledge through readings and
discussions.
2. Basic skill development in Web authoring through an activity on Web page
construction.
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3. Development of understandings on design processes in a Web environment
through designing and structuring the content in a WSG.
The emphasis that instructor~ and learners placed on each of these three key areas
varied during different stages of the process. These were illustrated in Chapter 4, by
figures·4.1 (p.l50) and 4.2 (p.l75). Integration of these figures provides a
comparison of the variations in emphases of instructors and learners during the
process. Figure 5.2 presents a diagrammatic representation of this. It is a schematic
map of emphases in the areas of pedagogical content knowledge, basic skills in Web
authoring and design processes, based on the expressed concerns of instructors and
learners (participants).

Emphasis
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Pedagogical content knowledge

Basic skills in Web authoring

Design processes in a text-based
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Design prOcesses in a Web
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Fig. 5.2 A schematic representation of variations in concerns
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At the beginning stage, the subject instructors placed a high degree of emphasis on
development of pedagogical content knowledge and basic Web authoring skills, and
less emphasis on design processes. This was because learner understandings of
design processes in a Web environment were expected to be developed through the
experience of constructing a WSG, and the participants had to acquire the basic skills
first, to achieve that.
The participants, on the other hand, placed a low emphasis on developing
pedagogical content knowledge at the beginning stages, as they were confident in
their current subject knowledge, as well as in their current instructional methods and
strategies. However, they placed a high emphasis on skill development, as they
lacked Web authoring skills.
With respect to the design processes, they had a high degree of skills in text-based
material design and thus expressed minimaJ concerns about that. However, as they
were novices in designing Web-based learning materials, their concerns were high in
this aspect.
At the end stages of the process, the subject instructors placed more emphasis on
design processes and pedagogical content knowledge, and less on skill development
This was because the main aim of this task was to focus on designing and structuring
the content to deeply engage the learners , using the basic skills developed at the
initial stages of the process.
In contrast, a majority of the participants still emphasised skill development over

pedagogical content knowledge and design processes, even at the end The final
products showed that, only two out of the twelve participants had shifted, from their
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traditional approaches. However, this does not reflect the real impact of the process
upon all participants. During the reflection stage (after submission of the WSG)
many indicated a shift ·in the theoretical understandings that may be reflected in
future design attempts.

The skills developed during the design processes in a Web environment were limited,
yet the interests of participants in adopting new design approaches were still high, in
most cases, at the end of the process. This may be related to their expectations in
not only designing materials for the Web, but also to designing text-based materials,
back in their teacher education institutions in Sri Lanka.

Thus, the WSG development process was shown to be one of gradual adaptation to
a new instructional mode. It was influenced by many factors such as previous
instructional experiences, prior exposure to technology, immersion in technology,
time constraints and assessment focus. The study showed that there is a need for
repeated experiences so that participants can continuously reflect upon their work
and develop new understandings of the pedagogy required for the effective designing
ofWeb-based learning materials.
The above summarised the analysis of outcomes in the process that were discussed
in this chapter. The next chapter presents the conclusions of the study, including
key findings, implications of them and directions for further studies.
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Chapter 6: Conclusions
The aim of this study was to investigate the process of design and development of
Internet-based study materials by a group of Sri Lankan teacher educators as novice
Web-designers. The study focused on identifying the design patterns adopted by the
participants and the reasons for adopting them, the issues the participants had to
overcome during the process, the impact of the process upon the participants and any
changes that occurred in their theoretical positions during the process.

This study demonstrated an evolutionary process in the development of Web-based
learning materials by the participants, during a specific time period. Each
individual s design process was found to be a unique experience, influenced by
many factors such as previous experiences, skill levels, exposure to technology,
assessment concerns and cultural practices. The process also indicated a change
over time with respect to participants skill development, attitude towards
technology, instructional approaches and pedagogical beliefs.
At the entry point, all participants started designing their WSGs as traditional textbased presentations that they were accustomed to. However. adoption of new
approaches was observed as their experience levels rose through gaining knowledge
and skills in using the new technology. They also had to overcome many
pedagogical, tech:D.ological and cultural issues during this process. Adaptation to this
new experience was indicated in different ways, to different extents, in each
individual s design process. Reflections at the end of the process revealed the
intended re-design approaches to be taken by participants in the future.
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This chapter summarises the key fmdings of the study and indicates some
implications of those fmdings and directions for further studies.

Key fmdings of the· study
The key fmdings that emerged in this study are summarised in six statements and
discussed below.

The challenge of participating in a constructivist learning
environment
A constructivist approach to teaching and learning is a challenging task for
learners, teachers and instructional material designers, especially in a Webenvironment.
As described in Chapter 4, Part I, the WSG development process took place in a
constructivist learning environment. This was a challenging situation for the
participants as they were functioning in it as learners as well as instructional
designers.
On the one hand, constructivist learning was a challenge for these Sri Lankan
educators, whose educational and professional background was mostly instructivist,
and largely based upon teacher-centred, directed learning approaches (The first
report ofNEC, 1992). They were placed in a constructivist learning situation, where
the focus was shifted from a teacher-directed approach to learner-based, selfregulated learning.
As Perkins (1992a) identified, this complex situation imposes sharp demands on
learners and they might not welcome a constructivist learning experience. This
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·argument was supported by comments of some participants who indicated their
preference for having directed instructions in their designing task, instead of being
placed in an open framework, to inake their own decisions.

The learners were supported in this new experience through the employment of a
cognitive apprenticeship model (Brown et aL, 1989) that supported an authentic
learning experience . Modelling, coaching and scaffolding assisted the learners
(Jonassen, 1996) in several ways -

demonstrations, reviews, direct guidance and

encouraging reflection. Thus, the learning environment acted as a cognitive support
(Perkins, 1992a) for the participants.
On the other hand, designing a learning material that included a constructivist
learning approach created an additional challenge for these educators. A
constructivist designer would focus on developing a learning material that supports
knowledge construction of learners, without being restricted to achieving a narrow
set of pre-defmed objectives of learner performances.
To most, this was an entirely new approach and contradicted many of their strongly
held beliefs about learning. In addition, many of them were also novice users of
computer technology. These factors caused a majority of participants to follow
procedures and learning strategies they were already familiar with when developing
their first Web-based materials.

The subject de-emphasised development of skills and focused more on the learning
approach, whereas a majority of the participants were more concerned about
developing tecfmical skills, rather than on thinking about the pedagogy. More time
and attention were paid to learning the technical skills needed to manipulate the
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hardware and the software, and then these skills were applied to the development of
theWSGs.

As the task was open with no specific framework provided, the participants had to
make their own decisions in designing the WSGs. The outcomes indicated that in
these circumstances a rqajority went back to their familiar instructivist approaches in
design processes.

The pedagogical approaches demonstrated in the instructional materials reflected the
theoretical positions held by the designers. As Duffy and Jonassen (1992) claimed,
our designs are not just objective descriptions of the instructional sequence, but
rather they are also an implicit expression of our theory oflearning (p. 2). It was
clear, that in the time available, a majority of participants were not able to change
from their instructivist theoretical positions, despite the constructivist learning
experience they had.
Constructivist learning emphasises building new knowledge upon learners existing
knowledge (Jonassen, 1996). If the existing approaches to instruction by the learners
are instructivist, their first attempts at employing a constructivist approach to the
development of Web materials would be unlikely to result in drastic changes in their
original theoretical beliefs about instruction.

Designing a constructivist learning environment to actively engage learners is an
extremely difficult task, especially for novices to this approach. Further, in the Web
environment, which itself is a novel and a complex learning environment, this
·becomes more challenging. Although the Web offers the richness and the flexibility
to produce constructivist learning environments, it is not surprising to observe that
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the first attempts in Web authoring by educators reflect traditional instructional
materials.
These educators will heed more experiences in such situations to criss-cross the
landscapes in multiple ways, and in multiple times, to gain an understanding of this
complex and ill-structured knowledge domain (Spiro et al., 1992).

Participants focus when developing Web-based materials
Novice Web-designers tend to be more product-orientect rather than processoriented, when developing instructional materials.
The design patterns demonstrated in the final products (WSGs) developed by the
participants, and their comments on adopting them, clearly indicated that a
majority s prime concern was on the look of their production rather than on the
learning approach embedded in it. They spent most of their time on acquiring skills
and refining their WSGs to make them attractive , and less time on planning how
the content should be presented to the learners.
This contradicted the task objectives, which aimed to develop understanding of

learners on pedagogy and design processes and not to prepare production experts.
The assessment criteria of the task were also based on pedagogy, and not on
technology. However, the technology was so new to the participants it consumed
their time.·
These participants were novices to the technology as well to the pedagogical
approach included. The need to cope with two new things at the same time resulted
in a high cognitive load upon them. The assessment focus and pressure from time
constraints and workload associated with many other assignments also contributed to
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increasing their cognitive load. This was exacerbated by the orientation towards
product refinement as they struggled with the technology and limited skills in order
to further refine their WSGs.

Many, who felt insecure with the technology, stayed with the traditional instructional
approaches they were comfortable with, and just used the new technology as a
presentation tool. As Jonassen et al. (1999, p.ll) described, knowledge was
embedded in the technology and the technology presented that knowledge to the
students.
The desire of a majority to be skilled in this new approach and to experiment with
the multimedia aspects, rather than being concerned about the learning aspect of
their WSGs, can also be related to the excitement of the first experience in using a
Web-authoring tool. This supports previous research fmdings too (Nicaise & Crane,
1999).
The two people who focused more on the pedagogy developed WSGs with a
different learning approach from the others because they had more technical
expertise and this reduced their cognitive load. Thus, they coped with the technology
more easily and this allowed them to develop the product more quickly. As a result,
they were able to focus on the new learning approach they were experiencing and
transfer that e:xperience to their productions. For novice designers to be more
process-oriented in instructional material development, it is essential that they are
comfortable with the technology and have developed some basic skills.
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The influence of previous experiences
Previous experiences play a major role in determining the instructional
approaches and design patterns adopted by educators in their Web-based
materials.
The influence of previous experiences of educators was a key factor that emerged
throughout the process, affecting their planning methods, design patterns and
pedagogical approaches.

Despite the intention of all of them to develop a study material different from the
conventional text-based approaches, most of the final products reflected the same
traditional instructivist learning approach, except for the addition ofWeb features
such as hyperlinks and images. In most cases then, only the medium of presenting
the material had changed and the instructional approach was Ulichanged.
This supports the view that previous experiences have a major effect on deciding

upon a learning approach in designing study materials. Also, it would restrict a
change in pedagogical beliefs. The resistance of these experienced educators to
change from their conventional instructional approaches and the tendency to
assimilate technology into their existing approaches is supported by a number of
previous research (Barrowy & Laserna, 1997; Kennewell, 1997; Underwood, 1997;
Bigum, 1998; Moallem, 1998; Moallem & Earl, 1998).
Only two participants who had more prior experience in computer use, and who also
majored in IT, attempted a constructivist learning approach in their WSGs. Their
J?revious experiences in technology benefited them, as they were able to adapt to the
new environment more easily.
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Of these two participants, K.aru was able to change the instructional approach ofhis
WSG at the very beginning of the process whereas Epa changed his approach at a
very late stage, and in his second attempt to produce a WSG. Although they were
both competent in computer use and were immersed in the technology, the
differences may relate to the amount of prior experiences they had had with using
and developing traditional text-based study materials.
Epa, who was in the older age group, and with many years experience in producing
a number of traditional learning materials may have found that it difficult to
overcome the influence of ills previous experiences, On the other hand, K.aru who
was in the younger age group with relatively fewer prior experiences in producing
traditional materials, was more flexible and more prepared to experiment with a new
learning approach.
The assertion made by Gros et al. (1997), that only a very limited number of
individuals would be able to overcome the influence of previous experiences when
designing instructional materials, becomes even more applicable in a novel situation
like Web authoring.

Importance of change in the theoretical bellefs
A change in the theoretical beliefs ofeducators is essential ifthe advantages
offered by Web-basecf teaching and learning is to be fully utilised
The design patterns in the WSGs indicated that in most cases the power of the
hypertext/hypermedia environment of the Web was inadequately utilised to produce
a meaningful learning environment For instance, hypertext links were mainly used
to move from page to page to read the sequentially placed information, or to navigate
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to the activity page which included some questions and then to the feedback page
which provided answers to them. These did not represent a real interactivity as
defined by Hedberg et al. (1997).
The resemblance of these presentations to a conventional teacher-directed
instructional material revealed the fact that the theoretical beliefs of most of these
educators were not changed from the traditional role of teachers as presenters of
information to passive learners. The Web was largely used to create a passive
learning environment, despite its potential to enhance an active learning (Brooks,
1997).
Only Kani, who was able to develop new theoretical understandings and change
from the conventional pedagogical approach at the initial stages of the process,
utilised the power of Webs features in a meaningful way for learners. Epa, who also
attempted to change the pedagogical approach in his second production, was not
completely satisfied with his final product and had many ideas to implement in
future productions. This indicated that as his theoretical understandings deepened, he
was able to identify more strategies to incorporate, using features of the Web.
Although the final products of all the others showed a predominantly instructivist
approach, the willingness of many to change from their traditional approach to a
more constructivist approach in the future indicated that they have started to think in
a new way. This is an important indication that this experience may have stimulated
a shift in their theoretical understandings.
However, the reluctance of a few to change their instructivist instructional approach
even in future attempts indicates the difficulty in changing the firmly held
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conventional beliefs. Their interest in only including more multimedia features
suggests, that they still have not overcome the impact of technology upon them, and
expect more opportunities to experiment with that technology.

If teachers and teacher educators are to be agents of educational change (Pullan,
1993), more focus should be placed on supporting them to change from their firmly
held conventional theoretical beliefs and take full advantage of the opportunities
offered by the new technologies.

Time and repeated experiences
Time and practice are crucial factors that affect educators when adopting new
technology and new approaches to teaching and learning.
During this study, changes were expected from the participants in the areas of skill
development in using the technology, development of pedagogical content
knowledge and understanding design processes in a Web environment. As Pullan
(1993) argued, without changes occurring in all three dimensions, use of new
materials, use of new teaching approaches and alteration of pedagogical assumptions
and beliefs, the intended outcomes of an innovation could not be achieved. However,
this requires much time and opportunities for repeated experiences.

In this study, the participants were constrained by time and pressure. People who
followed just one IT subject were more restricted than the three people who majored
in IT and were thus immersed in an IT environment. As they followed multiple IT
subjects they had the benefit of practice, repetition and revision of new skills and
understandings related to technology-based learning. They also had more prior
exposure to using the technology in education.
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Of these three persons, Karu and Epa were more confident in using the technology.
In their case, the prior competencies, as well as their being immersed in the
technology-based teaching-learning enVironment, may have reduced their cognitive
load, as they did not have to exert as much mental effort to use the hardware and the
software. This would have given them the opportunity to experiment with a different
pedagogical approach, a constructivist learning approach, in their WSGs.
This indicates that immersion in IT positively influenced these two persons to move

beyond their conventional approaches. This enabled them to take charge of the
technology and manipulate it to _produce a learning material, taking a novel
approach.
After realising the need for changing the approach, Epa was courageous enough to
start on a second WSG, although with very little time available, because he was
more confident in manipulating the software and was also able to avoid the many
technical issues that occurred in his first effort as a novice user. The experience of
developing one WSG benefited his second .production. This suggests that it is
advantageous to have repeated experiences that build upon each other.
Anoma, who also majored in IT, was less confident in using the technology, as she
had fewer prior experiences with it. This led to her decision not to experiment with a

new learning approach in this instance, and to remain with the conventional
approach she was comfortable with. As this was an assignment that had to be
completed within a limited time period, she did not want to risk coping with the
technology as well ~ with the pedagogy at the same time. However, she was not
completely satisfied with her production, and was prepared to change her approach
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to be more constructivist, in future WSG productions. Apparently, immersion in IT
alone is not sufficient to overcome the effect of prior experiences.

However, at the end ofihe process, many participants developed skills in using the
technology, and understandings about the new pedagogy. As a result, they were
prepared to re-work their products taking a different approach. They would need
more time to produce such materials, but it could be speculated that, with every
revision of the product, their theoretical understandings would change.

It is unlikely that a complete transformation of approach would occur after just one
experience of developing a WSG, as it will take multiple experiences of producing
Web materials to gain a thorough understanding and implementation of the process,
through recursion and reflection. This implies the need for provision of ample
opportunities for educators, time and repeated experiences, to improve their new
skills and understandings in developing meaningful Web-based learning materials.

Impact of the Web-based material development process
Web-based material design and development process was motivating for
educators.
Irrespective of the individual differences among the participants - age group, skill
level, educational and professional background, and pedagogical beliefs - the high
satisfaction and motivation expressed by all these educators indicated that this novel
experience had made a significant impact upon them.

They came from a background where new technology is still infrequently used for
teaching and learning situations. Most were computer novices and Internet
.novices . For them, this experience provided the opportunity to overcome the fear
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of technology and realise that it is just another tool that can be manipulated. All
participants reported an increased confidence and the desire to produce more Webbased learning materials in the future, even those who expressed theii reluctance to
use this technology at'the beginning of the process.

This is an important realisation, especially with respect to educators, who are often
claimed to be a technology resistant group (Kennewell, 1997; Robinson, 1997;
Underwood, 1997; Bigum, 1998). Placing them in a situation where they had to
actually manipulate the technology and produce a learning material themselves
compelled them to learn and use the technology.
Further. developing a Web material that is personally meaningful and useful in their
profession was another factor that motivated all educators in this study. On the other

hand, the satisfaction of producing a Web material themselves, and the pride in their
accomplishments were clearly indicated by their comments especially at the end of
the process, when they could see their productions on the Web. These comments
provided evidence of increased self-esteem due to this experience.

Participants enthusiasm may have been due to the sheer novelty of the process and
an overestimation of their learning such as suggested by Nicaise and Crane s
research (1999). However, building up a personal confidence in using the technology
with an increased motivation and a decrease in the cultural alienation (Somekh &
Davis, 1997) is an important first step towards reducing educators resistance to
technology. Once comfortable with the technology, the educators would be more

willing to use it in developing new learning environments with different approaches.
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Although tlte outcomes from their products may have been different from the subject
expectations, and to many, the satisfaction may have been mainly in developing their
skills to produce a WSG themselves, the enthusiasm shown towards using
technology in their profession, and the increased self-confidence in using it are
positive factors that contribute towards reducing the resistance to using technology
by educators.

Implications for teacher education
Designing Web-based learning materials by educators is a complex task.
Web-authoring is a very complex process, especially when developing learning
materials. It is not just a simple process of transferring text-based content to the
Web, but requires careful considerations in instructional design. (Brooks, 1997;

Khan, 1997; Ritchie & Hoffinan, 1997). Although the presence of simple Web
authoring tools might give a false impression that developing Web materials is very
easy and just developing the technical skills is sufficient to produce them (Gros et
al., 1997), it also requires development of theoretical understandings to create a
meaningful learning environment (Jonassen, 1996; Jonassen et al., 1999).

The study revealed that, the educators who became Web designers needed to develop
a clear understanding of the theoretical concepts underlying Web-based learning in
parallel with_the technical skill development in order to create such learning
environments. A conceptual change was also required. It would be unrealistic to
expect educators to design effective materials after a brief exposure to the
technology and "t!'aining on using it. With each attempt in developing a Web-based
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material, educators should move a step further. This will also depen.d on individual
differences. While some may be quick to adapt, for others it might take longer.
This demands a considerable amount of time and practice: Time - for changing longheld beliefs and adopt new instructional approaches; and practice - to understand the
functions of the Web and use them to enhance a meaningful learning. Educators
involved in Web material development need to be aware of this complexity and
con.Stantly reflect upon their efforts in order to improve them. Teacher education
institutions must allow these educators time and opportunities to practise, to support
them in this complex task.
Raising awareness and developing a clear understanding is important among all
teacher educators about the facilities offered by the Web and how those can be used
to design effective learning materials. It would be meaningful to provide hands-on
experiences and opportunities to apply this new technology to authentic tasks. When
involved in an activity that is personally meaningful for them, it would be much
easier for educators to adapt to the technology and understand its complexity.
Focus on pedagogy is very important when developing Web-based learning
materials.

Web-based material development requires development of skills to author the
material and· refine the product, and development of theoretical understandings to
determine the pedagogical approach to be incorporated in the learning material. If
the main purpose of producing a Web-based learning material is to foster and
enhance a meanmgfullearning, undoubtedly the main focus should be on pedagogy.
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For instance, constructivist Web design demands enhancing learner involvement
with activities to engage learners in knowledge construction (Jonassen et al., 1999).

Often, however, the emphases of novice designers tend to be on the product rather
than on the learning process (Gros et al., 1997). This study produced results
consistent with previous research (Brown, 1996; Nicaise & Crane, 1999) where
designers were more product-oriented than process-oriented. When more attention is
paid to the surface features and less to the learning strategy this results in an
attractive, yet poorly-designed learning material. In such instances the Web is used
just as a presentation tool and not as a cognitive tool ( Somekh, 1997). While
creativity of the designer is also necessary, and the Web materials need to be
attractive and motivational to the learners, the emphasis on the learning approach
and underlying pedagogy is far more important
Educators need to realise that successful application of Web-based learning will
depend mostly on how well the features of the technology are managed to create a
meaningful learning environment, rather than just attractive presentations. Focusing
their attention on alternative pedagogical approaches to teaching and learning is
vitally important, especially in technology-based learning situations such as the
Web, to bring about any fundamental long-term changes.

It is important to provide access, time, support and encouragement to teachers.
and teacher educators for· effective utilisation of technology in education.
Experienced educators are often observed to be reluctant, uncertain and lacking
confidence in adapting to use new technology in education (K.enewell, 1997;
Underwood, 1997; Bigum, 1998). Rather than being critical of such resistance,
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appreciation of their initial attempts and assistance with further endeavours should
be more effective. Learning from resistance instead of rejecting it (Hargreaves &
Pullan, 1998) and supporting educators to overcome the frrst order and second order
barriers (Ertmer, 1999) are important to successful utilisation of technology in
education.
As observed in this study, immersion in technology is a positive influence upon
educators as it provides opportunity for more experience and practice. Provision of
access to technology is important for educators to become familiar with new tools
and the alien concepts that underlie them. On-going support and encouragement
are also essential, especially for technology novices , to build up their confidence
and be comfortable in using the technology in teaching and learning. Time allocation
is equally important for them to adapt and change through experience.
Collaborative work among educators should be encouraged and enhanced in
Web-based learning material development.

Web designing is a complex process involving steps such as content development,
organising learning events, deciding on tasks and using Web s features to make it
meaningful and motivational (Brooks, 1997). In this process, different expertise is
needed- in terms of content, pedagogy, ID, technology and many others depending
on the context. Often, a single person would not be able to cope with all these
aspects simultaneously. He/she would probably not have expertise in all these areas
and, even if it is the case, the time required would be considerable.

Networking educators and encouraging them to co-operate and collaborate should
yield profitable results (Rigby, 1997; Scrimshaw, 1997; Hargreaves & Pullan, 1998).
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Maintaining such a community of educators is cru.eial to provide opportunities for
sharing as a group. The facilities offered by the Internet for collaboration and sharing
of knowledge through electronic mail, Listservers, discussion and chat spaces should
be employed whenever possible.
The study demonstrated advantages of a team approach such as sharing of expertise,
i~eas

and resources. Rather than allowing isolated attempts of individuals, it would

be more efficient if collaborative efforts among a team of educators with different
expertise are employed in order to produce effective Web-based learning materials.
This would be effective not only within a faculty or an institution, but also even
among institutions -local as well as global. Teacher education institutions can
implement collaborative programmes to train student teachers and share resources,
through establishing a network among the educators.
Professional development programmes for teachers and teacher educators in
technology-based teaching and learning need re-focusing.

Professional development of teachers and teacher educators is a crucial need to
actualise the potential of new technology to enhance and improve teaching and
learning. However, it is also vital to realise that the approaches used in these
programmes are equally important for such efforts to be successful (Schrum, 1999).
When integrating Web-based teaching and learning into teacher education
programmes, it is thus important to perceive that it involves not only introducing
new technologies but also new approaches to teaching and learning. Just making the
educators familiar with the technology is not enough. A more fundamental issue is
the way the teachers think about their learning and the learning of their students.
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Training and skill development in using specific equipment or software w,.ould be
soon irrelevant, as they would become out-dated with the current pace of more
sophisticated hard~e and software being produced. In this study, the participants
learnt only the basic skills of using a single Web authoring tool to develop a Webbased study material. Paying more attention to develop technical skills, as many of
them did, would not be particularly profitable because that part keeps changing. It is
far· more important to pay attention to meaningful pedagogical approaches. The
educators can manipulate any software to develop meaningful learning materials, if
their theoretical concepts are firmly established.
Nevertheless, introducing both new technology and new pedagogy at the same time
might not result in an effective change in both areas. As revealed in the study, this
leads to an increased cognitive load on the designers. In particular, with novices in
technology it would be beneficial to first make them comfortable with the
technology and develop basic technical skills, and later, after their levels of
confidence in using the technology have risen, encourage them to focus on the
pedagogy. Alternatively, an initial knowledge-building component in pedagogy
could be fostered without using the technology and technology could be introduced
at a later stage.
An entirely constructivist approach would not be effective in achieving the inten4ed

results of a training programme. Guidance and scaffolding are much needed in the
initial stages, especially with novice users. Gradual building upon their existing
knowledge and approaches would be useful rather than compelling them to accept
and adopt a completely new approach. A cognitive apprenticeship model (Brown et
al., 1989) would be an effective way to achieve this through providing the educators
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with opportunities to understand new approaches in technology-based learning and
to apply them meaningfully at the same time.

Long-term planning is.essential for professional development programmes in
technology to be productive. In the short~ it will be possible to develop basic
technological skills and knowledge of educators about the potential of the Web as an
instructional tool. However, the next stage of developing their own materials in a
more open-ended constructivist approach would require a change in beliefs, and this
will take time.

Overcoming barriers in integration and implementation of Web-based learning
is vital.
Encountering barriers such as lack of resources and limited technological
infrastructure facilities are common in many countries, when integrating Web-based
learning.·These issues impede the extension of technology-based learning throughout
the country. Further, all teachers and students would not be able to use computers or
have access to the Internet either in their homes or schools, due to the high costs of
computer and Internet-related equipment and services. Establishing centralised
educational institutions to function as technology-resource centres would be a
solution for this.

Even if the resources and facilities were available, the reluctance to use the
technology by traditionalist teachers and teacher educators will be another major
barrier towards implementation. Developing a vision among all staff members in
an institution is very important to enhance change of attitudes towards using
technology. All staff should be involved in technology-based activities in whichever
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way their expertise can contribute. Instead of pressuring the staff to adopt new
technology or new instructional approaches, a gradual transition, building upon their
existing methods and approaches, would be more preferable and acceptable to them.

Implications for Sri Lanka
The imlllications outlined in the previous section are applicable to the field of
teacher education in any country, whether they are developed, developing, Western,
Asian or any other. In addition to those, some specific implications for the Sri
Lankan context are presented in. this section, based on the socio-economic and
cultural environment prevailing in the country.

Adaptation to technology-based teaching and learning
Adapting to a technology-based learning environment is not always an easy task,
especially for mature and experienced Sri Lankan teachers and teacher educators
who are experts in their professions, yet novices to computer technology. It would be
natural for them to be confused and de-motivated with novel technologies "thrust"
upon them, in their initial attempts in using them. To most, even using the computer
would be a very complex experience, even without using the Internet.
Thus, careful consideration is needed when designing professional development
programmes for teachers and teacher educators in Sri Lanka. They should be given
opportunities to have exposure to IT and trained in a productive way, enabling them
to adapt and introduce appropriate IT in their profession. It is very important to

identifY the existing levels ofiT knowledge and skills of educators, and design the
programmes based on those, and also according to the current needs of the education
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system. Rather than attempting to produce experts in IT from these educators, the
programmes should aim at developing their basic skills and a clear understanding
among them about the facilities offered by the computer technology, the Web and
how those can be effectively used in teaching and learning.
The recent initiatives taken by the Sri Lankan Government to enhance IT education

in the country such as providing modem computing and Internet facilities to the
teacher education institutions through foreign funding, are very important as they
establish an IT environment in these institutions. This should enhance adaptation to
IT by teacher educators.
Further, training Sri Lankan teacher educators in developed countries is an effective
way to decrease the resistance to and fear of using technology that these
educators might have and allowing them to adapt to technology-based learning
rapidly. As this study revealed, the impact of such an experience is vast, and the
educators motivation and confidence levels in using new technology were highly
raised.
However, it is also important to take advantage of the training received by overseastrained teacher educators once they return to Sri Lanka, by providing them with
opportunities to use and reflect upon their newly acquired skills and knowledge.
Overseas-trained Sri Lankan teacher educators can immediately pass on their new
knowledge and skills to their colleagues and also to their student teachers. This
should be encouraged and facilitated by the respective institutions, by providing ongoing support and resources.
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Al1 Sri Lankan teacher education institutions should establish a special IT division
responsible for initiating IT-related activities within their institutions. This would
enhance adaptation to IT by the Sri Lankan teachers and educators by making IT
more accessible to them, and providing training and education in IT and IT usage.
Facilitators should also be assigned to support these educators.

Further, specific measures need to be taken in order to motivate staff in a teacher
education institution to use IT, and gradually adopt them. Providing access to an
efficient and user-friendly e-mail service within an institution would be such an
effective strategy to motivate staff to use IT. Important information such as staff
notices, course details, and other relevant information could be sent to the teacher
educators through e-mail. Then there would be a "compelling motivation" to use this
communication technology by the Sri Lankan educators. Electronic communication
should thus be promoted over traditional paper work. Sri Lankan teacher education
institutions should also promote publishing course information and study materials
on the Web, so that staff and students could be encouraged to access them.

Computer-aided facilities should be made available (hardware as well as specially
designed software for self studying) throughout the teacher education institutions.
Then educators can personally develop their competencies, depending on individual
needs and skills. Regular IT training and awareness programmes are essential for
teacher educators to update their knowledge and skills, specially on using IT for their
course development, delivery and assessment, and Web-based teaching and
communication. IT-related research and development should also be promoted
among teacher educators.
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Transition from conventional to a constructivist approach to learning

The study illustrated how difficult the transition from conventional to constructivist
pedagogy was for the Sri Lankan teacher educators. Especially, in the Sri Lankan
education system where the teaching and learning approaches are still predominantly conventional, adoption of constructivist methods would not be easy. Sri
Lankan teacher educators and teachers cannot be expected to embrace
constructivism and apply it to their teaching or design of learning materials instantly.
They would still be likely to move back to their traditional instructional modes,
despite how much exposure and skill development in IT they are provided with.
This points out the essential need of a focus on alternative pedagogical approaches to
teaching and learning when training teachers and teacher educators. This necessity
need not to be restricted to design of computer-based or Web-based learning
environments. In Sri Lanka, teaching and learning is still largely dependent upon
print materials and developing Web-based learning materials is still at its inception.
Hence, this can be considered an appropriate time to introduce constructivist
approaches when designing study materials for teacher education programmes. Only
after the educators become comfortable with such approaches in their current
functions, they would be ready to adopt them in the design ofWeb-based study
materials, which would be a need arisen in the near future.
However, teacher educators themselves first have to be comfortable with such
approaches before introducing them to their teacher trainees. Hence, it is very
important to rai~e awareness among the teacher educators, of the different
pedagogical approaches and to develop a clear understanding about how technologybased learning facilitates such approaches.
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For instance, the most significant role of the Sri Lankan teacher educators who were
the participants in this study would be as pedagogy experts and not Web-site
production experts. Their crucial role would be to act as constructivist teacher
educators, by allowing their students (teacher trainees) to go through the same
experience they had as producers of technology-based learning materials.
A transformation is needed of the conservative culture of Sri Lankan educational
institutions. On-going conversations about issues such as concerns about the
appropriateness of changing teaching and learning approaches and to what extent
and how these changes should occur within the Sri Lankan cultural system, are
important. These should result in taking appropriate measures when integrating new
technology and new approaches to educational institutions.
Overcoming the barriers

It is inevitable to encounter barriers such as lack of resources and limited

technological infrastructure facilities in a developing country like Sri Lanka. Further,
high costs related to computer and Intern~t-related equipment and services hinder

many teachers and students from using them.
The Sri Lankan Government has proposed technology-resource centres to be
established, with foreign aid. These would be staffed with trained personnel to
support teachers and teacher educators who use them, and teachers and teacher
educators would be provided with access, encouraged and guided to utilise such
resources.
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These initiatives indicate a positive future for IT in education in the country. Yet, to
successfully take advantage of such measures, it is equally important to focus on
intensive professional development programmes for teacher educators and teachers.
Although Sri Lankan teacher educators and teachers previously had limited
opportunities and access to new technology, with the recent reforms, and under
World Bank funding, Sri Lankan teacher education institutions are being provided
with modem IT facilities such as computers and related equipment and networking.
These need to be taken advantage of, and teacher educators should be provided
access to them.
It would be meaningless to keep the computers and related equipment for the use of

a few 'computer trained' persons, or under 'lock and key' without allowing anyone to
use, being fearful of getting them broken due to lack of expertise. Such bureaucratic
measures would hinder the adaptation to IT by Sri Lankan teachers and teacher
educators.
The whole purpose of providing IT facilities through foreign aid for the professional
development of Sri Lankan teacher educators would be lost, if they were not given
the opportunity to use them. Although the concern on safety of machines should be
there, necessary measure need to be taken in the respective institutions to allow all
teacher educators to use such equipment. Facilitators from the same institution or
from other institutions should be appointed for technical support.

On the other hand, as described before, taking measures to decrease resistance,
increase motivation _and support gradual adoption of IT by the Sri Lankan teacher
educators is essential. Teacher educators from different teacher education institutions
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in Sri Lanka should be allowed and provided opportunities to share experiences and
collaborate. These should definitely have positive impacts and outcomes. There is a
necessity to link teacher education institutions through networking in order to
facilitate communication among staff and students.
On the other hand, a fair amount of funding need to be invested in the improvement
of communication infrastructure and related projects in the country. Then, it will
improve the free flow of information and information-sharing technologies.
Co-ordination and co-operation among different groups such as policy-makers,
curriculum developers, technology experts, teacher educators and teachers is crucial
in order to cope with administrative regulations and bureaucratic controls that might
hinder effective implementation of technology integrations in Sri Lankan educational
institutions.
Role of teacher education institutions in Sri Lanka

IT education in the Sri Lankan education system should be developed to be in par
with the fast developing IT applications in other areas. Teacher education institutions
in Sri Lanka have a great responsibility in preparing teachers for the evolving IT
culture within the education systems, and to successfully utilise new technologies
such as Web-based learning techniques.
Thus, it is important for the Sri Lankan teacher education institutions to realise the
crucial need of integration of IT in order to enhance the efficiency, quality and
effectiveness of their diverse activities such as course delivery, teaching, assessment,
research and administration.
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To be successful, effective planning and management are essential for professional
development programmes in technology for teachers and teacher educators that
would be offered by the Sri Lankan teacher education institutions. Such attempts
need a clear goal of what is to be achieved and how that should be done. The focus
of such programmes should be on skill development as well as on new instructional
approaches.

It is important that all Sri Lankan teacher education programmes should include a
compulsory IT course on basic IT competencies, to reduce the resistance and fear to
technology of teachers and te~her educators. Further, in order to improve the
quality of teacher education, it is necessary to develop IT strategies to enable staff
and students to have access to electronic resources such as educational databases.
Sri Lankan teacher education institutions should aim at a nation-wide computer
network. This would enable these institutions to effectively coordinate their study
programmes and teaching and learning activities. Teacher education institutions
should also implement collaborative programmes to train student teachers and share
resources, through establishing a network among teachers and teacher educators.
Staff development is the crucial requirement for smooth and efficient function ofiT
integration. All staff and students should be provided with access to technology, by
removing buteaucratic barriers and the responsible members of the Sri Lankan
teacher education institution should initiate and encourage staff to use facilities
without resistance, as discussed before.

For initiatives such as the above mentioned to implement, Sri Lankan teacher
education institutions need an IT policy for them, depending on requirements of each
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institution. Continuous monitoring and periodical evaluation of the usage of IT by
the institutions should be carried out, in order to measure the success of implemented
activities.

Distance Education
Distance education is an area to which Web-based learning can be effectively
integrated. The Open University of Sri Lanka (OUSL) is placed in a very important
position in this technology era, as the only recognised University in the country that
implements all its study programmes including teacher education, through the
distance mode. Web-based learning may offer a solution that could ease the massive
task of catering for needs of the large number of students throughout the country.

This can be implemented using and building upon the already available resources
and facilities within the University such as. the network of regional and study centres
throughout the country, campus-wide network at the central campus. elementary
computer laboratories, Information Technology Division and Educational
Technology Division.

Directions for further studies
This study was conducted in the narrow context of a single subject, where the
educators designed Web-based learning materials. Examining the impact of similar ·
efforts in different contexts will further our understanding of such processes.

In this study, Sri Lankan teacher educators experienced a process of developing
Web-based learning materials in a different cultural context from their own. They
were also driven by an assessment focus, and constrained by time and work pressure.
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It would be important to examine the issues raised here, more broadly within

different contexts. For instance, investigations on how educators would experience
design processes of Web materials in their own cultural and professional contexts
would be useful. Such explorations in cross-cultural situations would provide further
insights into different aspects of design issues such as visual design, message design
and activity design.
The effect of cultural attitudes and practices upon Web designing in areas such as
teacher-student interactions and power relationships, teacher-roles and student-roles,
and social organisation of learning, would also be interesting areas for further study.
Similarly, this investigation focused on only a small part of an evolutionary process
of change associated with an adaptation to technology use by educators, during a
limited time period. It is important to find out what differences might be made, if the
educators are provided with more training on using the technology, more time to
spend on the process, and without an assessment focus. Continued implementation of
longitudinal research efforts resulting in p1ore detailed case studies would produce
rich understandings of the process of change over time in technology diffusion
efforts among educators.
During this study, novice Sri Lankan Web-designers received professional training
in a Web-based learning situation in Australia. It would be useful to have follow-up·
studies on this group of edubators to fmd out what impacts this experience had upon
them when they continue with their profession as teacher educators in Sri Lanka,
how they pass on, their new knowledge and skills to others and what issues they face.
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Future research needs to continue to examine the application of the Web as a
knowledge-construction tool, and its impact upon teachers and teacher educators.
Further explorations of.the effects of age, previous experience and immersion in
technology on such processes would be interesting and useful. Investigating the
social interaction among a team of educators as Web designers is another potential
area of research.
Continued research and explorations in these areas will contribute to the
effectiveness of technology integration into education and staff development.
However, just introducing ne-w technology into educational programmes and training
educators in using that technology is not sufficient to achieve the desired change of
approaches and beliefs. As Jennings and Dirkson (1997, p.lll) observed, the
challenge, and it is a challenge, is to assist educators in making the change .
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Appendix 2 - Information sheet
Information Sheet
Research Title: An Investigation of the Design Processes adopted by a group of Sri
Lankan Teacher Educators, as they develop Internet-based study materials
Researcher: Shironica Goonetilake
This research project is being conducted as part of a Doctor of Education Degree,
supervised by Prof. John Hedberg and Dr. Brian Ferry in the Faculty of Education at the
University of Wollongong.
The project aims at investigating the design processes adopted by a group of Sri Lankan
teacher educators, while they design Internet-based study materials. The study would be
of a qualitative nature, and will involve methodologies such as questionnaire survey,
reflective reports and interviews. Through this study, it is expected to gain some
insights on designing Internet-based study materials for a Sri Lankan context.
I wish to request your participation in this study as a Sri Lankan teacher educator,
studying at Wollongong University. It is expected that each participant will have to
spend about 12 - 15 hours, spreadout in a two month period of time, on this project.
Your participation in this research is voluntary, and you are free to withdraw from the
research at any time. Your refusal to participate or withdrawal of consent will not affect
your relationship with the Faculty of Education at the University of Wollongong. It is
assured that the participants' anonymity and confidentiality of data will be held in this
study, and that the data would be used only for study purposes.
If you would like to discuss this research further, please contact Shironica Goonetilake

on 42 295439 or Dr. Brian Ferry on 42 213571. If you have any enquiry regarding the
conduct of the research, please contact the Secretary of the University of Wollongong
Human Research Ethics Committee on (042) 214457.
Thank you.
Yours sincerely,
Shironica Goonetilake
EdD Student
University of Wolloilgong
e-mail: sg37@uow.edu.au
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Appendix 3 - Consent Form
University of Wollongong
Consent Form
Research Title: An Investigation of the Design Processes adopted
by a group of Sri Lankan Teacher Educators, as they develop
Internet-based study materials
I, .................................................................................................... .
consent to participate in the research conducted by Shironica Goonetilake as it has
been described to me in the information sheet. I understand that the data collected
will be used for study purposes and I consent for the data to be used in that manner.

Signed

Date:
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Appendix 4- Preliminary Questionnaire

An investigation of the design processes adopted by a group of Sri Lankan

teacher educators, as they develop Internet-based study materials
Preliminary Questionnaire

Dear Participant,
Thank you for agreeing to participate in my research project
As a preliminary requirement, I wish to have some background information of you,
and for this purpose, a questionnaire is sent herewith. It is quite simple and you can
answer in the spaces provided.
I would be thankful if you could please fill in the questionnaire and send me back.

The information submitted will be used only for study purposes and confidentiality

will be ensured.
Thank you.
Yours sincerely,

Shironica Goonetilake
EdD Student
University ofWollongong
e-mail sg37@uow.edu.au
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Preli1miBa•ry Questieonaire
Part 1 - General Information
1. Name:

Mr./Mrs./Miss ........................................................... .

2. Age Group (Yrs): (Please tick)
<30
30-40

~

41-50
>50

3. Occupation: ......................................................................... .
4. Experience as a teacher educator in Sri Lanka:(Yrs): (Please tick)
5-10
<5
11-20

~

>20

5. Experience as a teacher in Sri Lanka:(Yrs): (Please tick)
5-10
<5
11-20

~

>20

6. Educational Background: (Please tick)
BSc
BA

~

PGDipEd
Sc/Maths Trai11ed

BCom

General Trained

BEd

Others (please specify)...................

7. Subject specialisation as a teacher educator in Sri Lanka:

..............................................................................................
8. Were you involved in designing text-based study materials for teachers in Sri Lanka?

Yes

No

El

9. If yes, please specify.

..............................................................................................
Partn
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10. How confident do you feel when you use the Internet?
Not at all
Just a little
Moderately

To a great deal
Extensively

11. How much time do you spend each week on using the Internet (Hrs)?
< 5

5-10
11 - 15
16-20
>20

12. What is/are the University course(s) that you currently follow which include/s a
Web-based component?

13. Do you intend to design a Web-based study guide as a course requirement?

~:a
14. If yes, who will be your target group?

15. Have you ever designed Internet -based study materials before?

:: a

16. Do you intend to design Intenet - based study materials when you return to Sri
Lanka?

~:

B

17. Please explain the reason(s) for you answer.

18.P1ease make any other comments that you would like to share with me, on designing
Internet -based study materials.

Appendix 5 - Subject Web site (Relevant sections)
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http://www.im
mll.uow.edu.aul
PG/EDGI911/as
Details of EDGI 911/2 Assessment Tasks
sess.htmlive
link
There are four assessment tasks for this pair of subjects, clustered as follows:
EDGI 911 (6 credit points):
• Heuristics- 35%
• Concept Maps - 30%
• Review of Web Study Guides- 35%
EDGI 912 (2 credit points):
• Web Study Guide - 100%

Review of Web Study Guides (EDGI 911)
[35% of final grade, to be submitted by June 2, 1999.]
You are to review 5 Web Study Guides:
• 1 from the 1997 collection- available immediately
• 2 from the 1998 collection - available immediately
• 2 from the web study guides produced by this group - available in draft (near
fmal) format from we~k 10.
You can find a range of web study guides from 1996-8 on the resources page. They are
grouped by topic, with clear indication of the year of production:
Remember, the final 2 web study guides for review you will choose from those produced
by your cohort.
As you view the web study guides (1996-8), consider such issues as:
• how you feel about accessing hypertext material
• how you deal with information processing given that format
• how you would improve the presentation to suit someone of your learning style...
• what is both positive and negative about the experience of learning associated
with a web study guide.
This task aims to help you develop design ideas for web study guides from the learner's
perspective. Until you have sat on the receiving end, you don't know how to begin to build a
guide that aims to help others learn. This exercise gives you a chance to put on your
learner's cap, reflect, and analyse how you respond to learning materials presented this way.
Another aim is to help you learn about the content of this subject through its application.
We will be discussing aspects of a review in workshops, seminars or online (chat space),
and may add to the format example below. When you present your reviews, you should
state the format you have chosen, then present each review in that format.
One simple possibility is to use the format stated below for the assessment of the web
study guide you will produce:

The next two aspects of this review task should include:
• An analysis of web-based study guides as a method of flexible delivery
• A series of recommendations which you would follow in designing such material
for others. Since you have a unique perspective on this, based on your preferred
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learning style, don't worry that you are designing guidelines to suit someone like
yourself. That is what we are interested in - the range within the class.
Hence, your assignment could be presented under the section headings:
A) Web Study Guide Reviews
B) Analysis of Web Study Guides as a Method of Flexible Delivery
C) Design Recommendations to Suit my Learning Style
Assessment Criteria:
• 25 marks - five reviews - mark depends on depth of analysis
• 5 marks - analysis of web study guides as a flexible delivery method
• 5 marks - design recommendations for web study guides to suit your learning style

Web Study Guide (EDGI 912)
[100% offmal grade for EDGI 912, to be submitted in draft format in week 9, uploaded
for peer viewing and reviewing from week 10 - see week by week schedule for dates;
fmal copy due week 13 - June 2, 1999.]
You are to develop and submit a Web-Based Study Guide for review by the class from
week 10. The skills you develop in web site construction in the initial workshops should
enable you to focus on the information structure within the content you collect, analyse
and organise, rather than worry about the production side of things.
Once you have the content to work with, you can then put your learner's cap on and
build into your structure some support mechanisms to help other viewers to process the
material (for example some tasks that would require them to apply the content in a
problem-solving manner, or some open ended questions... )
Once you have selected a topic, on the basis of interest, background knowledge or
preliminary reading, you will need to read widely (print or Web resources), maintain an
accurate bibliography of information, and use the skills you have developed in the
workshops to build a series of Web pages on your topic. As Study Guides, these pages
should aim to:
1. present the key concept/s of your topic in considerable detail in hypertext format
2. illustrate the concepts with examples and activities
3. test the concepts with a series of lower order to higher order questions.

Criteria
2

3

2
2

3

1

1

2

3

1

3

Each criteria is worth equal marks (20% ).

Appendix 6 - Preliminary Interview Schedule
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Preliminary Interview Schedule
1. What is the topic of your Web study guide?
2. Why did you select this topic?
3. Who is your target audience?
4. From where did you find information?

5. How did you plan your presentation?
6. Why did you take this approach?
7. What issues did/do you face?
8. How did/do you overcome them?
9. What are your concerns at this stage?
10. Any other comments?
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Appendix 7 - Checklist for WSGs
Name:
Topic:
Checklist - Features of Web Study Guides

1. Home Pg: Home Ichon I Image(s) I Contents I Hints to navigate I Course I
Name I E-mail I Back to EDGI911 I Date I Others
2.Topics:

All in Home pg I All in the second pg(Contents Pg) I
Topics in different levels in different pgs

3. Format:

Overview, Introduction., Objectives., Topics, Sub Topics, Activities,
FeedBack, Summary, Help, Glossary, Resources/Ref, Appendices.

5. Presentation: Consistent I Diverse
6. Information: Lengthy descriptions I Brief descriptions I Point Form
7. Structuring: Main Topics/Sub Topics/Sub-sub topics,
8. Within content: Tables I Charts I Diagrams I Equations I Bulleted InfoJ Examples
9. Anchoring: Not used I Used in same page/ Used in different pages
10. Links to: Home pg I Contents I Next I Previous I Top I All other sections
Activity - Fd.Bk -- Back to Activity ---Back to lesson
Term-- Gloss. I Res. I AppJ Lit Rev.--- Back to lesson
11. Navigation Panel: None I One I Two I More I Diff. levels I
Same I Diff.in each pg
Current pg. indicated I excluded
12. NP placed at: Top I Bottom I Both I Several instances in a pg
13. Guidance for Navigation: None I Home pg. I Sep. pg./ Text with ichons
14. Links (other than NP) indicated by: Text I Images I Both
Linked: Only Text I Only Image I Both
Placing: Consistent I Different
15. Activities: None I 1-314-6 I More
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16. Activity Type:

Online I Offline I Both

Recall facts given in lesson I Application of learnt facts I Finding out
information from other sources/ Constructing answers by thinking I
Practical experiences I Relate to the profession/ Collaborative work
/Others·
17. Feedback Type: Answers to Questions I Explanations I Guidance to fmd
out answers I Resources to fmd out answers I Opportunity
to receive online feedback I Commend correct answers I
Others
18. Activities placed: Within the content I Separate, linked from content /Separate
Beginning I Middle I End of a lesson I Diverse
Each activity in a separate page/ All activities in same page, anchored
19. Access to activities from: the relevant page I Home pg I Any page
20. Feedbacks placed: Within the content I Separate, linked from content /Separate
Beginning I Middle I End of a lesson I Diverse
Each Feedback in a separate page/ All Fdbks in same page, anchored
21. Different Backgrounds: None (same) I Few I Many I One for each pg
22. Different Fonts (colors/types/sizes): None (same) I Few I Many
23. Images: None I Few I Many

Animated images: None I Few I Many
24. Links to external Websites: None I One I Few I Many
Placed in: Resources I References I the lesson
25. Communication: E-mail/ Phone I Address I Feedback Form I Others
26. Other Features:
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Appendix 8- Final Interview Schedule
Interview Schedule
Date:
Time:

Name:
Topic:
A
Arranging Information, Presentation:
I

Please describe how you arranged the information on your Web study guide.
Top-Down I Flexible I Instructional/ Explorational/ Other?

II

What is the learning strategy used?
Reading information from screen and learn; Reinforce by activities and feedback I
Learning mainly through activities and feedback, with some background information
/Searching for information through activities I Others?

III

Why did you take that approach?

IV

Why did you I didn't you use the following specific features? (Use the checklist)

B

Design Processes:

1.

Did you employ I were you influenced by any specific instructional design model?

2.

If Yes, What is it? If No, how can you describe the design of your WSG?

(Idea of a book I An adventure I An exploration I Any other?)
3.

What are the reasons to adopt that specific design process?

4.

What are the major changes in the design you made during the process?

5.

Is this the way you would normally design a study material?

6.

If you are a learner from this WSG, what would your comments on it be?

7.

If you had to do this whole process again. how would you do it?
What would be the changes if any, and Why?

8.

no you think this model is appropriate for a SL context ? Why?

C
1.
2.
D
1.

Issues:
What are the specific issues you had to face during the process?
How did you overcome them?
Attitudes:
As a novice web-designer, how did you feel about this experience?
(Understandings, Skills, Satisfaction/Dissatisfaction, Motivation!Demotivation ..)

2.

What is the most important skill developed?

3.

What is your main achievement from this experience?

4.

Provided the opportunity, do you intend to design web materials in Sri Lanka?

S.

What are the reasons for your answer?

6.
7.

Any suggestions for designing web-based materials for a Sri Lankan context?
Any other comments?

Appendix 9- Guide for Reflective Report
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An investigation of the design processes adopted by a group of Sri Lankan

teacher educators, as they develop Internet-based study materials

A structure to write your reflections

Dear Participant,
While designing and developing your Web site, I wish to have your reflections on
that process. It would be very helpful, if you can write your reflections addressing
the following questions.

* What is the topic of your Web site ?

* Who are the target audience(s) ?
* Why did you select this specific topic ?
* Describe how you went about designing your Web site.
- Where did you get the information from?
- How did you try to arrange this information into an Internet-based learning
environment
What were the specific problems you faced in this process ?
How did you overcome these ?

* To what extent have your understandings developed about designing Internetbased study materials ?

* Any other comments.
Thank you.
Yours sincerely,

S~onica Goonetilak:e

EdD Student
University ofWollongong
email sg37@uow.edu.au
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Appendix 10- Descriptions of WSG development processes
of twelve participants
I. Anoma
Background
Anoma was in the age group of 41-50 years and had more than ten years experience as a teacher as
well as more than ten years experience as a teacher educator. She has been involved in developing
text-based distance learning modules for teacher trainees. Her subject specialisation was Chemistry.
She had had sufficient computer knowledge in Sri Lanka and was a little familiar with using the
Internet However she was a novice in developing Web-based materials. She stated at the beginning
that she was moderately confident when using the Internet here. She followed multiple IT subjects
since she wanted to specialise in IT in Education for her Masters Degree.

Planning Methods
Anoma chose to develop a WSG on a Chemistry topic, as a supportive material for the advanced
level Chemistry syllabus, targeting Sri Lankan teachers and students. First she selected the topic
Environmental Pollution , but since she was unable to find suitable diagrams to illustrate the subtopics, she changed the topic to Gement Chemistry and later to Cement Production . She selected
this topic because she thought, it is important to the Sri Lankan Industrial Chemistry field.
Anoma searched for information on her topic from the Internet, because even the few text books
available were outdated. She used the Sri Lankan AIL Chemistry syllabus and study guides too.
Anoma first planned everything on paper, and wrote the text herself using the information. Then she
word processed and copied to Claris Home Page in her PC at home.

Design Patterns
Anoma defined her WSG as a self-learning material and described the learning strategy used as
follows:
As the learning strategy I have used providing information, and then these questions,
activities Answers were given for the activities as feedback Then, external Web sites have been
linked.

Anoma has given a lot of information at the beginning, but later on had reduced them.
Earlier, the depth of content was confmed to the AIL syllabus. However, I added more text. Then I felt
it is just like a text-based module. Hence I reduced the text and revised it added more activities, and
also added more hyper/inks to similar or relevant Web sites to construct knowledge.

The format of Anoma s WSG was: Introduction, Objectives, Topics and sub-topics, Activities and
Feedback, Resources, Help and Glossary. Anoma did not indicate the contents in the Home Page,
because she considered that to be a title page only, and made the second page the contents page.
There were lengthy pieces of information in some pages, and Anoma explained the reason for that as
follows:
Now in some sections you can t avoid giving lengthy information In places where it was necessary, I
gave very lengthy information But all those were essential facts.
·

Yet she also declared that she reduced the amount of information which was originally presented in
herWSG.
Anoma had used forward and backward arrows to link page by page, because her topic was presented
in a sequential order. However, by having two navigation panels with all other topics in each page,
she also allowed the learners the flexibility to navigate to any section they desired.
A navigation panel at the top of each page provided links to Contents page, Help and Glossary,
whereas a navigation panel at the bottom of each page provided links to all the sub-topics. However,
in the navigation panels, the current page was omitted because Anoma thought that was not
necessary. As she explained, When you are in that page there is no purpose of having a link to the
same page.
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At the end of each section Anoma provided an activity which consisted of questions recalling the
given facts, and then linked to feedback which provided direct answers to the questions. I thought
that would reinforce learning. That is, to remember what is learnt more permanently , she
remarked.

Concerns
Anoma was concerned with presenting her WSG as a supplementary for the Sri Lankan AIL
Chemistry syllabus. The content of her WSG was planned accordingly.
Further, because her main target group was students, she was very concerned about presenting the
content in a manner to fulfill their needs. For instance, explaining the reason for providing lengthy
information Anoma stated that: According to the age group of the students who would be using
this, the information had to be provided.
However, she had presented the information mostly in point form and had used many equations and
diagrams. She had also used many different colours for fonts and backgrounds, mainly thinking
about attraction and motivation because this is for school children. Further, different colours were
also used to differentiate sections and to increase the readability by having matching fonts and
background colours.
Anoma had used only a few, small animated images, only to separate the sub sections. She thought
more animations were unnecessary because, then the attention deviates towards the animation.
Anoma also provided guidance for navigation in a separate Help page, because she thought They
(students) might find it difficult to follow the instructions because the links were indicated only
with images and no text
Describing the activities and feedback she had provided, Anoma accepted that: In many instances
they were similar to what was given in the content. According to the target group, I didn t think of
including any new activities.

Influences
Anoma s experience in module writing for a distant teacher education programme in Sri Lanka, has
mainly influenced her in planning and writing the content of her WSG. Explaining the design of her
WSG, Anoma declared that, It is a self-learning study guide. I think it has become similar to a
module. That of course was due to the influence of previous experiences.
Personal interest has also influenced Anoma in selecting a topic. I thought of selecting what is
convenient for me. Because I am familiar with the subject, and I like the topic, she revealed.

Issues
Anoma declared that she was confused about understanding what a WSG is. These study guides
seem to be a little complicated I get confused trying to understand what a study guide is, she
explained
·
Since Anoma was familiar with using the computer, she had no problems with that, but faced other
technical problems as a novice in designing Web-based materials.
Mainly, she faced cross-platform issues when trying to transfer her WSG from PC to Macintosh.
Because the links were not working and the images were missing, she had to copy everything and
link again, which was very time-consuming.
Anoma stated that she faced a difficulty in finding suitable icons to use as navigation cues, and
therefore had to use different shaped arrows which she could find. Further, she had to draw and scan
the diagrams she wanted to illustrate, because she couldn t fmd clear pictures to scan .
Further, she stated that: When scanning diagrams, I had to face some difficulties due to not having
proper knowledge and skills in these procedures.
Describing some other technical issues she faced, Anoma stated the following:
I had several difficulties in consolidating images in the same folder Without having the proper
knowledge in scanning the diagrams with correct resolutions, I had to face some difficulties when
saving these images in the pages. Further, we didn t know that the images should be saved in the
images folder withil'! the same folder.
On the other hand, Anoma was frustrated with the lack of technological skills through not being able
to include some features she wanted to. For instance, Anoma tried to include an online activity where
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the students were provided with a text field to type the answers in it, but it would not work. In
Claris Home Page this field works quite well. But in here (Web), it gets change she described her
frustration.
Further, due to her skill limitations, Anoma could not use animations in her WSG as she wanted to.
I really wanted to insert an animation to demonstrate the production procedure I don t have the
skill to do that. And I can t spare the time also, she explained.
Anoma also stressed that: Due to some technical issues, it took more time to complete the WSG.
Descnbing the time limitation which was another major issue she faced, Anoma explained the
following:
This study guide was not something I could develop leisurely. This was done within a limited time
frame, under stress and along with following several other subjects. I couldn t devote much time for
searching

Although Anoma described that Claris Home Page was one sophisticated tool to develop WSG,
she felt that it was not so flexible and a high level user-friendly software.
Support
Anoma had to obtain both staff support and peer support during the development of her WSG. She
stated that she met the instructors personally, discussed with them and obtained support to clarify her
problems, mainly on technical issues.
Anoma agreed that collaborative work with peers was useful. She obtained support mainly from her
twa colleagues Epa and Karu, who were also majoring in IT.
Reflections
As a novice Web designer, Anoma thought this was a good experience and said that she was
satisfied I had no early experience in designing Web-based learning material and using electronic
media for developing learning materials she claimed.
Anoma further explained her development of understanding and skills through this experience as:
Actually at the beginning we didn t have any knowledge or skills to develop something like this.
Now we know how to develop such things.
As her main achievement from this experience Anoma declared the following:
Actually the ability to develop a learning material using IT Even though we do not have the
facilities in Sri Lanka yet, we know how to develop when we get them. That is a great achievement.

Although Anoma was satisfied with her production at this stage, she thought it needed to be
improved. If developing again, she was determined to make many changes. First of all I will change
the topic, she declared This was because, according to her, she was limited by the specificity of the
target group, the subject and the topic, and she could not take any other approach.
However, if developing again, she expected to change her presentation as follows:
Rather than developing like a module, I hope to take a more constructivist approach I wouldn t give
much information, but could link to many other Web sites I will let them find through activities. I
will reduce the text-based approach.

Anoma expressed her motivation and desire to develop more WSGs in future, by stating: If we get
the opportunity, I will definitely develop.
She claimed that this method is very convenient for teachers as well as for students, specially in her
subject in which some topics are very difficult to explain. If we had a learning material like this, we
can create many things that can be used to increase their understanding in a lesser time, in a
motivating way she believed.
Anoma thought that the skill development was insufficient during the developing process and it
resulted in more time consumption. If we were given technical skills precisely, it would not take
much time to prepare WSGs, she declared. However, she remarked that: Actually we learnt only a
few skills, but that is a great achievement .
Discussion
Anoma's WSG reflected a traditional text-based study material design. Her determination to develop
a study material for Sri Lankan AIL students, determined the features of her WSG. Further, her vast
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experience in the teaching profession using traditional study materials, and experience in developing
DE modules, has influenced her to produce something similar as her WSG.
In other words, Anoma had written a conventional module and transferred it directly into electronic
media Other than the inclusion of features such as colours, images and animations, the only
difference from a conventional module was the links to many relevant external Web sites.
Although Anoma had some previous computer experience, as a novice Web designer, she had to face
many technical issues. Because she had to cope with the technology within a limited time frame,
Anoma decided to do what is convenient for her and design her WSG in the way she is familiar with.
During this process, Anoma's main concern was to develop an attractive and a motivational selfstudy material, utilising the facilities available in the software. This was reflected in her declaration
that her main achievement was gaining the ability to develop a learning material using IT. Anoma
was immersed in an IT environment throughout the process, and this was an advantage for her to
cope better with the technology.
Having had an instructivist background in her profession, Anoma had followed the same pattern in
her designing process. Although she later realised the expectations and features of a WSG, she did
not want to change her approach, because she was coping with manipulating the software and
overcoming technical problems.
However, at the end, her desire to produce more constructivist study materials in the future indicated
a shift in her theoretical understandings.
2. Anura

Background
Anura, who was in the 41-50 years age group, had 11-20 years experience as a teacher, and 5-10 years
experience as a teacher educator. He had not been involved in designing any study materials in Sri
Lanka However, he was familiar with using text-based materials for teaching and learning. Anura
was a novice in computer use. Yet, he stated at the beginning, that he felt 'moderately confident'
when using the Internet. He followed only one IT subject, along with two subjects from other
disciplines.
Planning Methods
Anum planned to design his WSG on "Reflective Practice", targeting Sri Lankan teacher trainees and
teacher educators as his audience. He selected this topic because it was important to introduce this
new concept to Sri Lankan teacher training programmes.
Information was sought from different sources such as library books and Web sites. Using this
information, Anura wrote the content himself, first on paper, and then word processed. Later, he
copied it to the Web pages he had created using Claris Home page, at home PC.
At the beginning, he planned his presentation as a traditional Web-based material having a vast
amount of information and no activities. However, after a discussion with the course instructor, he
realised that he had too much information. Hence, later, he reduced the content, and reorganised.
Design Patterns

Anura described that his WSG was "...most probably an instructional guide". He further explained. "I
wanted them to read from the screen, and do some activities, and get the information."
Anura also remarked:
It is not an idea of a book. It is a study guide. As a self/earning material... A person who is interested
in this subject matter can read and gain knowledge...

The Home page indicated all the contents, linked to relevant pages. Anura thought that it allowed the
users to easily navigate to any page from the Home page.
The format of Anura's WSG was: Overview, Objectives, Introduction, Topics, Activities, Feedback,
References and Resources.
The main topics included some brief information only. Yet, in the resources page, some very lengthy
pages were included. Anura commented that:
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Within one page, I think, the reader can easily use the scroll bar without any inconvenience. However,

if the page is very long, I provided some back buttons to come to the top.

At the top of each page, a navigation panel with links to all the sections was provided. However,
Anura had directed the learners page by page using a forward arrow, linking to the next page. He
indicated that he wanted to provide a linear guidance, by stating 11 ...I need to direct until end of Web
site."
Anura had provided links to three activities within the content. The activities were mainly for
recalling learnt facts, and fmding out more information from other sources. Anura explained the
purpose of this activity type as, ".. .A person needs to reflect on what is learnt. There is no need to
give questions. He can reflect on it." The feedback provided direct answers to the activities.
The activities were placed in a separate page because Anura thought, ".. .If a person wants to do the
activity separately, he can do it. And ifhe needs more details, he can go to other sections." The
resources page provided more information.
Anura had inserted many images in his WSG, including many animations, and a scanned picture.
Anura revealed that he learnt about animations by accident, and later on tried to practice inserting
them in his WSG. He stated:
At the very beginning I didn't know the difference between animations and other images. And I came to.
know that one of these... was an animation...At the beginning I fzxed only one animation. But later on I
put some more.

He claimed that the scanned picture was also included to practice scanning. "Sometimes it may be
not relevant or effective for this page. But I needed to flx it for practice, 11 he remarked.
Although Anura did not use different background colours, he stated that, "I think having different
background colours is better. Then the reader can get the idea of a difference... " However, he had used
different coloured fonts, "to elaborate concepts".
Except for one external Web site that was linked at the last moment to the Home page, there were no
other external Web links.
Concerns
Anura wanted to introduce a new concept for teacher trainees through his WSG. "As a teacher
educator, I think, that it is necessary to introduce reflective practice as a new concept for Sri Lankan
teacher education settings," he explained. He was also concerned about his own professional
development, because this was new knowledge for him too.
Anura declared that most of the features in his WSG, such as animations, scanned picture and
external Web link, were included with the intention of practice. The following quotes indicated his
concern for practice:
.. And after that I wanted to practice to put them (animations) to see how effective it is.
..And also, I put this scanned photograph... fhat is for practice
..I did it at the last minute to practice how to include an external Web site.

Anura considered because this task was an assignment, he needed to include all the features he learnt.
"This is our assignment as well as this is the first experience," he remarked, and claimed that, ".. .1
think this is specially designed for practice."
On the other band, Anura was also concerned about the learners. He explained that, "At the same
time, I needed to give whatever the things to facilitate the learner."
Influences
Anura's long experience using traditional text-based study materials influenced him to design his
WSG in the same way, at the beginning.
However, the course instructor influenced him to reduce the content and reorganise his WSG. Anura
stated:
At the beginning I wanted to give some more details. But, while discussing with ... (the course
instructor), she said that you need not include much information. Then I reduced my content... Then I
indicated three activities, because she mentioned that... there are interactive activities.
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Anura declared that he was not influenced by any design model, but that he was influenced by the
previous WSGs provided as resources.
I designed mainly by reviewing previous WSGs .. .I thought it's better to follow a Sri Lankan student's
WSG, rather than the others. This is because of a contextual need.

Issues
At the beginning Anura had to face the difficulty of coping with the information and setting the
boundaries of his WSG. He had to change his initial way of presentation,. because he was not aware
of how a WSG should be. He said:
At the beginning I had a lot of information. I thought of it parallel to other assignments. But, later,
after talking with.. (course instructor), I realised that is not so and changed. I reduced the content
and prepared as a WSG to facilitate the learners.

Anura faced difficulties in using the technology at the beginning. When developing the Web pages he
encountered difficulties with page arrangement, linking internal pages and including tables. Yet he
managed to overcome them by practising. "...However, I continuously practised, trial-and-error
method. I found that was the easy way to get familiarise with those functions," Anura explained.
Cross-platform problem was the main issue Anura faced. He developed his whole WSG on a PC at
home, and when he transferred it to Macintosh computer in the lab, all the images were missing and
the links would not work. He had to create new files on a Mac, copy his work and link again.
Finally he could overcome the cross platform issues with the help of the course instructors, yet this
issue consumed a lot of developing time.
Lack of time resulted in not being able to include some features. For instance, Anura explained that
the reason for not having many external Web sites linked was, time constraint. He inserted one
external Web link at the last moment, in the Home page itself, due to time limitations.
Anura could not include some other features he wanted to, because he did not have the required
skills, as well as time to acquire them. "...I couldn't fix for this, voices (sound). Because I hadn't any
experience. And I hadn't enough time...," he described.
Skill limitations resulted in creating some other problems too. As Anura described:
Some of the pages were damaged during the editing process, due to inexperience in creating images
such as backgrounds and horizontal bars. Because of this situation, I deleted several pages and
opened new pages.

Further, there were some problems he could not solve even at the end of the process. He explained
one such problem as:
After uploading to the Web, some problems were encountered and some of them are still not clarified.
For example, in my Home page the topic'sfont is not as I produced in the Claris Home Page, that was
changed, this problem I could not edit still.

Anura revealed that because of the stress of the work load, he could not completely focus on this
task. He explained, "I need some mental relaxation to focus on this. There was stress due to the other
subjects, mainly as second language learners".

Support
As a novice, Anura needed support in designing and developing his WSG, from the beginning of the
process. He obtained course instructors' support when designing it.
The class instructions and the first workshop helped him in understanding how to build up the
WSG. However, since they were not sufficient, Anura constantly practised by himself using trial-anderror methods.
He did not hesitate to personally meet the instructors several times, and clarify the problems he face4
during the process. During the second workshop, he managed to overcome most of the issues he
faced, with the help of the instructors, and became the first person to link the WSG to the subject
Home page, for review.
Anura revealed that collaborative work with the peer group also supported him. "I experienced peer
group interaction by discussing with my peers, and so gained much experience," he described.
Further, he commented that reviewing peers' and fonner students' WSGs were also very useful
strategies.
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Reflections
Anura revealed the knowledge and skill level he had at the beginning as, "I was a novice not only for
Web designing, but even for computer skills.. .At the beginning I had no idea ofhyperlinks or
anything". Hence he admitted that he had "some tension at the beginning of WSG development

process.
However, gradually he gained confidence, and proceeded as described below:
After the first workshop, I realised that this is not much difficult. I mostly did by trial-and-error
method. And later discussed with instructors, and gradually developed.

At the end of the process, Anura remarked that:
Now I think that I can develop WSGs much better than the present Web page with much confzdence... I
think that I have improved my knowledge and skills up to some extent on developing WSGs, and I
understand the use of WSG.

When asked whether he was satisfied with the experience, his quick response was, "Of course yes."
Further, he confirmed that he was motivated to continue with developing WSGs in Sri Lanka.
Anura claimed that he was concerned about developing some thing useful for his profession. He
explained that, "I realised that these WSGs can be used in a Sri Lankan context. .As teacher educators
we need to elaborate some relevant content, that we can take back to Sri Lanka. But, time
limitations and assignment requirements affected on it.
However, if developing again, Anura declared that he did not intend to do make many changes. "I
could include more interactive multimedia to get learner interactivity. I can develop the activities and
the feedback more" were some improvements he wanted to make in his WSG. Anura also revealed
that, "...Ifl had enough time, then I thought to provide some voices. I would like to do that.
However, I will try and see if I had enough time in Sri Lanka."
He believed that it was important to introduce these WSGs in the education system in Sri Lanka. He
stated that, "We can give these WSGs to our teacher trainees and colleagues and share experience with
them."
Anura stressed that first, the knowledge and skills of teacher trainees should be improved. Further, he
remarked that, "We have to employ a Constructivist approach in preparing WSGs for our student
teachers."
Discussion
Anura initially planned to produce a WSG similar to a traditional text-based material with only a lot
of information, based on his previous experiences. Later, he reduced the content by taking only one
section of his topic, and included activities - due to course instructor s influence. However, he was
unable to completely deviate from the traditional instructivist approach he was familiar with, in his
presentation.
Anura s main concern during this process was to improve his technical skills on developing a WSG,
and practice them. He claimed that practising skills was his major concern, and inclusion of many
features in his WSG was to practice . He was disappointed that he could not include sounds. These
clearly indicates that the impact of this process on Anura was mainly on developing technical skills.
As a novice, Anura felt threatened by the technology at the beginning, and had some tension. Yet, .
.after the skill development, and seeing the scope of the technology, he was overwhelmed by its
capabilities. Hence, he wanted to make use of this opportunity to develop all the skills possible
during this experience.
Further, coping with the technological issues consumed more time, and there was less concern about
the designing. He decided to follow the format of a previous WSG of a Sri Lankan student (mine),
because he thought that would be suitable in a similar context. He did not want to try out any new
approaches.
The fact that he did-not intend to make many changes in his presentation, other than adding more
interactive multimedia, reflects that he is still more concerned about experimenting with the
technology. This contrasts with his suggestions at the end, to use more constructivist approaches
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when developing WSGs, and raises a question about the development of his theoretical
understandings.

3. Epa

Background
Epa who was in the age group of 41 -50, had had more than 20 years experience as a teacher, and
between 11-20 years experience as a teacher educator. During his career, Epa has been involved in
distance teacher education programmes and has written and edited many course materials, which are
self..:study modules, for those programs. His specialised area is Mathematics.
Epa had had a considerable experience in using computers in Sri Lanka, and was also familiar with
using the Internet. However, he is a novice in designing Web materials. At Wollongong University,
he followed multiple IT subjects in order to major in IT in Education for the Masters Degree.

Planning Methods
At the beginning, Epa selected secondary students as his target group and planned to develop his
WSG on 'Factorisation'. He selected this topic to practice writing of self-learning materials in
mathematics in a Web environment. He thought that would be useful since it was related to his
current profession. Epa used his personal knowledge as a Mathematics teacher and planned the
content mainly using exercises and feedback. He explained the approach he took as a "guided
discovery and self-construction ofknowledge through activities."
However, having almost completed his first WSG, and when he brought it for displaying at class,
Epa changed his mind and thought that he should develop in a different way. "I realised that the way
of organisation of information was not similar to other Web sites," he explained. A discussion with
the course instructor made him realise that his WSG had "less Web features." Hence, he decided to
develop a new WSG on a different topic: "Communication tools in distance education."
Epa selected this second topic firstly because he was personally interested in it, and secondly,
because he thought that it is important to increase the awareness of people on this topic, and he
wanted to supplement the course content. He gathered information from books and Web sites on the
topic, and tried to organise it in a different way than his first WSG.
In both instances, Epa first planned and wrote down the content on paper, and then word processed
and copied them to Claris Home Page (Version 3.0), using his PC at home.
When planning his second WSG, Epa went through many other related Web sites, and some sections
were directly linked from them, as he thought it was not necessary to "duplicate them" in his WSG.

Design Patterns
Epa explained that he developed his frrst WSG completely as a self-study learning material using the
traditional text-based design, and that it contained a "lot of information and exercises." However, in
his fmal WSG, he did not want to present a lot of information, but wanted the users to find out by
themselves through activities and exploring other Web sites.
There is a great deal to explore here," Epa remarked, agreeing that his presentation could be called
"an exploration". He stressed that his fmal presentation was not an idea of a book or an instructional
guide, but that it was "just providing some brief information to fmdout other information sources.
Explaining the design model of his fmal WSG. Epa declared that: "I was mostly influenced by the
Constructivist approach, but I was unable to accomplish it completely." He stated that he was also
influenced by Gagne«'s theory.
Epa s WSG consisted of three main sections: an opening section indicating the objectives and an
introduction, a study guide section including six sub topics with links to an activity and finally a
supplementary section including additional information, a glossary and resources.
The contents were not given in the Home page as he considered that to be an opening page through
which the learner could enter to get into the contents. The second page was different from a
conventional Contents page. It did not supply a list of contents but indicated a brief explanation of
the contents in each section.
A flexible navigation panel with links to all the main and sub-sections was provided in the contents
page as well as in all the subsequent pages. Epa stated that there was no need for any forward links
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from page to page, because the learners themselves could select where they wanted to go. If they
wanted, they can move to any page from anywhere, he remarked. Further, he stressed that all the
topics were at a similar level and there were no simple to complex concepts.
The presentation was consistent in each study section. Only some brief information in point form
was provided along with a diagram, and then linked to an activity. The common activity provided
for all study sections allowed the learners to study and evaluate the information provided. A link to
the feedback page provided answers to the activity.
By providing a common activity to all sub-topics, Epa expected the learners to evaluate and compare
each communication system. However, he explained that the activity was not compulsory and it was
linked only from the study sections and not from the contents. Actually only those people who
really need more information, more emphasis, logical thinking and those who need to know about
the aspect of critical learning, need to go to the workshop (activity), he commented.
Epa linked many external Web sites for the learners to explore, in a separate page. The reason given
for not including them within the contents was, Now, ifl linked them here (within the content),
everyone will try to navigate through that link, people who need as well as people who do not need.

Concerns
Epa was much concerned about the professional need to make people aware on his topic, as he
explained, My anticipation was to indicate that distance education is moving far ahead with the
technology.
On the other hand, he was also concerned about the users and their needs. For instance, Epa tried to
design his Web pages to satisfy needs of different levels of users. Now some of these sections are
not needed by some people. But this (study guide section) will be needed by everybody to a similar
extent. This (supplement) section is given additionally It is flexible and optional, he explained.
Epa did not provide a separate help page to guide the users on navigation. But he commented that it
was indicated briefly in the Contents page, specially because this is a self-learning material, the
learners should know where to proceed.
Epa explained that his Contents page was designed to gain the attention of the learners and to
motivate them, by using a different approach and a few animations.
However, he refrained from using any animations within the content because he considered that is not
appropriate.
This is for adult learners. So I thought, for their motivation, there is no need for many
animations Some times they might even think that I have tried to get their attention in a low level.

Epa used different background colours to differentiate among levels in his WSG. On the other hand,
when I was selecting the colours, I tried to use colours pleasing to the eye, and to match the text
colours and the background colour. Not to stniin the readers eyes, he further explained. He also
commented that, if a consistent colour was used it might have been monotonous.
Epa was very concerned about the presentation ofhis Web pages. For instance, when several subsections were anchored in the same page, he set them apart with a considerable spacing in between,
so that when a user views one sub-section, only that appears in the screen. He remarked that, It is
not appropriate to display another section when you are looking at one section.

Influences
When designing his first WSG, Epa declared that he was completely under the influence of his
previous experiences as a distance education module writer. His subject specialisation influenced him
to select a topic in Mathematics. He explained that. I developed that completely as a self-study
learning material, just like designing a normal study guide.
However, observation of other WSGs and discussions with the course instructors influenced him to
think in a new way and develop a different WSG. Epa further commented that although he was
referencing several past WSGs to gather information, he tried to do something different. This was
mainly due to the course instructor s influence. She said that it is not expected from us to repeat
what was given in the resources. Therefore, I had to think about creativity too, Epa remarked.
Epa claimed that lie was under the influence of Gagn s theory and Constructivism when he was
designing his final WSG.
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Further, he remarked that his personal learning style also influenced his design. In my case,
asynchronous mode suits me. Some parts I want to read two or three times, but some I will omit,
he explained.
Epa admitted that some undesirable features in his WSG came from previous experiences. Yet he
remarked: However I should mention that the advantage of prior experience is greater than
disadvantages.
Issues
Being a person with considerable computer experience, Epa faced comparatively fewer technical
issues. However, as a novice Web designer, Epa faced several other issues.
At the beginning, I didn t quite understand what a WSG is, Epa explained his confusions at the
beginning. Although this led him to initially develop a WSG similar to a conventional text-based
study guide, later he was able to realise his mistakes. This change of approach, which happened after
the near completion of his first WSG, was a major issue he faced, because it placed him in a very
limited time frame.
Epa commented that he was under severe time constraints in completing his fmal WSG. This was
mainly because he had devoted much of the time to developing his first WSG facing many obstacles.
While he was developing his first WSG, Epa faced cross-platform issues, missing images and links
not working, because he initially developed it in his PC and then transferred to a Macintosh
computer. He had to copy everything again, which was also time-consuming.
At the beginning Epa was also frustrated at not being able to do what he wanted, due to lack of
skills. He explained:
Most of the time what happened was, I had to learn by mistakes When you keep on developing
thinking that this is correct, there are some mistakes that emerge. I had to correct those mistakes and
proceed.

Epa further stated, I might have made several mistakes due to lack of competencies. He elaborated:
I can remember, I committed several mistakes due to less awareness, that I could have avoided if I was
aware of them. For example, I did not prepare a separate image folder.

Epa described some other things he could not do due to lack of skills, as follows:
Now, if I wanted to use animations, what I could do is to animate these diagrammes. But still I don t
have that skill.
I couldn t develop a Chat space for them (learners) to discuss and share their ideas.

Because of these skill and time limitations, Epa claimed that This (WSG) was very much
incomplete when I submitted He declared that if there was more time he could have done much
better. Specially for learning by mistakes needs reasonable time to commit, recognise, understand
and remove mistakes, he commented
Further, since Epa was following two other IT subjects at the same time, he was also experiencing a
heavy work load of several assignments. However, being immersed in an IT environment placed him
in an advantageous position too.
Support
Epa considered the hands-on session (workshop) held at the beginning, on using Claris Home Page,
was useful to gain the basic knowledge and skills in developing a WSG. Although Epa was
comparatively competent in using the computer, he too had to seek staff support for some technical
issues he faced as a novice Web designer. In some instances he also obtained peer support, yet he
commented that "reliability was a question" in such instances.
Epa had discussions with the staff, mainly in clarifying his problems regarding the design of his
WSG. However, he confessed that while building up his WSG he did not obtain much assistance
from the instructors, "because there were so many others needing that."
On the other hand, most of his peers expected help from Epa to solve their own technical problems.
He considered that as an advantage for him because of the following:
When I have to teach someone while I study the same thing, I face a situation where I start thinking
why thia happens. Otherwise I get to know only what happened. When 1 have to teach some one.
because I face the question of why this happens, I can learn indepth about that.
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Reflections
At the end of the process, Epa reflected that this had been a good experience and that his
understandings and skills were much developed "Actually, if we didn't get an experience like this,
we don't think much about some things."
Epa explained his development of understandings as follows:
At the beginning, I thought it was similar to the study guides we are used to develop, providing a lot
of information and giving relevant activities.. .! understood later, we can use hyper/inking to link the
reliable information sources and reduce the unnecessary increase of information.

However, his comments on the learning environment were:
I did not learn the necessary features and properties of Web-based learning materials through
constructivist approaches, as I had no time to discuss with others due to struggle with heavy work
load...! think features and properties including concept of the WSGs must be introduced at the
inception.

When asked whether he was satisfied with his product, Epa responded, "I think I have included some
new features. But I am not really satisfied. I think this could be done in more depth." However, he
feels it is "fairly successful" with respect to the time he could spend on his final WSG, which was
only less than one week.
Epa felt that, if they were given the opportunity to develop some learning materials to practice before
the final production, they would have been able to create better WSGs with fewer drawbacks.
If developing again, Epa intends to make several changes. "Now I know how I should do it," he
remarked. "I think if I had the time, this would have been much different. I could have developed one
which would be more advantageous for the learner," he further explained.
He was mostly concerned about allowing the learners to explore by themselves. He thinks that, "the
discovery approach is better, but it consumes more time. However, in the long run, that is beneficial.
Because the learner is directed towards independent learning."
Epa thought it is better to develop his WSG in three levels for multiple users such as: general users,
educationists and students. "They can go to a specific level according to their need...I think
presenting in a similar level to all ofthem is not very fair," he commented.
His views on introducing this to Sri Lanka is that it is appropriate but that the levels have to be
selected according to the users in the Sri Lankan audience. Further he thinks that, "because our
students have limited experience, we have to give much guidance."
Epa stressed that the designer has to think about the objectives at the beginning.

If the learner gets much deviated from the expected intentions,

it is difficult to get them back on the
track...In some Web sites, you get deviated and move further and further away from the main theme. But
if we think about the objectives before proceeding, that will not happen.

Epa was very much motivated to design Web materials back in Sri Lanka. He stated that:
Now I can contribute a lot to our distance education modules...! think this can be used as a very
effective and a strong method in distance education. Therefore, if we want to improve distance
education there, I think we can do it much better using the Web.

Discussion
Epa was one member of the group who attempted to produce a WSG having less traditional features.
The fact that his initial WSG was designed in a typical traditional DE module, was a result of his
vast experience in using and developing traditional text-based study materials in his profession.
However, when Epa realised his mistake, he did not hesitate to change his approach and start on a
completely new WSG, even at the last moment.
Epa's previous experiences and competencies in using computers and software placed him in a
position where he could concentrate on the designing of his WSG, rather than worrying about
technical problems, as most of the others did.
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Although Epa too faced some technical issues, he managed to overcome most of them during the
development of his frrst WSG. Hence, he was able to complete the second WSG in a very short time
period, with fewer problems. The practice and understandings gained in developing one WSG was
beneficial for the development of the second one. Further, the constant need for providing assistance
to the others to solve their problems was also advantageous for Epa to understand the technical
issues.
Epa's main issue was not understanding the technology, but understanding what a WSG was. This
lack of understanding resulted in producing a WSG similar to a traditional text-based study material
in his first attempt.
As his understandings on the difference between text-based and Web-based study materials deepened,

and his awareness of the facilities available in the Web environment improved, he was inspired to
move away from the traditional approach and take a new approach.
Epa's background as an experienced traditional DE module writer, as well as his considerable
experience with computer use, had mixed effects on his developing process. He did not feel
threatened by the technology, and could manipulate that as a tool, instead of his developing process
being controlled by it. His immersion in an IT environment also supported this.
However, as Epa himself admitted, his lengthy experiences in using traditional methods influenced
him and reflected on his WSG. He could not completely accomplish what he expected to be a
constructivist environment.
Epa's reflections at the end of the process were focused more on pedagogical issues rather than on
technical ones. His intentions on improving his WSG to increase the flexibility, and to serve
multiple user levels, indicated his awareness of the underlying pedagogies.
Epa's declaration that he did not undergo a really constructivist process, and that he was not satisfied
with his product, indicates that Epa had the theoretical understandings related to the process, but
could not accomplish them completely due to time limitations and work stress.
4. Karu

Background
Karu was one of the younger teacher educator of the group. He had had more than ten years

experience as a teacher, yet only less than five years experience as a teacher educator. Further, he had
no previous experience in developing text-base"d educational material in Sri Lanka. However, he
teaches Mathematics using text-based material. Since he also teaches Educational Technology, he was
familiar with using the computers in education.
Karu has been involved in developing a curriculum for educational technology for National Colleges
of Education in Sri Lanka. Since there is a proposal to network all Colleges within the country in the
near future, Karu was interested in developing his knowledge and skills in the area of Information
Technology (IT), from the beginning. He decided to major in IT for Education for his MEd Degree,
and hence followed multiple IT subjects.

Although Karu was not familiar with Internet use in Sri Lanka, at Wollongong University he quickly
gained confidence in it. He responded in the preliminary questionnaire that he feels confident 'to a
great deal' when using the Internet. Further, he was motivated to develop a Web study material which
would be useful for his profession.
Planning Methods
~t the

beginning Karu identified teacher trainees and lecturers in Sri Lanka (NCOEs) as the target
audience of his Web study guide, but later changed it to educators who are involved in distance
teaching and learning.
Karu was stimulated to develop his WSG on 'Computer-Mediated Communication' (CMC) after
reading a book on 'Computers in the Classroom' (Jonasssen, 1995). He selected that topic mainly
because he thought it would be very useful for his profession, and also because he was interested in
that subject area.
He planned his content on paper and started writing it initially in the traditional way as just
providing information on the topic. Yet, after discussing with the course instructors, and realising
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what is the expectation of a WSG, he decided to change his way of presentation to a more
constructivist environment
He declared that he went through many Web sites including past students' WSGs, trying to get an
idea on how to arrange his information as a constructivist learning environment, before starting to
build up his WSG.
Design Patterns

Karu described his presentation as follows:
This is a constructivist learning environment. That is, people can construct their knowledge through
other resources, getting· information from other resources. Then they have to create knowledge. It is
flexible and constructivist. Not instructivist.

Structure of his WSG mainly consisted of an overview, objectives, topics, activities, resources,
feedback and glossary. Arrangement of information was consistent in each page. He provided only
some brief points on each topic and then used group activities to engage learners in fmding out
information and build up understandings. Related Web links were provided as resources for this
purpose. A feedback page was linked for the learners to check on their answers. K.aru specified that he
created the feedback pages of the WSG first, and then developed the other pages based on that.
Only K.aru's WSG had a site map including all the topics, instead of having the contents listed in the
Home page, as most of the others did. The site map was not in the Home page, because he thought
that having only the main topic there is enough.
He claimed that all the topics were at a similar level and there was no sequential order in the
presentation, such as, from simple to complex concepts. Hence, there were no forward links provided
to direct the learners from page to page. However, a flexible navigation panel with links to the main
sections was provided in all pages.
Karu had included many activities, one in each page, including both oftline and online activities.

Only this WSG allowed group interactivity through an online discussion area, supporting
collaborative learning. On the other hand, he also provided oftline activities where the learners could
printout a table and fill it in, after a group discussion. As he explained: "Sometimes, they (teachers)
can use this page as an evaluation sheet. They can assess from this page by getting information from
the students.
Karu stressed that finding information from external Web sites to do the activity was flexible.
That is, if they want they can go. If they don t like they don t go. I don tforce that. For the information
they can go anywhere. I don t force, go there and learn some thing.

Further he explained that the feedback provided was not a direct answer, but only a guidance.
They can check that one, whether we are correct or not I don t give this is the correct
answer Sometimes you may have written in a different way. That is no problem.

Concerns

The reasons claimed for including specific features in Karu s WSG indicated his primary concern
about the user. He provided a separate help page to provide guidelines to the users on how to
navigate around his Web site. The navigation structure was simple and consistent. He explained that:
I thought we have to give the navigation clear. In every page, the same navigation is there. Then the
people are clear about that. They don t struggle with that.

He used many different background Colours, one for each page, and also different font Colours,
because he wanted to give some interest to the learner and to motivate the learner. Further,
different font Colours were used to differentiate, specify and focus on the point
Karu was also concerned about not wasting the learners time in navigating. For instance, when
linking to external Web sites, he linked directly to the specific place of the relevant Web page, so the
learners have immediate access to the necessary information.
Karu was more concerned in this task as an opportunity to satisfy a professional need, rather than as
an assignment, as indicated by his remark, I don t worry about matks or anything. That is my
policy.
Infiuences
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Karu claimed that he was influenced by Constructivism in his design. However, his previous
experiences and personal interests also had an effect on it. For example, he adopted learning through
group activities as the learning strategy because:
Normally, in my teaching career also I do that way. I don t tell the students everything, I guide them to
get the information. And I have decided to do that way I am interested in that way.

Past WSGs also helped him to decide on the design pattern of his WSG, as he explained:
Firstly I went through the WSGs. How the people navigate the places and how they did a WSG. Then,
after that only I created my own way, (thinking) that this is a good way.

On the other hand, he used past WSGs to fmd materials on his topic. I went through so many other
people s WSGs I searched some sort of relevant materials for my purpose, he stated.
His personal likes and dislikes also had an effect in including features as depicted by the following
comment:
I don t like this animations and too much ofputting the pictures Because the page, the interface, we
want to interact with people. We want some uniformity to read something.

Issues

Karu was comparatively less concerned with technical issues. Although he was also a novice Web
designer, and he did face some technical problems due to skill limitations, he was able to overcome
most of them, using trial-and-error methods and obtaining support from staff. Since he developed his
WSG directly on a Macintosh computer in the laboratory, he did not face any cross-platform issues
like most of the others.
Time limitation was the main issue faced by Karu. He had to spend a lot of time on searching to find
suitable Web sites to link in to his WSG. He explained:
I struggled with collecting other Web sites I have spent more time on that, not on my WSG I went
through this process so many days Last moment also I got some other pages.

On the other hand, he too was following three subjects simultaneously, and stressed with many other
assignments. However, since they were all related to IT subjects, he was completely immersed in an
IT environment.

Support
As a novice Web designer, Karu had to receive support from the staff in his WSG development
process. He did not hesitate to personally meet the staff and clarify any problems that he was faced
with. They (the staff) have helped in so many ways. If I ask them, they help me, he commented.
Discussion with peers (mainly with Epa who also majored in IT) also helped him. Most of the other
colleagues requested his assistance in solving their own problems, as he described, I guided all Sri
Lankan students. I guided Australian students also sometimes. But if I have some problem, I can ask
other people also. Helping people was an advantage for him too since he believed that: If we are
helping people, I am also learning something. I don t think that is wasting time. Thus, Karu
considered that collaborative work with peers had been a support for him.
Refieetions

Karu considers this process as a good experience to learn new things. Actually I learnt a lot of
things. Skill development also, he reflected at the end of the process.
However, he stated that at the beginning that he did not have the pedagogical knowledge and the
technological skills needed for this task. Yet, he remarked: At the beginning, I had the interest in
this field {IT) because I want to learn some new things, to develop in our context. This
determination to develop his knowledge and skills in IT, inspired him to fmd out information and
learn the necessary things.
He commented that now he was confident in developing WSGs and was satisfied with this
experience. However when asked whether there would be any changes if he was developing this
again, he affirmed that there might be, but that "ftrStly I have to get some feedback from the
learners, what they think about this WSG. Then I can change.
Karu believed that using WSGs in a Sri Lankan context is appropriate in the learning aspect, but the
problem lies with the lack of facilities. He considers that there will be some difficulties with the
learners in this change, but, "if we guide them, that is not a problem.
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Karu was motivated in continuing with designing Web materials in the future, in Sri Lanka. He
stressed that, "collaborative work is important" in this process. But he is concerned about the
reluctance of some people in implementing these new technologies. "If there are young people we can
collaborate ... The problem is, some people, they don't like innovative ideas. Traditional ways only
they like," he remarked.
Discussion
Karu was one of the two people of the group of teacher educators who attempted to diverge from the

traditional approach they were accustomed to, and focus on a more constructivist approach. From the
initial stages, Karu had decided to create a constructivist learning environment in his WSG, and
focused on a new area of study (CMC) to present.
Since Karu was teaching educational technology in Sri Lanka, and was involved in developing an ET
curriculum for Colleges, his background with technology in Education motivated him to improve his
understandings in this aspect. Further, the expected Networking of Colleges in the near future was
another factor that influenced him on deciding to master in IT in Education. These can be considered
the driving factors that motivated him to attempt something new, with confidence.
In contrast to most of the others, Karu' s reflections on the process at the end of it were more on
pedagogical issues than on technological issues. As his main achievement from this experience, he
remarked that he learnt a lot of pedagogical knowledge in developing WSGs, along with
technological skills. This too confirms the fact that he was more concerned on underlying pedagogy
than on technology in this task.

Karu's previous exposure to the technology placed him in a position where he did not feel threatened
by it, as most of the others did. He was committed to this task, and made an immense effort to fmd
out how to do it properly. He did not hesitate to seek support from staff to achieve his design
purposes. All these might relate to the fact that Karu produced an entirely different WSG from the
others, which fully met with the expectations of the task.
On the other hand, being a younger member of the group, he had had relatively less experiences with
using traditional materials, and no experience in developing any text-based study materials. This too
might have influenced him to think in a less traditional way in presenting his WSG.
Since Karu had more prior experience in technology use, and also followed multiple IT subjects, he
had more exposure to the technology. This suggests the influence of being immersed in the
technology-based teaching-learning environment on his designing process.
5. Lal

Background
Lal was in the 41-50 years age group, with more than 20 years experience as a teacher, and 5-10 years
experience as a teacher educator. He had not been involved in designing text-based study materials in
Sri Lanka. However, he was familiar with using text-based materials for teaching and learning. Lal
was a novice in computer use, and he stated at the beginning, that he felt "just a little confident"
when using the Internet. He followed only one IT subject, along with two subjects from other
disciplines.

Planning Methods

Lal planned to design his WSG as a self study material for Sri Lankan G.C.E.(O/L) students, as a
supplementary material for Mathematics syllabus.
Selection of the topic was based on his personal interest and professional background as a
Mathematics teacher. He thought it was important to introduce this topic, because it was a difficult
area in Mathematics, for students.
Lal obtained information mainly from library books. No Web sites were used. Using this
information, and his personal knowledge, he wrote the content himself, ftrst on paper. Then he
directly typed them to the Web pages he had created using Claris Home page, at home PC.
At the beginning, Lal went through the previous students WSGs provided as resources and revealed
that he followed them, in planning his presentation.
Design Patterns
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Lal described his WSG as "an instructional module" for the students. I designed it in such a way, so
that a student can learn by himself, without the guidance of a teacher, even at home by self studying
he descnbed.
Lal explained the learning strategy he used as follows:
I developed the theory step-by-step, starting from the simplest Then I gave many examples which I
have worked out Then they are given activities to do by themselves Then I have given the feedbacks
for them At the Help page, the step-by-step work out of the sums are given So they can compare
their answers and correct any mistakes

Lal also remarked about his design as: "That is the normal way of teaching.
The format of Lal's WSG was: Overview, Objectives, Topics, Activities, Feedback, Help,
References and Appendices.
The Home page indicated all the contents, linked to relevant pages, because Lal thought of the Home
page as the Contents page . He did not indicate any guidelines for the learners on navigating.
The presentation was consistent, and Lal had directed the learners page by page using a forward
arrow, linking to the next page. Lal explained:
my major aim was to guide the students to go lesson by lesson Now, the students should proceed
sequentially. Otherwise, a beginner cannot learn this haphazardly.

However, at the top of each page, a flexible navigation panel with links to all the sections was also
provided. I wanted to send them in a sequential order, but I have also linked to go anywhere they
need, Lal described. He stated that he wanted to provide the flexibility to the learners to move
anywhere, while they are progressing with a lesson.
Lal had structured his lesson, taking only one unit of the topic and breaking it down to simple
sections, in separate pages. Each page included just a little information and an example only. If I
included a lot of information, then the student gets tired, and he gets bored. Because this is a
Mathematics topic, it is no use if the student gets bored, Lal remarked. He had presented using
many equations and tables, to make the students clearly understand the content.
At the end of each lesson, a link to an activity was provided The activities were very similar to the
examples. Lal explained the purpose of this activity type as, ...Because this is the preliminary stage,
I gave activities which are similar to my examples, to emphasize the theory. The Feedback provided
direct answers to the activities, and Help provided explanations of these answers.
Activities were placed in a separate page because Lal thought to provide a change to the learner. On
the other hand, he thought if he placed the activity in the content itself, it might interfere with the
flow of ideas and theories.
Earlier, Lal had many different background colours, but later changed into a single colour throughout
his WSG. He explained that although earlier he thought of motivating the students by using many
colours, later he decided that was inappropriate. later on I thought that this is an educational
activity, and if there were many different colours, it might affect on achieving the desired educational
aim The attention of the students might get deviated, he explained. However, he used two
different font colours, one for the general information, and one to highlight the specific points, to
gain the students attention.
Lal had inserted images in his WSG mainly to indicate the links, and they were animated. He
commented that, according to my lesson, this didn t need any images, and if I try to use images
unnecessarily, that might create a problem But to motivate the students, I used animations Lal
also remarked that he tried to use them appropriately, and to avoid deviation of attention of students.
There was only one external Web site linked to the References page, yet the relevance to the topic
was not indicated. Lal stated that it included a lot of Mathematics topics, and the learners should go
there and find relevant sections for further studies.
Concerns
Lal wanted to develop a WSG that would be important and useful for the students in Sri Lanka. "As
a teacher, I know that Mathematics is difficult for students Then, it is good if they had some
extra learning as a self study, he explained.
Further, Lal thought this might be useful for him as well, as a Mathematics teacher. He stated,
The experience I gain from this would be important, when I do it again.
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He was concerned about the learners, and wanted to make his WSG consistent and easy to follow by
them. For this purpose, he presented his lesson in a structured way using a simple navigation
system. I used the simplest examples, to progress from simple to complex concepts, he
described.
Many other features Lal had inserted in his WSG were also based on his concern about the users, the
students. For example,.the step-by-step explanations, animated images for attraction and different
font colours to specify important facts.
Lal was also concerned about this task as an assessment This is targeted towards an assessment
Therefore, you have to do it properly even though if it s a very simple one, rather than doing a
complex one incorrectly, he commented.
Influences
Lal s personal interest and professional background as a Mathematics teacher influenced him in
selecting a topic on Mathematics.
The content of the WSG was determined by the relevant curriculum material. I prepared this as a
self-study guide, according to the syllabus and according to our class books, he described.
Lal declared that he was mainly influenced by past students WSGs, in presenting his WSG. He
remarked that mainly the format of my WSG was followed, because he thought that his topic can be
easily arranged in that way.
Lal's long experience using tratiitional text-based study materials too had influenced on his
designing. Generally, in classroom teaching, the students tend to be comfortable with exercises
which are similar to the examples given by us. Here also I did the same thing. Because I designed
based on my experiences, he said.

Issues
As a novice computer user, Lal faced many difficulties in using the technology at the beginning. For
example, even creating tables and typing superscripts and subscripts were also problems for him.
Later he faced problems with linking. He managed to overcome these problems with the help of
peers.
Cross-platform problem was the other main issue Lal faced. He developed his whole WSG on a PC
at home and transferred it to Macintosh computer in the lab. Then all the images were missing and
the links would not work. He had to create new files on a Mac, copy his work and link again. This
issue consumed a lot of developing time.

In some instances, Lal excluded some features of his WSG, as a strategy to overcome problems. For
example, at the beginning he had included text along with the images used for links. Yet, when he
observed in the browser, the size of the fonts was changed. Because it was unattractive, and he did
not know how to correct it, he decided to delete them.
In another instance, explaining the reason why he had not linked back to lesson, after linking forward
to activity, feedback and forward, Lal stated:
At the beginning, I just linked forward At that time I didn t thought linking back is needed.
Afterwards, I started to link back Then I thought I might not have enough time to complete it, and it
might be confusing So I didn t proceed with that

Lal commented that time limitation was another main issue in this process. Because of the work load
of three simultaneous subjects, he had to face time constraints. ifwe had the time to do this
leisurely we could have done a better job, he remarked.
Lal stated that there was a confusion at the beginning, thinking whether his topic on Mathematics
was suitable to be presented as a WSG. Yet he was determined to proceed with it, because that was
what he wanted to present
Support
As a novice, Lal needed support in designing and developing his WSG, from the beginning of the
process. He obtained peer and staff support while developing it. Lal acquired knowledge and skills
on how to build up the WSG through the class instructions and the frrst workshop. Afterwards, he
practised by himself at home.
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However, as he had to face many technical issues, constantly he sought support mainly from peers.
He commented that collaborative work done with the peers was very helpful in coping with these
issues. He did not personally meet the staff to clarify his problems, except during class time.

Reflections
Lal revealed the knowledge and skill level he had at the beginning as, I haven t even used a
computer before. Hence, at the beginning he stated that he had no intention of developing WSGs
after going back to Sri Lanka.
However, at the end Lal remarked, I am satisfied with this experience. Now I can develop this
further . At the end of the process, Lal stated the following comments, revealing his satisfaction with
this experience.
I never thought that I might have an opportunity to move ahead with the new technology, during my
working time period But now I have had an experience and I realize that these are things that can be
done. This is not a position that we cannot reach os we feared

Lal declared that gaining an understanding on how to design and create a WSG was his main
achievement from this experience. He also indicated that improving his technical skills was also
valuable, by stating, Developing computer skills is also an achievement.
When asked whether there would be any changes in his WSG, if developing again, Lal responded,
Of course yes. Then I would have many changes starting from the Home page throughout, until the
end, based on this experience. For. example, he intended to improve his WSG by inserting the back
links he could not insert. Further, he wanted to expand the lesson into many branches.
Lal revealed that still there are some problems that he could not understand. For instance, the
original features getting changed when viewed in the browser. Yet, he was confident that, with more
and more experiences, he would be able to tackle them.
Lal confirmed that now he was motivated to continue with developing WSGs in Sri Lanka. He
claimed that his WSG was suitable to be used in a Sri Lankan context. He further stated: I think any
lesson can be presented as this These are more efficient and can be taught in a less time. It also
increases student motivation.
He also stated that because a WSG can be developed to suit different ability levels, it makes the
teachers task much easier, and hence this was a good learning tool. Lal believed that it was
important to introduce these WSGs in Sri Lanka, and commented that the syllabi should be
developed to accommodate these.
Discussion
Lal produced an instructional module on a Mathematics topic, as a self-study material for the
students. Lal himself claimed that he followed the normal way of teaching in his presentation.
He wrote down the content as a typical Mathematics lesson, and transferred it directly to the
computer. He only tried to make his presentation attractive and motivational to the students by using
the available features in the new environment.
Lal had no problems with the arrangement of information, but faced many technological problems.
As a novice even for computer use, he had to devote much of his time to acquire the relevant skills
and coping with the technology, with the help of peers. Lal s main concern during this process was
to create a WSG without any presentation defects, because this was an assessment
The vast experience Lal had in teaching using the traditional materials had influenced the arranging
the information ofhis WSG. He followed the format of a previous WSG (mine), because he thought
that was a suitable format for his topic. These indicate that, because Lal was paying more attention to
develop the skills to cope with the technology, he did not want to try any new approach rather than
the one he was familiar with, and used an existing format of presentation for his WSG.
He did not want to change the way of his presentation in the future, except for expanding it,
indicating that there had been no shift in his theoretical understandings. Lal s comment on his main
achievement as understanding how to develop a WSG and developing computer skills, and the
remarks he made on his satisfaction from this experience clearly indicate that the gaining of
confidence in using the technology was the main impact on him through this process.
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6. Nalini
Background
Nalini was a teacher educator in the age group of 41-50, who had had between 5-l 0 years experience
as a teacher and more than ten years experience as a teacher educator. She had been actively involved
in the distance teacher education program in Sri Lanka for many years, and has written several textbased, self-study materials (modules) for those courses.
She had limited previous experience in computer use and a little exposure to the Internet use. At the
beginning she stated that she had only just a little confidence when using the Internet At
Wollongong University she followed only one IT course, along with subjects from other disciplines.
Planning Methods
Nalini decided to develop her WSG targeting the teacher trainees following the distance education
program in Sri Lanka. She selected the topic on Instructional events , because she thought that was
important to improve the quality of teaching. Further, she was also personally interested in that topic
and was following a subject on Instructional Design (ID) at the same time.
She gathered information mainly from subject matter in ID course, Library books and Web sites.
Using this information she wrote the content herself. First, Nalini planned all her information
sequentially on paper, and then word processed. She built her WSG in Claris Home Page (Version
3.0) on her PC at home, and copied the word processed content into that.
In arranging the information, Nalini s main consideration was to present in a hierarchical order. She
thought that way was easier to convey the message to the user. Further she commented that it was
the normal way of presenting a text-based material. Nalini s experience as a DE study material
developer, greatly influenced her in arranging the information in her WSG.
Design Patterns
Nalini described her presentation as an Instructional Guide that used a self-learning strategy.
That is, providing some information first, and after learning that, giving a self-evaluation through
giving an activity and an evaluation." she further explained.
However, when asked whether her presentation. was similar to a book, her quick response was, No.
No. Not like a book. It is a self-study guide It is a lesson. Only guidance is provided. Not
information. This is only a learning event. She explained that she adopted this approach, to create
the face to face situation to someone learning in isolation.
The structure ofNalini s WSG was, Overview, Objectives, Topics, Activities, Feedback and
References. The presentation was consistent and sequentially arranged Forward arrows (links) were
used in each page to direct the users from page by page, since she intended this lesson to be learnt in
a sequential order, by the users.
In some pages there were some lengthy pieces of information to be read from the screen. Nalini
explained this as follows:
Because my target group is the distance learners, as course developers we usually think that we
should not direct the learner to another place. To the learner who is learning in isolation, we should
provide all the information in our learning guide, as a complete learning.

The Home page included all the topics, linked to the relevant pages. According to Nalini, this was
done with the purpose of gaining the attention of the Ieamer on the contents of the WSG, and to
motivate that person to read it. Some guidance for navigation was also included in the Home page,
to facilitate the learners to navigate around the Web site.
Only this WSG did not include a navigation panel in each page, with links to all the other sections.
Nalini explained the reason for not including such a navigation panel as, I thought this was easy to
follow That is, I thought that there is not much need for that. It is easy to navigate from any page
from here (Home page). All the pages were linked to the Home page.
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All the activities included in the WSG was for recalling facts, and the feedbacks were direct answers
to the questions. Nalini stated that she included the activities only to reinforce, and also because,
This is the usual way we write study guides to our distance learners.
Different background Colours, one for each page, and different font Colours were used throughout the
WSG. Because this is a new system, I thought that they (users) will get motivated by the Colours,
she remarked. However, a very few images (only for links) and only one animation were included in
the WSG. Nalini decided images and animations are unnecessary according to her target group who
were teachers. She commented, They are not children. I didn t need to insert pictures and animations
to get their attention.

Concerns
From the beginning, concern on the target audience needs was the main determinant in Nalini s WSG
design. Not only in structuring the information, but also in determining the specific features to be
included in the WSG, Nalini gave priority for target audience needs, as evident by her remark, I
designed this according to the objective of catering for the needs of my target group, rather than
taking any other approach.
However, at a later stage, the concern on the task as an assigmnent also influenced in inserting some
features, for example one animation in the Home page. Although Nalini disapproved of animations,
·
she included this because:
This is an assignment that is evaluated. So I have to display my abilities. At least that I have
understood animations. I used that only to demonstrate the skill.

Influences
The long experience as a DE module writer has influenced Nalini s design process to a great deal as
evident by her remark:
I developed my WSG based on the experiences gained at the Distance Education Department and
writing self-study lesson materials (Modules). The modules were written mainly based on Gagne«'s
theory. Hence, that experience influenced this process.
·

Although past WSGs were provided as resources, Nalini said that she was not influenced by those,
since she did not have enough time to study them properly, before developing her WSG.

Issues
Nalini faced issues related with skill limitations, from the beginning. She explained her frustrations
at the beginning as follows: In some instances I had to stop work and go home because I did not
have the relevant skills to proceed. Then I was de-motivated. However, by using trial and error
methods and obtaining help from anyone available in the lab at that instance (staff or peers), she
managed to overcome many of the problems.
Cross-platform problems with missing images and links not working, was the main issue faced by
Nalini. This occurred because she initially developed her WSG in a PC and later tried to transfer it to
a Macintosh computer. She had to use a lot of developing time to create new folders and re-link
everything, which she considered a waste of time. She also faced problems in linking outside Web
sites.
Time constraints was another problem she had to face. As she was following two other subjects
simultaneously, she could not devote much time on her WSG as she wanted to, due to the heavy
work load.

Support
As a person with limited skills in computer use and Internet use, and a novice in Web designing,
Nalini had to obtain support from many persons. She considered the ftrst workshop held by the
course instructors was very important to gain the basic understandings of Web page development.
She obtained support from staff as well as peers during her WSG development process. She
commented that:
We did the production by getting help from many. From friends, whoever there was (in the lab) we
used to obtain help when needed. Even some one you doesn't know, helps when we ask. Anybody helps.

Her remark, "Specially, I obtained help from my peer group most of the time," reflects that she
valued the support of her peers.
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Reflections

As a novice Web designer, Nalini felt an uncertainty at the beginning. How are we going to do this?
There isn t enough guidance. We are just developing by ourselves, were some thoughts that
prevailed in her mind at that time.
However, after going through the developing process, and once completed it, she was very satisfied
with herself and was motivated to develop more WSGs. She described her feelings at this stage as,
When we see it working on the Web, there is a motivation. We feel a little proud about our
skills. Because, when we started, we didn t know anything.
At the end of the process, Nalini has gained confidence that she can develop Web materials by
herself. She stated that her main achievement from this experience was, the skill development on
how to manipulate the computer to develop this. The ability to develop a WSG.
She declared that her production represented the same DE study materials she was used to develop,
and that there was no new thinking. She further explained that since this was the first time I
developed a WSG, I had no theoretical understanding on how to plan the content.
However, if developing again, Nalini expected to improve her WSG in many ways.

If I had to do this again, there will be many changes. Now here, I have only used reinforcement and
feedback. But I think I can be more creative, and develop in a more constructivist way. To make the
learners more active and constructive.
Nalini believed that had there been more guidance provided for knowledge and skill development,
she could have produced in a better way.

If we were provided with guidelines (handouts) on how to manage each step in the developing
process, we could have followed them and easily developed the WSG.
Nalini declared that now she has the desire to develop Web materials in Sri Lanka, if she had the
opportunity. She firmly believed that this would be suitable in a Sri Lankan context, and it is an
important need for these to be introduced. Yet, she stressed that it should be transformed gradually.
Because, this is new to our audience, we have to get them used to this system. We have to start from
small things and proceed It should be from simple to complex. Otherwise, they will find it difficult to
get used to this new situation.

Discussion

Nalini produced a typical instructivist WSG, similar in every way to a traditional text-based study
material. Her vast experience as a Sri Lankan teacher educator and a DE module writer, has influenced
the entire designing process of her WSG. The desire to produce some study materials for her target
group, the distance teacher trainees, determined almost all the features in the WSG.
In other words, what Nalini has done was to write a conventional DE module, and transfer it directly

to electronic media, in the form of a WSG. In her own words, there was no new thinking. She had
already decided on what to present and how to present it from the beginning, and then proceeded
with it. She did not change her format of presentation in any way during the developing process,
except for adding features such as images and Colours.
Building up the WSG manipulating the software, and improving its appearance utilising the
functions of this new technology, appeared to be her main concern in this process. This was evident
by the fact, that she did not face any issues in the planning stages in arranging the content or
deciding on the activities, but faced issues related with the use of technology only. Her comment
that, the main achievement from this experience was gaining the ability to develop a WSG, further
confirms this approach. This was entirely different from the expectations of the task, which had more
emphasis on the designing and structuring, rather than on skilling.

7. Nimal
Background

Nimal was a teacher educator in the age group of 41-50, who had had between 11-20 years experience
as a teacher and ll!ore than 20 years experience as a teacher educator. He had been actively involved in
the distance teacher education program in Sri Lanka for many years and has written several text-based
self-study materials (modules) for those courses.
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Nimal had limited previous experience in computer use and only a little exposure to Internet use. At
the beginning he stated that he had a moderate confidence when using the Internet. At Wollongong
University he followed only one IT subject, along with subjects from other disciplines.

Planning Methods
Nimal decided to develop his WSG targeting teacher trainees following the distance education
program in Sri Lanka. He selected the topic, Writing instructional objectives , because it was
relevant to his profession as a curriculum developer, and thought it was important . Further, he was
following a subject in Instructional Design (ID) at the same time, and that too influenced his
selection of the topic.
He gathered information mainly from subject matter in ID course, Libracy books and Web sites.
Using this information he wrote the content himself. first on paper, and then word processed. He
built his WSG in Claris Home Page (Version 3.0) on Mac computer at the lab, and copied the word
processed content into that.
At the beginning Nimal did not think that the presentation would be much different from that of a
traditional text-based material, except for having more activities and less information. Hence, Nimal
had no problems with planning his information. His experience as a DE study material developer
greatly influenced him in arranging the information.

Design Patterns
Nimal described his presentation as an Instructional Guide that used a step-by-step learning
strategy . He further explained, "...After completing one step, a small activity is given to the student
to reinforce. Then, again the same procedure is continued"
The structure ofNimal s WSG was: Introduction, Objectives, Topics and sub topics, Activities,
Answers, Summary, References and Opinion sheet. The presentation was sequentially arranged.
Forward arrows (links) were used in each page to direct the users page-by-page, since he intended this
lesson to be learnt in a sequential order. "You have to move step-by-step in this guide," he described.
The Home page did not include any indication of the contents. According to Nimal, at the Home
page, he wanted to raise the curiosity of the students on finding out what was inside. The second
page included all the topics and the sub topics, linked to the relevant pages. Some guidance for
navigation was also included in the Contents page itself, because Nimal thought that it was
important to show the learners how to move around the Web site, at the beginning.
Nimal had used different ways of presenting the information in his WSG, because he explained, ".. .If
I used only one way, this would become boring." In some pages there were some lengthy pieces of
information, and in some, bulleted information. He described that, "I have included the essentials in
each sub-topics. The content gets changed according to the sub-topics."
Nimal further explained that even though you have to scroll down in some pages, he placed the
navigation panels at the bottom of the page, so that the users can easily go to another page without
having to go to the top of the page to navigate.
Each page included two navigation panels in the bottom: One with links to all the topics and the
other with links to Home page, previous and next pages. Another purpose for not having the
navigation panel at the top was explained as follows:

...If the navigation panel was given at the top of the page, the student might get tempted to go to other
pages. But now, when you open the page, only the necessary content is there.
All the activities included in the WSG were for application of learnt facts, because Nimal thought
that was better for the students. The feedback provided direct answers, and also with a compliment
for the correct answer to motivate them. A text field, although not functioning, was provided for the
learners to answer on the WSG itself.
Nimal placed the activities in a separate page, because he explained, " .. .If needed later, the student
can only look at the activity page and reinforce the knowledge."
External Web links were provided within the content as well as in the resource page. Nimal described
that while studying the lesson, if some one was interested in learning more, they could move further
through those J.i.W.
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Several background colours "to differentiate the sections", and different font colours "to highlight the
important facts", were used in the WSG. Several images were also included in the WSG. A few
animations were included only in the Home page.
Nimal decided animations were unnecessary according to his adult target group who were teachers.
He commented that, Animations are needed for small children...This should be presented in a way
appropriate for the audience .. .It should be professional." Yet, Nimal stated that he used some
animations "to indicate the important places in the Home page."

Concerns
Nimal's main concern in his WSG was claimed by him as being "to teach how to write an objective
properly" to the teacher trainees. "What I tried to do was to present a lesson through which we can
develop the knowledge and skills of the student teachers in a simple way," he explained.
Nimal wanted to make his WSG not to be boring for the teachers. To gain their attention and to
motivate them, he included many features in his presentation such as different colours, images,
animations, compliments for correct answers to activities and centred text. Although Nimal
disapproved of animations, he included a few in the Home page to gain the learners' attention.

Influences
The long experience as a DE module writer has influenced Nimal s design process to a great deal as
evident by his remark:
I have many experiences as a teacher educator and a curriculum developer. I used those experiences
mostly in developing this. Actually I have developed other study guides, not WSGs. I was influenced by
those experiences.

Nimal agreed that this was his normal way of presenting a lesson, but there were some differences.
He specified that the ability of a WSG to provide access to a lot of information through linking was
the main difference from a normal module.
Although past WSGs were provided as resources, Nimal said that he was not influenced by them,
and this was his own design.

Support
As a person with limited experience in computer use and Internet use, Nimal faced problems at the
beginning of the process. He discussed with the course instructors to clarify his problems.

Yet Nimal claimed that he did not seek peer help. "Once I start and proceeded, I didn't need much
help. I realised that I could do this by myself," he explained. He also remarked that since everybody
was very busy with many assignments, there was no time for collaborative work.

Issues
Nimal faced issues related to skill limitations at the beginning and was frustrated. However, by using
trial-and-error methods and discussing with the staff, he managed to overcome many of the problems.
Nimal declared that due to lack of skills he could not successfully include some features he wanted to.
For example he included text areas for students to type the answers to questions there itself, but they
would not function. Also, he wanted to provide an e-mail link to receive answers from students, but
could not do that.
Nimal did not face any cross-platform problems because he developed his WSG in a Macintosh
computer at the laboratory.
Difficulty in obtaining approval to link some Web sites used for other courses was another issue he
had to face.
While developing his WSG, Nimal changed some features in his presentation. For instance, he
declared that at the beginning he used many animations, yet later deleted all and then included a few.
Nimal had his Contents at the Home page first, yet included it in the second page later. He also
centred all his text at a later stage, to make a difference from a 'bookish appearance'.
Time limitation was another problem he had to face due to the heavy work load, as he was following
two other subjects simultaneously.

Reflections
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As a novice Web designer, Nimal felt an uncertainty at the beginning. He explained his doubts at the
beginning as follows: Actually at the beginning I thought I wouldn't be able to do this
satisfactorily."
However, at the end of the process he was very satisfied with his product. "I think this is very
satisfactory," he declared. He further expressed his satisfaction as: "Really I have to say that I was
able to do this in a better standard than I expected."
Nimal stated that his mairi achievement from this experience was gaining an experience on how to
develop a WSG. He claimed: "Actually I have a confidence that, now I can do this". He indicated his
motivation by stating, ".. .1 am motivated now. I can develop more WSGs."
When asked whether there would be any changes in his WSG if developing again, Nimal's response
was "Yes, indeed. There would be many." He described one example as expanding the topic: ".. .1
will expand more. Then the student can select whatever s/he likes. Here they have to use whatever we
have provided."
Further Nimal stated that he would use animations in the diagrams. He also wanted to design the
feedback form to receive e-mails from the students.
Nimal wanted to obtain learners' responses in the Opinion Sheet he had provided, and then improve
his WSG accordingly. "...Then I wiU try to fulfill the needs from the learners' point of view. In
addition I will conduct a pilot test and findout the drawback of this," he explained.
Nimal believed that this would be "completely suitable" to be used in a Sri Lankan context, because
of the following:
Now even in Sri Lanka, we use this type of step by step modules and study guides. We develop like this.
So even using these, we can develop step by step like that.

However, he was concerned about the language problem that might arise when using in Sri Lanka.
"...Language is a problem because this cannot be used for a broad audience... We have to provide in
the mother tongue," he suggested. Nimal also stressed that "pilot studying is necessary," before
introducing WSGs.

Discussion
Nimal produced "an instructional guide", that was similar in many ways to a traditional text-based
study material. His vast experience as a Sri Lankan teacher educator, and a DE module writer, had
influenced his WSG designing process, as claimed by himself.
At the beginning, Nimal did not expect that his presentation would be much different from a textbased material. He used a "step by step learning strategy", that resulted in an instructivist teaching
approach. Hence, Nimal wrote a text similar to a conventional DE module, and transferred it directly
to electronic media.
Yet, during the process, he attempted to insert some new features available in the Web environment,
such as animations, online activities, external Web links, and feedback form, to improve his
presentation. This indicates some focus on changing the traditional way of presentation.
He had no problems or confusions in planning his information. He faced issues related to the
technology only, as a novice. Therefore he paid more attention to improving the technological skills
at the beginning, rather than on designing. He was contented with using the same approach he was
familiar with. Yet, once the skills were developed, he tried them out to improve his WSG.
However, the influence of his instructivist background was much greater than the attempt to change
the way of presentation. This was reflected by his remarks on the desire to "teach" and "provide step
by step guidance" to the learners through his WSG.
Nimal wanted to make changes in his WSG in future, by expanding the topic and catering for
different levels of students. He also wanted to obtain learner opinions and cater to fulfil their needs.
Yet he does not want to change his step-by-step approach in the design because he believes that it is
appropriate for the Sri Lankan audience. Hence, it does not reflect much difference from his current
theoretical understandings.

8. Piyal

Background
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Piyal was in the 41-50 years age group, with more than 20 years experience as a teacher, and 5-10
years experience as a teacher educator. He had been involved in designing text-based study materials
in Sri Lanka. Piyal was a novice in computer use, and he stated at the beginning that he felt "just a
little confident" when using the Internet. He followed only one IT subject, along with two subjects
from other disciplines.

Planning Methods
Piyal planned to design his WSG targeting Sri Lankan teacher trainees. He frrst thought of
developing the WSG on a Chemistry topic, Atomic Structure , yet later changed because it needed a
lot of images. Then he changed his topic to Teacher s role in Science .
Selection of the topic was based on his personal interest and professional background as a Science
teacher. He thought it was important to introduce this concept to Sri Lankan Science teacher trainees.
Piyal obtained information from different sources such as library books and Web sites. Using this
information, and his personal knowledge, he wrote the content himself, first on paper. Then he
directly typed it into the Web pages he had created using Claris Home page, at home PC.
At the beginning, Piyal went through the previous students WSGs provided as resources, and gained
an idea about how to design his WSG. He revealed that he mainly followed those WSGs, in
planning his presentation.

Design Patterns
Piyal described his WSG as "an instructional guide for beginning Science teachers." As the learning
strategy he used, Piyal described, First, I gave some brief introduction Then I implemented some
activities .
Piyal also remarked about his design as, "Normally, I thought this is like a book. Yet he stressed
that because this was a WSG, he did not provide all the information on the topic as in a book, but
allowed the learners to engage in the activities and search for some extra knowledge.
The Home page indicated all the contents, linked to relevant pages. Piyal thought of the Home page
as the Contents page . He stated that when the learners see the contents in the ftrst page, they can
easily get an idea of the WSG and proceed. He also indicated some guidelines for the learners on
navigating around his WSG.
The format of Piyal's WSG was, Overview, Objectives, Topics, Activities, Feedback, Help,
References and Appendices.
The topics included somewhat lengthy information. Yet most of them were presented as bulleted
information. Piyal commented that he wanted jo explain some sections in length, to give the learners
a clear idea of that topic. Further, he used the bullets, tables and diagrams to gain special attention.
The presentation was consistent, and Piyal had directed the learners page by page using a forward
arrow, linking to the next page. He indicated that he wanted to provide a continuous linear
presentation. However, at the top of each page, a flexible navigation panel with links to all the
sections was also provided.
Three activities were provided on each of the three main topics, but they were placed in a separate
activity section. Piyal had not provided links to three activities within the content. I thought it is
not necessary, he explained. Piyal wanted to place the activities at the end of the whole lesson, and
linked to relevant feedback pages.
The activities were not for recalling learnt facts, but finding out information from other sources.
Piyal explained the purpose of this activity type as, "...Because I think the learner needs to search
for some extra knowledge. The feedback provided direct answers to the activities.
Each activity and feedback were placed in separate pages because Piyal thought, that was easy for the
learners and less confusing. The Help and Appendices pages provided explanation of specific terms
included in the WSG.
Piyal used a single ,background colour throughout his WSG, because he though this as an academic
session . He further remarked that he did not want to use many colours, because this is not for
the kids.
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Piyal had inserted only a very few images in his WSG, and one animation. He commented that, Ifl
used many images, then the students give attention for those images. Then my aim is not achieved.
There were no external Web sites linked to Piyal s WSG.
Concerns
Piyal wanted to develop, a WSG that would be important and useful for the teacher trainees. "I am a
teacher educator. So I wanted to give some advice for my beginning Science teachers, he explained.
He was concerned about the learners, and wanted to make his WSG consistent and easy to follow by
them. For this purpose, he inserted a simple navigation structure and indicated guidance for
navigation. Further, he provided a glossary in the Help page.
On the other hand, Piyal was also concerned about the appearance of his WSG. He emphasised that
his presentation was an academic session, and hence he did not want to include many colours and
images.
Influences
Piyal declared that he was not influenced by any design model, but that he was mainly influenced by
past students WSGs. He stated:
I followed previous WSGs. According to the previous WSGs, I think your WSG is also like this I was
highly interested in that one and another one Then I went through all WSGs and created this.

Further, he revealed that some features such as including a navigation panel with links to all topics
and many others were direct influences from the previous WSGs.
Piyal remarked that although he would have liked to change the format of presentation, since this
task is an assessment, he thought it was better to follow a previous format. On the other hand, the
time constraints too affected him for taking an approach previously designed, mther than designing a
new one.
Piyal's long experience using traditional text-based study materials, and his personal learning style
too had influence on his designing. I applied specially the previous WSGs. Then I thought of my
own style. Then I prepared this, he described. He further explained, Anything I prepared in the
WSG is according to my learning style.
Piyal stated that learning theories, motivation theories and Bloom s taxonomy also influenced him
in the designing process.
Issues
At the beginning Piyal was interested in presenting his WSG on a Chemistry topic. Yet he had to
change it, because he did not have the skills to scan the many images he needed for the initial topic.
As a novice computer user, Piyal faced difficulties in using the technology at the beginning. Yet, he
managed to overcome them by pmctising.
Cross-platform problem was the main issue Piyal faced. He developed his whole WSG on a PC at
home and transferred it to Macintosh computer in the lab. Then, all the images were missing and the
links would not work. He had to create new files on a Mac, copy his work and link again.
Finally he could overcome the cross-platform issues with the help of the course instructors. Yet, this
issue consumed a lot of developing time.
Piyal commented that time limitation was another main issue he faced in this process.
Support
As a novice, Piyal needed support in designing and developing his WSG, from the beginning of the
process. He obtained peer and staff support while developing it.
Piyal acquired knowledge and skills on how to build up the WSG through the class instructions and
the first workshop. Afterwards, he pmctised by himself at home.
However, as he had to face many technical issues, he constantly sought support mainly from peers.
He commented that collaborative work done with the peers using trial-and- error methods, was useful
in coping with these issues.
Reflections
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Piyal revealed the knowledge and skill level he had at the beginning as, Actually, at the beginning
of this course, I didn t have any single idea about the computer.
However, later he gained confidence, and commented that, within this three months, I have
gained a lot of knowledge about WSGs.
At the end of the process, Piyal was very satisfied with this experience and remarked, I have gained
a valuable learning experience from this subject as a novice IT learner.
As the main achievement, Piyal remarked, The whole process . He specified that mainly it was
language and technology.
Piyal indicated his motivation by stating that, I think now I can prepare any new WSG. He further
described, If I want to prepare a WSG for Grade I 0 students, now I know, how I can do it.
However, if developing again, Piyal declared that he did not intended to do much changes in his
WSG, except for linking external Web sites. I want to link other WSGs. That is the major
change. Otherwise same I think, he stated.
Piyal confirmed that he was motivated to continue with developing WSGs in Sri Lanka. He claimed
that his WSG was suitable to be used in a Sri Lankan context, because he designed it for Sri Lankan
teacher trainees.
Yet, he remarked that introducing WSGs should be done at a simple level, even simpler than his
WSG. He explained:
I think they want to first have animated ones, like kids, with more images. Then they can include more
things like this one, gradually Motivate them first, and then give more advanced ones.

He believed that it was important to introduce these WSGs in Sri Lanka. He stated that "Actually I
think we want to give all these things to our student teachers."
Discussion
Piyal designed his WSG, an instructional guide thinking of presenting as a conventional book.
Yet, after realising the expectations of a WSG, he reduced the information, and let the learners search
for some information through activities. He had no external Web sites linked.
The concern for his target group influenced Piyal to provide some lengthy information for better
explanations. This implies the influence of his instructivist background, on his presentation.
As a novice, even for computer use, Piyal had to devote much time to develop skills and cope with
the technology. Hence, he decided to follow the format of a previous WSG (mine) which he thought
suitable, rather than focusing on a new approach.
He wanted to use a simple navigation with page.by page direction, and placed the activities and
feedback at the end of the whole lesson. He did not want to use many hyperlinks, afraid of making a
confusion.
As a novice, he was focused on completing this task with less confusions, so he avoided such
instances. Even the flexible navigation panel was inserted in all pages because the previous WSG had
it He did not want to deviate much from the available format, that he was confident with, because
this was an assessment
Piyal was satisfied with the whole process, specially about the improvement in the areas of language
and technology . This indicates the impact of this process on him was more on those aspects, rather
than on the theoretical aspects.
The fact that he did not want to change his way of presentation in future, (other than linking external
Web sites, which he could not do due to time limitations), supports this.

9. Siri
Background
Siri was in the younger age group of 31- 40 years, and had only 5-10 years experience as a teacher,
and 5-10 years experience as a teacher educator. He had been recently involved in designing textbased study materials for teacher education in Sri Lanka. Siri was a novice in computer use, and
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stated at the beginning that he felt ''just a little confident" when using the Internet. He followed only
one IT subject, along with two subjects from other disciplines.

Planning Methods
Siri planned to design his WSG targeting Sri Lankan teacher trainees. He selected his topic,
Supervision of teaching practice because it was related to his profession and he thought that was an
important area.
He obtained information from different sources such as Sri Lankan curriculum materials, library
books and Web sites. Using this information and his personal knowledge, he wrote the content
himself first on paper. Then he directly typed them to the Web pages he had created using Claris
Home page, at home PC.
At the beginning, Siri went through the previous students WSGs provided as resources, and gained
an idea about how to design his WSG. First of all I collected ideas from former WSGs, he
revealed. He also did some referencing on how to design study guides and stated: I read a lot of
definitions of a WSG. With the influence of all these, he planned on how to arrange his ideas in his
WSG.

Design Patterns
Siri declared that he took an instructional approach in his WSG. Yet, he claimed that the design
model was completely different from a book .
Siri specified that according to the definitions of a WSG, he did not present a lot of information in
it. He described the learning strategy used, as follows:
I used a little bit of information on the screen. And I have guided what kind of information you can
find out from the WSG, and what sort of information you can use as guidelines for fUrther studies

Siri also remarked that he wanted to emphasize the concept of learn to learn .
Siri claimed that he followed Bloom s taxonomy to build up the objectives of the WSG. In that
process, highly thought about how to write those objectives in the hierarchical order in Bloom s
taxonomy. he explained.
The Home page indicated all the contents, linked to relevant pages. Siri stated that he thought of the
Home page as the Contents page . He also indicated some guidelines for the learners in the Home
page. Sometimes, if the learner is a novice, he wants clear guidelines on how to navigate and how
to use this WSG, he explained.
The format of Siri's WSG was: Overview, Objectives, Topics, Activities, Feedback, Help,
References and Appendices.
The topics included lengthy information in some sections. Siri explained, The reason was that
Supervision is an abstract concept. At that time I felt, if I include many definitions of Supervision, it
is more helpful for the learners .
Yet he also presented bulleted information, tables and diagrams. Siri commented that he wanted to
insert diverse features in his WSG, because he wanted to learn how to include them.
The presentation was consistent. Siri had directed learners page by page using a forward arrow,
linking to the next page. He remarked that he presented his information from simple to complex
concepts, and therefore provided a linear guidance.
However, at the top of each page, he also provided a flexible navigation panel with links to all the
sections. Siri explained the reason for including this was to provide the facility to the learners to go
to any other section from any page, if they required
Links to activities were provided at the end of each of the three main topics. The activities were
placed in a separate activity section, with a cover page with topics of the activities. However, they
were not linked to relevant activities. Siri explained that he thought if there were a lot of navigation
the learner might get confused.
The activities were not for recalling learnt facts, but fmding out information from other sources. Siri
explained that if he asked the same questions relevant to the content, it would be useless. He further
explained:
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Because, we want to direct them to learn something, not to teach Think and do. Learning by
doing If the designer wants to give more freedom to the learner, the main thing is, I think, we can use
activities for that purpose.

Siri claimed that the feedback did not provide direct answers to the activities, but only a guidance,
and that there may be different answers for a question.
Each activity and feedback were placed in separate pages because Siri thought that was less confusing
for the learners. I think, because the learner wants to get information clearly, and also little by little,
and simple to complex, he explained.
The Help page provided explanation of specific terms included in the WSG. Appendix page included
a checklist.
Siri used a single background colour and the same font colour throughout his WSG. He remarked
that, This is not the creative art work. This can be used for only educational purposes. It should
be simple.
However, Siri had inserted many images in his WSG, and most of them were animations. He
commented that animations were very influential in gaining the learners attention to certain points.
There was only one external Web site linked in the References page, yet there was no indication of its
contents or relevance to the WSG. Yet Siri claimed that, after going to that site, the learners can fmd
out by themselves.

Concerns
Siri wanted to develop a WSG that would be important and useful for the teacher trainees as well as
for him. "As a teacher educator l am familiar with the topic. I thought it is highly valuable for me,
for my teacher trainees also. That s why I created this, he explained.
Siri was concerned about his target group, the teacher trainees as novice WSG users. Therefore, he
wanted to make his WSG consistent and easy to follow. For this pmpose, he inserted a simple
navigation structure and indicated guidance for navigation.
Siri remarked:
I don t know, it may be my perception. If there are a lot of navigation in a WSG. the learner can get
confused I thought hyper/ink is not the main thing. The main thing is giving the information. Little
bit of information as a guideline.

On the other hand, Siri emphasized that his WSG was to be used for only educational purposes, and
hence he did not want to include many colours. However, in contrast, he was interested in including
many animated images, to motivate the learners and gain their attention.

Influences
Siri declared that he was not influenced by any design model, but that he was mainly influenced by
past students WSGs. He explained, I think before creating this WSG, I used former WSGs. Many,
many WSGs I used. He specifically stated regarding the format of his presentation, Specially, at
that time I highly followed your WSG Little bit I changed rather than your one, your format.
Further, Siri claimed that he was influenced by Blooms taxonomy. Specially, I followed Blooms
taxonomy to build up objectives of the WSG, he stated.
Siri did referencing from books on WSGs, and that too influenced him in deciding on how to arrange
information in his WSG. He further stated that, I highly thought about psychology and IT
issues in the designing process.

Issues
As a novice, Siri faced difficulties in using the technology at the beginning. Yet he managed to
overcome them by pmctising.
Cross-platform problem was the main issue Siri faced. He developed his whole WSG on a PC at
home and transferred it to Macintosh computer in the lab. Then, all the images were missing and the
links would not work. He had to create new files on a Mac, copy his work and link again. Finally he
could overcome the cross platform issues with the help of the course instructors. Yet, this issue
consumed a lot of developing time.
Siri commented that although he faced some issues during the process, All managed well .
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Support
As a novice, Siri obtained peer and staff support while developing his WSG, at the beginning of the
process. However, after acquiring knowledge and skills on how to build up the WSG, through the
class instructions and the first workshop, he did not fmd it too difficult. Afterwards, he practised by
himself at home.
Siri commented that in dealing with the main issue of missing images, which was a common issue
for most students, the course instructors support was very helpful. He further remarked that
collaborative work done with peers using trial and error methods, was also helpful in coping with
these issues.
Reflections
Siri revealed that at the beginning he did not have any knowledge or skills on using WSGs.
However, at the end of the process, Siri was very satisfied with this experience and remarked, I
think I got more skills regarding IT.
He further explained, when I was creating this WSG, I learnt a lot of things related to these
subjects, on computer skills . & the main achievement, Siri remarked, The most important thing is
how to create WSGs. He commented that out of all the subjects learnt, this IT subject can be placed
at the top, and stated, Unfortunately we could not do other subject areas in IT.
Siri indicated that he was motivated very much on developing WSGs, and claimed, It is not a very
difficult thing. If we have ideas, if we have indepth knowledge in psychology and technological
issues, we can create advanced-WSGs.
If developing again, Siri declared that there would be many changes, because now he had lot more
ideas. He described some examples of improvements he would like to do as follows:
We can include sounds. Also we can scan more pictures. Use some audio-visual materials. I think I
want to put some more activities here. Because I think. we have to give more chances to learnerengagement.

Regarding changes in the presentation, Siri thought that would depend on the topic and time.
Siri confirmed that he was motivated to continue with developing WSGs in Sri Lanka. Actually, if
I have a lot of time, we can do, he claimed.
However, he bad his doubts about the acceptance ofWSGs in a Sri Lankan context. Although he did
not think this was inappropriate to be used in Sri Lanka, Siri remarked that the learners might refuse
it. He further explained, That depends on their perception. The Sri Lankan students think
everything should be given by the teacher.
In spite of this, Siri thought that it was important to introduce this type of learning. He suggested:
First thing, as teacher educators, first we have to change All teacher educators must change. They
have to be trained Then only we can change the students attitudes and ideas.

Siri indicated his interest in sharing the knowledge and the skills he gained with his colleagues, by
stating, And also, I would like to teach and share my ideas with other staff, how to use WSGs
and bow to create WSGs
Discussion
Siri developed an instructional guide , yet claimed that it was different from a book . Before
designing his WSG he did some referencing on WSGs and went through many previous WSGs, This
allowed him to gain some ideas on how a WSG should be, and he tried to develop accordingly. & a
younger member of the group, he had less experience with developing traditional materials.
However, as a novice, first he had to cope with the teclmology. He had to pay more attention to skill
development and overcoming teclmological issues, and that consumed a lot of time. Hence, the
designing was mainly influenced by his professional experiences and previous WSGs.
Siri claimed that he was influenced by previous WSGs, and mainly followed the format of my WSG
in his presentation, yet with some changes. He stressed that he used the activities to allow the users
learning to learn.
However, the concern on his target group needs resulted in providing lengthy information in some
sections to help them understand. Further, he did not place a priority on hyperlinking, because he
thought too much of that would be confusing. Instead, he placed more reliability on providing
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information. These resulted in his production becoming more similar to a traditional text-based
material he was familiar with.
Siri was very satisfied with his achievement of skills to develop a WSG. If developing again. he was
more concerned about including multimedia features such as audio-visual material. This indicates the
main impact of this process on him was on achieving technological skills. Yet he also wanted to
increase the learner engagement, implying his concern on designing too.

10. Tony

Background
Tony, who was in the age group of 41 - 50 years had had more than ten years as a teacher and
between five to ten years experience as a teacher educator. He was involved in designing text-based
study materials for the distance teacher educator programme in Sri Lanka. He was specialised in
Mathematics. Tony was a little familiar with computer use (word processing), but a novice in
Internet use. However, at the beginning he stated that he was moderately comfortable when using
the Internet

Planning Methods
Tony wanted to develop his WSG targeting beginning teachers (teacher trainees). His selection of
topic was based on his professional background as a Mathematics teacher. He thought that it was
important for the teachers to le~ the strategies of problem solving when he presented his WSG.
To obtain the information, Tony mainly used the Sri Lankan curriculum materials and text books,
and also library books, but no Web sites.
Tony planned everything he wanted to include in his WSG first on paper. He even drew the page
format and the presentation of each Web page on paper, before starting to develop his WSG. Then he
created Web pages on Claris Home Page using a Macintosh computer in the laboratory, and typed the
content directly on to it.

Design Patterns
Tony described his WSG as an "Instructional guide". Explaining the learning strategy used, he stated
the following:
First, I give some examples to each strategy. After that the learner must learn. Through that examples,
he will learn something. After that he can do that problems and the same time, he can check the
assessment also. It's a self-study learning material.

Tony declared that he selected this approach.because he knew about it very well. The format of his
presentation was: Objectives, two main topics, ten sub topics including examples, step by step
explanations, activity and link to feedback, References and Glossary.
The Home page included the contents, but it indicated only the main topics because Tony did not
want the learners to get discouraged by seeing many topics.
There was no Help page or any special guidance for navigation. Tony thought that was unnecessary,
because he had text with the icons used for navigation, such as 'Next' and 'Previous'.
Tony claimed that the presentation of his WSG was not like that of a book. "Actually, this is a selfmotivated learning material," he explained. He agreed that it could be called "some sort of an
exploration." Describing the approach in his WSG, Tony stated that, "I gave from simple to complex
and at the same time I give some inductive reasoning way, how to learn some thing."
Tony explained that the sub-topics are not in a sequential order, but they are flexible. A navigation
panel with all the sub-topics was provided in each page allowing the learners to navigate to any
section they desired to. However, Tony also provided forward and backward links in each page,
because he wanted to make the navigation more easy for the learners if they wanted to proceed
sequentially.
All the sub topics were presented according to a common pattern, using short descriptions, tables and
diagrammes. He stated that," ... specially in a WSG, it is better if we avoid lengthy descriptions of
the topic."
The activities were included within the content itself, because Tony thought it was unnecessary to
increase the number of pages by giving them in separate pages. He said that the activity type was
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"application oflearnt facts" and that the learners can even mentally do some of them on screen. Direct
answers to the activities were provided in the Feedback page. He explained that, "...For simple ones
(activities) I didn't give the explanations. For the complex ones, I gave the explanations."
Concerns

Tony decided to present his WSG on "Mathematics as problem solving" to the beginning teachers,
because he thought that topic was very important and useful to them.
In his presentation, Tony was much concerned about motivating the users and retaining their
attention. Tony explained that he did not indicate all the topics in the Home page, considering that it
might have "a psychological effect" on the learners.
...Because, in the first page if we include everything, then the learner thinks that is too much work like.
The work load is too much. So he hesitates. Too many topics is not suitable. Immediately he
discourages

Additionally, he avoided lengthy descriptions within the content, because then "the learner gets
tired". Tony was concerned about limiting the number of pages of his WSG, to make it simple for
the learner.
Tony had used many different background colours in his WSG, one for each page, because he wanted
to differentiate each strategy explained under each sub-topic, so that the learners can easily identify.
He also used many scanned images to illustrate the concepts, so that the learners can easily
understand them.
However, Tony used only a few animated images, because he explained that, "Many animations will
disturb the learner. I think that is not necessary." He further claimed that, "...I am only keen about
the topic, the content and the learner flexibility."
Tony explained the reason for inserting a few animations in his WSG as follows:
I inserted them actually to attract. At the same time, I think to show that I know about the animations,
the skill, considering the assessment view... Earlier I didn't have them. Later only inserted.

Influences

Tony's specialisation in Mathematics influenced him to select a topic from that area. "...I took this
material from the Sri Lankan syllabus. I was a key person to develop this topic. So I am very keen
on this topic," he explained.
The presentation was mostly influenced by his professional experience as a distance education
module writer. He declared that the same format was used, because, "... We know inost about this
approach very well."
However, he claimed that he changed some elements of the presentation by including many images
and avoiding lengthy descriptions, in accordance with the Web environment
Tony said that he was influenced by both Constructivist and Behaviourist approaches. He explained
that the use of many images is very influential in the constructive model, because the learners can
develop "very concrete concepts" through them. He further explained that although at the classroom
level it was very difficult to use many images, in the WSG it was "very powerful and very
convenient to the Ieamer."
Tony revealed that the past WSGs provided as resources for them also influenced him in planning the
format of presentation.
Issues

At the beginning, Tony said that he faced technical problems as a novice. Because he developed his
WSG directly on a Mac computer, Tony did not face any cross-platform issues. Yet he faced a
problem with missing images, due to some other error.
Tony further stated that scanning was a problem for him at the beginning, but later he was able to
develop that skill.
But he was unable to include some features he wanted to, due to lack of skills. For instance, he
wanted to allow the learners to engage in the activities online, but did not have the skill to do that
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Tony was also faced with time constraints. "The time duration was not enough. That's why I did it
very short," he explained. Lack of time was also the reason given by him for not being able to search
and link any relevant Web sites in his WSG.

Support
Tony stated that the workshop helped him to understand the basics in creating Web pages, and later
he became confident in developing his WSG and linking.
He obtained support from the staff to clarify some problems. However, mainly peer support was
obtained, for the problems arose while he was developing the WSG.
Reflections
Tony revealed that at the beginning of the process, he was not confident in developing the WSG,
because as a novice he was facing many problems. 11At the beginning of this WSG, I suffered a lot of
things. Now after that, I can develop. Step by step I developed my skills and knowledge," he
explained about the development of his understandings and skills.
Tony confirmed that he was very satisfied with this experience and was motivated to develop more
WSGs in the future. "Now I think I can do this. Now I think I have the confidence to prepare some
other WSGs also," he declared
At the beginning he mentioned that he did not intend to design Internet-based study materials after
returning to Sri Lanka. However, at the end of the process, he responded that he was defmitely going
to develop Web materials in Sri Lanka, ifthere were facilities.
If developing again, Tony stated that he could improve the WSG, using his developed skills.
"Again, I can do very well I think," he claimed. However, when asked whether there would be any
changes in the presentation, he responded, 11N o changes. 11
Tony thought this WSG was very suitable and useful for the Sri Lankan teachers. "Ifl am a
beginning teacher, how can this WSG be useful for me? In that point of view, I designed it," he
explained
Further, he also expressed the following thoughts on using WSGs for teacher education:
I think this way is a change. In the information era, I think the learners can understand this way,
computer and Internet are useful for new teaching and learning process.. .! think this helps the
learner also...I think this takes less time. Flexible too... "

Discussion
Tony produced a self-study material reflecting the common instructivist approach. He was concerned
about presenting a Mathematics topic in an attractive and a motivational way to the learners. He had
used the facilities available in the software to achieve that purpose. Except for including many
colours and images, the WSG resembled a typical text-based study material.
Tony's background in using the traditional study materials in his profession, and the considerable
experience in designing DE modules, has influenced the designing of his WSG. He had written the
content first as a text-based self-study material, and then directly transferred it to electronic media.
In developing his WSG, Tony decided to follow the approach he is familiar with rather than taking a
new approach. As a person with limited computer skills, he had to concentrate more on the technical
issues rather than on designing issues. However, he attempted to change some features in accordance
with the Web environment, such as avoiding lengthy descriptions and including many images. H~
did not make use of the linking facility to external Web sites.

Other than improving the presentation of his WSG, which he could not do due to lack of technical
skills or time limitations, Tony did not intend to make any changes in the design of it in the future.
This implied that either he still had not completely overcome the technology, to attempt a new
approach in designing, or, he is confident that this is the appropriate way to design a WSG.

11. Wimala
Background
Wimala was a teacher educator in the age group of 41-50 years, with more than 20 years experience as
a teacher, and between 11-20 years experience as a teacher educator. She has been involved in
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designing text-based teaching and learning materials for pre-service teacher education programme. She
was a novice for computer use and stated at the beginning that she was "Not confident at all," when
using the Internet. She studied only one IT subject along with two subjects from other disciplines.

Planning Methods
Wimala intended to design a WSG as a study material for student teachers. She selected this topic
because it was related to her profession. Wimala thought that "Clinical Supervision" is not
successfully implemented in Sri Lanka, and hence it is important to increase awareness of this
method.
Information was obtained from her own Masters research, Sri Lankan text material and library books.
She pulled out information from these different sources and wrote the content herself.
Wimala first planned and mapped out information she wanted to present, on paper. "First, I
identified the objectives of my Web site. Based on those, I decided on what the content is, and how
to present it," she explained.

Design Patterns
Wimala described her WSG as an "Instructional Guide". She decided to develop the WSG as one
lesson in traditional teaching, and thought at the beginning to use the same procedure for
presentation. However, later she made some changes in presenting the content and placing the
activities.
The learning strategy used in the WSG was explained as follows:
In some sections, I gave some information for them to read, then go to an activity and get more
information from there. Then in some sections I only provided some hints and guidance.

Wimala took this approach because she thought, ".. .Ifl gave them all the information, and if the
learner tries to find all information on the topic from that, slhe will learn about that only within a
limited scope."
The format ofWimala's WSG was: Overview, Objectives, Topics, Activities, Feedback, Glossary,
References and Appendices.
Wimala stated that she tried to use a constructivist approach and Gagn 's events of learning. She
further explained that, "When deciding on the content, I selected subject matter which are not very
lengthy, so as to be suitable in a Web environment."
The Home page indicated all the contents including topics and sub-topics. Wimala explained the
purpose for this as follows:
The Home page is the very first page in my study guide. I considered the Home page as my Contents
page... Then it is easy to follow the study guid

There were no guidelines to learners for navigation, yet Wimala stated that she later realised that it
would have been better if she included them.
Wimala had directed the learners page by page using the forward links. "I have presented in a
sequential order. From simple to complex. In other words, known to unknown... Therefore, I used the
forward arrow in each page," she explained. Yet Wimala also provided a navigation panel with links
to all the main topics at the bottom of each page, to allow anyone to go to any page they required.
There were lengthy pieces of information in some pages and short pieces in others. Wimala explained
this diversity in presentation as follows.
In instances where lengthy information was presented, I did that mostly when I wanted to explain
something using definitions. Those pages essentially needed to be lengthy...But, in some other
instances, I thought rather than describing in length, to provide the specific information only.

Wimala had structured the main topics under several sub-topics, and had presented them in separate
pages. She explained that:

If I

included several sub topics in a single page, then when the learner go on reading it and reached
the end, s/he might forget what was read at the beginning. But, in this way, each topic has a small
content. Then s/he can keep in the memory to the extent which is tolerable.

At the end of each section, Wimala had linked to an activity, mainly using questions for recalling
learnt facts.
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In this WSG, I considered the activity as an evaluation, similar to what we do in the normal lessons.
So, I placed them at the end of each section. In the feedback, the answers were provided as a
reinforcement

Wimala described that all the activities were placed in a single page, one after the other, with links
from relevant sections. She further explained that when all the questions are to be seen in a single
page, the learners could see the connections between each, and this facilitated "transfer of learning."
On the other hand she thought if the questions were placed in the content itself, the student might be
tempted to fmd the answers from the content. She did not want that to happen, and wanted 11 to let
them think" before answering.
Wimala had used three background colours to differentiate between the three main sections: The
lesson, activities and feedbacks. She used only black as the font colour, because she thought it would
be easier for reading in a light coloured background. She also thought that the learners' attention
might deviate if too many colours were used.
Wimala was not interested in including many images or animations. "I thought that what is actually
important here, is the content," she declared. There were only a very few images and animations.
Only one external Web site was linked at the end, and the relevance of it to the topic was not
indicated. Later Wimala realised that it would have been better if some directions were indicated and
more relevant WSGs were linked.

Concerns
Wimala's concern was to develop a study material for the teacher trainees, which would be useful in
her profession as a teacher educator.
When designing, she was concerned about the users. She structured the contents into small portions,
not to tire the learners. Further, she was also concerned about retaining the attention of the learners.
Wimala designed the features in her WSG to be appropriate to her target group who were adult
learners.

Influences
Wimala's experiences in developing text-based study materials influenced her in designing her WSG
at the beginning.
However, later she declared that, "... The experiences I gained from studying the previous WSGs,
from referring books, and from the study sessions, influenced in the arrangement of my WSG.
Wimala claimed that she followed some theories and models. For example, she was influenced by
Skinner's theory and other psychological theories when arranging information.
Wimala also revealed that she followed Gagne's instructional events, Dick and Carey's model in
Instructional design and McManus's model in hypermedia design. However, she stressed that she did
not try to imitate any of them, but after studying them, thought of presenting the WSG as her own
production.

Issues
The main issue Wimala faced at the beginning of the process was lack of skills as a novice computer
user.
She had to face cross-platform issues because she first developed in her PC and then transferred to a
Macintosh computer. When she first tried to open her WSG on a Mac, all the images were missing ·
and the links were not working. She had to create new files in a Mac, copy all, get the images to a
separate folder, and re-link. Since this was a very time-consuming task, Wimala was frustrated with
this issue. After that she completed her work only at the laboratory.
Time constraint was another issue faced by Wimala. Skill limitations too affected time
consumption. "I didn't have enough time to do some things that I wanted to do, 11 she explained. She
further stated that, 11 ••• the practical experience we had here was insufficient. That was also an issue."

Support
Wimala had to obtain staff and peer support from the beginning, because she had to face many
problems due to limited skills and also technical problems.
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Wimala was able to overcome the cross-platform issues with the support from peers. She also sought
advice from the staff to clarify her problems.
Reflections
At the beginning of the process, Wimala was not very confident about it because as a novice she had
to face many issues. However, once she had sorted out the cross platform problems, W gained
confidence that she could complete her WSG.
At the end of the process Wimala stated that she thought this was a good experience. "...Because we
are involved in developing syllabi...This was a new experience on developing syllabi using a
technical media," she described her satisfaction.
Wimala further explained that now she was motivated to develop more WSGs:
...Because now I can see something I have developed There is a satisfaction when a production is
completed Now I see the drawbacks of it. I see what changes need to be done. So there is a selfmotivation. I have the ability to do something even at the minimum level.

As the main achievement from this experience, Wimala stated that she improved practical skills to
develop a WSG. "The other thing is, this is important as a learner too. Also it is important as a
teacher. So I think the experiences I have gained in both such ways are important for me," she
described.
Wimala declared that now she realised some drawbacks in her WSG. She said that, "I think there are
many modifications to be done in this." For instance, to change the activity type to enhance the
practical participation of the parti_pipants and get their reflections, include some pictures that would
be useful to develop concepts, and provide more resources including external Web links, are some of
the changes Wirnala intended to make, if developing again.
Wimala also thought more information in detail should be provided on the topic, according to her
target audience needs. "However, I think because this is for adult learners, it would have been better,
if more content was included...But because this is a WSG, I limited that," she explained. Further,
she indicated that she might make some changes in the order of presentation and have more specific
sub-topics.
Wimala believed that her WSG was suitable to be used in Sri Lanka, with these improvements. "As
a matter of fact, I think this is a good study guide for the pre service training programme, with these
modifications," she stated.
However, she suggested that when introducing these in Sri Lanka, some guidance would be
essentially needed to be provided for those who would be involved.
... They have to be shown some models. Because we didn't know about any models at the beginning... We
got the previous WSGs, but not design models.. ./ think it is important to give some guidance for
people who are developing these.

Discussion
Wimala developed "an instructional guide" which she described as similar to "one lesson in
traditional teaching". Accordingly, she planned her presentation similar to a traditional text-based
material, and therefore, it took an instructivist approach.
Later she tried to change her traditional way by reducing the content and including more activities.
However, some pages were still kept lengthy, because she wanted to explain them to the user.
Wimala was very concerned about her target group and wanted to make this learning task easy for
them. This indicates the influence of her instructivist background, trying to explain to the students
rather than allowing them to fmd out.
Wimala was influenced by past WSGs in deciding her format. She also tried to insert WSG
characteristics she referenced from books. Yet, as a novice computer user, she had to pay more
attention to acquiring the skills as well as coping with the technological issues. This resulted in her
presentation taking a similar approach to what she was familiar with in her profession.
Other than using colours and images to make her WSG attractive, and hyperlinking to connect pages,
Wimala did not m3ke any other changes in her presentation from a traditional material. Frustrations
due to technical problems and time constraints prevented her trying out new approaches in designing.
Wimala s comment on her main achievement as improvement of practical skills to develop a WSG
clearly indicates that the impact of this process on her was mainly on technological aspects.
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Although she reduced her content as an assignment requirement, she believed that more content
should be provided to the users. This reflects her unchanged attitudes on providing information to
the learner . Yet her desire to change the activity type to gain more practical participation of learners
implies a shift in theoretical understandings to some extent.

12. Yamuna
Background
Yamuna was in the younger age group of 30-40 years, and had had only less than 5 years experience
as a teacher, and between 5-l 0 years experience as a teacher educator. Science was her subject
specialisation, and she had not been involved in developing any study materials in Sri Lanka
She was a novice in both Internet and computer use. However, she stated that she felt "moderately
confident" when using the Internet here. Yamuna followed only one IT subject, along with subjects
from other disciplines.

Planning Methods
Yamuna selected her topic "flowering plants" targeting beginning Science teachers. Her personal
knowledge as a previous Botany -teacher, helped her to plan the content. She obtained information for
her WSG only from library books and not Web sites.
Yamuna planned and wrote the content first on paper, and then directly typed them into the created
Web pages, in Claris Home page using a Macintosh computer, at the laboratory
From the beginning, Yamuna planned to use many images and less information in her WSG. She
stated that she wanted to use the "Discovery Method" in her presentation.

Design Patterns
Yamuna stated that she arranged the information in her WSG as an "Instructional guide" and "not as
a book". She further explained that according to the learning strategy used, the "discovery method",
she allowed the users to learn through the activities provided. "I think they are adult learners. I don't
want to tell all the ideas to them. They can think and go through the activities," she explained the
reason for taking that approach.
Her format of presentation was: Introduction, Objectives, Topics and sub-topics including activities,
Feedback and References.
However, the presentation was not consistent. A different approach was used in each section. For
instance, information was presented in point form in some pages, whereas in others there were
lengthy descriptions. Activities were placed in different positions within the content, which were also
diverse. She described the reason for that as, "I thought it is good, if I vary their way of learning, not
to be boring."
Further, Yamuna explained that she realised the effectiveness of anchoring several sub topics in a
single page. "While developing, I realised that when there were several subtopics under a main topic,
it is easier for the learner, ifl linked them from the top of page," she described.
Yamuna indicated all the main topics of the WSG in the Home page because she thought then the
learners would be able to go through the Web site easily. There was no special guidance for
navigation, because according to Yamuna, "...this is not very complex, the target group will be able
to understand it."
There were two navigation panels in each page one with links to the Home, Next and Back pages,
and the other with links to all the sub-sections. The current page topic was excluded in the
navigation table in each page because Yamuna thought that there was no need to have a link to the
same page.
Many activities were included at different stages of the WSG, and most of them were practical .
experiences. Yamuna explained that: "Then there is no need for me to explain the lesson in detail. I
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need to explain only the things they couldn't find out through the activities. So it facilitates the
teaching process."
Yamuna did not want to give questions to recall facts as the activities because she wanted to "...make
the learner think. To make a discovery learning." However, she provided direct answers as feedback
to the activities because of the following:
Now I have given an activity without even an introduction. So I thought, when I provide the direct
answers as the feedbac.k, I teach the lesson through that. The answer is the lesson. If the learner goes
wrong in the activity, then s/he learns from the answer. Then only the lesson is completed

As activities were a component of the lesson itself, she included them within the content, rather than
giving in separate pages. The feedbacks to the activities were given in a separate, single page, yet
linked from each activity to the relevant feedback. Yamuna had all feedbacks in one page because she
did not want to increase the number of pages and links.
Yamuna had a single colour as the background for all pages in her WSG, yet with different designs.
She explained that, "...because the target group is academic, I didn't use many colours ...Different
designs were used for learner attraction."
There were many scanned images included in the WSG, but only one animated image. Yamuna
stated that because she had used so many scanned pictures she decided to have only one animated
image to indicate the Home.

Concerns
Yamuna was concerned about developing a WSG that would be useful for the beginning Science
teacher trainees. She wanted to-design a simple WSG and make it meaningful for the learners. Her
intention was to change the traditional way of teaching and use discovery method instead of
transmitting knowledge.
Since she was familiar with the skill and knowledge level of the target group and their needs, she
designed her WSG accordingly, as described below:

MY target group is primary teacher trainees... Beginning Science teachers... They are very interested in
learning Science... We can give some background, they can imagine, they can think, and they can do
these activities.

Yamuna wanted to make her WSG to be easily understandable by the users. Characteristics such as
indicating all the contents in the Home page, structuring the,contents under sub-topics and anchoring
them in the same page, use of many activities and feedback with direct answers, and flexible
navigation panels with links to other sections were included for this purpose.
Yamuna had used many images including a large image in the Home page, to make her WSG
attractive, and to motivate the learners. Using a light colour as the background, in contrast with her
dark images, and having differently designed backgrounds were also to increase the attraction. When
selecting the background colour, Yamuna explained that "Here, I was concerned about this being
academic, as well as being attractive for the learners and not to strain their eyes."
Diversity in presentation was another factor she was concerned about, to avoid the learners getting
bored and to retain their attention. Having variations from page to page and centering all the text to
make it different from a book are some of the strategies she used for this.

Influences
Yamuna's personal interest and experience as a Botany teacher has influenced her in selecting the
topic 'Flowering Plants'. As declared by her, "I like this topic very much. I have a good knowledge
on it."
Yamuna declared that using the 'discovery method' and taking different approaches in each page was
her normal way of presentation. ".. .I normally present this way. Even when I prepare a lesson, I make
a variation. That is, I don't present in a single way. I give different kinds of activities," she
explained.
Yamuna revealed that this reflects her personal learning style, by stating, ".. .I like it You can learn
even without a teacher, as a self study or independent learning"
Yamuna also claimed that she first planned her WSG without reading any previous WSGs, and
therefore "...This is completely a production of mine. My concept.". She stressed that she did not try
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to imitate any other WSG: "...many were influenced by your WSG, and tried to imitate it. I didn't
try to do that. I didn't look at yours or others'. I designed by my self," she described.
However Yamuna admitted that after completing most of her WSG, she looked at the other WSGs
for reviewing, and got some ideas from them also. For instance, she stated that one influence from
the previous WSGs was having several sub-topics under a topic in the top of the page and anchoring
them to the relevant sections in the same page.
Issues
As a novice both in computer and Internet use, Yamuna faced a lot of technical problems at the
beginning of the process. She declared that understanding difficulties and lack of skills were the main
issues faced by her.
Although the one-day workshop at the beginning introduced the basic skills in developing the WSG,
Yamuna considered that it was insufficient to improve the skills. She had to obtain peer help from
the beginning. However, she practised and was able to overcome many problems.
Yamuna faced difficulties with scanning pictures because she did not have the skill to do it. Linking
was also a problem for her at the beginning. However, with support from ·the others, and practising
by herself, Yamuna managed to overcome these problems.
Since Yamuna developed her WSG directly on a Macintosh computer at the lab, she did not face any
cross-platform issues. However, she faced an issue of missing images, due to lack of proper
knowledge when saving them.
Time constraint was another major issue faced by Yamuna. She declared that due to lack of time, she
could not link to external Web sites, although she intended to do so.
Support received
From the beginning Yamuna had to obtain peer support, mainly for technical problems She
described that often she sought help from the others to clarify her problems.
She described two such instances as follows:
...Later I tried to scan the pictures. The lab technicians helped me. Then I realized that it was not so
difficult .
... Then I designed my first page and tried to link all the other pages to it. But I could not do it
successfully. K helped me. After that I was able to link all the pages successfully.

Although Yamuna claimed that the frrst workshop was insufficient for development of skills, she
declared that the second workshop was useful in refining her WSG. For example Yamuna explained
that she was able to clear her images and insert them in relevant places in suitable sizes with borders,
with the help of the instructors, at this workshop.
Retlections
At the beginning of the process, Yamuna was uncertain whether she would be able to successfully
develop her WSG, due to lack of skills. She revealed that at the beginning:
I was very worried thinking whether I would be able to develop my topic. Because I didn't have the
skills to scan the pictures. Sometimes I thought that I might have to change the topic.

However, Yamuna was motivated to continue with her developing, whenever she managed to
overcome a problem she faced, as reflected by the following comments:
...After obtaining the pictures, I was motivated to complete my WSG effectively...After that I was able to
link all the pages successfully. That too motivated me.

Yamuna also revealed that she was worried about designing by herself, not referring to other WSGs
as most of the others did. She described that as follows:
Once I though whether mine would be at a low level and I was worried But, later on after you told me
that it was good, I was motivated So I continued developing.

At the end of the process Yamuna remarked that she had gained understandings and skills in
developing WSGs. "I learnt a lot, developed skills, for example scanning" she claimed and assured
that she was s~tisfied with her product. As stated by Yamuna: "The ability to develop a WSG, and
the development of technological skills" was her main achievement from this experience.
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Yamuna claimed that there were some shortcoming in her WSG such as not having links to external
Web sites, and facilities for collaborative activities, but stated that she would include those and
improve her WSG if she were developing again.
However, Yamuna also remarked that she will not change the presentation:
I don 't intend to make any changes in the design or in the presentation, because of the target
group ... Because I developed this based on my experiences about the learners' level...Even now they can
use this,

Yamuna was determined to develop WSGs after going back to Sri Lanka, if there were facilities. "I
have a great confidence and much desire to introduce these in Sri Lanka somehow," she remarked.
She thought that it was very important to introduce this in Sri Lanka, and that the people who were
trained should get together, share ideas and develop WSGs.

Discussion
Yamuna took a different approach from most of the others in the group in designing her WSG. The
learning strategy used, "the discovery method", was claimed by Yamuna as her normal way of
presenting a lesson as a Science teacher. This indicates that Yamuna did not attempt any new
approach, but took an approach she is familiar with.
Yamuna wrote the content first as a conventional text-based study material, and then transferred it
directly into electronic media, only with additions of colours and images to enhance the presentation.
The lack of use of any external Web sites for reference, and not linking any, indicated the limited use
of the facilities available.
As a novice computer user, Yamuna was confronted with many technical issues during the
developing process. Coping with them and developing an attractive WSG were her main concerns.
This was evident in the fact that her major worry was about scanning images and linking. Once she
acquired the needed skills, Yamuna was contented with presenting her WSG, in the way she was
familiar with.
Being a younger member of the group, Yamuna had less experience in the profession and also was
without any experience in developing study materials. This resulted in not being influenced by the
previous developing processes as the others were. Yet, she was influenced by her experiences in
presenting a lesson to a class.
Development of the technological skills was Yamuna's main achievement. This implies that
Yamuna's concern was more on developing such skills, rather than on designing. Further, her desire
to improve her WSG by only including features such as external Web links and collaborative
activities, which she could not do due to lack of skills, and not to change the design, supports this.
She was confident that this approach suits her target group.
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